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U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

The I'.S. Commission on Civil Rights is a temporary, imlependent, bipartisan agency
established by Congress in 1957 and directed to:

Investigate complaints alleging that citizens are being deprived of their rights to vote'
by reason of their race, color. religion, or national origin, or by reason of fraudulent
practices;

Study and collect information concerning legal developments constituting a denial 'of
equal protection of the laws under the Constitution;

Appraise. Federal laws and policies with respect to equal protection of the laws;

Serve as a national clearinghouse for information in respect to denials of equal protec-
tion of the laws; and

Submit reports, findings, and :recommendations to the President and the CongreSs.

MemherS of the Commission:*

Stephen Horn, Chairman
I:rankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

John :1. Buggs, .Siall Ihrectar
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

January 1973

TH E.PRES.I D ENT
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE
THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SIRS:
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights presents this report to you pursuant to Public

Law 85.315, as amended.
This report evaluates the Federal effort to end discrimination against this Nation's

minority citizens. It is the third in a series of follow-up reports to a September 1970

study of the Federal civil rights enforcement effort. These reports have been aimed at

determining how effectively the Federal Government is carrying out its civil rights re-
.

sponsibiltties pursuant to the various laws, regulations, Executive orders, and policies.

While we haVe described the civil rights operations of individual agencies, our pur-

pose is to evaluate the structure and mechanisms for civil rights enforcement of the

Federal Government as a wholeto identify those problems which are systemic to

Federal activities and to determine means for improving the civil rights efforts of all

Federal departments and agencies.
Our findings in this report show that the distressing picture described in past reports

has not substantially changed. Our basic conclusion continues to be that the Federal

effort is highly inadequate. As we havenoted earlier, agency civil rights offices lack suf-

ficient staff and authority to execute their full responsibilities. Civil rights enforce-

ment continues to be complaint oriented; there is little systematic effort to search

for and eliminate discrimination in all areas under Federal jurisdiction. Further, even

when discrimination is disclosed, negotiations to achieve compliance are often ineffec-

tive. Yet, Federal agencies rarely resort to imposing sanctions.

If such findings are not to be repeated year after year, in agency hfter agency, it is

imperative that immediate steps be taken toward vigorous enforcement of the civil

rights requireinents. Therefore, we urge you consideration of the facts presented and

ask for your leadership in ensuring forceful implementation of the Federal civil rights

program.
Respectfully,

Stephen Korn, Vice Chairman
Frankie M. Freeman
Maurice B. Mitchell
Robert S. Rankin
Manuel Ruiz, Jr.

John A. Buggs, Staff Director
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STATEMEAT OP THE UNITED. STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS ON
"THE FEDERAL CIVIL. RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT EFFORTA REASSESSMENT"

More than two years agd this Commission issued the
first in a series of reports evaluating the structure and
mechanisms of the Federal civil rights enforcement
effort. We undertook these studies because while there
was an impressiveatray of Federal civil rights laws,
Executive orders, and policies, the promise of 'equid
justice for all Americans had not approached reality.
We felt that the Federal Government was the single
institution in our society possessing.the legal author-
ity, the resources, andpotentially, at leastthe will
for attacking social and economic injustice on a corn-
prehensive scale.

In that report the Commission identified weaknesses
in civil rights enforcement which continue to permit
such grievous wron as segregation in our schools,
discriminlitory housing and employment, dispro-
portionate hardship to minorities in urban develop.
ment and highway construction, and inequitable dis-
tribution of health services and other Federal benefits.

Today we are releasing a third followup report,
which 'was submitted last September to the Ofhc of
Management and Budget for its use in reviewing
budget submissions of the Federal agencies. Our basic
conclusions are that the Federal effort is high!), inade-
quate; that it has not improved as much as we would
have expected since our last report in November 1971;
and that strong leadership and direction are absolute-. ly necessary to prevent p continuation of the ineffective
enforcement program developed over the last 9 years.
We issue this report in the hope that our findings will

.. be studied by the President, his agency heads, the Con-
gretis, and the American people and that strong reme-
dial action will be promptly undertaken.

Our findings are dismayingly similar to those in our
earlier reports. The basic finding of our initial report,
issued in October 1970, was that executive branch en-
forcement of civil rights mandates was so inadequate
as to render the laws practically meaningless. Many

deficiencies ran throughout the overall effort. We
found, for example, that the size of the staff with full-
time equal opportunity responsibilities was insufficient.
At the same time, because of their low position in their

1
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organizational hierarofiy, civil rights officials ,lacked
authority to bring about' change in the substantive
programs conducted by their agencies. Moreover, it
became abundantly clear that agency civil rights en-
forcement efforts typically were disjointed and marked
by a lack of comprehensive planning and goals. Agen-
cies failed to search out patterns of bias, preferring
instead to respond to individual complaints. Even
where noncompliance was plainly substantiated, pro-
tracted negotiations were commonplace and sanctions
were rare. Finally, we found a lack of Government
wide coordination of civil rights efforts.

This deplorable situation did not develop accidental-
ly. Nor Was the Commission's finding a surprise_tra.
those knowledgeabib. about civil rights and the role of
the Federal Government. The enforcement failure was
the result, to a large extent, of placing the responsibili-
ty for ensuring racial and ethnic justice upon a mas-
sive Federal bureaucracy which for years had been an
integral part of a discriminatory system. Not only did
the bureaucrats resist civil rights goals; they often
viewed any meaningful effort to pursue them to be
against their particular program's self-interest.

Many agency officials genuinely believed they would
incur the wrath of powerful membersf Congress or
lobbyists -and thereby jeopardizes their other
programs -if they actively attended to civil rights
concerns. Moreover, since nonenforcement was an
accepted mode of behavior, any official who sought to
enforce civil rights laws with the same zeal applied
to other statutes ran- the risk of being. branded as an
activist, a visionary, or a troublemaker. Regrettably,
there were few countervailing pressures. Minoritiel still
lacked the economic and political power to influence
or motivate a reticent officialdom.

In spite of these inherent difficulties, we knew that
Government employees respond to direct orders. We
were convinced that if our Presidents and their agency
head and subcabinet level appointees had persisted
irf making clear that the civil rights laws were -to be
strictly enforced, and had disciplined those who did
not follow directives and praised those who did, racial



and ethnic inequality would not have been as prevalent
as it was in 1970. Leadership- presidential, political-,
and administrativeand the development of realistic
management processes are the keystones to a vig-
orous and effective Federal enforcement effort. Our
study concluded that this leadership unfortunately was

lacking. Despite certain 'halting steps forward and a

few promising public pronouncements, Presidents
and their appointees seldom assumed their potential
role as directors of the Government's efforts to pro-
tect the rights of minority Americans.

The Commission's two followup reports, issued in
May and November 1971, found thin some agencies
had made some progress in improving their civil rights
structures arid mechanisms. Important action had
been taken by such agencies as the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget and the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. But other agencies such as the
Federal Power Commission, the Department of Lhe
Interior, and the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration of the Department of Justice had made
almost no headway in developing the took necessary
to 'combat discrimination.

In this, our most recent assessment, wr have found
that the inertia of agencies in the area of civil rights,
has persisted. In no agency did We find enforcement
being accorded the priority and highlevel commitment
that is essential if civil rights programs are to become
fully effective. Significant agency a. Guns frequently
are accompanied by extensive delays in the issuance
of regulations, in the implementation of regulations,
and, greatest of.all, in the use of sanctions when dis-
crimination is found. Innovative steps occur here and
there, but they are uncoordinated with those of other
agencies. For example, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development and the General Services Adminis-
tration have issued regulations implementing their
1971 agreement to assure availability of housing for
lower income families, open without discrimination, in
any area in which a Federal installation is to be locat
ed. Neither agency, however, has undertaken the re
sponsibility of devising an overall plan to see that
every Federal agency assigns a high priority to this
effort.

There is no Governmentwide plan for civil rights
enforcement. There is not even effective coordinatipn
among agencies with similar ,responsibilities in, for
example, the employment area, where the Civil Service
COMmission, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, and the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance share enforcement duties. The Equal Employ-

. ment Opportunity Coordinating Council, created by
Congress in March 1972 for this `precise purpose, had

not addressed any substantive issues in the first six
months of its existence.

There have been some noteworthy actions, and the
agencies which have instituted new and more effective
compliance procedures should be duly recognized. For
example, the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment has issued regulations requiring, builders
and developers, prior to the approval of HUD assis-
tance, to demonstrate that they have undertaken posi-
tive actions to sell or rent t, minorities. The Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare performs
special studies in the health and social services area,
apart from its normal program of onsite civil rights
reviews. These studies have examined such issues as

language barriers to the delivery of services to non-
English-speaking minorities. The Department of Agri-
culture's Office of Equal Opportunity has been in-
volved in extensive upgrading of enforcement
mechanism. This includes a system whereby the De-
partment's constituent agencies are required to set
goals for minority participation in their programs.
The Environmental Protection Agency, although a rela-
tively new agency, has demonstrated energy and
creativity in its efforts to enforce the provisions of
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting
discrimination in the distribution of Federal assis-
tanie. The-Civil Service Commission, working with
the language of an Executive order which Congress
now has enacted into law, has begun to enlarge its
equal opportunity staff and change its procedures.

For every step forward, however, numerous cases of
inaction can be cited. The Department of the Interior
has begun to onduct onsite revievrti of the State and
local park systems it funds, but it has pot At de-
veloped a comprehensive compliance program. It has
not, for example, provided adequate guidance to
these park systems concerning actions prohibited by
Title VI. The Federal Power Commission still refuses
to assume jurisdiction over the "employment practices
of its regulatees, despite a Justice Department opinion
that it has authority to do so. The Interstate Com-
meri..e Commission has delayed a decision on the very
same point for over 18 months.

The Federal financial regulatory agencies have not
begun to collect racial and ethnic data. Neither have
they made the necessary effort to use the traditional
examination process to detect discriminatory lending
practices barred by Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance
has been downgraded within the Department of Labor
and its effectiveness has commensurately diminished.
The Internal Revenue Service continues to construe in
an unjustifiably narrow manner its duty to keep dis-



criminatorily operated private schools froin receiving

tax- exempt status. Its school reviews have been per--

functoiry, and its cooperation with the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare is almost nonexistent.

A year ago wenoted some encouraging signs in the

Department of Justice's coordination of the Title VI

programs of the various Federal agencies. Now the
Department's activities again have become lethargic.

Evidence of this is the fact that proposed uniform

amendments to agency Title VI regulations have not

been issued more than five years after the need was

recognized by Department officials.
Even among the agencies where we found improv. e-

ments, serious problems persist. Simie agencies still do

not adequately review the recipients of their assistance.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development,

for example, conducted only 186 reviews of the 12,000

agencies it funded during Fiscal Year 1972. HUD has

yet to set priorities for scheduling reviews. Even when
reviews are conducted, there is reason to believe that

they are often superficial. The .J)epartment of Agri-
culture reports that it reviewed more than 24,000 of

its recipients last .year. Yet only one instance of non-

compliance was discovered-- a remarkable, if .not, un-

believable record, considering the extensive discrimi-

nation which pervades federally funded agriculture

programs.
Other agencies continue to utilize low standards. The

Civil Service Commission refuses to validate its tests

according to the standard used by the Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission, the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance, and the Department of Justice
and approved by the Supreme Court of the United

States.
In one of the most important areas of national

life, the provision of equal educational opportunities

for our children, we now find lowered compliance

standards for elementary and secondary schools and

what appears to be the elimination of the threat of fund
termination which has rendered the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare's enforcement program
ineffective.

In the face of this dismaying picture, the Office of

Management and Budget, the one Federal entity with

authority over all agencies, has maintained its interest

but has not accelerated its civil rights efforts in keeping

with the demonstrated need. Execution of OMB's civil

rights responsibilities is left largely to the discretion
of individual staff members. OMB has not established

a fUlltame and adequately.stafied civil rights unit with
respougibility for interagency policymaking and moni-

toring. No one has been charged by the Director of

OMB with the specific duty of holding the staff ac-
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countable for identifying and fulfilling the civil rights

aspects of their assignments. The total potential of the

budget and 'Management review process for civtil

rights evaluation thus has not been realized.
This latest Commission study has reinforced the

finding of the three preceding reports that the Govern
me'nes civil rights program is not adequate or even
close to it. This matter is of critical importance to the

Nation's well-being, for we are not dealing with ab-

stract rights but with the fundamental rights of all
people -a decent job, an adequate place to live, and a
suitable education. Everyone must have the opportunity

to share fully in the bounty of our societynot as
stepchildren or wards of the Government but as dig-
nified citizens of this, the greatest Nation on earth.

The Federal Government's constitutional and morn/

obligations are dear. The long-term stability of this
Nation demands an' end to discrimination in its . in-

stitutional forms, as well as in its overt individual

manifestations. Yet large-scale discrimination con-

tinues.
Our faith in the ability of even our imperfect demo-

cratic society to live up to its commitments when chal-

lenged to do so gives us hope that the future will be
less bleak than are the past and present.

That challenge can only come from the aggressive
leadership by those in government at WI levels who

have take solemn vow to uphold the Constitution.
Historically, the Presidency has been a major focal
point through which the power of the Nation as well as

its conscience have been expressed.
If our hope for lasting peace among the nations of

the world requires a rapprochement with those nations

from which we have been estranged, then our hope for

domestic tranquility within our diverse populations
requires no less. Presidential leadership has broukht

us far along the road toward 4te accomplishment
of international understanding,/ cooperation and

friendship with many of our hitherto implacable

enemies. For this the Nation should be grateful.
Presidential leadership has not yet been brought
equally to bear on the creation of a similar situation
within the Nation. Without the leadership of the Presi-

dent, this job not only becomes infinitely more

difficult but a steady erosion of the progress toward

equal rights, equal justice. and equal protection under
ihe Constitution will occur. History suggests that so
long as one man is not free, the freedom of all is in

jeopardy.
The first requirement of any such effort on the part

of the Chief Executive and his appointees is that of an
unequivocal, forceful implementation of all the civil
rights laws now on the books.

9
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In the past the Government's vast resources fre-

-Nuently have been effectively marshaled to cope with
natural disasters, economic instability, and outbreaks
of crime. Can we,afford to do less when dealing with
this country's greatest malignancy--racial and ethnic
injustice?

The answer is clearly "no." But days pass into weeks,
then into months, and finally into years, and Federal
civil rights enforcement proceeds at a snail's pace. It
lacks creativity, resources, a sense of urgency, a firm-
ness in dealing with violators, andmost importantly
a sense of commitment. Time is running out on the
dream of our forebears.

While we do n ot feel that our efforts have thus far
produced significant results, this Commission remains
committed to reviewing pe.riodically the civil rights
enforcement activities of the Federal agencies. We are
aware that there now are a number of new agency
heads and that some steps have been taken in the

c
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six-month period since we completed this review. We
intend, therefore, to complete another evaluation of
the Government's efforts in six months.

But our activities in this field cannot begin to meet
the need. Private groups and individuals must become
more involved in monitoring the Federal Government's
activities. This involvement may well lead, as it has in
the past, to judicial and administrative proceedings
seeking relief where Federal activities have been
weak or ineffective. Such involvement most certainly
leads to a more informed citizenry and a more respon-
sive bureaucracy.

Every citizen has a right to expect that his or her
Government will rededicate itself to the principle of
equality and an effective program of enforcement to
support\ that commitment. Without that commitment,
this Nation will not keep faith with the clear mandate
of the Constitution.

4
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PREFACE

In October 1970 the Commission published its first

across-the-board evaluation of the Federal Govern-
ment's effort to end discrimination against American
minorities. That report, The Federal Civil Rights

Enforcement Effort, was followed by two reports, the
first in May 1971 and the other in November 1971,
which summarized the civil rights steps taken by the
Government since the original report.

In the course of these studies the Commission
learned a great deal about the problems besetting the
various agencies in their attempts to fulfill thier re-
sponsibilities under the civil rights acts, relevant
Executive orders, and court' decisions. It was, there-
fore, entirely fitting that in February 1972 Reverend
Theodore M. Hesburgli, then Commission Chairman,
and George P. Shultz, then Director of the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), agreed that the com-
mission would provide OMB with a summary of Fed-

eral civil rights activities, highlighting progress and

citing deficiencies in enforcement programs. The
Commission evaluations Were to be given to budget
examiners prior to the submission of agency budget

requests in September, so that the examiners would be
fully prepared to ask appropriate questitms and mare
recommendations in the course of the budget process.
Tbis action by the Commission was consistent with its
conviction, expressed in the Enforcement Effort re-
ports, that active OMB leadership in the Federal civil
rights enforcement effort is essential .to the success of

that effort.
Pursuant to the agreement with OMB, the Commis-

sion's Staff Director in September 1972 provided the
OMB Direttor with a report covering the activities of

more than 25 Federal agencies and departments with
significant civil rights responsibilities. In the belief
that its reports should be made public, the Commis-
sion herewith publishes the document sent to OMB.

Minor editing has been performed. but no substantive,

changes have been made in the report as delivered to

OMB.

This report was prepared in the same manner as
other Commission studies of the Federal enforcement
effort. Detailed questionnaires were mailed to the

agencies in July, interviews were held with Washing-
ton-based civil rights and program officials in July and
August, and documents and data supplied by the
agencies were analyzed. The report covers the activities

of the agencies from October 1971 to July 1972.
All of the agencies dealt with at length in the One

Year Later report were reviewed in this document,
with one notable exception: the White House. The

reason for the ommission is that the Commission pre-
pared this report to assist OMB in its role as overseer
of the Federal budget. Since OMB does not have the
same authority and control over the White House
budget that it has over budgets of the Federal depart-

ments and agencies, we did not feel that it would be
useful to review the White House in this report.

Another area not covered is the Goyernmeh
forts to end discrimination based on sex. The
mission's jurisdiction was expanded to inclu
discrimination in October 1972, one month a
report was completed. Information on sex disc

tion will be an integral part of all subsequent Commis-

sion Enforcement Effort reports.
The Commission currently is conducting another

review of Federal civil rights programs. A report
based on this information will be published in the

autumn, of 1973. It will include an assessment of the
agencies discussed in this report, as well as a review

of the activities of other agencies'euch as the Small

Business Administration, the Community Relations
Service of -.the Department of Justice, and the White
ilouse. In addition, that report will be the first of the
Commission's overall reviews of the Federal Govern-

inent's civil rights activities to vealuate efforts at the
regional level. The Commission intends to continue
issuing this series of enforcement reports until it Ands

the Federal efforts totally satisfactory.

5
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT

AND BUDGET (OMB)

4

I. OVERVIEW

0MB has made progress in institutionalizing its
civil rights program. Semiannual memoranda calling
attention to the prograth are issued. Additional fea-
tures of the program include Spring Previews and Fall
Director's Reviews on civil rights issues, the Special
Analysis of Federal Civil Rights Activities, and civil
rights information sessions.

Nonetheless, there are several major weaknesses in
the implementation of the program. The budget process
and OMB management reviews offer a potential for
civil rights evaluation that has not been fully realized.
OMB hasb made minimal use of its legislative review
procedures to foster Federal civil rights enforcement.
And despite XL ...responsibility for regulating Federal
statistics, 0MB has not set the requirements necessary
for collection and use of racial and ethnic data on
participation in Federal programs.

0MB has undertaken many ad hoc and worth.
while activities which have served to increase tge in
volvement of 0MB staff members in its civil rights
efforts. There are, however, no adequate mechanisms
making 0MB staff accountable for carrying out,
or even identifying, the civil rights aspects of their
assignments. Consequently, civil rights activities con-
tinue to be largely discretionary to the staff member
involved. Increased training and guidance of both the
management and budget diviiotons are necessary before
0MB can make good its intention of seeing that civil
rights considerations permeate all its activities.

0MB has failed to take the'Mokt important step in'
establishing an effective civil' rightskprogram. It has
not created a civil rights unit with adequate authority
for monitoring and giving direction to all its civil
rights activities.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

OMB's fiscal, legislative, and statistical duties endow
it with significant influencein dettnining the staffing,
structure, and policy developinont of civil rights pro-
grams in the Federal agencies. Although these is no

6

specific statute assigning civ il rights enforcement re-
sponsibilities to OMB, ' its role in the oversight and
evaluation of Federal activities gives 0MB a unique
obligation to monitor the. implementation of Federal
civil rights laws and.policy. Since the fall of 1970,
OMB has continued to delineate its civil rights func-
tions in semiannual memoranda, assigning responsi-
bility for exercising these functions to management.,
and budget staff.

III. CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES

A. Budget Examination

Civil rights enforcement is not an itemized program
or activity in most agency budgets,' and until 1970
the review of agency budgets placed little emphasis on
assessing this activity. During the past two years,
largely as a resultiof OC directives a and the efforts
of staff members in the ,ivil Rights Unit, there has
been a gradual increase in the inclusion of civil rights
issues in interviews between the examiners and Fed-
eral agencies, in budget submission's, and in budget
hearings. In addition, some OMB examinerl have been
involved in special studies of agency civil rights pro-
grams. Two examples are the current evaluation of
agency Title VI programs and the recent review of
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance.

Nonetheless, only a small portion of OMB examiners
has activttly pursued civil rights issiies with the agen-

F. arc wive Order I 1SS I of July I. 1970. direet OhtII to help th.
President bring about more effir tent and ronototrI conduct of Cos.
ern merit. and to plan, conduct. and proinot initiation eforta to salt
lb. Presidnt on ins program objective.. prformnr, and ffIcient1

In the Budget of tia United Steles each congressolonI appropriation
Is broken down by c We Ill. mock es h. planning, or wholes!
&Whine lu most awe lea civil right effort.' are not funded b7
steprt appropriation and not Holed se separate sr 1111 Y.

Th most entnptehensi. net !mowed In Ociober 1971. It wedded
detailed guideline. for the nIvel. of !Irene y riil rights 11Ities. For
the coming fall budget season OMB plane further rromorand urn, which
I. Scheduled to .Include chockliat of items for c!11 rights reIw.
It should hoe beep leued well in .damns. of agency budget uboniselons
in iloptember.

The ro, form forneed ou the road, quantifiable sper, of 'gooey
Title VI program.. such number nf complaint rerelred and numbi4
rd compliance reriers conducted. It was not adequat for rtritleving
gency c111 Ariglii structure nor ing the quality of camplince
nolesre and rorroplalid inet icstione It would be diMeult to Identify
mown r I11 rights en lorcernn emblem., on the basis of thisn study.
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des they examine,° and there are still far too many
instances in which significant problems go unnoticed.
Despite publicity on OMB's use of the budget process
for inquiry into agency civil rights activities, some
agency civil rights officials feel that. 0MB has not
been energetic in this regard.° On the whole, when

examiners formulate recommendations for agency
manpower -and funding, they have not adequately
identified a ncy civil right problems which are un-
resolved a the program level, and top 0MB officials'
remain uninformed about the extent of discrimination

in Federal programs.?
Obstacles facing ex\aminers, in this regard include

pressures from other prioritieS, Lick of encourage-
ment from supervisors, and incomplete understanding
of the particular civil rights enforcement problems
facing their agencies. The most serious problem, by
far, however, is the fact that examiners still consider
procedures for civil rights review ad hoc and dis-

cretionary.°
To systematize these procedures, 0MB shoulb re-

quire, for the budget examination process, that each

agency review its civil rights jurisdiction, giving close,
attention to the relationship between- civil rights en-
forcement and its assistance programs. Each agency
should be required to set Long-range goals for civil
rights enforcement. Examiners should assess the ade-

quacy of agency objectives and make certain that
agencies have instituted effective' mechanisms for
accomplishing their goals. They should regularly re-
view enforcement programs to see if agencies are ob-

taining the desired results.°
At present, examiners are not required to provide

their supervisor or the Civil Rights Unit with a list of
issues they plan to review or with a status report on
their progress." OMB contends that such close super-
vision would be contrary to its present budget exami-
nation procedures and it does not intend to formalize

the process. The result is doubt among OMB staff and,
other Federal officials that 0MB is committed to sig-

nificantly strengthening the Federal civil rights en-

forcement effort.

B. Director's Review Of Civil Rights

An in-depth review of selected civil rights issues

occurs in the Fall Director's Review and Spring Pre-
view.11 The purpose of these reviews is to bring to
the attention of the Pr6ident policy issues which have

arisen in the budgetary and management operations of

the executive branch. Matters selected for these re-
views, however, are so remote from the process of

examining agency budgets that 0MB staff frequently
regard the reviews as useless in dealing with particular

D

civil rights issues confronting the agencies." The
situation might be, improved if the Civil Rights Unit
were'. required to review with the examiners the un-
resolved issues of specific agencies in order to identify

the most significant Governdent-wide problems. These
problems then could be brought,to the attention of top

0114B officials.

C. Special Analysis of Federal Civil Rights

Activity

In the 1973 Budget, 0MB published the first

Special. Analysis of Federal Civil Rights Activities.

Essentially, the AWysis provided data on Federal
expenditures for civil rights enforcement and for as-
sistance programis designated specifically for minorities.

One of the Inarysis' major shortcomings was that-it
did not display data throughout on the need for civil
rights activity and the results achieved."

° Although OMB directives are intended 'for all budget examiners. In

the absence of specific accountability an informal system has evolved in

most budget dielxions. The principal civil rights role is given to an

,examiner whose assignment includes review of major agency civil

,rights office. White in some instances these examiners expand civil rights

interest and involvement within their division, this informal system often

curtails the civil rights enforcement activities of the other staff, who

believe that the division's responsibilities have been met. OMB should

clarify the role of all examiners and spell out the role of any exem

Men who are to provide civil rights guidance and leadership.

° Some agency officials have taken note of the exceptional efforts of

particular budget examiners but express the opinion that these efforts

will remain ineffectual unleis tog OMB dictas provide further support

to these examiners. For example, OMB has not firmly supported the use',

of goals and timetables as a tool for civil rights enforcement. It ha`
not placed pressure on agencies to conduct compliance reviews* of all

recipients. It has not required the coliection,,of racial and ethnic data.

7 When unresolved civil rights problems are identified to top OMB
officials, 0MB can request agency heads to eliminate and resolve those

problems. As final resort. OMB might. restrict agency funds or

expenditures.
I The shortcomings of . this system are illustrated by lee lack of

responte to memorandum issued by OMB's Civil Rights Unit this

past spring. The memorandum requested from examiners a list of topics

to he covered In the forthcoming season. Only five or so examiners

responded to the request, and OMB did not follow up on this lack

of response.
J7

° Examiners also should be required( to assess, on regular heels,

the minority employment patterns of Federal agencies. They should

review agency dais; evaluate adequacy of agency goals and timetables

for- increasing minority employment; and, along with Civil Service Com:
mission officials, ensure that appropriate corrective steps are taken.

'° A closer liaison with the Civil Right* Unit is maintained in the

execution of special projects, such as the Title PI survey. This liaison

has been successful In stimulating the review of agency civil rights

activity.
'I These are formal reviews In which OMB staff presents papers on

critical issues for consideration by the senior decisionmaking mai. The

Director's Review occurs as part of the budget examination process.

The Spring Preview occurs in conjunction with identification of 'Will,
cant issues in the upcoming budget season.

°° Within given agency the magnitude of some issuessuch as

inadequate compliance review mechanisms or insufficient minority.directed

publicity concerning program benefits--may not seem significant enough

to bring to the sttention of OMB officials.
" For example,. although the Special Analysis provides data on the

amount of money allotted for minority higher education assistance, there

has been no calculation of the need for such assistance, and thus the

sufficiency of Federal efforts cannot be evaluated. To illustrate further.

the Special Analysts provides, data on the number of contract compliance

reviews conducted and the number of private employment complaints

7
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D. Circular A-11

Circular A-119 which outlines the procedure for sub-
mitting agency budgets, has been revised to include a
request that civil rights enforcement and minority
assistance programs submit narrative, budgetary, and
beneficiary data for the next Special Analysis of Federal
Civil Rights Activities. This Is an improvement over
the bulletin issued in December 1971, which called for
data for the first civil rights Special Analysis, in that
it asks agency officials to submit indicators of achieve-
ment 14 and data on the number of beneficiaries by
race and ethnic origin.

However, the request makes beneficiary data op-
tional and thus will not necessarily motivate Federal
agencies to collect it. Further, OMB staff members
believe that the quality of the data max prove to be
questionable, and they anticipate that OMB may not
be able to invest adequate time to thoroUghly review
each data source.

OMB has not used Circular A-11 to increase the
civil rights data available for the budget examination
process. Since the recent revision is limited to a re-
quest for data which will be used in the Special Ana-
lysis, the data will not be submitted to OMB until after
the budget hearings.'5 The Circular has not been
amended to require that program plans submitted in an
agency's budget include data on the race and ethnic
origin of expected program participants. Nor has it
been amended to require that narrative descriptions of
agency programs contain statements concerning the
effect of the programs on minorities."

E. Racial and Ethnic Data
As previously .noted,Circular A-11 limits the

request for minority beneficiary data to civil rights
enforcement and minority assistance programs." As
a result of the recommendations of its task force
on racial and ethnic data9'8 OMB has recently re-
quested agencies to submit data on the racial and
ethnic origin of potential beneficiaries, applicants,
beneficiaries, and persons negatively affected by Fed-
eral programs. If available, these data might be used
in the budget review process. OMB officials feel, how-
ever, that such data are not go,perally collected by Fed-
eral agencies and that this request will serve primarily
as the basis for further study for improving collection
of racial and ethnic data. So far:0MB is planning a
one-time request for these data. Thus, the analysis of
racial and ethnic program data will not yet be routinely
incorpotated into the budget review process.

OMB 'ET1so has studied the possibility of revising the
specifications for racial and ethnic categories used
in Federal statistics. In February 1972 it solicited

8
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comments from Federal agencies and minority group
organizations concerning proposed revisions in Circu-
lar A-46." The categories currently used by Federal
agencies, as well as desired categories, were so diverse
that OMB believed it impossible to reach a consensusf.2°
O MB has taken no further action.

OMB continues to provide inadequate guidelines
for the collection of racial and ethnic data, and the
opportunity for uniformity is thus reduced.2' Under
the Federal Reports Act of 1942, 0MB is responsible
for examining the informational needs of Federal
agencies and coordinating information-collection ser-
vices. Further, the Budget and Accounting Procedures
Act of 1950 requires OMB to "develop programs
and issue regulations and orders for the improved
gathering, compiling, analyzing, publishing and dis-
seminating of statistical information for any purpose
by . . (Federal agencies)." In light of the great need
for racial and ethnic statistics on beneficiaries of
Federal programs and the significant inconsistencies
and deficiencies in the small amount of data collected,
OMB should impose requirements upon Federal agen-
cies for improved and uniform racial and ethnic data
collection and use.

Although OMB's task force on racial and ethnic
data was established well over a year ago, OMB has
not yet made any requireMent upon Federal agencies

investigated. It does not provide information . on the total number of
contracts held or the number of complaints received. It provides no
data on the outcomes of the compliance reviews or complaint °Investi-
gations.

" In Circular A-11, OMB provides two examples of such indicators:
change in beneficiary composition and establishment of outreach facilities
in areas of minority concentration.

15 OMB notes that final decisions concerning allocation of resources
are not mad. until after agency budget hearinp. Accurst. data on the
funding of civil rights or any other agency programs are not available
until those decisions are made.

" The primary purpose of Circular A-11 is to set forth tha require.
monis for the budgetary and narrative statements with aaaaa d to programs
scheduled for the coming fiscal year. Nonetheless. k-II does not foclud
a requiremcnt that for each program outlined for the next fiscal year
the agency state: () the effect of the program upon minority bena
ficiaries: (b) that a maximum effort will be mad. to reach minority
beneficiaries; and (c) that plans have bean made to remedy any defi-
ciencies in the program delivery system.

" Circular A-II does not require tha submission of minority group
data for Federal assistance programs in general.

" This tat): force was established in mid-1971 to consider the means
of improving th. collection and use of racial and .tbnfc data by
Federal agencies and to study the feasibility of an OMB requirement
for such data collection.

" Exhibit K to Circular A-46 sets standards for the Federal collection
of minority group statistics.

2° In addition to considering the value of such data to Fedsrat
agencies before standardising data collection, OMB is also assessing
the costs to Federal agencies of revising existing data collection systems.
In some cases. the cost of revising categories to mast,. the minimum
needs for civil rights enforcement acid program administration appeared
to OMB to b. prohibitive.

21 This is particularly serious because many Federal agencies are
Increasing the collection and use of racial and ethnic data. Once their
data collection systems have become final, It will be mom: difficult to
correct aviation* from a Federal standard.



for data collection or improvement of existing data
systems. Task force efforts have concentrated upon
precision and reliability, losing sight of the fact that
racial and ethnic data in many instances is needed

primarily to highlight gross inequities. In short,

OMB has allowed technical difficulties that are corn-
paratively minor to overshadow the agencies' need to

know the race and ethnic origin of their beneficiaries.

F. The Peiformance Management System

(PMS)

The Performance Management System was developed

by OMB in 1971 to improve Federal management pro-
cesses.Pnder the system, performance goals are set and

results are measured quarterly and compared with

actual resources used.
To date, the Performance Management System has

been extended to only one agency with major civil
rights enforcement responsibilities, the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) ; only one

subagency with primary responsibility for serving mi-

norities, the Office of Minority Business Enterprise

(OMBE) ; and only one Federal assistance program
which serves a large number of minority benefici'aries,

the Food and Nutrition Service (FNS) of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture (USDA) .22 There are no definite

plans for expanding the system.23
Civil rights input into the implementation of PMS

has been inadequate. For example, when PMS was

initiated for the Food and Nutrition Service, USDA

equal opportunity staff was not included in the initial

meetings between FNS and OMB. As a result, per-

formance goals give only minimal attention to minor-

ity beneficiaries.24
Since the system is still in the definitional stages for

OMBE, EEOC, and FNS, it is too early to comment
upon its efficacy. In fact, PMS implementation has
been so slow that it is not reasonable to expect that

the system will cover more than a few more programs
in the next several years. It is no longer realistic,
therefore, to believe that PMS can be relied upon to

promote awareness of the civil rights responsibilities

of program managers" throughout the Federal

Government.
Despite this shortcoming, we know of no other

steps by OMB to require, or even encourage, pro-

gram managers to set goals and timetables for improv-

ing service to minority beneficiaries. In fact, OMB has

not yet taken the initial step of publicly endorsing
the use, of goals and timetables to promote equitable

distribution of program benefits.

9

G. Legislative Review

OMB's legislative responsibilities 20 afford it a

unique opportunity for seeing that agency legislative

programsand all other legislation it must clear
give adequate consideration to their effect upon mi-\norities.27 Procedures fo legislative clearance are

outlined in Circular A-1 . In July 1971, OMB

attached to this Circular a transmittal memorandum

which contained a provision for reviewing civil rights

implications of proposed legislation.28
The effect of this memorandum on the legislative

clearance process has been minimal. OMB has not
prodded agencies for comment on the effect of pro-

posed legislation upon minorities. OMB staff members

could not recall any examples in which civil rights
considerations were included in the review of sub-

stantive legislation.
In July 1972, OMB issued a revised Circular A-19,

specifically directing agencies to consider certain

civil rights laws in reviewing proposed legislation."
OMB has made no provision, however, to monitor the

implementation of this Circular. Moreover, there is no

requirement that agencies proposing legislation cover

civil tights considerations in the justification for the
proposed legislation. Neither does OMB place such

" system has also been established for 18 agencies with nay:

entice programs and for several agencies involved in crime reduction.

" OMB is considering wider use of the system in the of equal

employment opportunity and minority business enterprise, but this will

depend upon mailable resource;, in Fiscal Year 1973. Only four OMB

staff members are assigned fulltime to the development and operation

of PMS.
=. The first stages of PMS Involve a statement of program goals and

objectives and the identification of measurements to be used in assessing

program performance.
" In March 1971 Director George P. Shultz instructed that PMS be

used to ensure that the achievement of civil rights goals was clearly

Included among the performanev responsibilities of program managers.

At that time, OMB anticipated that the system would be invoked for

all Federal aasistance programs. A few months later, staff members

realized that this was too ambitious. They eon,tinued to believe, however,

that the system might be applied in the near future to about 15 Programs

with significant impact on minorities.
" OMB clean agency legislative programs before they are submitted

In Congress. These programs are submitted to OMB concomitantly with

agency budget submissions. They include, for example, provisions for

new assistance programs, statutory changes in eligibility requirements.

or revisions in methods of distributing benefits. OMB also circulates,

for agency comment, proposed legislation and enrolled bills, i.e., bills or

resolution passed by both Houses of Congress and presented to the

President for action.
'7 When a program does not ProOhle equitable benefits to minorities,

this may be the fault of the legislatieth creating the program. For

example, the Veterans Administration cannot take cerjain compensatory

actions In the face of patterns of discriminates.' mortgage lending.

VA's direct loan program was created to provide housing logos to

veterans in rural areas where private funding is unavailable. The legisla

Lion does not, however, peva* direct loans to minorities in the inner

city. where funding may be equally unavailable.
" The transmittal memorandum Instructed agencies to determine

whether the legislation ( carries out existing civil rights law and Is

consistent with the Adiinistration'e civil rights policies and directives.

01 These Include Title VI of the Civil Rights Aet of 1964, Titles

VIII and IX of the, Civil Rights Act of 1968, end Executive Orders

11216, 11478, and 11512.
<Q,



a requirement upon its review. Finally, the Circular
requireelnly a consideration of compatibility with
existing laws, Executive orders, and policy. Agencies
are not mandated to *Lieu late the effect of proposed
legislation upon minorities nor demonstrate that its
provisions are in the interests of minorities.

H. Coordination. of Federally Assisted
Programs

The Organization and Management Systems (OMS)
Division oversees the evaluation, review, and co-
ordination of federally assisted programs and projects.
A transmittal memorandum to Circular A-95, which
guides Federal agencies in cooperating with State
and local governments with regard to federally assisted
programs., was .issued in March 1972 and provides for
consideration of civil rights implications in reviews of
applications for Federal assistance.

Essentially, however, these provisions are opticinal.
Circular A-95 does not outline any specific criteria
for the review of applications and does not make the
inclusion of civil rights considerations mandatory. The
Circullir does not require that the clearinghouses 80
adequately circulate submitted applications to civil
rights organizations which might have a direct inter-
est in the outcome.

OMS also is engaged in the development of an
application form that will be uniform for all Federal
assistance. It has not determined whether the applica-
tion will require a statement about the impact of the
proposed project upon minorities.

I. Field Coordination

OMB's oversight of the Federal Executive Boards
(FEBs) 3' and the Federal Regional Councils
(FRCS) 32 creates a channel for conveying Federal
civil rights policies directly to agency field offices and
improving service to minorities. OMB sets the themes
for FEB activity." AlthAtfgh OMB has chosen topics
relating to minority liminess enterprise and internal
equal employment opportunity, it has selected no
themes having to do with the delivery of Federal as-
sistance to minorities."

The OMB staff members work with the Regional
Councils to develop agendas. With OMB encourage-
ment, individual Councils have been lending support
to minority businesses and banks and have been
seeking to improve equal employment opportunities
in Federal service. Despite their mandate to assess
the total impact of Federal activity in their regions,
the Councils have not made .a concerted effort to mea-
sure and improve delivery of Federal benefits to mi-
nority citizens.

\
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While some of the Councils have promoted progiams
which focus on the special needs of American Indians
and/or persons of Spanish speaking background,
they have not evaluated these activities and thus have
not provided the basis for structural changes in the
program delivery system.

J. OMB Minority Employment

In late 1970, OMB indicated that it would vigorous-
ly improve its hiring practices. Minority professionals
went from 11 to 38. Since October 1971, OMB has in-
creased the number of minorities in supergrade posi-
tions from three to seven.35 Nevertheless, the result in
the last ten months has not been of such magnitude as
tO set an example for other Federal agencies. None of its
assistant directorships has been filled with a minority
person, although vacancies have occurred, and OMB
has increased the number of minority professionals by
only six.8° Further, of the 655 total employees of
OMB, only six are of Spanish speaking background
and only one is American Indian.

Until OMB becomes a model equal opportunity
employer, it will be unable to convey a serious com-
mitment to its own staff and other Federal agencies.
Until that time, too, OMB civil rights efforts will suffer
from a lack of staff with the type of sensitivity that
comes from directly experiencing discrimination.

3° OMB Circular A.95 provides an opportunity fer Stat. and local
governments to comment upon certain proposed federally assisted project.
through the mechanism of Stte, metropolitan, or regional clearinghouses.
These clearinghouses are generally comprehensive planning agencies. They
examine proposed projects in relation to planned reawide growth and
development and circulate notification of the proposed projects to judo.
diction. and agencies which might be affected by the project.

at FEB. are associtions of top Federal executives in each of 25
cities. They were established in the early 1960's to conduct activities
which create positive image of the Federal bureaucracy.

"frtegional Councils are composed of regional heads of the following
departments and agencies; Labor: Health, Education, and Welfare: Housing
and Urban Development ; Transportation: Office of Ecr comic Opportunity;
Environmental Protection Agency; and the Law Enforcement Asaistance
Administration. As outlined in Executive Order 111537. lamed In Feb
:Awry 1972. the Councils are designed to coordinate agency action at
the regional level and to eliminate duplication of Federal 050ft.

s A recent theme has been environment. The FEB. have beak
promoting action to ensure that Federal facilities are not contributing to
pollution.

33 For example, there has been no concerted activity to promote
an I t in ensuring that Federal agency regulations and procedure.
do not discriminate ageinst minority beneficiaries and potential bine.
ficiarles. There has been no emphasis on such activities as providing
information on program benefits in the language spoken by potential
beneficiaries, employing bilingual - bicultural service workers, using photo.
graphs and pictures clearly Indicating the availability of program benefits
to all racial and ethnic-- groups, or locating, offices for program delivery
in areas accessible to minority neighborhoods.

lb OMB has 75 supergrade positions. Three ate filled by blacks.
two by persons of Spanish speaking background, and two by Asian
Americana. All of these are male.

35 OMB has 434 employees in grades 9 through IS. Of them only
43 are minorities. Although OMB,, has 179. employees in grade. 15" through '4. only 12 are minotities.

10
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IV. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Central to OMB's civil rights effort is the commit-

ment that all examiners and management staff will

exercise 'civil rights responsibilities in the course of

their regular assignments. Every staff member in
OMB thus becomes a part of OMB's civil rights pro-

gram. In many instances, however, this function is

left to the discretion of staff members. Unless specific

assignments are made, the staff frequently attaches

low priority to civil rights enforcement problems.

A. Program Leadership

The Deputy .Director of. OMB recently has been

assigned the responsibility for monitoring and coordi-

nating the overall OMB civil rights efforts. OMB recog-

nized that effective implementation of civil rights

policy requires the attention and interest of high-level

officials. The Deputy Director, however, is pressed by

many other duties and lacks the time for adequate
supervision of civil rights activity. His role is limited,

therefore, to top-level activities," and OMB's civil
rights effort continues to suffer froM lack of full-
time leadership.

B. The Civil Rights Unit
The two staff members in the Civil Rights Unit

within the General Government Programs Division
(GGPD) continue to be the core of the OMB civil
rights effort. They provide civil rights leadership in the

budget examination process a" and share their civil

rights' expertise with the management divisions."
They serve as staff to the civil rights committee of the

Domestic Council, have participated in the activities
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council," and have engaged in a number of ad hoc,
activities.4' Their largest single task, consuming

about 30 percent of their time, continues to be budget

examination .of particular civil rights agencies."
Despite the dedicated efforts of these two staff mem-
bers, the Unit remains grossly understaffed and over-
worked."

The two staff members are responsible to the GGPD

Chief and his Deputy, both of whom devote most of

their time to matters unrelated to civil rights. The
GGPD Chief does not report directly to the Deputy

Director of OMB, and the coordinative efforts of the
Civil Rights'Unit thus are distant from the formulation
of OMB civil rights policy.

C. Program Coordination Division (PCD)

Two PCD staff me?nbers continue to have full-time
civil rights responsibilities. They participate in OMB
civil rights initiatives and work clotiely with the civil

I 1
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Rights Unit. They follow up on civil rights issues

identified in the field and serve as staff to the Domestic

Council. They also serve as a staff on special civil
rights problems to the Deputy Director. PCD is not

generally responsible for providing oversight to the

civil, rights activities of the management divisions,

although there are still many management functions

for which the civil rights components have'not yet been

identified.44

D. Training
During the sprirvf 1972, three civil rights infor-

mation sessions were\ held to familiarize OMB staff

members with important Federal civil rights problems

and to further their understanding of enforcement
issues." Attendance at these sessions was optional,

although top OMB officials strongly encouraged each

division to send a representative.40 These formal

sessions were supplemented by individual guidance

provided by the Civil Rights Unit to keep examiners

informed of civil rights issues relating to the agencies.

On the whole, training has been insufficient. Only

35 to 40 examiners attended each civil rights session,

and informal guidance has been provided during the

" OMB should consider establishing a civil rights_ unit in the Director's

Office with a fuil.lim chief with sufficient uthority to monitor and

provide guidance to both management and budget divisions.

" In addition to helphig etaminevs identify agency rtil rights issues.

the Unit briefs new examiners. assists examiners with program analysis.

and attends budget hearings.
" They have participated in the civil rights development and applica-

tion of the Performance Management Systn. the reIsion of OMB

rirculars, and review of Federal sttisties. They have colleborted

in reviews with the Program Coordination DIision and are responsible

for clearing .11 form with civil rights aspects.
" The Civil flights Unit. the civil right staff ,of the Program Co

ordination Division, and the Deputy Director of OMB have participated

In the Council'. activities. with OMB serving temporarily in the leader

ship role. The Council nevertheless has remained inffertie in its mission

to coordinate agency efforts to end employment discrimination. It has

held only two meeting. since its establishmnt in March I972--both

concerned largely with Council procedure. and sssss ion.

They have assisted in the developmnt and promotion of activities

of the Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking People.

They have provided input into the speech. of the Preidnt and lop

omp officials.
OMB argues that ifila assignment provide. invaluable elprience

Anil Insight to members of the Civil Rights Uni). It limits. however,

the Mile spent in coordinating the OMB civil rights effort and detracts

from the image necessary for civil right, oversight In the budget process.

"OM is currently giving consideration to increasing OMB's civil

rights resources.
.a For example. the Organisation and Management Systems Diision,

which review the efficiency of Federal orminiution, has not yet CCns

dOrtell a nue It needed stffily on the effertieness of agency civil rights

strueffiresc This report and prior Commission reports on Federal civil

right enforcement furnish a rational for conducting such study with

regard Ito particular Federal agencies. The Elecuthe Development and

Labor Relations Division is responsible for oversight of Federal employe

training opportunities but has not yet d the adequacy of training

for agency civil rights omelaia.
an The seminar. were addressed by representalles of the Civil Service

Commission: the Orlin, for Civil Rights at the Department of Health.

F.durtition, sod Virlfare: and the Commission on Civil Rights.

In chillier. to Issuing the memoranda announcing these sessions,

some top official. attended the information sessions. Most division Alias

and associate directors. however. did not.



past year to more than 55
been more extensive in
than in the management div
ment staff- undertakings s
civil rights background

There are many areas not covered by OMB training.
!For example, many examiners are uninformed about
recent and pending civil rights lawsuits in their areas
information that could be important in stimulating
administrative reforms. OMB staff members receive
little information from minority and civil rights organ-
izations regarding deficiencies in program delivery and
civil rights enforcement. While staff members from
the Civil Rights Unit and a few examiners have sought
6ontact with such groups, OMB has not provided
agencywide encouragement.4° The Civil Rights Unit,

elaminers.4'1 Training has
examination divisi

sions, and many man
er because .0 cient
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circulated n.-Zalerial such as this Commission's
udies to appropriate examiners, but there is no sys-

tem /for providing outside information to examiners
and other OMB stag mentbers on a re basis..\

47 Some of this guidance has been extensive, loyal close coopers.
'ion between the examiner end the Civil Rights Unit. This was true in
they case at drafting revisions of Executive Order 11512. concerning GSA
r ponsibilities In the relocation of Federal agencies. Because of thee

d ands on the Civil Rights Unit. some of the contact has been per-
t notary, Involving little or no followup.

" For example, such training Is essential for statistical policy staff
In determining whether proposed statistical form has civil rights impli-
cations and hence should 4311 reviewed by the Civil Bights Unit. Staff
members Involved in the development of the Performance Ilanageasent
System need to be able to determine for which minority groups separate
measurements of program delivery should be made and what deficientiee
are likely to occur.

" Some examiners, when questioned about this. said that any contact
with such groups would be highly Inappropriate.



CIVIL, SERVICE

COMMISSION (CSC)

I. OVERVIEW.

The 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act
prompted the Civil 'Service Commission to be more
affirmative in its dealings with Federal agencies con-
cerning equal employment opportunity (EEO). Con-

% tinuing significant disparities between minorities and
nonminorities in meaningful Federal employment
make clear the need fir a new and assertive approach
by C§C to . eliminate systemic discrimination in the

Federal service.
-C$C's adoption of an approach'more regulatory than

consultativeindicated by the approval of, and not
just a review of, EEO plansis a step in the right di-
rection. Tightening requirements for EEO plans and
complaint investigation procedures is noteworthy, al-

though improvement still is necessary in both areas.
Of major importance to the success of the EEO pro-

gram are three steps: (1) that all agencies and installa-

tions adopt goals and timetables, or supply a written
explanation giving significant reasons for not doing

so; (2) that CSC require that action commitments in
EEO plans be made specific so that they can be

evaluated and so that progress in meeting the com-
mitments can be measured; and (3 that CSC adopt a
test-validation procedure similar to that used by the

Equal Employment,Opportunity Commission (EEOC)

and sanctioned by the Supreme Court.
CSC, commendably, has more than doubled its staff

carrying EEO responsibilities. It is likely, however,
that additional staff will be necessary, especially in
regional offices. CSC, therefore, will need to reevaluate

its staffing level before the and of the fiscal year.
CSC now clearly has the power to stricture and

monitor agency programs and is developit* the tools,

including a sophisticated data retrieval -system, for
doing so. Results, in terms of increased minority em-
ployment in professional and policy-making posi-
tions, should be noticeable in the next year. If< such

proves not to be the case, a review of the reasons
should be undertaken promptly and serit considera-
tiontion should be given to removing the Federal equal
employment opportunity program from the Civil Ser-

vice Commission and placing that responsibility in an
independent agency such as EEOC.

II. MINORITY FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT

The Civil Service Commission reports 1 that the
number of better-paying jobs held by minority group
Americans is continuing to increase.2 Minority repre-
sentation at all but the lowest grades (1-4) of the Gen-

eral Schedule (GS) increased between November
1970 and November 1971. These increases brought
minority representation under the General Schedule
and similar pay plans to 15.2 percentup from 14.7

percent in November 1970. Minorities accounted
for one-third of the net increase in General Schedule
and similar employment. In a two-year period ending
in November 1971, there was a 0.5 percent increase
in minority employment at the grade levels 14-15 and
16-18. Similar increases have occurred at other profes-

sional'grade levels.
These data show modest improvement in employ-

ment practices of Federal departments and agencies.
Nevertheless, the overall picture is still one Of pro-
nounced disparate treatment. The median grade titular

the General S5heduht for minorities is 5, while fiir'non-

minorities it is 8.7. Forty-one percent of the MitiOrity

General Schedule work force is at grades 1-4,

while the percentage of nonminority workers at those

levels is almost onehalf that percentage 22'.2).2

At the other end of the scale, by contras, there

are continuing signs of significant underutilization of
minority potential.' Minorities at the highest policy

levels (GS 16-18) remain below 3 percent.' Many

All data cited are taken from CSC publication, Minority Vkiritft

Employment 1/1 the federal Government, Nov. 10, 1971.
o Minorltita represent 19.5 percent of the Federal Government's thillan

work4prol. The percentage of minority workers roe. from 15.8 perttat

In November 1967 to 19.8 percent In November 1971. During the pssfigd

Novergber 1970.71, minority employment fn the ,Federal Government dio-

creard by 2,213. or 0.5 percent. In this same period, total Federal emP1010

mint increased by 2.266. or 0.1 percent. The great bulk of the Ion al
Federal employment was in the Postal Field Service.

While 21.4 percent of the Wage System Jobe are held by minorities,

only 15.2 percent of the more lucrative General Schedule positions ate

held by minorities.
Less than 4 percent of Pie GSI5 positions re Oiled by minorities.
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agencies, including CSC, have no minorities in such
positions.°

III. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITY

The Civil Service Commission has major responsi-
bility for administering the Federal Government's
merit system of public employment.° CSC also has been
directed by statute and Executive orders to ensure
that all personsregardless of race, sex, religion,
and national originhave equal access to employment
opportunities in the Government.

To fulfill either duty, CSC must integrate equal
employment opportunity into the fabric of the Govern-
ment's present personnel management system. It must
do so by providing the necessary leadership and as-
sistance to all Federal agencies. This means that EEO

-must be viewed as good personnel management, and
not as a program with purposes diametrically opposed
to the merit system.

Until this year, CSC did not play a forceful role in
shaping EEO programs in Federal agencieL. In the
past, it issued guidelines for affirmative action plans
but did not review these agency plans for formal
approval or rejection. Thus, the agency plans were
weak, full of generalities, and contained no statistical
information for determining progress in hiring or
promotffig minorities. In some agencies there was,
year after year, no improvement. CSC offered advice
but took no remedial steps. One reason for CSC's lack
of assertiveness was its contention that it lacked au-
thority to fill anything more than a consultative role.

CSC maintains that the 1972 EqualEmployment Op-
portunity Act provides the legislative base for broaden-
ing its leadership role and enforcement authority in
EEO matters. Section 717 prohibits discrimination on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin
in Federal employment and gives CSC the authority to
enforce prov,isions of the act. Back pay is specifically
established as a remedial action. An aggrieved em-
ployee or applicant for employment is authorized, upon
certain conditions, to file suit in Federal court to re-
dress a complaint.

The act authorizes CSC to issue supplementary
rules, regulations, orders, and instructions. It makes
CSC responsible for annual review-nd approval of
national and regional equal employment opportunity
plans,7 which are to be filed by each agency, and for
review and evaluation of the operation of agency EEO
plane. Each agency is to file a report of progress in
this area with CSC, and CSC is to publish the reports
at least Ptmiannually. The act specifies that the agencY
plane shall consist,'at a minimum, of (1) provisions
for a training and education program designed to offer
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employees maximum opportunity to advance, and (2)
a description of the extent, in terms of both quantity
and quality, of the .ksources the agency proposes to
devote to its EEO program.

The new law clearly strengthens the position of CSC
in terms of its relationship to other Federal Depart-
ments and Agencies. However, what it provides, with
few exceptions, is nothing but an affirmation of powers
CSC already possessed under the previous Executive
orders 8powers which CSC heretofore chose to exer-
cise in a limited manner. In any event, there can be no
doubt that CSC is fully empowered to direct agency
activities to end systemic discrimination and thereby
signficantly increase the number of minoritiefk in pro-
fessional and policy-making positions.

IV. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. PLAN
REQUIREMENTS

The Commission recently issued guidelines to heads
bf aRencies, setting out standards for the development
of Fiscal Year 1973 equal employment opportunity
plans.° These guidelines require agencies to include
in their affirmative action plans: general program ad-
ministration, EEO counseling, complaint processing,
EEO training, and development of standards for EEO
personnel. The guidelines also discuss the use of goals
and timetables, the development of action` commit-
ments and meaningful target dates, the conduct of

None of the Regulatory Agencies (Civil Aeronautic. Board. Federal
Communications Commission. Federal Power Commission, Federal Trad
Commission. Interstate Commerce Comeniaaion, Securities nil Exchange
Commission. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Federal Homo
Loan Bank Board/ have any minorities ,among their 418 CS 16.18
position Less than I percent of the 902 such positions M the Daprt
ment of Defense are held by minorities. Th Atomic Energy Commi

and the Netionl Aeronautic and Space AdmInistrllon lath hove
one minority person sit the CS 16 10 feed, out of 640 such po.ltlon..
CSC. which had one minority among it. S3 CS 16.18 losIllon. In 1971,
presently has none. It continues to hv no minority bureau chief or
regional director There re no Spanish tir/wood persons at these grad
levels in such important gencle. as the Dispartmnt of Agriculture,
Commerce. and Treasury, and the Contend Service, Admini,tration.
Betwimn thm, those agencies have 1.046 such Job..
' Such merit rstern is purported to be based on Bound principle. of

Cairns*. and nondisertmintton; I , fair opportunity is provided for
Individuals to compete In proems where billty to do the Job Is tho
determlnnt In slection, rather than nonrelevnt factors. More important,
CSC contend. the electing person for job under the merit 'Won
means selecting from among the best qualified, rather than simply selecting
one with the ability and qualifications to perform the Job. There is.
however. uludanti question as to whether the present system of
Federal employment ha operated, In fact, on the "merit principle"
Insofar a. minority peern are concerned. The overt discrimination
practiced In the Federal civil service up through th middle of this
century. plus th illtromelY small number of minorities In policy poet
lion. despite their vallabillty in the lob market, are evidence that

!system of preference hes been utilised for tho mJoritY group.
T Proviouly. CSC did not formally approve or reject plans, and no

regional plans were required.

Actions CSC Ia recently token such as changing the requirements for
affirmative action plans and developing procedure. under which It can
mum responsibility for grievance filed with on agencyare congruent
with the authority CSC had under Executive Order 11470.

Bulletin No. 71325. which menil Bulletin No 71312.



internal evaluation, the development of affirmative re-
cruitment activities, and the submission of annual
progress reports to the Commission.

Although these guidelines repr4ent an improve-
ment over previous guidelines, they have numerous
shortcomings. Specifically, there is a lack of con,
cretertss in the sections on goals and timetables, up-
ward mobility training, action commitments aneqar-
get dates, and internal agency evaluation.

A. Use of Goals and Timetables
The CSC affirmative action guidelines (eprnduce

much of the language in Chairman Hampton's May 11,
1971, memorandum on goals and timetables.' As
we noted in The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
EffortOne Year Later, CSC's approach to the use of
this important concept was somewhat wanting. CSC
did not fully endorse the use of goals and timetables.
CSC reports that 16 government agencies, employing
49 percent of the Federal work force, used goals and'
timetables for Anal Year 1972. CSC does not Say

whether the goals were met or whether good-faith ef-

forts were established to meet them. In ilia, no stand-
ards have been set by CirSC for emluating goodfaith
efforts. In viw of past and present underutilization
of minorities and women, it is unrealistic to expect
improvement without requiring, agencies to adopt im
medlately this important management mechanism.

Goals and timetables are the heart ok an affirmative
action plan for remedying underutilization of minori
ties and women. Goals and timetables are an agency's
best estimate of the results it expects to be able to
achieve through an affirmative ,action program de.
signed, to end systemic employment discrimination.
They are a guide to determine whether the agency's

4.,` affirmative action plan is working. Without goals and
timetables, both agency accountability and the

chances for success are reduced. Accepting agency
plans without goals and timetables, as has occurred in
the last year, appears to be a violation of the spirit
of the Executive orders and statutes which direct CSC

and the agencies to use all possible affirmative steps
to end job discrimination in the Federal service.

B. Action Commitments and Target Dates

Goals and timetables, although important, are not
an end in themselves. Mechanisms must be developed
to achieve the goals; and if an agency's program is to
be monitored, the commitments it sets out in its EEO

plan must be specific and must relate directly to a
deficiency in the agency's employment practices. Such,
however, has not been the rule with past agency EEO

plans. Action steps were often parroted from CSC in-

structions, and the time set for completion of the activ-
ity was equally vague.

CSC instructions on development of action commit-,ments are voue; in fact, no more explicit than those
provided irt 1967." Although the. CSC instructions
require agencies not to submit vague generalities. in
describing actions to be undertaken, the instructions
provide no explicit information or examples outlining.
what CSC expects. For instance, an agency might
state that one of its goals is to develop a written upward
mobility plan for training employees on an organiza-
tionwide basis. In addition, the agency might set forth
the. goal-related objectives of upgrading clerical,
technictil, and professional skills, and providing special
training, coaching, and work experience as needed.
The agency might also designate the person responsible
for seeing that goals and objectives are accomplished
as a personnel manager. Finally, it might set time
frames for completion of these activities as

"continuous."
can be seen that the total lack of specifics in each

of the aforementioned procedures would prevent any
evaluator from accurately measuring the agency's pro-
greps or the program's effectiveness. Contrast those
procedures with this example of an action commitment
that would reflect progress as well as program effective-
ness:

To employ 25 percent of the manpower in
the personnel office and 100 percut of the
EEO personnel on a fulltime basis for the
purpose of placing 75 percent of the secretar-
ies who have completed a training program in
research and analysis in jobs related to their
new skills that allow this promotionpfbe ac-
complished by the end of the first 6 months of
Fiscal Year 1973.

Such an action commitment would permit an eval-
uator to monitor the agency's utilization of manpower
and also the placement of those trained. Since CSC

does not require such specificity, agencies do not
produce plans with this type of detail. As a result, most
agency affirmative action plans seen by this Commission

have not been meaningful.

C. Upward Mobility

An important element in eliminating discrimination

" This first ( 0( ntliclal comment on
trimmed to agent lee in connection with
the use 01 goolee ( SC , which had
In authorise goal. and timetsible. has

this ommIssinn knnw 01 any Intnce
Federel Agrne
" Bulletin Nn 7130. p
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goals and timetables we. recently
the President's dmooltion against
difficult lime In deciding whether
never titlinrisod flumes- -nor does

In which they bevy been used by



in Federal employment is upward mobility for minority
workers and women already hired. The success of
upward mobility programs depends upon daily atten-
tion to the training of employees in the program.)Even
in those agencies which' adopt such programs, there is
a tendency to select applicants and then abandon them
to their own resources.

Yet CSC has made no extensive efforts to evaluate
and direct the improvement of the Federal upward
mobility training program, although it has taken some
steps. It has, for example, undertaken an evaluation
of the upward mobility programs of 63 agencies in
Fiscal Year 1971,12 and during Fiscal Year 1972 it
negotiated, approved, and monitored 86 Public Ser-
vice Careers agreements in 28 Federal agencies."

CSC does not collect racial and ethnic data on train-
ees involved in upward mobility programs; it has not
even requested data on the total number of individuals
involved in such programs. Further, agencies have not
been required to submit upward mobility plans to CSC
for approval 14 or to file progress reports on imple-
mentation and effectiveness. Pursuant to the 1972 Act,
CSC has directed agencies to take a number of steps.
For example, agencies are to conduct occupational
analyses, redesign and restructure jobs, and establish
career systems to increase opportunities of lower grade
employees. It appears, however, that agencies must
merely identify in their EEO plans, "to the extent
possible," the nature of the programs they are under-
taking and the number of employees who will be
trained.

D. Agency Internal Evaluation

Although CSC requires agencies to include in their
EEO plans a system for, monitoring and evaluating the
internal operation of their EEO programs at the na-
tional and regional levelsokt has not issued instructions
on how often onsite review{ should be conducted, or on
determining review priorities among regions or locali-
ties. The detailed guidance in Guidelines for Agency
Internal Evaluation ol Equal Employment Opportunity
Programs, January 1972, directs agencies to take a
problem-solution approach for evaluating EEO results.
The guidelines supply a model which agencies are in-
structed to use in identifying alternative solutions,

g decisions, setting priorities, mobilizing resour-
ces, and evaluating results. The guidelines are still
somewhat too general. CSC should train agencies in
the proper use of the model and/or develop examples
of a model evaluation.

E. Program Administration

The most positive aspect of the amended guidelines

for EEO plans aside` from the instruclions on the
submission of regional plans--is the requirement re-
lating to the delineation of how the EEO pro-
gram will be administered. Agencies must identify
their proposed allocation of personnel and resources

carry out tl?e program, state that adequate staff will
be provided, and assure that principal officials respon-
sible for implementing the program are fully qualified.
Agencies also are instructed to assign specific re-
sponsibility and authority for program management at
all levels, spell out roles and interrelationships of prin-
cipal Acids, and arrange for staf training and
orientation in personnel administration and EEO.

Thej,guidelinea set forth a sample format for agencies
to use in reporting and certifying the qualifications
of principal EEO officials. The instructions indicate
that qualification standards for EEO positions are be-
ing de.yeloped. Such standards would provide for uni-
formity in agencywide administration of the equal em-
ployinint opportunity program.

V. EXAMINATION

An affirmative C§c activity regarding examinations
concerns the development of work-simulation exercises
for white-collar jobi. The Commission indicates that
it has been successful in developing and conducting
work-simulation exercises for blue-collar jobs.

However, in persisting in using the Federal Service
Entrance Examination (FSEE) to measure the ability
of approximately 100,000 job applicants for more than
100 Federal job classifications," CSC falls short of
exercising its responsibility. That the FSEE has not
been properly validated to ensure that it does not dis-
criminate against minorities is a matter that has been
raised by civil rights groups and certain Federal
agencies, including the Equal Employment Opportun-
ity Commission (EEOC) and this Commission." The
Civil Service Commission maintains that the FSEE is

I The CSC review, fell Into two rmegories i (I) overall statue of the
program and Ile .firict on the mtitudes of managers, supervitiors, and
employee., and (2) pectlic artiona taken or planned by agencies to
Implement all of the em of the upward mobility program. "No formal
reports were made to the agencies Included in the survey. Instead, oral
reports of findings were rnd to agency manager and written luminary
of fending, have been made to CSC program managers," according to
CSC) response to questionnaire of the CommIstIon on aril Rights,
Aug: 9, 1972, at 39. (Hereinafter referred to as CSC response.)

" This wee arcompliehed through g3 million allocation from the
Department of Labor. CSC, of course, offers number of training programs
in Washington and In its regional %DIM; centan.

to Agencies arc, however, "encouregad to seek the assistance of the
Cormlaalon in developing and implementing their programs." CRC re.
eponas at 41.

to Basically. the FREE 11U/tell/VI verbal ability and quantitative reasoning.
i CSC repnrts that changes have been made In FREE content and

coverage, ea part of the annual review process, and occupation for
which the elimination is used have been changed. In addition, bailors
relating applicant Interest. to lob success me now Included In a question
nein, added to the FREE.
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fair and nondiscriminatory 4nd that it is a relatively
accurate indicator of how a person will perform on the
job."

The fact that a test is job-related does not render the
issue of cultural bias moot, Job-relatedness can be
tested in a culturally biased way. Two people may
describe the same object in totally different terms;
yet the listener will know in each case what is being
described. A test, however, may designate only one set
of terms as correct and any other as incorrect. That is
what is meant by bias in a test. If the correctness of the
answer depends upon cultural factors associated with
race or ethnicity, then the test is culturally biased.

What is important is whether the FSEE screens out
qualified minority applicants. Since CSC does not keep
records of the racial or ethnic identity of persons
taking the FSEE, there is no way of knowing if this
occurs. Further, CSC has never adopted test validation
criteria which meeet the requirements used by EEOC
arid the Office of Federal Contract Compliance(OFCC
and endorsed by the Department of Justice and the
U.S. Supreme Court.

VI. COMPLAINT PROCESSING

A major element in the Federal EEO program is
the handling of complaints. In the first nine months
of Fiscal Year 1972 there were 3,689 complaints of
racial or national-origin discrimination filed, and
1,139 complaints of sex discrimination a total of

4,828 cases. If one adds to this number those who
felt aggrieved but were afraid to come forward, or
believed nothing would happen if they did come for-
ward, the percentage of minority and female em-
ployees with problems related to their race, ethnicity,
or sex becomes even more Substantial.

CSC has drafted improved procedures " which
reflect an awareness of problems within the agencies
in handling complaints. Among other improvements,
specific procedures for handling allegations of coercion
or reprisal against a complainant are set forth for the
first lime. Another new provision allows CSC to take
over the investigation of a complaint if an agency
has not acted within 75 days.

Nevertheless, the proposals need strengthening.
Terms like "impartial official" require further defini-
tion, and the time limits for processing complaints
appear to be too lengthy. Further, investigations still
will be conducted by individuals from the involved
agency. Whether agency personnel can be fully im-
partial and whether the use of such personnel presents
an image of fairness to complainants are serious
questions. Private employers are not allowed to inves-
tigate complaints against themselves, and Congress
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now has authorized EEOC to investigate employment
discrimination complaints against State and local
governments. Self-review often has proven to be of
limited value. CSC should, therefore, reevaluate this
aspect of the complaint system.

VII. THE SIXTEEN-POINT PROGRAM

The Civil Service Commission has taken some
affirmative steps in recruiting and examining Spanish
surnamed Americans during the last fiscal year. Spe-
cifically, it has developed brochures that are used to
attract Spanish speaking veterans to Federal employ-
ment. Commission recruiters made onsite visits to

colleges with significant Spanish speaking enrollments
and, as a result, have developed lists. of Spanish
speaking students qualified for Federal employment.
The Commission also has worked with the Cabinet
Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking
People in locating Spanish speaking candidates for
Federal employment.

In addition, the Commission is studying the pos-
sibility of conducting classes to prepare Spanish
speaking persons in New York for the FSEE.1° The
Commission also experimented in the Southwest with
testing in the Spanish language."

The Commission's Analysis and Development Di-
vision recently evaluated the effectiveness of the Six-
teen-Point Program. The evaluation included an as-
sessment. affirmative action programs at the installa-
tion level. An evaluation report has been drafted
but hail not been released.

The real test of the Sixteen-Point Program will be,
of course, in the results it produces in terms of in-
creasing the number of Spanish surnamed persons
employed by the Federal Government, especially in
professional and policy-making positions. In the

12.month period starting November 1970, when

the program was first announced, there has been no
change in the percentage (2.9I of Spanish surnamed
Federal employees. In States like California and
Colorado, where Mexican Americans account for 15
percent and 12.5 percent of the population respectively,

they held only 3.9 percent and 5.0 percent 21 of the
General Schedule positions as of November 1971.

" ( 4( t. are saute bY the F due sttnnal Testing Nervier IETS) es

It. vollidation stunt. e F. TS conducted bvear study what h Iirgedly
ciewonirted chat penplr who do well on test. In equally well on the job.

I. Therm proposed change. to the Federal Personnel Manual were sub

milted to genrie., and comments ...qe requested by Aug 71. 1077.

' This protect evolved Item ttleettsion. (.SC anal the Cabinet Corn

milt. held with .sinus Federici IlegionI Councils
" This esperiment proved unuvresaful bee... the ...miner,. wero

Inund to be unfamiliar with teal tbIng grid had not tie...loped a facility

to un.deratand correct Spanish
In November 1970 they held. repertivelv. l6 Percent and 49 percent

of the General Schaub, position totlo
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Although special efforts by CSC and the Cabinet
Committee undoubtedly will help in providing greater
job opportunities for Spanish surnamed Americans,
the greatest protress will come through the use of
properly developed affirmative action plans which in-
clude numerical goals and timetables.

VIII. MONITORING ,AGENCY EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

Equal employment, opportunity programs are moni-
tored and evaluated chiefly by personnel management
specialists in CSC's Bureau" of Personnel Management
and Evaluation. Evaluations of agency EEO programs
usually are conducted as part of the overall evaluation
of an agency's personnel management system.

The specialists are provided with specific instruc-
tions for evaluating EEO pr9grams.22 The instructions
explain the purposes and Objectives of the evaluation,
the type of data that should be used to determine pro-
gress in attaining program goals and identifying pro-
blem areas, and the manner in which the agency re-
porting sytem on EEO activities (such as recruitment
and skills utilization) Bhp Id be evaluated.

The instructions outline he basic approaches to use
in conducting an evaluatio of an EEO program. For
example, a consultative appr ach is to be used initially,
with the focus on problem identification and solution
rather than on recommendations. This approach is
suggested on the premise that the agency appears to be
demonstrating a sufficient commitment to resolving
EEO problems. If an agency, however, shows resis-
tance to the consultative approach, it is suggested that
the evaluator switch to the role of a regulator.

The instructions seem to provide sufficient expla-
nations and examples of circumstances establishing the
kind of approach to take. For example, resistance
(which indicates the use of the regulatory approach)
is defined as having an inactive program and/or
having a program lacking in managerial attention or
adequate followup.

A review of three CSC .evaluation reports on EEO
programs indicates that the use of both approaches has
been effective. The consultative approach is relin-
quished when the program has not met CSC expecta-
tions. After the regulatory approach is applied
significant improvement results.

The reports did reveal, however, some deficiencies.
For example, evaluation reports did not indicate a
comparison of the agency's internal evaluation and
the CSC analysis. Nor did they indicate the effective-
ness of key EEO personnel, the manager's concept of
mission accomplishment, or the adequacy of the
agency's use of goals and timetables.

To improve agency monitoring, CSC is aWaisting
agencies in developing and installing a data collection
system which will provide statistics on minorities
and fema\es. The data will relate to such matters as
hiring, pre)motions, training, grade distribution, and
promotionir, to supervisory and managerial categories.
Further,, CSC is developing a Consolidated Personnel
Data File (CPDF), which is expected to be operational
by FY 1973. The CPDF is a computer system that will
record 28 items of information on each Federal worker
an51 feed back statistical employment information.

Dy FY 1974, CSC hopes to have the Federal-Person-
nel M npower Information System (FPMIS) imple-
mente . FPMIS will contain racial data that earlobe
merted with the CPDF. Both the C,,PDF and FPMIS
wiff be expanded to support the needs of the EEO pro-
gram and to provide up-to-date information monthly.

IX. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Enforcement of the Federal EEO program is direc-
ted by CSC's Assistant Executive Director. Although
he has been publicly designated Government-wide
EEO coordinator, he is respohsible for a great deal
more than merely coordinating activities of the various
agencies. He is the senior CSC decisionmaker regu-
larly involved in the EEO program. The director of
the Federal Equal Employment Opportunity program,
as well as the directors of the Spanish Speaking PA-
gram (SSP) 23 and the Federal Women's Program
(MP), 24 report directly to CSC's Assistant Execu-
tive Director."

The Office of the Director of Federal EEO fills two
major functions.2° One deals with management of the
system for processing discrimination complaints. The
other concerns the monitoring of agency implementa-
tion of EEO programs and the provision of EEO guid-
ance to the agencies. The director of Federal EEO is

12 FPM Supplment (Internal) 273.72. Sept. B. 1971.
° The responibilities of the SSP director include publloixing th

need for Inc OOOOO d affirmative action In lb. 'recruitment end promotion
ifff Spanieh surnamed people. He le the Deleon between CSC. minority
group orplinhallon. concerned with Spanish surnamed people. and, lb"
Cabin'', Committee on Opportunittee for Spanish Speaking People. He may
revie* CSC ImpectIon reports. complaint Sim, and employment statistic,.

4, The duties of the FWP director era similar to those of the SSP
director but are naturelly directed to the concerns of women.

t o Prior to the third' quarter of FIlleal ltfier 1972. the dIreetors of FIT
and SSP were Integrated into the administrative structure of the EEO
Office. When now director of Fodtal EEO took officio during the third
gustier. the directors of FWP end SSP took on .a lin relationship to ay.
Aselant Eamutive Director. The organisational change wee designed to
expedite the hndlIng of critic.' lemma relating to women and Spanish
surnamed individua ls. It should be limed that the former director of
Feder.1 EEO win GS16 and the present director I. a 65.15.

Ti). mechanisms for coordinating these activities include informal
communication (e.g.. mullet meetings and telephone conversation') ae well
as weekly staff meetings hold by the Commiion's Executive Director.
ilea of all major burs. and the directors of Federal EEO. FWP, and
SSP are required to attend them staff meetinp.
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also responsible for seeing that EEO functions are ade-

quately built into the activities of the major bureaus in

the Civil Service Commission.27
Tbe 11 Federal EEO representatives in the 10 CSC

regional offices ha major program oversight respon-
sibility, although all ey personnel in the major organ-
zational components of the regional offices, including
the Personnel Management and Evaluation Division,
are assigned respoz'tklbility for providing EEO program
direction to Federal agencies. At present, no regional
staff other than Federal EEO representatives are as-
signed full-time EEO responsibilities. The EEO repre-
sentatives report to the regional directors, who in turn
communicate with the deputy executive director in
Washington.28 In an effort to tie the work of the
regional EEO staff to the central office, two op-

(aches are used. Since September 1972, the Federal
EO representatives have been required to submit,
°

to the central office," an annual report of action plans
for EEO program leadership and a quarterly accom-
plishment report. Further, the director of Federal EEO
and other central office officials make visits to regional
and field offices to discuss program activities and
problems with the regional directors and their staffs.
The director of Federal EEO has scheduled evaluation,'
visits to three regional offices during the first half .4:f
Fiscal Year 1973.

CSC has requested that the EEO funds it received in
FY 1972 be more than doubled." The Office of the
Director of Federal EEO will grow from its present
size of 1,0 positions to an allocation of 15 job slots.

1
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Likewise the Spanish Speaking Program and the Fed-
eral Woznens Program, each of which presently has

only two positions, will double in size. There are sched-

uled to be 26 Federal EEO representatives, as opposed

to the 11 now in the field.
These increases are gready?eeded and should help

CSC fulfill the more active role it has set for itself in
Fiscal Year 1973. However, there is. reason to doubt
that the increase is adequate. For example, the size of

the present regional- EEO staff is grossly insufficient,

and the increase in Federal EEO representatives would

help overcome that deficiency. Whether it will provide,

however, enough personnel for comprehensive review
lotion EEO plans, on top of the

e field staff, is another question.
at reevaluate its staffi.ng at the end of

of regional and ins
other dubs of
Clearly,
the fiscal'ye

" Th F .ral EEO director has numerous functions. lie represents

csc it riveting., attempts to "m11" tbe program to agencies and minority
groups, snd act. as primary contact with agency EEO directors.

T e regional directors bold weekly staff meetlop with the eight key
regi al managers, m of 'whom is the Federal LEO rpresentative. During
s meetings reports are presented and program status and program are

4eviwd against program goals and objectives.
The regional directors presently submit formal written reports to

Washington on eurgint and .'merging problems and on program Innovation..
Such reports are reviewed by the deputy smentive director and referred.
for action or Information. to the proper central office ""Ponsoi-

I° The total b.E0 cost to CSC was 82,776,600 for Fiscal Year 1972, and
the total amount requested for Fiscal Year '1973 is $7,020,400. The most
igniftent increase in funds (from 853,700 to 2403,700) has been allocated
to thertiuresu of Manpower Information Systems. However. the Commlariloa

has requested a 1209,200 Increase In funds for the Office of Federal EEO.
In addition, slightly more than SO percent Increase In funds was requested

tr regional EEO activities for Fiscal Year 1973. The Commission also has
requested 12 position. to validate tests.



DEPARTMENT

OF LABOR; (DOL) OFFICE OF FEDERAL

CONTRACT COMPLIANCE (OFCC)

I. OVERVIEW

OFCC has not yet provided Federal agencies with
adequate mechanisms for resolving compliance prob-
lems, thus weakening the impact of these agencies upon
employment discrimination. The Department of Labor
has not given the necessary impetus to implement the"
Federal contract compliance program effectively. It has
delayed the approval of OFCC policy directives
which would help provide essential guidance and
leadershiplq agencies witk compliance responsibilities.

The Department of Labor reorganization of OFCC
has substantially weakened, ()FCC's position in the
Department. Its current location within the Employ-
ment Standards Administration (ESA) emphasizes
contract compliance's low priority. Budget requests for
OFCC have been insufficient to provide the staff
necessary for carrying out OFCC's mission.

The Commission on Civil Rights has long recom-r
mended that OFCC be taken out of the Department
of Labor and merged with the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission. This review confirms our earlier
fear that OFCC, as presently constituted, cannot effec-
tively provide the leadership necessary to bring about
a successful program. Until the recommended merger
takes place, we urge the Office of Management and
Budget to undertake a critical review of OFCC's status
within e Department of Labor, giving serious con-
siderati m to establishing OFCC as an independent,
policym king agency.

R PONSIBILITY

The Office of Federal Contract ' Compliance lips
ultimate responsibility for seeing that Federal contrae-

for determining the available supply of minority and
female workers; for securing greater participation of
minorities and women in,,training for jobs requiring
executive management skills; and for increasing 'the
level of remedial action to resolve pap-reduction and
seniority problems of the affected class.2

111. MECHANISMS FOR PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION

A. Policies

Although DOL states that five new policy directives
have been implemented since November 1971, only one
Revised Order No. in full operation. This Re-
vised Order differs from Order No. 4 in two ways: it
expands the, application a goals and timetables to
women and it makes refei.e.tice to remedial action that
contractors should undertake to provide relief for

("Tref .mbers of an affected class. While this reference to
the affected class show's') an awareness of a problem
which OFCC instructs agencies to consider in reviewing
a contractor, the instructions regarding this issue leave
much to be desired. More detailed guidelines concern
ing identification of affected-class problems and lea-
Bible solutions must be provided by OFCC before Fed-
eral agenOes can adequately review contractors' equal
opportunity, programs.

Althot,0-.. Revised Order No. 4 instructs contrac-
tors to aiie goals and timetables, it fails to instruct
compliance agencies on how tn evaluate a contractor's
good,faith efforts. Further, dtita collected to measure
the contrtirtor' jovement bf employment patterns
are inadevate. htractors, compliance agencies, and
the Emplolnient Standards Administration, of which

41,tors comply with Executive Order 11246, as amended OFCC is a part, usually report employment gains in
The Executive- order requires 'contractors to abandon

`'.1. the aggregati;.---e.g., the number of minorities and fe-
distrimination against applicants or employees on the \ males newly hired. Such data provide a limited gauge
basis of race, ethnicity, sex, or national origin, and to A of improvement in a contractor's or industry's employ-
take affirmative steps to remedy continuing effects of
past discrimination.

As prime administrator of the contract compliance
program, OFCC has developed ultimate goals for the
program.' It has not, however, set specific, goal-related
objectives that address the need for innovative methods

Ultimate goals Include eliminating differences In unemployment rates
.s'etil In the utillastIon of available workers by aces, sot, religion, or national
origin: end the number of affirmative action plans in Industries
thtitlelfer the most potential for minorities and woman,

Al define.' In Boehm, Order No. , the affected elan Is 1roup of
Indirlifubi "who. by virtu hi past 11.erlmlnilon. continuo to suffer the
p

°resent,effeet. of that tlimeritninti n. . . ."
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ment pattern. OFCC has not developed any measures
of achievement that relate total employment and total
job opportunities promised, by race, sex, ethnicity,
and national origin to such variables as layoffs, new
hires, and promotion gains for each specific job
category-rsuch as executives, engineers, scientific

technicians, and machinists.
Although OFCC has drafted four other directives

besides Revised Order No. 4, none has been approved
for implementation. Order No. 14, standardizing corn:
pliance review *procedures, has been, issued to compli-
ance agencies but still is being modified. Guidelines
on religious and national origin discrimination have
been drafted but not issued.

Order No. 15, setting out procedures for conducting
detailed desk audits 3 of agency compliance reviews,
also has been drafted but not issued. Under this
directive, desk audits on contractors who have been
issued show-cause notices are to be conducted by OFCC
staff. These audits are to include an evaluation of com-
pliance review' reports, as well as contractors' employ-
ment analyses, affirmative action programs, and side
agreements for resolving affected -class problems.
Guidelines in Order No. 15 do not provide OFCC staff
with detailed criteria for evaluating agencies' actions
and are, thus, inadequate. (Paradoxically, OFCC is
working on criteria Or evaluating affirmative action
programs of nonutn,construction contractors.)

Another directive being considered would establish
permanent hearing rules for sanction proceedings
conducted by OFCC. A draft of these was published in
the March 1972 Federal Register and comments were
solicited from interested parties.

The sixth directive, which was not listed in DOL's
response, has been drafted but not approved. It would
set guidelines .for identifying affected-class problems.
Action 6n these guidelines is pending the Secretary of
Labor's decision in the Bethlehem Steel case (Sparrows
Point, Md..), which involves affected-class issues.

The full' meaning and implication of the policy di-
rectives cannot, be weighed until they are in operation,
and there is no way of knowing when that will take
place. It is disappointing that OFCC, recognizing the
many areas in which leadershiil is necessary, has man-
aged to implement fully only one policy directive since
October 1971. Instructions on matters such as mi-
nority employee underutilization have yet'to be mean-
ingfulliaddressed.

It should be noted that this lack of action is not
entirely the fault 'of tOFCC. A major part of, the
blame rests with Department of Labor officials who
must approve OFCC initiatives.

B. Data Collection
OFCC has designed a system for collecting and

maintaining racial and ethnic data on employment
and training, including data on employer goals and
timetables. OFCC also is developing tools for analyzing
these dataaimed at assessing the progress of mi-
norities and women, and at forecasting achievement of
minority employment at parity for each major industry.

In a pilot project, OFCC has attempted to measure
employment opportunities for blacks3 in 11 selected
industries in selected labor areas. OFCC has developed
a "penetration ratio" to measure the extent to which
minorities are included in the work force and
an "occupation ratio" to determine the extent to which
pay received by minorities 6 in a particular occupation
is commensurate with the pay received by all persons
in that occupation. These measures were undertaken
to determine the year in which blacks would achieve
parity in certain industries.

A major shortcoming of the analyses is that they are
based upon the total labor area work force in a given
industry and not upon particular job categories (e.g.,
business managers, computer programmers, welders,
maintenance engineers) within a given industry. Oc-
cupational data necessary to remedy this deficiency
are available from the 1970 census and the Einploy-
ment SeCurity Agencies. OFCC has not yet, however,.
developed a system for incorporating such data into its
own analyses.

Another OFCC measure is designed to determine
program effectiveness by industry. This measurement
compares goals for hiring minorities with the total
number of an industry's vacancies. OFCC does not go
beyond this, however, to ascertain systematically the
actual number of ,minorities currently employed or
the number hired after the goals were set. This mea-
sure cannot be used, therefore, to assess the adequacy
of the goals or the extent to which they are.subsequent-
ly realized. The analyses are further limited because
goals for hiring minorities are riot examined separately
for each racial and ethnic group.

2 "Desk Audit," as used in this paper, is an examination condticted by
OFCC staff of writtel materih, from agencies and contractors, pertinent

to contract compliance. Such an examination Is conducted to determine
and correct inconsistencies and failures on the part of compliance agencies
and contractors to meet OFCC policy. guidelines. and standards.

Side agreements refer to covenants or pacts, signed by contractors,
which set forth courses of action they agree to undertake in correcting
ffectedclass employment problems that are not included in the affirrhathe
action plan.

OFCC measured such things as recruitment and promotions.
Thy "penetration ratio" compares, for a given geographic area, the

percent of the work force in a given industry which is minority with the
percent of the total work forc in all industries which is minority. The
"occupation ratio" compares the median average wage of minorities in a

given occupation with median average wage of total employees in that
occupation. Both the "penetration ratio" and the "occupation ratio" also
may be used to measure the employment status of women.
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OFCC also compares goals for promoting minorities-
with the total number of vacancies. However, this and
other measures of program effectiveness do not reflect
awareness of the spectrum of discrimination problems
experienced by an affected class within a particular
industry. "Nor do the measures show what steps have
been taken to remedy affected-class problems for any
particular race, sex, ethnic group, or national origin
group. For example, data should reflect any change in
seniority or lines of progression for promotion. Even
in the monthly and quarterly reports which agencies
are required to submit on data compiled during com-
pliance reviews, no data are supplied on discrimina-
tion and other problems of affected classes. In addi-
tion, these reports do not include data on changes in
testing policies and the resulting changes in employ-
ment.

OFCC has been considering various measures' for,
evaluating an agency's enforcement performance. The
merit and adequacy of some of these measures, how-
ever, have not been,assessed.

C. Coordination and Monitoring of
Compliance Agency Activities

As prime administrator of the Federal contract com-
pliance program, OFCC has delegated the responsi-
bility for implementing,prograni goals to 19 Federal
agencies 8 OFCC is obligated to provide these agencies
with guidance and leadership and to monitor and
evaluate their performance.

-OFCC requires compliance agencies to set fiscal
year goals ° for the number of compliance reviews and
the ,number of minorities to be hircd and promoted
within the particular industries for which they are
responsible. OFCC's ultimate goals," however, have
not been made sufficiptly clear to the agencies. They
have received insufficient instructions' and guidance
-for the conduct of preaward and compliance reviews,
for the collection and analysis of data', and for the
evaluation of affirmative action plans.

OFCC reports some success in improving coordi-
nation with compliance agencies. During the last
quarter of Fiscal Year 1972, OFCC conducted its first
evaluation of compliance agencies. This evaluation was
designed to identify staff and program weaknesses and
training needs; to provide feedback on tlie dissemina-
tion, interpretation, and implementation of policy, di-.
rectives; and to improve repotting procedures. The ob-
jective of this evaluation was to facilitate program
modifications, adjust staffing patterns, and rearrange
priorities, wherever necessary.ti

Another step toward monitoring compliance agencies

was the initiation, in 1970, of joint agency-OFCC com-
pliance reviews. These joint reviews have been few in
number, however, and only one was 'b onducted during
1972. OFCC has not yet developed a schedule of re-
views to be conducted in the current fiscal year, and
has not'even set goals for the number of joint reviews
to be conducted.

OFCC is implementing a Management Information
System to-determine priorities for selecting industries
for compliance agencies' reviews, as well as for its own
reviews. The §ystem also is designed to ensure con-
sistency among the agencies in scheduling reviews.
When Order No. 15 is issued, OFCC plans to conduct
desk audits to monitor agencies' processing of cases
which have precipitated show-cause notices. OFCC has
not yet allocated the manpower to conduct such audits,
however, an has not determined how many audits it
will conduct annually.

OFCC's main emphasis during Fiscal Year 1972 on
agepcy coordination has been the development of
interagency task forces. These task forces evolved,
however, from requests by the compliance agencies
for assistance in implementing Order No. 1,4 and can-
not be attributed solely to OFCC initiative.

Overall, OFCC has not adopted a systematic ap-
proach for communicating witfi and coordinating ac-
tivities with compliance agency personnel on a regular
basis. The Department of Labor hel,d monthly meet-
ings with compliance agencies until February 1972
but has held no formal meetings with them since that
time. There is a significant lack of clearly defined
mechanisms for coordinating activities between agen-
cies and OFCC.. Agencies have not been provided
with timely feedback to assist them in resolving
problems.12

4:2

Some measures are (I) the number of showcause notices ; (2) the
number of new hirer and promotions per compliance ; (3) the ratio
of showcause notices to the number of complianco aviews, which is pur
ported to provide an evaluation of enforcement posture; (4) the percentage
of affirmative action plans approved against the number reviewed ; and

(5) the number of new hire and promotion goals in relation to the number
of reviews conducted for that month, related to the marffiours expended
per review.

s Order No. I assigns compliance responsibility to 15 agencies. OFCC
has granted four additional agenciesthe Environmental Protection Agency,
the Small Business Administration, the Departmen't of Justice, and the
Tennessee Valley Authoritythe compliance responsibility for their respec
five agency's construction contracts.

The only goals of which agencies are aware are those which include
the projected number of compliance reviews and the number of hirlogs and
promotions within the industries for which the agency is responsible.

See note I for examples of these goals.

'1 The evaluation reports have not yet been released and thus their
adequacy has not been assessed by this Commission.

Moreover;. OFCC's own national office staff appears to lack direction.
It awaits official, approval for the directives, such as Orders No. 14 and 15.
to be issued to compliance agencies, and for guidelines on identifying
affectedclass problems.
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D. Coordination and Monitoring of
Construction Area Plans

OFCC is conducting audits of construction con-
tractors participating in hometown and imposed plans.
Participating contractors are required to submit data
on the type of work in which they are involved, and
on their minority 'employment. The latter data show
minority man-hours and the number of positions held
by minorities.

A major shortcoming of this reporting system, is
that minority group data are not broken down by
race, national origin., or ethnic group. Another short-
coming is that the data do +not reflect the racial and
ethnic composition of the contractors' operations on
non-Federal jobs. OFCC plans to focus its attention
9n participants in one area plan at a time, rather than
waiting until construction, industry data for all plans
are submitted. To be sure that all areas receive ade-
quate attention, it is essential that OFCC develop a
schedule for the review of each area in the current
fiscal year.

E. Enforcement Tools

Compliance agencies, overall, have not made suffi-
cient use of the enforcement tools of contract cancella-
tion and contractor debarment. OFCC has indicated
that there is a need for the development of lesser
sanctions for compliance agencies to use, in order to
provide additional enforcement muscle. OFCC has not
stated, however, what kinds of lesser sanctions might
be feasible or under what circumstances they might
be used.

One obstacle to effective use of enforcement tools
is that many compliance officers lack sophisticated
skills needed to arrive at a meaningful conciliation
agreement. Neither the officers in the compliance agen-
cies nor those in OFCC itself have been given adequate
training or instruction in conciliation techniques. In-
deed, OFCC has not even issued a conciliation manual.

IV. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

OFCC is one of four divisions in the Department
of Labor's Employment Standards Administration.

,The Director of OFCC reports to the Assistant Secre-
tary for Employment Standards. The Employment
Standards Administration makes quarterly reports to
the Secretary on OFCC activities." The fact that
OFCC occupies such a low position in the Department

of Labor is one of its principal ,weaknesses, indicating
lack of full commitment to .effective implementation
of the contract compliance program.

Following a March 1971 reorganization of ESA
regional offices, OFCC regional staff was consoli-
dated with ESA staff. The regional staff is thus no
longer officially accountable to the Director of OFCC.
Only in the area of technical assistance does the line
of authority run directly from the OFCC national of-
fice to the OFCC field staff. In all other instances,
OFCC field staff reports to the regional ESA adminis-
trators, weakening the authority of the OFCC Director
in regional offices. Regional administrators are re-
quired to submit weekly reports to the Director of
OFCC, primarily, coffering correspondence relating to
contract compliance."

In the course of the consolidation, ESA staaff mem-
bers with no contract compliance experience were
given contract compliance responsibilities. Although
ESA promised to provide appropriate training for
these staff members, thia_has not yet been done.

Department of Labor officiids say a major reason
for the reorganization was to reduce OFCC's operating
overhead. Nonetheless, the saving is several hundred
thousand dollars at most and results in a substantially
weaker program. The saving should be weighed against
the economic cost of discrimination in contract em-
ployment, which OFCC estimates to be $24 billion per
year.

OMB authorized 112 positions for OFCC in Fiscal
Year 1972, but the Department of Labor made no
effort to fill many of these positions. Although it was
intended that manpower would be transferred from
ESA's Wage and Hour Division to fill many of these
positions, this transfer never took place. In fact, some
of the staff within the OFCC national office were
transferred to other divisions in the Department. By
mid-August 1972, there were only 54 staff members
in the OFCC national office. In regional offices, OFCC
has 18 staff persons in eight cities, and the national
office was unaware of any ESA positions transferred
to OFCC at the regional leyel.

ESA has requested $2.6 million for OFCC in Fiscal
Year 1973. This is the same as the 1972 level, which
has been inadequate for implementing a comprehen-
sive contract compliance program.

'8 These reports provide only general data on OFCC performance.
" This mechanism is used to detect any backlog in correspondence.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION (EEOC)

I. OVERVIEW

EEOC is just beginning, to take a systematic ap-
proach to handling its responsibility.. A number of
programs are being developed to correct many of the
agency's management problems and -could result in
more efficiency in dealing with its caseload. For exam-
ple, a new tracking system, if approved, will come
close to establishing a priority system for processing
complaints.

The backlog will continue to increase, nevettheless,
ar(d EEOC will need to constantly improve- its opera-
tions, increase its staff, and rely on such outside assist-
ance as State fair emjloyment agencies. In addition,
training will have to be organized and conducted
more efficiently. Prompt and significant action is nec-

,,essary to implement the 1972 EEOC Act, both with
regard to increasing court action and dealing with
dis6imination in State and local government employ-
ment.

All of the changes made and proposed by EEOC
are potentially effective. Close monitoring of. EEOC by
all concerned is needed to ensure continued improve-
ment and adequate utilization of its new enforcement
power, its additional staff, and its imp6ved manage-
ment procedures. Although there is reason for opti-
mism, most of the recent activity has been in develop-
ing plans rather than in action and results. Yet action
and results must be the ultimate tests and should be
forthcoming now, and not in another eight-year period
of EEOC existence.

II. ORGANIZATION, STAFFING, AND TRAINING

A. Organization

EEOC has made no structural changes during' the
last fiscaf year. However, plans are under considera-
tion to establish five litigation Centers reporting to
the Office of General Counsel. These centers would be
separate from the Commission's regional structure.'
If the Fiscal Year 1973 budget request is approved
by Congress, there would be approximately ,30 attor-
neys per center. Implementation of this proposed
change is being hindered by congressional inaction
on the agency's budget request. EEOC contends that

the failure of the Civil Service Commission (CSC),
to approve supergrade positions for the directors of
the centers is another hindrance. This Commission,
however, believes that these positions could be filled
at the GS-15 level until negotiations between EEOC
and CSC are completed.

B. Staffing

EEOC has 877 authorized profepsionak positions.
The. agency is accepting applications in 'anticipation
of 'congressional approval of its requestfol 746 addi-
tional professional slots, but its work continues to be
seriously impedbd by lack of funds? EEOC's staff
request for Fiscal Year 1973 is considered by
agency personnel to be adequate fot,the..-:Coknmis#on's
needs,2 but the additional staff tin% not: make an
impact on-reducing the backlog of charges.

Staff increases probably will be needed annually
until an appreciable impact has been made on EEOC's
complaint backlog and itystemic discriminatiotr in the
Nation. These increasees should not exceed 50 percent,
since the agency could not adequately manage an
excessive number of new employees.

C. Training

EEOC's training prOgram has been almost totally
directed toward its compliance staff.* During Fiscal
Year 1972, 676 professionals attended a 40-hour
course on the technical aspects of compliance. The
Commission is plannin ogratns to meet train-
ing needs ,necessit by the expanded coverage pro-
vided in the 197 Act.

Training re onsibility has been divided between
two offices: one responsible for logistics and the other
for program content. Agency consensus is that pro-

These centers would be responsible for handling court cases under the
new enforcement authority established by the Equal Employment Oppor
tunity Act of 1972.

ere 92 authorized attorney positions in the Office of General
Counsel. The Fiscal Year 1973 budget would add.250 attorneys. These new
positions are needed to implement the EEO Act of 1972. The shortage of
litigation attorneys partially explains EEOC's lack of activity in this area.

3 In determining its budget requests. gEOC hai taken Into consideration
the difficulties it will encounter In filling new ,vxcancies and maintaining a
balanced staff.

Exceptions are a 'mining program for 30 Voluntary Programs Officers
and general orientation for EEOC staff.
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gram specialists are best suited to a-conduct EEOC's
training because of the complicated nature of com-
pliance activities. Specialists are familiar with the
Commission's most recent decisions, court cases, and
investigative techniques. This enables them to bring
the most up: to -date information to training sessions.
Yet the heavy reliance on compliance specialists for
training cuts into their ability to do their own work.
Recognizing this, EEOC is beginning to use more
video tapes and other audio-visual aids.

A major problem is that the training is not sys-
tematic. Much of it consists of on-the-job training at
the district levels. Consequently, the quantity and qual-
ity of training varies from district to diairict. In a step
toward uniformity in training, EEOC has begun the
development of comprehensive training manuals on
the technical aspects of compliance.
. With the influx of new staff and the transfer of
staff between units, it is essential that training be
conducted on an ongoing basis. The most effective
way of doing this is to establish an adequately staffed
central office with overall training responsibility. Spe-
cialists still would be used, but under the direction of
a full-time training coordinator. The coordinator
would, among other things, assure cooperation and
uniformity among the various districts.

III. MANAGEMENT

EEOC continues to experience serious management
problems. There has been a lack of emphasis on the
efficient conduct of day-to-day operations. Conse-
quently, the agency has suffered from management's
inability to provide needed services on a timely basis.

In the past, the agency has been hampered by a
lack of clear definition of each office's responsibilities
and the means, by which each office would be held
accountable. Althoug e chief manager of the agency
is its Executive Dir, or, critical (unctions are per-
formed by the Office of Management,° and that Office
reports directly to the EEOC Chairman. This continues
to pose serious problems,° but steps are being taken

some of them.
e Office of General. Counsel has encountered dif-

ficulties in obtaining needed office spade and supplies
and in filling clerical and paraprofessional vacancies.
The entire Office of General Counsel was moved out of
the agency's headquarters because of a space shortage.
The new facilities provided this Office will not suffice7
even if the Fiscal Year 1973 budget request is ap-
proved.

At the suggestion of the Office of Management and
Budget, EEOC is developing a Performance Manage-
ment System (PMS) which shoidd be operational by

the end of the third quarter of this calendar year.
This will have both short- and long-range significance
for tht agency. The basic idea is to provide clear
agencywide and divisional program goals and objec-
tives. PMS, requires the development of accountability
systems which the agency h'as needed for some dine.
Although not designed to reduce the backlog of charges
per se, PMS is expected to help resolve problems
which have hampered efforts to reduce the backlog.°

Also being developed is a Work Measurement Sys-
tem, designed to colJect from each district office data
on the amount of time district office employees spend
on specific functions. This should provide EEOC with
a good tool for improving management. Some of the
Commission's repotting systems duplicate each other,
and the Commission has recognized the need to stream-
line its internal reporting systems to eliminate the
overlap.

IV. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
(EEO) ACT OF 1972

The EEO Act of 1972 effective March 24, 1972,
makes EEOC responsible for three new groups- of
employers: (1) public and private educational institu-
tions; (2) State and local governments; and (3) effec-
tive March 24, 1973, employers and unions with 15 to
24 members. The act gives EEOC authority to enforce
its decisions in the courts. Although EEOC is relucttknt
to estimate the number of complaints in Fiscal Year
1973 resulting from its expanded jurisdiction, it re-
ceived 1,326 complaints concerning educational insti-
tutions and State and local governments from March
through June.

EEOC had filed only five court cases under the act
by the end of Fiscal Yeair 19729° but others were
being prepared. Among reasons given by EEOC for
not filing more cases is that it did not know what
type of enforcement powers, if any, it would receive

Esampies of then functimis include securing personnel, obtaining office
apace And euppiles, and authorizing travel and expenditures.

An example of such problems is the dissension between the Executiv
Director' Office and the. Office of Management over mitten related go
travel authorisation and fund expenditures. Previously. nb standardised

controls on travel authorization and expenditures were applied to the Office
of the Executive Director and field personnel. Now. the Office of the Execu
live Director la required to adhere to policies established by the Office of

Management.
7 The move itself will come at time when the Offic should be devoting

full attention to implementing the EEO Act of 1972. The act places the

Office of General Counsel in central role in rhe agency, and It would

appear that wan should be found to keep the Office at beadquarters.
For example. there traditionally has been some confusion over the role

of regional directors. Decisions often were made by headquarten stag

without consideration of regional stag opinions. PMS will clarify the author-
ity of regional directors and specify their degree of control over district
officers.

The first case war filed week after the act became effective. In
determining initial priorities for filing suit. large corporations were excluded
because of the large amount of time required to prepare cases against them.
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from Congress until the act was passed. The argu-
ment is not totally compelling. EEOC knew that if it
received any new enforcement tools it would be au-
thorized to file lawsuits or issue celiac and desist orders.
The agency could have begun developing alternative
plans to ensure that once the act was passed, a number
of cases would have been ready for presentation.10
The prompt filing of a number of important, prece-
dent-making cases not only would have strengthened
morale at EEOC but also would have served warning
upon employers and unions that EEOC intended to
enforce the act aggressively. _

Another justification offered for EEOC's failure to
adopt a more assertive role, immediately following
passage of the 1972 Act, was its lack of staff,
specifically lawyersand inadequate budget. Yet
EEOC failed to have a supplemental budget request
ready once the act was passed, deciding instead to
amend its Fiscal Year 1973 budget, request.11 No

I).
attempt was made to obtain money Irma the Presi-
dent's Emergency Fund, and it apilears that no
'steps were taken to reallocate existing lotetancies or to
make the hiring of attorneys a priority.

At present, EEOC does not plan to give special
preference to State and local. government cases.°
There are at least two reasons which make it impera-
tive that EEOC reconsider this decision: (1) State
and local governments are among the largest employ-
ers in the Nation; and (2) Congress probably will
pass one or more of the proposed revenue sharing
bills." EEOC needs to develop strong action-oriented
programs designed to raise State and local govern-
ment employment standards to the level required of
Federal agencies and contractors as rapidly as possible.

EEOC is still negotiating with the Attorney General
on processing referrals pursuant to Section 706(f) (1)
of Title VII." ,The Commission has not referred a
State or local government case to the Justice Depart-
ment for court action despite the fact that it has re-
ceived over 800 complaints on this subject since the
act became effective.15

V. REFERRALS-"TO THE JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT

During Fiscal Year 1972 there were only 13 Section
7Q7 referrals to the Justice Department.° Many of
the ,referrals in Fiscal Year 1972 were made at the
end of the year, and the Department has not had an
opportunity to act on them.

EEOC has recently changed its internal referral
procedure to give regional and district directors more
authority in selecting possible referral cases and ac-
tions for EEOC litigation, and to give more emphasis
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to cases of national importance. Complaints which are
potential 707 referrals, or which may be the subject
of EEOC litigation, are identified at the district level
after investigation and conciliation efforts have failed.
District directors have been asked to forward one case
a week to regional directors. Regional directors, after
evaluating the cases; forward them to tht General
Counsel's Office, where a recommendation for final
action is made.

There are ,distinct possibilities that such cases, espe-
cially those of national impact, could be identified for
enforcement action upon initial receipt. At present,
hqwever, this is not being done. EEOC should begin
thinking of guidelines, procedures, and criteria to
identify possible court-action cases as early as possible.

EEOC and the Ju e Department have not devel-
oped parallel inv ig rive techniques and require-
ments, and the resat is time-consuming duplication
of work because Justice officials often feel EEOC
reviews are inadequate. EEOC has developed its own
investigative manuals; and these manuals should in-
clude joint Justice-EEOC requirements for investigat-
ing Section 707 referrals. Justice should be able to file
suit without doing a significant amount of additional
work on EEOC referrals.

VI. COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES

Excluding charges fled under newly added cover-
age, EEOC anticipates 45,300 charges to be filed
during Fiscal Year 1973. The average time required
to process a charge, from receipt to disposition, has
increased to 60.2 field professional man-hours in Fiscal
Year 1972. To reduce this, EEOC' has changed its
compliance procedures. Basically, the agency is siaTli-
fying its procedures and providing more informal

a° Preparing case for either Judicial or dmini Iva hoaxing
requires much the same type of effort In terms of Ictgathering and
analysis. determination of remedies to request. and legal research.

'' There is some justification for this action lb that Congress probably
would not have approved the request by the end of Fiscal Year 1972.
However, supplemental budget request would indicate to Congress that
EEOC was anxious to implement the new act.

" in some Instances. as In the case of private employer., priority treat.
mint will be given to charges Involving such matters as reprisabi.

1 These bills provide Federal funds to. States and localities without
the traditional Federal requirement, specifying how the money should be
spent. This increases the ability of State and local officials to offset the
distribution of the funds, thus making more urgant. the need for fair employ,.
mint practices at this level.

" Section 706(0(1) specifies that State and local government cases are
to be referred to the Justice Deportnant for possible civil action.

a& The Justice Department, however, has filed two lawsuits against loeal
governments for violation of the 1972 Act.

a& Section 705(g) (6) empower. EEOC ito refer matter. to the Attorney
General with recommendation that civil action be instituted under
Section 707. Mat pardon In turn moil*. the Attorney General to institute
a civil action when he or she has reasonable cause to believe that there is
pattern or practice of resistance to the eights secured by Title vii. In
fiscal year 1971, EEOC selected 36 files for referral. but .th Justice Depart
mint agreed to act on only one.

4_
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options, allowing complaints to be resolved informally

at any stage. More authority will be given to regional
and district directors. Precedent cases compiled by
EEOC now can be relied upon. D9,ta processing tech-

niques, a Performance Managegent system, and a
Work Measurement System will be used to expedite
staff efforts.

There is no way of determining what impact pese
*posed changes will have on reducing the charge
backlog. By June 1972, the backlog had increased to
53,410.

A track system, currently before the Chairman for
approval, should provide a useful priority tool for
expediting charges. Charges on tracks three and four
are those which can be rapidly resolved because they
are uncomplicated and deal mainly with single issues.
Track one charges, to be handled by headquarters,
are of national importance and deal with systemic
discrimination. The Commission plans to handle more
of these cases by establishing a national unit of 50 to
75 persons who will work in seven-person teams. Cases
on track two involve systemic discrimination of re-
gional significance. It is anticipated that once the num-
ber of national-impact cases has been reduced, the
Commission will shift more resources into the effort
to resolve track two cases.

During Fiscal Year 1972, EEOC continued its at-
tack on industrywide dikrimination. industries in-
volved were canneries in California and the electric,
gas, telephone and telegraph utilities nationwide.
Charges were filed against gas and electric companies
following Commission hearings on the utilities indus-
try.'7 An investigation involving five canneries has
just been concluded. EEOC intervened before the Fed-
eral Communications Commission when the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) re-

quested a rate increase. EEOC contended that AT&T
discriminatory employment practices should be elimi-
nated before a rate increase is granted. Hearings are
continuing, and AT&T was expected to begin its

presentation in September 1972.18

As a result of charge-initiated investigations, the
Commission's Conciliation Division has engaged in
industrywide conciliation efforts in the airline, ship-
ping, paper, trucking, construction, neIttvnedia, engi-
peering and oil - productions industries Is well as with
national youth volunteer organizations. The Commis-
sion has involved, to some extent, the various Federal
contract compliance agencies in its conciliation ef-
forts.'° Additional coordination is needed if Federal
policy toward its contractors is to be consistent and
duplication of effort is to be avoided. No overall Fed-
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t,
eral compliance program with priorities and agency
ailigpments has been developed.

"v-3
VIL BACKLOG

The backlog charges at EEOC has increased
from 23,642 in September 1971 to 53,410 as of June
30, 1972, and is expected to exceed 70,000 by the end
of Fiscal Year 1973 unless effective procedural changes
are made. A total of 43,101 backlogged charges are
pending investigation. Eliminating the backlog con-
tinues to be one of EEOC's most pressing problems.

Some steps are being taken to reduce the backlog.
The Commission completed a major study of its com-
pliance program in February 1972 and recently voted
to make significant changes in its compliance proce-
dures. These changes, like the tracking system, are
designed to increase the rate of charge resolution.

Nevertheless, exoluding charges which will be filed
under the 1972 amendments to Title VII, the Com-
mission anticipates 45,000 new charges during Fiscal
Year 1973. Even with staff increases over the next
few years, it probably will take at least four to five
years to eliminate the backlog of charges.20

State and local Fair Employment Practices (FEP)
agencies must be recognized as an important means
of reducing the backlog. More will have to be done,
however, to raise the standards of these agencies to
the level of EEOC and to improve their rate of success-
fully resolving charges.

VIII. DEFERRAL OF CHARGES 4,/

During Fiscal Year 1972, 14,218 charges were de-
ferred to State FEP agencies. In Fiscal Year 1971,
8,516 charges were deferred. EEOC does not have
data on the number of charges that were resolved
or the number which reverted to EEOC for subse-

quent processing.
An EEOC study found that 22 State deferral agen-

cies processed 35;715 charges between 1968 and 1971
and made 6,869 findings of probable causea cause-
finding rate of 19.2 percent. Realizing the need to
improve this rate of cause-finding, EEOC dev4loped

" Sett Section XI. Commission lIcerinp.
" EEOC has task force working on the AT&T case. Coordinators In

each office Identity AT&T charges. These charges are consolidated Into the
II case, for which there will be one conciliation agreement. Bawd upon

evidence adduced by EEOC. there is over $3 billion in back pay involved.
EEOC had thought In terms ol seeking only smell percentage of this
figure ($50 to 1173 million). while FCC thought $1300 million should be

sought In national agreement.
I/ For example. EEOC has kept the Federal Aviation Administration

Informed of Its Involvement with the airline industry. EEOC sends concilia-
tion ag sots to compliance agencies for fewiew.

" Future staff Inc ***** e--couplecf with new program now being Imple-
mented for 'more operitionI efficiency and others- ubjw to Commission
approvalshould have the effect ol quickening EEOC reaction time; i.e.,

disposing of charge In an effective manner relatively soon after the charge
Is filed with EEOC.



a FEP contract program. EEOC is requiring agencies
under contract to initiate charges alleging a pattern
or practice of employment discrimination whenever
possible, rather than merely adjudicating individual
complaints.

EEOC's amended. regulations on deferrals provide
that in order for a State or local agency ,to receive
deferred Title VII charges,. it must apply to EEOC
and certify that its law is ,comparable to Title VII
in scope and in interpretation." Once approved, the
agency must demonstrate its continuing ability to
furnish the same rights and remedies as those ak.
forded under Title VII.

As of January 1, 1972, findings had been made in
861 cases processed by State agencies under EEOC
contracts, and violations were found in 736, or 81.2
percent. This would seem to indicate that introducink
Federal standards of case processing through EEOC
funding has increased these agencies' effectiveness.' 'he
contracts also have produced an unprecedented am-
ber of State court actions. EEOC ie increasing the
number of training programs for State agencies.

EEOC will never be able to do everything necessary
to eliminate discriminatory employment practices. It
must, therefore, devote more time and resources to
developing the potential of State FEP agencies. EEOC
should conduct a study of ways these agencies could
be used, and it should begin planning to improve
agencies currently unqualified to receive its grants.
The 1973 budget request of 34,600,000 22 for FEP
agency Contracts is only a beginning.

IX. ENFORCEMENT 'OF CONCILIATION
AGREEMENTS

EEOC continues to give low priority to enforce-
ment of conciliation agreements with respondents,
reportedly because of a shortage of manpower. The
agency responds only when a blatant violation is
reported. Even then, an attempt is made only to
correct the problem reported. No effort is made to
review the entire conciliation agreement to determine
if other violations exist. The Commission has, how-
ever, a procedure whereby respondents who are part
of a class-action charge report on their progress in
meeting the terms of their conciliation agreements.

EEOC has requested additional field resources in
its Fiscal Year 1973 budget submission to carry out
a program of postagreement reviews. Under the pro-
posed program, two conciliators would be assigned to
each regional office. They would devote all of their
time to conciliation reviews and other followup
tivity. Considering the number-of conciliation agree-
ments and the number of violations reported, two
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conciliators per region probably would be suffioient
to review alleged violations of agreements but mit for
undertaking the general followup program which is
necessary.

This should become important aspect of the
Commission's activity pecially in view of EEQC's
authority to enforce its conciliation agreements judi-
cially. The agency should think in terms of expanding
the number of conciliators and assigning some to each
district office.

X. COMMISSIONER CHARGES

A total of 197 Commissioner charges was filed in
Fiscal Year 1972, an increase of 37 above the pre-
vious fiscal year. Heretofore, a systematic use of such
charges has been limited by (1) a lack of enforcement
authority; (2) the need to cope with the growing
backlog of.cases; and (3) the fact that most Commis-
sioner charges were broad in scope, thus requiring
major investigations and a large commitment of staff.

Since EEOC now has the authority to enforce its
Own conciliation agreements, has hopes of reducing
its backlog through improved management techniques,
and has more staff, it may now increase its use of this
important enforcement tool. Studies are being made of
ways of utilizing Commissioner eharges against select
industries and geographic targets, and of using Com-
missioner charges to consolidate large numbers ',of
unresolved cases against major corporations.

XL COMMISSION HEARINGS .

It has become Commission policy to hold, generally,
one full-scale public hearing a year. The 1973 budget
roiest provides sufficient funds for more hearing ac-
tivity, but the Commission has not decided whether
additional hearings should be a priority item. In view
of other pressing needs, an enlargement of hearing
activity may not be the best use of EEOC manpower.

In scheduling hearings, the Commission considers
such !actors as compliance history, minority and fe-
male employment, and potential for increased utiliza-
tion of minorities and females. In Fiscal Year 1972,
one hearing was held in Washington, D.C., during
the week of November 16, 1971, on the employment
practices of the gas and electric utilities industry.
As a result, nine firms were selected for Commissioner
charges 23 and 11 for voluntary followup programs.

" State FEP agencies have bun given temporary agreements which allow
'hem ono year to meet the new EEOC standards. Some agencies already
qualify. while others will have to have their legislatures strengthen thelr
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) laws. EEOC Interprets This 1/11

to mean that it is not required to defer ch to State pncles with
Inadequate EEO laws. The Interpretation will probably be challenged In
the courts.

"11,500,000 was Ousted In the EEOC's 1972 budget for FEP agencies.
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The Commission offered 10 companies technical as-
sistance. Two rejected the offer, three accepted, and
five initially postponed acceptance.24

XII. R§LATIONS WITH THE OFFICE OF
FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE
(OFFCC)

EEOC has had little contact with OFCC, and that
has been on an informal basis at the regional level.
Reorganization at OFCC and EEOC's activities relat-
ing to the EEO Act of 1972 are reported to have
been the barriers to extensive and continued liaison.
Although EEOC recogVzes the need for changes in
the Memorandum of thiderstanding,25 no plans are
envisioned to make those changes. The Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Coordination Council, of which
both EEOC . and OFCC are members, is to review
duplication and inconsistency, but the Council has
met only twice since March. At neither meeting did
its members discuss substantive issues.

Since OFCC has been reorganized in such a manner
as to make its effectiveness at best questionable, it is
of primary importance that EEOC assume a larger
leadership role. It is imperative that EEOC take the
lead in assuring cooperation, joint planning, and pol-
icy, implementation among all Federal agencies in-

volved in securing equal employment opportunity.
EEOC has yet to indicate its acceptance of this role.

XIII. UNIONS

In Fiscal Year 1972, EEOC funded three research

and ,.development programs attempting to elimibate

vr:

systemic discrimination in referral unions 20 through
administrative law enforcement ,techniques. Two of
the projects are in the investigative stage. The third,
howeverthat of the New Jersey Division on Civil
Rightshas resulted in consent orders with three
unions and employer associations. The orders are de-
signed to eliminate discriminatory apprenticeship and
membership requirements and to increase minority
referrals and membership. Material developed by the
New Jersey program will be provided to six other
funded ageicies which have initiated charges allegihg
a paiern or practice of discrimination against re-
ferral trade unions."

Although these projects and other ad hoc activities
are intended to deal with union discrimination, they
scarcely begin to reach the level of action necessary
to combat discriminatory union practices. Sufficient

EEOC resources have not been allocated to eliminate
these practices on a systematic basis, and inadequate
attention appears to have been paid to this important
aspect of EEOC's mandate.

At the request of the Department of Justice, the Commie los did not
issue charge against one company but refund its information to Justice
for investigation and possible Section 707 action.

as Three of the five which Initially postponed acceptance later accepted.
" The Memorandum of Understanding is complsint handling agreement

signed by EEOC and OFCC on May 20, 1970.
" A referral union is one which operates e hiring hall; Lc, one which

exercises the functions of referring its memberilior employment.
" At the request of Washington, D.C.. Printing Specialists and Perm

Products Union Local 449, International Printing Pressman and Militants'
Union of North America, AFL.C10, the Commission developed an arms-
tne action plan to add ISO employees tmainly black) .within Local 449'e
Jurisectioli and eventually achieve 24 percent minority npreseetatioa In

the Washington area's 40 unionized printing plants.
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD)

I. OVERVIEW
ff

During the past year,-HUD has strengthened its
approach to the enforcement of Title VIII and Title
VI. Through the issuance of important new regula-
tions, it is working for wider compliance with Title
VIII by building fair housing criteria into the fund-
ing process for HUD programs. For example, appli-
cants for funding of subsidized and public housing
projects must now take steps to widen the range of
housing opportunities available to minorities, and
builders and developers applying for HUD assistance
must follow affirmative marketing policies in soliciting
buyers and tenants. -

These criteria, however, fail to cover major aspects
of HUD programs. Affirmative marketing guidelines
do not place fair housing.requirements upon the sale
or rental of existing housing. Applicants for commu-
nity development programs are not required to dem-
onstrate fair housing efforts, excciPt with regard to
low- and moderate-income housing. The essential cri-
teria for tenant selection have not yet been issued.

Implementation of the criteria has also been in-
adequate. In most cases, equal opportunity personnel
have not been assigned a clearly defined and signifi-
cant role for executing the criteria.

In addition to the criteria, HUD has undertaken
a program to encourage widespread affirmative action
toward reaching national fair housing goals. It has
established an Office of Voluntary Compliance within
the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Ciii''por-
tunity to work with the reaF estate industry and with
State and local agencies. Among the Office's projects
is negotiating across-the-board affirmative action plans
with homebuilders who have a nationwide business.

lUD's efforts to combat discriminatory situations,
however, continue to focus on complaint processing
rather than,upon compliance reviews. Its only com-
pliance review are in conjunction with its Title VI
responsibilitiei These reviews focus on recipients of
HUD assistance and not on the dual housingemarket,
which exists over and above HUD programs and is
covered by Title VIII. Further, in the past year HUD
conducted only 186 such reviews, although it funds

some 12,000 local agencies. HUD has yet to initiate
its planned citywide reviews to determine compliance
by State and local agencies and by the housing
industry.

Despite its currently limited capacity for conducting
compliance reviews, HUD has not issued comprehen-
sive guidelines for determining where such reviews
are needed. Even in those instances in which HUD
makes a finding of noncompliance, it often becomep
involved in protracted negotiations with the offendSr
instead of using its authority ta',,1 terminate or even
defer funding.

HUD is attempting to -establish a prehensive
system for collecting and using data, t few tabula-
tions are yet available. Moreovei, the tabulations
planned, although reflective of mint:mill( participation
in HOD programs, will not provide infdrmation about
residential patterns of segregation. I

HUD recently convened a committee" of Federal
agency representatives for Government-wide coordina-
tion. And under an agreement with General Sertices
Administration, the Department plays a role in assur-
ing adequate lower-income housing, open, on a nondis-
criminatory basis, in areas where Federal agencies are
locating. Overall, however, HUD has been slow to take
initial steps for assuming Federal leadership under
Title VIII.

HUD has reorganized its Equal Opportunity Office
to provide support for its expanded focus and has
planned substantial training of equal opportunity field
-stall to prepare them for their new assignments. None-
theless, the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal
Opportunity remains understaffed, and this will dimin-
ish the reorganization's promise for facilitating the
execution of HUD's new respbnsibilities.

Overall, HUD has made significant improvements
in the structure of its civil rights effort, but its new
requirements leave unattended several major areas.
Although HUD has gone a long way toward establish-
ing an effective compliance program, what exists at
Present is a paper program. The real test will be
HUD's performance during the current .fiscal year.
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II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

HUD is the major Federal department involved in
the production of housing.' It also bears primary
responsibility for Federal efforts in,community plan-
ning and d,evelopment.2

HUD's most significant duties relating to equal
opportunity in housing and urban development are
the enforcement of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968 and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.8
Title VIII prohibits discrimination in the sale and
rental * of most housing.5 HUD is charged with the
overall administration of this title, and specifically
with the investigation and conciliation of related com-
plaints of discrimination. Title VIII further requires
that HUD and all other. Executive agencies and de-

. partmebts administer programs and activities relating
to housing and urban development "in a manner
affirmatively to further the policies" of the law. It
gives HUD the responsibility for searing agency
cooperation in this regard.° Under Title VI, HIP
has the duty to ensure nondiscrimination in programs
and activities for which it 49pplies financial assistance.

III. ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

A. Equal. Opportunity Standards for HUD
Programs

During the last year HUD has undertaken a new
and worthwhile approach toward administering its as-
sistance programs to further Title VIII and tb assure
compliance with Title VI prior to HUD approval of
assistance.7 It has issued new equal opportunity regu-
lations and requirements for reviewing applications
for HUD funds.° Their specific purpose is ensuring
that HUD assistance is used to further housing op-
tions for minorities and loW- and moderate-income
families by increasing opportunities outside existing
areas of minority and poverty 'concentration.

1. Housing Project Selection Criteria
In January 1972, HUD issued a set of eight criteria

to be used by program still in rating applications
for participation in HUD's 'subsidized housing pro-
grams.° Four criteria concern opportunities for minor-
ities and low-income families.° Thus, the objective
is to ensure that subsidized and public housing pro-
jects are constructed on locations outside areas of
existing minority and poverty concentration. The pro-

- posed project must: (1) serve urgent unmet needs for
low-income housing; (2) widen the range of housing
locations available to minority families; (31 not con-
tribute to the concentration of subsidized housing in
any one section of a metropolitan area -and (4) have
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potential for creating minority employment and busi-
nesa opportunities. Proposed projects must attain a
"superior" or an "adequate" rating on each criterion
in order to be approved.

While the content of the criteria is generally ade-
quate, HUD's approach to implementation reduces
their effectiveness. One problem 'that HUD pro-
gram staff is instructed to evaluate each proposal upon
receipt. This limits the possibilities for comparing
proposals within a given metropolitan area. It thus
fails to ensure that only the best will receive superior
ratings and that the aggregate of proposals accepted
in a particular metropolitan area will furthAr the op-
tions for low- 4and moderate-income families on an
areawide basis." Since applications are funded peri-
odically, HUD should be able to consider groups of
proposals simultaneously.' 2

In the absence of comparative evaluations, HUD

In Fiscal Year 1972, HUD', housing program and housing management
appropriation was collimated at 112.7 billion. In addition. an estimated 119.7
billion of housing insurance was written.

11 Its Fiscal Year 1972 estimated appropriation for community planning
VIM INA million and for community development was about 1900 million.

° Other motor of rponalbility which will not be trastd ben are
equal employment opportunity. contract compliance, and minority entre-

preneurship. %

Eitecutiv Order 11063, issued In 1962, Aso requires bondiacrimination

in the sale and rental of federally subsidised or insured housing.

Mor than SO percent of the Nation' housing is estimated to be

covered by Title VIII.
Title VIII requires IIUD tq molts studies and disseminate reports with

respect to the nature and stertt of discriminatory housing practices. It also

requires HUD to cooperate with and Ely,' technical assistance to State, local.
and other public and privat agencies regarding programs to prevent and

eliminate housing discriminetion.
HUD le the only Federal agency that has taken the Important step of

Integrating equal opportunity requirements on wide scale In It. standards
for distributing Resistance. While tosential to the success of the HUD equal
housing opportunity effort, these regulations cannot be relied: upon a* the
principal mechanism for affecting compliance with either Tills VIII or

Title VI. They apply only to HUD programs, while Title VIII applies to
most housing. The regulations are directed only at achieving equal housing

opportunity, although Title VI requires nondiscrimination in all &roes of

Federal aeistance.
They apply to builders and spans i e.g., nonprofit groups which

submit proposals for fund. and irmursnce under major MUD housing pro.
grams. and local, regional, and State agencies applying for community plan

ning and development rants and loans. The requirements Must be met
before an application I. approved.

° Thew apply to four programs: homeownership for lowincom farulliec
subsidised multifamily houoing, rant supplement tirolect. and lowrent

public housing. Duildre, developer., and sponsors requesting that HUD
reserve funds for subsidised housing projects and housing uthoritiel seeking

kesibility pprovsl for lowrent public housing prolecte must meet the

/Ifiteria.
10 The objectives of the other four CT itf i are that the project be

consistent with principle of orderly growth and development in an area ;

that it h.,. positive enwironments1 Impacts that the developer be able
In produce quality houalng promptly Old at reasonable coat; that, for

rental `projects. there ;0 imitable provisions for sound housing management.
.1 A comparati avicluilinn of current propooals within glean metro

pnlitan r should contribute to the ratings which of* assigned to particular
Proposals. Currently 111,/0 Instruct. field staff to group proposals together

only after the inp itse been assigned, to ensure that the ratings are
used in dterminirig pilorities for funding. This doss not contribute to the
dvelopennt of a systematic plan for erswid funding.

;° Thie is possible ,hecatre imp appropriations are allocated to flId
office. on periodic huh,.



approval of elites for subsidized housing can be hap-
hazard. In fact, HUD has not instituted any overall
planning system for selecting subsidized housing sites
within metropolitan areas."

A further difficulty in implementing these regula-
tions is that HUD allows field offices wide discretion
in determining the market areas.; i.e., geographic
boundaries for their evaluations. Although instruc-
tions to field offices stipulate that the market area
must be large enough to encompass more than one
proposed project, there is no requirement that the en-
tire metropolitan area be considered. Hence the objec-
tives of the project selection criteria are undermined.
When HUD approval of project sites is not based on
analysis of the entire metropolitan area, the range of
housing locations available to minority and lower-
income families is narrowed.

HUD fails to outline an adequate role for the equal
opportunity staff in administering these new regula-
tions." Although the civil rights implications of the
regulations are unfamiliar to program staff, equal op-
portunity staff members have not been required to
monitor the approval process systematically. Equal
opportunity staff have conducted no widespread re-
views or evaluation to deteymine the impact of the
new regulations, or whether the regulations are being
properly implemented by HUD staff.

2. Affirmative Fair Housing Marketing Reg-
ulations

Another promising step is the issuance of HUD's
affirmative marketing regulations in January 1972.
They requite builders, developers, and sponsors apply-
ing for participation in all HUD-assisted housing pro-
grams" to "pursue affirmative fair housing market-
ing policies in soliciting buyers and tenants, in deter-
mining, their eligiblity,'° and in concluding sales
and rental transactions." Before an application is ap-
proved, the applibant must submit an affirmFive mar-
keting plan 17 which meets HUD's standa ds. Com-
pliance with plans is monitored by equal opportunity
staff.18 ee-",.
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A major weakness of the regulations is that they
do not apply to existing FHAinsured or -subsidized
projects," even though racial and ethnic data col-
lected on existing subsidized, multifamily units show
extensive segregation. Further, the regulations cover
only the builder's projects and'subdivisions developed
under FHA programs. Builders participating in HUD
programs thus are not required to market all their
housing affirmatively.

To date, HUD has made no widespread evaluation

of the quality of affirmative marketing plans submitted
by applicants. Although HUD believes builders and
field office personnel are "generally working coopera-
tively in developing acceptable plans," concrete evi-
dence is unavailable.

3. Workable Program for Community Im-
provement

Communities applying for urban renewal and re-
lated community development grants and loans must
first file a workable program for certificp4ion.2° New
requirements for certification were added' in Decem-
ber 1971, stipulating that a locality submit a program
both for expanding the supply of low- and moderate-
income housing and for eliminating practices and
policies, including exclusionary zoning, which restrict
that expansion. In additon, the community must pre-
sent a plan to eliminate discriminatidn in the housing
market as a whole.,

The workable \program must be reertified every
two years, and is subject to midterm reviews. Under
HUD instructions, a locality failing, tyo, comply with its
plans will not be recertified until it does so. The local-
ity cannot receive program funds while in 'noncompli-
ance. The regulations offer important leverage in
furthering equal housing opportunities, (tut it is too
early to know- how stringently they wile be applied.

4. Selection Systems for Commui
opment Programs

During the past 18 months HUD dev
selection systems for funding community

ity Devel-

loped new
velopment

" HUD has begun pm development of maps which will display locations
of existing HUD project.. Those map. may eons as useful tool In overall
planning, but it Is not known when they will be available.

" This failure holds true for , the majority of IlUD'e new program
standards. Involvement of equal opportunity staff le limited to such responsi
bIlitlea ae assistance In the dee* of implementation inetructione. An "sup.
tlon to this shortcoming is the affirmuive marketing regulations, which
require personal evaluation and monitoring by equal opportunity at or
designee.

" HUD's Federal Housing Administration (FHA) first determines 'least
bility" for the proposed projeet, baud on a review of such Items u cost,
location. and water and sewage facilities. A builder le then eligible for
conditional commitment of funds. Lending institutions often require FHA
feasibility approval before financing builders.

" Such eligibility criteria es credit ratings and personal reference may
not be used rn a discriminatory manner.

" Such a plan might Include programs for publicizing the availability
of units to minorities end 'pacifically rocrultiihr buym and tenants. for
minority hiring. and for educating the builder'. own .tad on fair housing
responsibilities.

" For rental projects. monitoring continue' throughout the life of the
mortgage. In subdivisions. the plan applies only to the initial sal..

" HUD has muted that It intends to study the impact of the regula
Hens on the racial composition of new project. before determining whether
to fpply thorn to existing housing. Since many of The proloct are not
ye occupied, no complete ovaulatipn of the effect of the regulation has
been possible.

" Certification Is an Indication that the community has adequate 'code"
and code enforcement and ha. established planning program, i housing
proffam. a relocation program, and a _procure for citizen involvement.
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programs.21 Like the project selection criteria, the

purpose of these selection systems is to assure that
applicants 22 for HUD fun;;Is are. making efforts to
expand housing oppor4tunities for Minorities and low-

income families.
Applicants for all but one of theirogrinne must

take significant steps to expand low- aitd' moderifite-

income housing on a nondiscriminatory basis." e

regulations contain no prerequisite, however, t ere

be efforts to end discrimination in °the total hoiiiing
market.24 The exception is the program for water
and sewer grants, whiarxhas no fair housing require-

s ment in the prerequisite for expanding low- and

moderate- income housing."

5. Planning Requirements
Since March 1972, HUD's major planning program,

comprehensive planning assistance,2° has required

that recipients develop and implement a "housing
work program" 27 which includes the 'goals of elimi-
nating the effects of past discrimination and providing
safeguards for the future. HUD suggests, to both its
recipients and its field staff, comprehensive activities

for implementing these new requirements. None of

these activities is mandatory, however, and HUD
has issued no definitive standards for assessing the

recipients' achievements.

6. Tenant Selection Criteria
Although HUD has stated repeatedly that it intends

to issue new tenant selectiop criteria 28 for all sub-
sidized rental housing, it has not yet done so. HUD

indicates that it has delayed publication of the criteria
partly because the field staff is not equipped for the

massive undertaking of administering such important
new regulations." This does not appear to be a valid
reason. Public housing authorities are important sub-
jects for regular Title VI compliance reviews, which

emphasize such matters as tenant selection plans.

B. Compliance Mechanisms

HUD uses three major tools to obtain compliance
with Title VIII and Title VI:" processing com-
plaints, conducting compliance reviews, and develop-
ing affirmative action programs to achieve voluntary
compliance. HUD has integrated its compliance pro-
grams under the two statutes, but the relative emphasis
on compliance tool; varies for each statute.

1. Fair Housing Activities (Title VIII)
a. Complaints 31

A major weakness in HUD's effort to prevent and
eliminate housing discrimination . is that the effort

continues to be centered largely on processing com-
plaints. This is an extremely limited approach to
enforcement for two reasons.

First, the complaint inflow has been relatively small.

As a result of a 1971 advertising and publicity cam-
paign to increase 'public awareness and understanding

of Title VIII, more, than 2,100 complaints were re-
ceived in Fiscal Year 1972,32 nearly double the num-
ber filed during the preceding year. HUD also com-
memorated the fourth anniversary of the Fair Housing
Law in April 1972 with a month of activities aimed

at increasing public knowledge of, and support for,

equal housing opportunity and the Administration's
policies. The number of complaints received, how-

ever, continues to provide an inadequate basis for a
comprehensive compliance program.

"Second, HUD complaint processing has been slow

,and has had minimal results, partly because of the

" A selection system for water and rawer grants was issued in Jung

1971. Systerna for grants for neighborhood delelopment, neighborhood facili-

ties, and open 'pace. and for loan. for public facilities, were issued In

April 1972. Thus, the major community development grant programs are

covered.
or Applicants for community development. grants Include local public,

agencies and communities.
6

" Further, if the applicant is local public agency. such steps multi

also lie taken by the community in which the agency Is located. Applicants

for each of the programs must also demonstrate that they Sr. undertaking

adequate minority entrepreneorthip efforts. 1311 ppiicente, except those for

water and sewer 'grants, must engage in equal employment opportunity

endeavors. There are several other prerequieltes, depending on the program
Involved. The applicant must dem61strate adequate provision for local

coordination positive impact on reaevelopmant and envIrcatmental efforts.

and commitment by State, toast. and Federal entitles to the project or

program. Points are awarded for certain chlavements ,in each area.

st This prerequisite should include requirements, for a local fair housing

law, human retake s commission and concrete enforcement efforts.
" It le of p. penance that regulations for lvaluation of water

and sewer .5i Ica a well as other development programs such as

open sPat1S, Imv equal hotaing opportunity requirements: Communities

which apply for such programs often lack fair housing legislation Red

often have etclusionary lanause policies.
's Recipients Include Sttes. cities, and regional or metropolitan plan

nine agencies. 'prfirpots of the program is to assist communities In

planning for corn 'thy development and for urban and rural growth and

to encourage the to develop appropriate management capabilities.
" The purpose of the housing work program la to assure that housing

problems and needs are an integral part of the community planning and
management process.

Di Regulations bile id provide for centrallud tenant selection process;

e.g., a combined Ring lint for all subsidised rental housing. Current

regulations apply on y to lowrent public housing, and a prospective tenant
must accept one of bree alternatives or t to the bottom of the welting
lilt. The present c teas have failed to reduce segregated 'occupancy.

" In contrast, ho er, HUD has issued many other equal opportunity
regulations without adequate staff to do exhaustive monitoring.

" Compliance atlivities under Executive Order 11063 have been ,very

limited because of overlapping Jurisdictions. Most violations have bean

handled under the two statutes
ri Conciliation is the only tool provided under Title VII for correcting

instances at noncompliant* with that title. 'HUD has no enforcement

powers; i.e., it convict assign penalties for noncompliance. Finding. of
noncompliance which cannot be resolved can be referred to the Department

of Justice for Prntlecull00
" Compared. for ...Mph,. with the number of- mploymnt complaints

received by EEOC (34.140 in Fiscal MIT 1972), this is not large number.

HUD's low volume of complaints may result from continued public immr
Inc. of the law and it, »meals.. and the red taps involv.d In Sling
complaint with HUD.
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inefficiency of State and local fair housing agencies.
HUD referred .1,057 complaints to State and local
agencies in Fiscal Year 1972." Investigations were
completed in only 164 of those cases. Successful con-
ciliations were achieved in only 47 of those cases, and
372 complaints' were recalled by HUD. In August
1972, new regulations were published setting stand-
ards for HUD recognition of "substantially equiva-
lent" State and local fair housing laws. The regula-
dons require thata fair housing agency errtbnstrate
competent performance in the administra on of its
law before the agency may handle comPlaints re-
ferred by HUD. The performance standards requirp
timely complaint processing.

Iiii Fiscal Year 1972, HUD
1,474 comp nits." Of these, 236 were closed, in-
cluding ft 4,insuccessful, 14 partially successful, and
only 227 successful conciliations.3° Thus, 238 or
more c'ases are still pending. It takes HUD an aver-
age of five and pne-half months to process a complaint,
and sometimes Iiiere is a delay after investigation in
initiating the conciliatory process. As a result of a
study of. Title VIII complaints conciliated in Fiscal
Year 1971, HUD is developing a short-form process-
ing procedure for cases involvirig rental housing. So
far, however, it has been tried only in one region
and is not ready for nationwide implementation.

B. Compliance Reviews

The greatest deficiency in HUD's compliance pro-
gram is HUD's failure to conduct any compliance
reviews under Title VIII. Conducted' systematically,
such reviews would have greater potential impact on
'discriminatory practices than complaint investigations
and conciliation. HUD has mentioned the necessity
for communitywide investigations to identify patterns
of housing discrimination but has indicated only vague
plans for utilizing this important tool: " it plans to
conduct citywide reviews sometime in the future for -h

total equal opportunity compliance in housing and
housing programs. .

Further, HUD,argues that in the absence of direct
evidence of discrimination or noncompliance with
HUD regulations, it lacks the authority to conduct
Title VIII compliance reviews. This appears to be an
unduly restrictive interpretation of HUD's otherwise
broad authority under Title VIII. Moreover, even if
one agrees with this position, compliance reviews
would have been appropriate at least in conjunction
with the 371 attempts at complaint conciliation in
Fiscal Year 1972.

Compliance stag, should also conduct reviews of
builders' affirmativ markoing plans to determine if

elf handled at least,.
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they are complying with the plans," and of their
advertisements for adherence to fair housing guide-
lines.

HUD is not adequately prepared to make frequent
use of Title VIII reviews. There are no step-by-step
procedures for conducting Title VIII compliance re-
views along the lines of Title VI and Executive Order
11246 reviews.

HUD has indicated that it will issue propose: regu-
lations for public hearings for the promotion ti as-
surance of equal opportunity." Despite the tinct
differences between public hearings and comp!, ce
reviews, these hearings are considered by HU offi-

cials to be an alternative to compliance reviews."
There is no indication when the regulations will be
issued in final form.

C. Voluntary Compliance

HUD recently embarked upon a new approach to
further the policies of Title VIII. In addition to its
reliance on complaint processing, it has begin: to
take affirmative action aimed at securing voluntary
compliance with Title VIII.4° Builders, developers,
and real estate brokers, whether or not involved in
HUD programs, have been required since ,February
1972 to display prominently a standardized HUD fair
housing poster in their places of business. HUI) also
recently issued advertising guidelines, which include
suggestions for use of HUD's equal housing oppor-
tunity logotype and for avoiding phrases or catch
words which might be used in a discriminatory
manner.

In April 1972, HUD established an Office of Volun-

" Title VIII requires that' with lair housing law. "substantially
cquiMent to Title VIII be given 30 day. Jo colmont proceedings tor
the resolution of any complaint. arising in that State god referred lq that
*pricy by HUD. Aftel that time, complaint. must be recalled by HUD.

" This figure includes throw recalled from atitt agencies. HUD did not
indicte the number of compleinis hndle'd In Fiscal Year 1972 which were
received prior to that time.

" 111ony of the other eases wore .(liter withdrawn a'alitrotssed for task
of idnra . /

" Thl. vim, of review should include both an anstrals of conics and
other data on racial compoIllon to mores residential patterns of awns,
lion, and an elimination of the policies and prodder's of members of th
trill estate Industry In contrIboIng to thou patterns.

" Such reviews should ramine entitle. end mastless In th asie or
rental of all of builder'. housing. whether or not federally assisted.

" The proposed regulations for public hearings do not tat forth the
asps n for determining compliance with Title VIII. They are ad
dressed principally to the technical procedures Involved In holding bearings.
such as the right to legal counsel.
" Till. VIII hearing. and cornplInco reviews should be treated u

complementary tool.. The purpose of hearing Is to provide public zpoture
to discriminatory conditions; a compliance review, on the other' hand. can
lead to negotiations to effect compliance with tho Fair Housing Law,

" The Under Secretary's blemorendam pf May 1972 established equal
opportunity grails for sees and FHA insuring office. with f d to 'shirring
voluntary complinca These Include the development of systematic aitIrms
live action progrinn (outside of program standrda) de.lined to Tpand
minority housing options. and the provision of alstince to the minority
cnromunlly and the reel estate industry In the ezpansion of housing options.
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tary Compliance within the Office of the Assistant
Secreary for Equal Opportunity. One of the Office's)-
projects is to negotiate across-the-board affirmative

action programs with homebuilders who have a nation-

wide business.4' It has also begun to meet with some
of the national trade organizations in the real estate

industry. At this time, the Office's plans have only

begun to take shape and it is too early to ,assess their
impact.42

2. Equal Opportunity Compliance in HUD
Programs (Title VI )43

In conducting compliance activities under Title VI 44

HUD places greater emphasis on compliance re-

views than on handling complaints. In fact, HUD

received, fewer than 400 complaints in Fiscal Year
1972.45

One hundred eighty-six onsite, postaward Title VI
compliance reviews were conducted by HUD during
Fiscal Year 1972," an increase of about 60 from
the previous year. This represents only a small per-
centage of thel recipients who must be reviewed.47

The average number of reviews conducted by each
regional office 48 for the entire year was only 18.6.
Workload assignments pertaining to compliance re-
views to be midertaken by each regional office have

not, in general, been set forth by the Assistant Secre-
tary. Workload assignments should be based on_analy-
sis of conditions in the region '") and should require
that all recipients be reviewed once 'during a specific
time period; e.g., once every five years.

The Title VI Handbook contains checklists for com-
pliance reviews of housing authorities, urban renewal
and relocation agencies, and community development
agencies; A large number of recipients, however, are
not covered by these checklists. For example, the
Handbook fails to include checklists for reviews of
developers, builders, and sponsors of subsidized hous-
ing. The checklists appear quite thorough, although

sotne of the investigative reports treat items on thus
checklists very generally.

While 70 manhours are spent on an average review,
the period between initiation of a review and comple-
tion of an investigative report varies from three
Months to almost a year. HUD's greatest failing in
its ,enforcement of Title VI, however, is that it has
not used its authority to the fullest extent. When a
recipient is found in noncompliance, HUD's actions
are directed almost exclusively toward achieving vol-
untary compliance. Although it has the power to defer
funding until compliance is obtained, HUD estimates
that only 13 "deferral status" letters were issued dur-
ing 1972." HUD has never terminated funding when
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actual discrimination waa ound.51 .Rather, it-allows
recipients to remain in ; n ncompliance; relying on
negotiations in ari effort to btain compliance through
voluntary action. ff

Negotiations following a compliance review may
stimulate recipient affirmatiVe action. Apart from. that,

HUD has no formal mechanism for encouraging re-
cipients to take affirmative action, to further the pur-
pose of Title VI.5?

C. Racial and Ethnic data
Although HUD has been 4ollecting racial and ethnic

data in its housing programs for well over a year,
complete tabulations are not yet available." 'HUD

now anticipates publication of data on single-family
housing programs by the' end of 1972.54- HUD says

that except fOr data on public housing, which have
been ,collected since that program's inception, data

tr It is hoped that these plans will cover marketing, site and project

development, jobs, and minority entrepreneurahlp.'
"'Among these plans are (a) Increasing cooperation between area office

diriectors, communities, and., regional planning groups to develop such things
as diair share" plans to disperse lower-Income housing; end (b) initiating
areewide affirmative marketing agreements moods apartment owners.

." The Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportnnity was formally delegated

authority for .enforcing Title VI in May 1971. For seven years before that,

Title VI Npliance was the responsibility of program staff. In September

1971, the Equal Opportunity Office issued a handbook containing instrue
tiods for hanging .complaints and conducting compliance reviews under

Title VI.
44 Complaint handling and compliance reviews under the authority of

Executive Order 11063 have been given very little emphasis but, an fir,

have folloWed Title. VI guidelines. In June 1972, however, the Assistant
Secretary for Equal Opportunity was formally delegated authority for admin-

istering the Executive order. Thus, compliance with Executive Order 11063

may no longer be handled under Title VI authority, and HUD has no rein.
iations for undertaking separate compliance activities.

" voluntary compliance was achieved in only 57 cases. HUD does not
indicate the status of the remaining 337 cases.

46 HUD does state that 6,600 preapproval application reviews and, at

minimum, 100 preaward onsite reviews were 'also conducted. The conduct

of -these reviews does not obviate the need for postaward reviews on

regular basis.
47 There are approximately 12,000 locally funded agencies subject to

review under Title VI. In addition, there are developers, builders, and

sponsors of HUD-assisted housing subject to review under both Title Vi
and Executive Order 11063. HUD does not estimate how many.

45 All direct compliance activities are handled by eaual opportunity staff

in the regional offices. Preapproval application reviews are handled by area
and FHA insuring offices within each region, as part of the funding process.

"These conditions, such as the number of HUD recipients and racial

and ethnic occupancy patterns, should be further defined in the Title 9'!

Handbook.
" HUD found that 139 recipients would be in noncompliance unless

immediate corrective actions were taken.
et Its only use of its enforcement authority occurred with regard to the

debarment of public 'rousing authorities which failed to .submit acceptable
tenant selection and assignment plans prior to 1970.

as Such action might Include Increasing publicity directed at minorities

about eligIbilty for public housing and other HUD-assisted benefits end

using bilingual staff to assist non-English speaking beneficiaries and potion.
tial beneficiaries.

" In October 1971, HUD expected that data on all programs would be
collected by early 1972.

as These data will include the race and ethnic origin of rejected appli-
cants for mortgage insurance, mortgagois for whom firm commitments have

been issued, and mortgagors who have been endorsed for insurance. Appar-
ently the rejected applicants Include only those whd have been rejected
by HUD, and not those who have been rejected by banks.
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on multifamily housing programs are incomplete and
invalid for meaningful analysis." Comprehensive ra-
cial and ethnic data are not collected on participants 5°

in HUD community development programs, extent in
conjunction with relocation.

HAD data analysts is restricted by the absence of
meaningful comparison data. For example, HUD does
not collect data on the racial and ethnic composition
of neighborhoods in which single-family housing sales
are made, and data are not collected on the racial
and ethnic composition of the poyfulation for whom-
HUD's programs are targeted.

A further serious weakness is that housing data
will be available only by Standard Metropolitan Sta-
tistical Area (SMSA) and county. They will not be
tabulated for smaller areas, such as cities or communi-
ties, greatly limiting their utility.57 This may be miti-
gated, to some extent, by the fact that the affirmative
marketing plans now required of builders and devel-
opers include racial' and ethnic data by subdivision
and projectdata which could 'be useful in detecting
residential patterns of segregation.

To assist in overall planning of HUD projects,
HUD plans to map 268 metropolitan areas to show
areas of racial and ethnic concentration.58 It is not
known when these maps will be completed. When
availably, they will provide important planning tools.
They will be made available to the publicas will
subdivision data and SMSA and county tabulations
of mortgage insurance data

Except for these maps, HUD data collection and
use is restricted to statistics on participants in HUD
programs. HUD does not regularly collect data on
private housing and does not make systematic use
of census data to survey the Nation's housing pat-
terns.5°

D. Coordination with Other Federal Agencies

In the four years since HUD was assigned responsi-
bility for providing fair housing leadership to Federal
agencies, it has undertaken only a few formal coordi-
nating activities."' It recently called for formation
of a committee of Federal agency representatives to
develop an affirmative fair housing program for Fed-
eral agencies. Although it has not yet developed a
long-range agenda, this committee has important po-
tential for increasing Federal agencies' awareness of
their fair housing responsibilities. For the first meet-
ing,_agencies were requested to provide the Assistant
Secretary for Equal Opportunity with the status of
actions taken to implement the President's equal hous-
ing opportunity message of June 1971.

1. General Services Administration (GSA)
Under the HPDGSA Memorandum of Understand-

ing," HUD is' responsible for reporting to GSA on
low- and moderate-income housing available on a non-.
discriminatory basis in the vicinity of proposed Fed-
eral facilities. In the event that GSA selects a site or
executes a lease where the availability of such housing
is inadequate, HUD has agreed to cooperate with
GSA in the development and monitoring of an affirma-
tive action plan to remedy the situation.

Far several months after the agreement was signed,
there was no indication that either HUD or GSA was
directing activities toward strict compliance with the
agreement.°2 Procedures implementing the agreement
were not issued by the two agencies in final form
until June 1972, a year after the agreement was
signed. HUD states that as a result the investigations
undertaken by its staff during that year differed widely
in scope. HUD is developing a handbook of instruc-
tions for conducting the reviews. Until it is completed,
the reviews may continue to be of uneven quality.

The implementing procedures contain one major
improvement over the agreement itself. They make it
clear that the fair housing actions of the two agencies
should not be restricted to low- and moderate-income
housing, but should be extended to all housing.

Nevertheless, the procedures are insufficient For
example, they limit the applicability of the agreement
to leases or new construction involving 100 or more
low- or moderate-income employees. In the case of

" Builders, developers, and sponsors are now required to submit racial
and ethnic occupancy data in conjunction with affirmatative marketing plans.
In the future, this should substantially improve HUD's data on its multi-
family housing programs.

" Such participants include, for example, users of recreational facilities
and community centers.

22 Thus, the data cannot be used to measure residential patterns of
segregation. Foc example, HUD will not be able to compare the racial and
ethnic origins of purchasers of subsidized, single.family -homes in city
with those of purchuers in the nearby suburbs. As tabulated now, data
will be useful primarily for menacing the rate of minority participation
in HUD programs by SMSA and county.

24 These maps also will display the locations of HUDsubsidized projects
end the boundaries of all HUDassisted projects. The principal rationale
for these mapal is to assist HUD field staff in making determinations
regarding project selection criteria.

24 A city-by-city analysis of racial and ethnic patterns in housing &Maid
larva to determine priorities in selecting cities most in need of HUD review.
Such analysis. If made public, could also be useful to local groups interested
In bringing about reform in equal housIng.opportunity.

" HUD is assisting the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in a
study of the possible impact of exclusionary zoning on minority participa-
tion in EPA programs. Also, HUD has discussed with the Department of
Transportation (DOT) a proposed DOT regulation which would require
State highway departments to analyze the impact of proposed highway
projects on minority housing. For a fuller discussion of then matters, sae
sections on the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department
of TransportationFederal Highway Administration.

41 For further discussion of this agreement, see the
housing activities, elsewhere in this enforcement report.

2 For example, in a fall 1971 review of housing In Las Cruces, IC Mex..
the HUD report did not mention the extent of discriminatory housing
conditions.

section on GSA
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lease actions, the agreement generally applies only

to those actions necessitating residential relocation of

a majority of the existing low- and moderate-income
employees'63 Mbst agency relocations administered

by GSA do not fall in these categories. The restric-

tions thus prevent'Iull use of the agreement to correct
housing deficiencies.

Since HUD does not yet regularly conduct Title

VIII compliance reviews, the reviews mandated under
the HUDGSA agreement could be used by HUD to
determine Title VIII compliance on the part of the
housing industry and State and local governments.
Even if HUD had an adequate program for compli-

ance review, reviews under the HUDGSA agreement
would produce additional information on the status of

fair housing in particular communities," and would
supply leverage for furthering fair housing. Overall,
however, the severe restrictions placed upon the appli-
cability of the agreement " have negated the possi-
bility of using it as a major tool for accomplishing

Title VIII compliance."

2. Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies"
In June 1971, the financial regulatory agencies, in

conjunction with HUD, sent out a questionnaire to
lending institutions concerning mortgage lending poli-
cies which affect minorities. HUD has completed a
preliminary analysis of the responses and has made
recommendations to the, regulatory agencies. HUD
does not have definite plans to conduct a more com-
prehensive analysis, although more detailed informa-
tion on discriminatory lending practices is needed.

The preliminary analysis, although general, clearly

indicates evidence of discrimination by mortgage
lenders. The analysis points to the necessity for lenders
to maintain racial .and ethnic data on all loan appli-
cations, accepted and rejected, and data on neighbor-
hood racial composition. HUD equal opportunity
staff members continue to meet with the regulatory
agencies to encourage the development o'f a total

affirmative action program. Those agencies have not
yet required lending institutions to collect the neces-
sary data.

IV: ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

A. Organization
During the past year, as a result both of the increase

in responsibilities assumed by the Equal Opportunity
Office and of the spectre of a Department-wide reduc-
tion in force, the Equal Opportunity Office conducted

a much needed management study of its procedures
and structure. Among the principal conclusions of
this evaltuition was that HUD was not achieving maxi-

mum leverage in its attempt to improve equal housing
opportunity. In particular, HUD was not taking full

advantage of the overlapping jurisdiction between

Title VI and Title VIII." Moreover, HUD's concentra-

tion on- complait investigations, rather than on in-
stituting a broad program fbr affirmative action, did

.not fill its mandate to provide safeguards against
future discrimination. Finally, HUD did not provide

sufficient oversight of and support to, field activity.

1. The Washington Office°
Consequently, in April 1972, HUD reorganized to

create four offices within the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Equal Opportunity, each responsible to

the Assistant Secretary and his personal staff." In
one of these offices, the Office of Compliance and En-

forcement," Title, VI and Title VIII compliance

activities were consolidated. A second office, Volun-

tary Compliance, was formed kconduct such efforts
as the development of broad-scalW affirmative action
plans to promote equal housing opportunity activity

" No .such restrictions are contained in the original agreement, which

applies to all CSA lease and construction activity. Because of the great

volume of this activity (approximately 1,500 leases, abppt 50 site acquisi-

tions, and approximately 25 project development Investigations annually),

these restrictions were included in the PEocedures as means of decreasing

the workload. By vague of its responsibility to conduct the reviews man

doted by the agreement, the volume of CSA activity places the heaviest

burden upon HUD.
" It is important that such information be made available to minority

group organisations and other private groups Interested in improving fair

housing opportunities.
" Even without the limiting procedures, the agreement was applied

during the past year only to approximately 15 project development inesti

gations, 20 site investigations, and 22 leas. actions.
" Nonetheless, HUD so far has taken a broader view of its fair housing

responsibilities under the agreement than has CSA. In an investigation of

Baltimore County, Md., conducted pursuant to the agreement, HUD deter-

mined that there was a dual housing matket and insufficient low. and
moderateincome housing. FWD encouraged use of the agreement to correct

these deficiencies. CSA, on the other hand,' was satisfied that adequate

housing was available within proximity to the county, in the city of Bahl
more. Neglecting the leverage, for fair housing enforcement whichllis made

available by the agreement, CSA approved the site.
" The fair housing activities of these agencies are discussed in greater

detail in the section on the Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies.

" For example, if a developer participating In HUD program is

charged under Title yin with housing discrimination, HUD has the option

of using either its Title VI or its Tide VIII authority. Pilor to reorganixa

than, HUD' Internal structure did not provide any coordination between

these two statutes.
" The central office is responsible for develOpment of policy regula

Hon. and Instructions, and for oversight of all field offices.
° These offices are responsible for all HUD civil rights activity. Al.

though each has functions related to the execution of Title VI and Title
VIII, they Iso share duties In the areas of minority entrepreneurship, equal

employment, and contract compliance.
71 This office is responsible for developing compliance standard, and

i$ for overseeing and evsulating stall performance in handling compliance

reviews and complaints. Since the reorganization. however, this office has

made no special effort to ensure that all field stall are fully conversant

with the requirements and standards attached to their new responsibilities

far enforcing Title VI. T. office collectmonthly summaries from all

rogionI offices on the status of complaint investigations and compllanc
reviews, A serious error Is that it does not lorwardor require that the

YegionI offices forwardspecific information on the compliance standing of

HUD recipients to the area and FHA insuring office.. This office could us
this Information In reviewing applications for HUD funding.
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by State and local agencies and all sectors of the real
estate industry. The third, the Office of Program
Standards and Data Analysis, was created to carry
out programs in line with HUD's recent emphasis on
the development of program standards and on sys-
tematizing collection and use of racial and ethnic data.
The fourth office, Management and Fie la Coordination,
was made responsible for field staff training ami
technical assistance.73

In reorganizing its central office, HUD appears to
have recognized the need for more effective faipous-
ing enforcement and for widespread affirmative action
to promote equal housing opportunity. gqtuil oppor-
tunity staff members are still gearing up for their
recently assumed responsibilities, and it is too early
to determine the effectiveness of the new structure.

20 The Field Offices
HUD has three field office levels: regional, area,

and FIJA insuring offices. Although HUD anticipates
the assignment of equal opportunity staff to the FHA
insuring offices, currently only regional and area
offices have specific units for equal opportunity func-

"ions.
The 10 regional offices handle all equal opportunity

complaints and conduct all compliance reviews. They
train and evaluate area and FHA insuring offices.
Within regional offices there has been reorganization
parallel to that in the Washington office. The reorga-
nization consolidates Title VI and Title VIII com-
pliance activity and adds the respongibility of moni-
toring equal opportunity activities of the area and
insuring offices.

Under the regional offices, there are 39 area offices
which have direct funding responsibility for HUD
programs in their areas. Equal opportundy personnel
in these offices are responsible for reviewing affirma-
tive marketing plans submitted by builders and spon-
sors of- HUD:hssisted housing, and for overseeing the
implementation of other equal opportunity standards
by HUD's program staff. Among their other functions
is the monitoring of local advertising media for cor-
rect use of HUD's housing guidelines.

The FHA insuring offices process applications for
participation in FHA programs and are thus respon-
sible 'for implementing equal opportunity standards
for housing progrtims.. They are responsible to. the
area offices..

B. Staffing

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Equal Op-
portpnity has long been hampered by inadequate
'staff for meeting its fair housing responsibilities and

ensuring nondiscrimination in HUD's programs of
assistance. During the past year, when HUD greatly
increased the scope of its activities, the staffing prob-
lem has become more critical.

Despite requests. for additional staffing, HUD had
only 347 positions allocated for civil rights in Fiical
Year 1972,74 and about 43 percent of staff time was
allocated for activities other than fair housing and
nondiscrimination in HUD progfams.75 Seventy-two
positions are assigned to the central office, 134 to
regional offices, and 141 to area offices. The FHA
insuring offices have no equal opportunity staff.

For Fiscal Year 1973, 80 new positions are re-
quested.7° Of the anticipated 427 positions, 77 will
be assigned to the central office, 128 to regional offices,
147 to area offices, and 75 to the FHA insuring,
offices.77

While new positions will increase HUD's ability to
improve the fair housing, efforts of its program par-
ticipants, they will provide no additional staff for the
already overextended regional programs for cdm-
pliance review and complaint processing. Overall, the
increase in staffing provides only a small portion of
what is necessary for adequate staffing of HUD's
Equal Opportunity Office.

C. Training

HUD's many new equal opportunity regulations,
'the consolidation of its compliance staff, and the
addition of equal opportunity staff to the FHA in-
suring offices accentuate the need for periodic and
concentrated training of HUD's equal opportunity
staff." HUD has assigned responsibility for develop-
ing and administering training and technical assist-
ance to its recently created Office a ,Management

" These function. ace executed by its Division of Field Coordination.
Its Division of Budget and Managemon't is responsible (or administrative
(unctions, including personnel and budget.

" HUD also has added three special coordinators fo; women, the
Spanish speaking, and American Indians. The coordinator. all employed
eQhe CS-15 level in the Office of the Assistant Secretary. are responsible
for recommending, policy and initiating special research projects. They have
no staff.

" HUD requested 407 positions for Fiscal Year 1971 and received 824.
It requested 395 positions for Fiscal Year 1972.

" These activities included contract compliance, minority entrepreneur
ship, and internal equal employment opportunity.

" If the HUD budget is approved, an average of 7.9 equal opportunity
positions will be assigned to each regional office, 3.5 to each use office,
and 1.5 to each FHA Insuring office.

" HUD has not yet made final decisions concerning the functions and
structure of the ...goal opportunity staff in FHA insuring offices. These staff
member, should be responsible for administering HUD equal opportunity

standards. In order to have sufficient authority to execute this function,
they should be responsible directly to the area office directors.

" There is particular need for extended evaluation and training of
equal opportunity staff for Title VI responsibilities, since Title VI eaforce
ment Is a relatively new assignment. Many staff members are unfamiliar
with Title VI procedures and the programs Title VI covers.
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and Field Coordination." This Office also is charged
with evaluating staff performance to determine where
further training is necessary." Other sections of the
Equal Opportunity Office provide expertise in such
areas,as methodology for compliance review, develop-
ment of affirmative action plans, and implementation
of program standards.

-Previous equal opportunity training was ad hoc but
HUD currently is attempting to develop a regular
program of training for all staff members. In June,
a weeklong training conference was held for regional
equal opportunity staff. A series of similar conferences
in the regions is being held to train equal opportunity
staff in area and FHA insurin offices.

The rate at which HUD ;training its equal op-
portunity staff is, however, '''too slow. Training was
provided to equal opportunity, staff for area and FHAmt
insuring offices in sine region at a conference in June,
and the second regional conference will not be held

Until this fall." Thus, several months Eater the re-
organization assigned them new duties, staff members
in eight regions Will have received little or no training.

A further weakness this far is that training has
been directed solely at equal opportunity staff, al-

though program personnel are responsible for apply-
ing most of the new equal opportunity standards for
HUD programs. HUD has not indicated that it plans
fair housing training for program staff on a systematic
basis.

T For example. the Offices Division of Fiala Coordination has developed
video tapes for us in ensititiagitaff to the specill problems of American

Mg. familiarizing staff with the procedures forIndians and Spanish pe
racist), sli) th,ic.cAtya, col/action, and conveying to staff members their
responsialiti under the HUD -GSA agreement.

° The daises yearly checklists for regional staffs to deter.
mine wisp Oer tho are meeting their objectives. Division of Field Coordina
don personnel, pond about half their time in the field.

et This conference was held in Atlanta. It provided training in the
operation of HUD asitanc program to facilitate' fair housing activity with
regard to those program.' The conference also included scssion on the
mechanisms fo&fair housing compliance and enforcement.

" Th seconnaionI conference is to be held In Philadelphia.
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GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

I. OVERVIEW

.

t,v,

The chief accomplishment of qSA's.liiir housing
effort during the past year has been ifie Much delayed
.publication of procedures for implemen 'rig a recent
agreement between GSA and the De ent ?of Housc.

ing and Urban Development (HUD). Nevertheless, the
procedures are highly inadequate for ensuring" fair
housing in communities with Federal facilities:

GSA has not, acknowledged the complete/Bp:ye of
its fair housing responsibilities. It does not dee its full
authority to promote increased attention to fair hous-
ing by other Federal agencies and by communktiO
which Federal agencies are locating. It does mit ilkleiv
its own actions to make certain that they have resulted
in adequate low- and moderate-income and nondis-
criminatory housing for relocated Federal employees.

GSA lacks a full-time director and staff to oversee
its fair housing ethirts. To the extent that GSA staff
members have fair housing responsibilities, it is only
as a minor assignment in conjunction with their re-
gular functions. GSA fails to provide civil rights
training for carrying out assignments related to equal
housing oortunity.

In short, GSA has an inadequate program for
securing equal housing opportunities for Federal em-
ployees and for guaranteeing that the process of ob-
taining space for Federal agencies does not serve to
exacerbate existing discriminatory housing patterns.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

By virtue of its role as the Federal real estate broker,
GSA has a special obligation to provide leadership in
fair housing.' This responsibility is enunciated in an
agreement between GSA and HUD which states that
GSA "will pursue the achievement of low- and
moderate-income and fair housing objectives." 2

Specifically, GSA agreed to provide HUD with notice
of project development investigations, site investiga-
tions, and lease actions, and to consider HUD's en-
suing reports on the availability of low- and moderate-
income housing on a nondiscriminatory basis.

The agreement acknowledges only limited fair hous-

(GSA)

A
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ing responsibility for GSA, confining that responsibil-
ity to housing opportunities for Federal employees. It
thus permit; GSA, to select locations with "unfair
housing" for minority non-Federal employees.'

Even within the HUD/GSA agreement, GSA has
interpreted its responsibilities narrowly. For example,
GSA officials maintain that they are not responsible, in
selecting space, for ensuring that there is an adequate
supply of low"- and -moderate-income housing on a
nondiscriminatory basis, even for Federal employees.
GSA reports that the extent of its duty is to "consider"
the availability of such housing8 a limitation which,
because of the agreement's emphasis on affirmatively
furthering the purpose of Title VIII and pursuing
low- and moderate-income housing objectives, appears
far narrower than the intent of the agreement.°

III. FAIR HOUSING ENFORCEMENT
MECHANISMS

The fact that regulations for implementing the HUD-

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 requires Federal agencies to
administer their programs and activities relating to housing and urban
development in manner affirmatively to further fair housing. GSA. which
is responsible for securing and assigning space for most Federal agencies,
is the agency with the greatest potential for promoting uniform policy to
assure fair housing conditions in eke vicinities of Federal installations. In
1969. GSA first officially recognized fair housing responsibilities, but took
no systematic action to implement them. Executive Order 11512, Issued in
February 1970, directs that the evallabaRT low and moderatinconi
1i-busing be considered in the Federal acquisition of spac but does not
require that housing be available on nondiscriminatory basis. The Office
of Management and Budget is currently drafting revision of this Executive
order to give GSA responsibility for considering fair housing conditions at
nil income levels.

Three days after the President'. housing m g in Juno 1971, GSA
and HUD signed Memorandum of Understanding acknowledging their lair
housing roles in the process of locating and relocating Federal agencies.

3 A project development investigation is general survey of a metropolitan
area for the purpose of identifying specific space need. for Federal activities.
A site investigation Is review of particular site for which construction of

Federal facility is proposed. A lease action necessitates the review of
particular structure and surrounding locality to assess the feasibility of a
Federal lease.

Executive Order 11512 makes no distinction between housing for Federal
employees and housing generally. *

GSA acknowledges only this obligation: In the event that HUD finds
that the supply of low. and moderatcincome housing Is insufficient or fair
housing conditions do not prevail.-GSA. HUD, the involved agency, and the
community must cooperate in developing an affirmative action plan to correct
the deficiencies identified.

This interpretation is also considerably narrower than GSA's 1969 policy
which pledged to avoid areas known to lack adequate low and moderate
Income housing for Federal employees.
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GSA agreement were not issued in final form until
June 1972one year after the agreement was signed
delayed uniformity in execution. To date, GSA has not
taken the steps necessary for its 'systematic imple-
mentation.

A. Implementing Procedures

The principal policy innovation in the agreement
was to provide responsibility for the availability of
low- and moderate-income Wousing on a nondiscrimi-
natory basis. The implementing procedures, however,
place far greater emphasis on the supply of housing,
transportation, and parking facilities for low- and
moderate-income employees. The procedures provide
almost no detail on hpw to measure the absence of

-equal housing opportunity.'
The procedures contain insufficient guidance for

making effective'hse of VD's reports on the avail-
ability of low- and moderate-income housing on a
nondiscriminatory basis, GSA is obligated to consider
a myriad of factors in securing space for Federal
agencies.° The procedures do not specify, however,
what weight, is to be attached to each factor. The
importance of the presence or absence of a nondis-
criminatory housing market thus is left to personal
discretion.

The procedures do not serve to encourage com-
munities under consideration for Federal installations
to improve housing opportunities.° Although the pro-
cedures provide that State and local officials be notified
of pending investigations in connection with proposed
construction for Federal facilities, this is the limit of
the imposed obligation. There is no parallel require-
ment for informing these officials when a survey its,
being made to assess a community's general potential
for accommodating a FederaLactivity, or whenka review
is being conducted in conjunction with leasing a

specific' facility. The proceduresdo not require that
civil rights and' fair housing gro*s be informed of
proposed actions, or that there be any public dis-
closure of the review results. Thus, GSA actions to
create public awareness of the Federal interest in eqwil
housing opportunity are minimal.

The HUD -GSA agreement applies to all GSA lease
and construction activity. The implementing pro-
cedures, however, were designed to greatly restrict
the actions to which the agreement would apply.' o

This was done because of the large volume of GSA
activity in securing space for Federal agencies. In the
year before the issuance of these restrictions, GSA
interpreted the agreement to apply to approximately
18 project development investigations, 20 site investi-
gations, and 22 lease actions." Since some of these

lk
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site investigations and lease actions involved. the re-
location of fewer than 100 low- qnd moderate-income
employees, under current regulations they would not be
considered to fall under the jaludiction of the agree-
ment.

B. Coordination with HUD and Other
Federal Agencies

Coordination and oversight of4he agreement are
severely lacking. Neither GSA nor HUD has been
assigned, or has assumed, the task of devising an
overall plan to ensure that the availability of low- and
moderaterincorne housing on a nondiscriminatory
basis will be given high priority by every Federal
agency.

GSA has not taken responsibility for informing
HUD when HUD's investigations provide insufficient
information. For example, 2 months after the agree-
ment was signed, GSA requested HUD to provide, as-
sistance in identifying and compiling information Am
the social and economic aspects of Las Cruces, N. Mex.
At that time, GSA's regional office in Fort Worth,
Tex., was apparently unaware of the 'agreement'eAls-
quirernents. The ensuing HUD report made no mention
of the extent to which housing was available on a non-

7 Th. proceducca do not provide a list of specific to be examined
for example: the existenc of a comprehensive, enforceable fair housing

law; the adoption .of affirmative marketing policies by the local housing and
home finance industry; or actions by local government officials and local

civil rights group. to sneure that all facilities and services in the community
are openno minority group families on an equitable and desegregated basis.

9 Additional factors to be considered includ: efficient performance; con.
venience of the public; safety of working conditions; use of existing Govern.
mntowned buildinp; the need for development and redevelopment of

; impact on the socioeconomic condition. of the area ; consolidation

of agencies in common or adjacent space; consistency with State, regional,
and local plane; adequacy of access from the urban center; and adequacy of
parking.

There le no procedure for automatically Informing such communities

tilat, for example, their zoning ordinances and building code. will be re
viewed for the extent to which they are compatible with the growth of
lowerincome housing and that actions taken by the local government to
permit the operation of Federal lowincom housing programs will he

examined.

to The pecks:Jure. require that the agreement 'be invoked for all prtject
development investigation.; site se elections for public buildings In which

100 or more low or moderateincome employees are to he employed; and
lease action. where 100 or more low. or utodust.income employe., are
expected to bo employed in the space leased and which eignilicntly increase:
travel time. travel costs, or parking costs. As a reeult, the agreement will
not apply in number of case In which employees will retain their former
housing. While seemingly practicable becuse this obviates a review of Bitua
lions In which most Federal employees are not seeking :housing. the outcome
is to greatly limit the use of GSA'. authority. It disregards the possibility
that employees are currently forced to live In segregated houeing or housing
beyond their budget. The agreement could be used to require the develop.
ment and execution of affirmative action plans to correct housing dficiencles
In communitic. In which Federal WSWse are currently located.

tt Even at that time. GSA had Imposed limits on enforcement of the
agreement, as evidenced by the fact that the number of review% con
sharply with the amount of GSA activity. GSA is responsible for approxi
nudely 1,500 Inn. year. the majority of which ere renewals. It partici
pates in fewer than 50 site acquisitions year and fewer than 25 project
development investigationa



distriminatqry basis. GSA accepted the HUD report
as fulfilling the requirements of the agreement. GSA
took no action to obtain that information or to see
that fair housing issues would be contained in future
HUD reports.

GSA has a limited view of its responsibilities for
involving relocating agencies in guaranteeing that
there is adequate and nondiscriminatory low- and
moderate-income housing for their employees. 12

Whatever actions an agency chooses to take to further
this objective are discretionary and ad hoc.

The agreement requires relocating Federal agencies
to provide a counseling and referral service to assist
employees in obtaining housing, and both GSA and
HUD must cooperate in this effort. GSA takes no
initiative, however, to ensure that such services are
established, viewing that responsibility as resting with
the Federal agency involved. This situation works to
the detriment 'of employees when inadequate action
is taken by their agency to provide housing guidance.
GSA established an employee relocation task force
on' one occasion, but it acknowledges that it has par-
ticipated in no other such effort."

C.' Complaints

GSA has no means of informing employees of re-
locating agencies of the protectren provided by the
HUISA agreement. Relocating employees who find
themselVes faced 'with a discriminatory housing mar-
ket, or with an inadequate supply of low- and mode-
rateincome housing, may be unaware that HUD,
GSA, and their own agency have a responsibility to
prevent such an occurrence.

There is no GSA office with special responsibility
for receiving or investigating complaints about an
inadequate or unfair housing market or any other
difficulty arising from insufficient enforcement of the
HUD-GSA agreement. GSA officials report that such
complaints would be referred back tb the relocating
agency. No other procedures for handling complaints
exist or are planned.

D. Analysis of HUD Reports

The requirement to consider the available supply
of low- and moderate-income housing on a nondis-
criminatory basis has beenat least on occasion
assigned a low priority. For example, the HUD in-
vestigation in Las Cruces found that there was an
inadequate supply of low- and moderate-income hous-
ing. However, GSA proceeded with construction plans,
basing its action on its opinion that the project would
have minimal impact upon the employees. 14
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E. Review of GSA Actions

GSA reports that all of its regional offices " are
complying with the regulations implementing the
HUD---GSA agreement. This assertion, however, is
based upon the opinion of staff in the GSA central
office and not upon systematic review of the regions.
GSA does not, in fact, plan to conduct such reviews.
Further, GSA does not presently- intend to undertake
reviews following agency relocation to evaluate the
housing situation." Thus, GSA will have no regu-
lar method of determining the results of its decisions
and the sufficiency of HUD reports."

F. Affirmative Action Plans

When GSA makes a location decision contrary to
HUD's recommendation, GSA, HUD, the involved
agency, and the community must develop a written
affirmative action plan addressing itself to HUD's
negative finding. Such affirmative action is not man-
dated, however, when inadequate low- and moderate-
income housing or nondiscriminatory housing is found
by reviews conducted in connection with project det
velopment investigations." Thus, the results of such
reviews will not be used to put communities on notice
that no Federal facility will be located in that area

GSA has no system for relating this concern to the agencies. The
agencies Sr. required to provid GSA with statistics on their low. and
moderate-income employee.. At the option of GSA. dile may include such
things as income, family du. and minority data. Agencies are not r..
%Aired, or even ncoureged, to aurvisy employees concerning housing ned.;
to consult employe group. when making relocation decisions: to place
priority on employee needs for low, and modrdincome and nondiscrimina
tory housing when considering 'elocution; or to obtain and use Information
bout possible Areas for relocation with satialactory records of fair low.
and moderate Income housing. GSA should make the need. for such action
known to all Fdad agencies well in advanc of any considaetion of
relocation.

'' This task lace was establiehed for the relocation of the employees In
the Weshinglon. D.C. offices of the Dpartmni of the Navy which were
rlocattd to suburban VIrilni in 196970. well before the alining of the
HUD-GSA agreement.

'' In Jan. 21. 1972, letter to HUD Mending its decision, GSA
emphalsed the urgent need to proceed with the project. GSA "awed that
the gencies concerned were lredy located in the genial urban rinewal
ar in question and that placement of thus Fedr1 facility within that area
would enhance the ociall and economic condition of the community.

" Under the implementing ftulations, raponsibility for executing the
HUD GSA agreement rata entially with the regional offices of the two
agent ie..

16 Such review might Include surveyby race. thole origin and
trade levdof the percent of employee. who did not relocate, review of
their reasons. and aurvey of the relocated mployee. to determine the
hosing condition" they actually faced in the new location.

17 In conjunction with HUD, GSA does plan to Invedigalii, for the first
time, the low- and modert Income and fair housing situations for group
of Federal properties prevloly acquired but not yet occupied, These investi
'tattoos. however, will be similar to others required by the HUD-GSA aire
ment. They will not serv as an mluation of th adequacy of the ?afar.
already conducted under the agreement.

Tb results of aoch reviews will be available for Ida use when
Federal deadopiant of the aim actually begins. There Is no rule or
procedure which would require that information concerning low and
moderate income and lair housing be made allabl to the community, to
fair housing troupe, or even to Federal agenda".
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until positive steps are taken to increase equal hous-
ing opportunity. Likewise, there is no provision that
communities which are judged to have adequate fair
housing opportunities will have priority in receiving
Federal facilities.

When an affirmative action plan is mandated, the
plan must state that an adequate supply of low- and
moderate-income housing will be available on a non-
discriminatory basis and that transportation to the
Federal facility will he adequate. Under the regula-
tions, these actions need not be completed, however,
until six months, after occupation of the building.
This substantially weakens the effectiveness of the

requirement.°
I

Despite the fact that affirmative action plans are
required to remedy defects identified by HUD, spe-
cific procedures for developing such plans have not
yet been set out by GSA. Thus, the responsibilities
of HUD, GSA, the involved agency, and the com-
munity have not been clearly delineated and mech-
anisms for remedying inadequacies have not been
outlined. GSA justified the absence of such guidelines
by noting that in only one case has HUD issued a
finding which demonstrated a need for an affirmative
action plan."

Further, there are no criteria for assessing any
affirmative action plans which will be developed and
no procedures for monitoring compliance with those
plans." The most serious shortcoming, however, is
that GSA has not stated what actions it will take if
an affirmative action plan is not developed, is insuf-

ficient, or is inadequately executed.22

The fact that GSA has determined so little need
for affirmative action may well be because of its
restricted view of the Executive order and the agree-
ment. A Federal court decision involving the location
of an Internal Revenue Service facility at Brook-
haven, N.Y., noted that GSA's interpretation of its
duties under the Executive order was too narrow and
that GSA had failed to comply with that order."

IV. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING
v

The Executive Director of GSA's Public Building
Service series as overall director and coordinator.of
the agreement within GSA.24 The procedures imple-
menting the HUDGSA agreement give the responsi-
bilities for decisionmaking within GSA and coordina-
tion with HUD to the regional directors 25 of the
Public Buildings Service (PBS). In practice, realty
officers and program analysts have responsibility for
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routine execution of the agreement." No civil rights
staff is assigned responsibilities under the agreement.
The Office of Civil Rights receives copies of all related
correspondence, but is not involved in implementing
the agreement.

GSA's fair housing effort suffers from lack of full-
time staff to see that specific fair housing assignments
of the Public Buildings Service under the HUDGSA
agreement are thoroughly implemented.," There is need
for a full-time director who would be responsible for
fasi housing responsibilities throughout the agency
an who would report directly to the Administrator.

G staff has been given only limited training for
implementing the HUDGSA agreement. The staff
needs to be aware of the nuances of housing dis-
crimination in order tai review HUD reports ade-
quately and to prepare for the development and
monitoring of affirmative action plans. Training has
been limited, however, to assisting in the technical
execution of the agreement and to defining such terms
as "parking," "transportation," and "low- and mod-
erate-income." Training has not focused on the fair
housing aspects of the agreement.

" II housing situation Is not improved prior to' the move into the

building, employees affected by the unavailability of adequat housing and
the lack of fair housing opportunity might be unable to relocate with, their
llende*, thus losing most benefits they might deriv from the ffirmagra
action plan.

De In Baltimore County. Md., HUD found an indequte supply of low-
and moderawincomit housing. GSA concluded that the boundary of HUD's
Investigation, which did not include the city of Baltimore, was rbitrary.
GSA contended that transportation from Baltimore to the proposed alto

was adequate. That site was selected and an alllrmathe action plan la being
developed.

" The Implementing +regulations provide only that HUD shall monitor
compliance, and In the event of noncompliance HUD and GSA "01811 under
tke appropriate action."

" GSA has not Indicated, for example, whether It would curtail any

further relocation In this area until adequate nondiscriminatory and /or

low, and moderate- Income housing were available. Posaibilitie for GSA

action are limited. however, unlit.. compliance with basic requirements la

mandated prior to occupation of the building.
" On the balls of testimony concerning insufficient low, and moderet-

income housing and patterns of reelsl discrimination, the court noted that
the IIupcsA agreement calls for affirmative action and ordered GSA to
retain housing units located 1 Suffolk Air Force Bose until the availability
of housing (or low.income and minority groups is assured.

" The Executive Director is sttionoil In the Central Office, PBS. Ile
has a higher rank than the regional directors and reports directly to the

Commisaioner of the PBS. The Executive Director Is In charge of policy

development, planning, budgeting, financial management, program evalta
!ion. management Improvement, swami development, and administrative
ctivities of PBS. He also functions as director of the region which includes
Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvenia, Virginia. and Washington, D.C.

" Each PBS regional director is responsible for notifying the appropriate
HUD regional administrator of plan to locale or relocate Federal agency
in that region. The director Is responsible for reviewing the HUD lialuation
of the area and for monitoring any effIrmtive action plans required.

" The primary function of all of these staff members I. afquisltion,
and managing of Federal property.

" Such an assignment would not diminish the reaponsIbIlities of those

officials with existing responsibilitles wider the egrirrnent but would increase
the quantity and quality of their activity by prhiJing andltional training,
guidelines, and oversight.
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VETERANS

ADMINISTRATION (VA)

I. OVERVIEW

The Veterans Administration has not taken the ac-
tion necessary to develop a viable and comprehensive
equal opportunity program. Long-range goals for pro-
viding housing to minority veterans are needed. VA's
fair housing effort lacks a full-time director and is
severely understaffed. This situation will be aggrd-
vated with the addition of affirmative marketing regu-
lations, which will require additional staff for effec-
tive implementation.

Many of the innovations in the VA's equal oppor-
tunity program since this Commission's report in
November 1971 are still in the planning stage and
znay take months to effectuate. VA has done little
to institutionalize its equal opportunity program and
develop a system of staff accountability for imple-
menting its policies. Many key staff activities, such
as program evaluation, are ad hoc and dependent
upon the personal interests of the staff involved. Out-
side the equal opportunity staff, there are few official
assignments for executing fair housing programs and
few guidelines for implementing VA responsibility.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVII. RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

Enforcement of equal opp=ortunity in VA housing
programs is the responsibility of the Loan Guaranty
Service within the Department of Veterans Benefits.
This Service administers the Guaranteed Loan Pro-
gram (GI Loans)' and the Direct Loan Program. It
also engages in the sale of property acquired through
mortgage foreclosures.

Ths Service is responsible for, seeing that there is
no discrimination in its programs. It also has the duty
of seeing that lenders, builders, developers, and bro-
kers use their roles in the VA housing process to ex-
pand equal housing opportunities)

Nonetheless, VA has never outlined the steps neces-
sary for a comprehensive civil rights program. It has
not systematically determined its own responsibilities
for enforcing the fair housing law, or for requiring
participants in VA programs to take affirmative action
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for providing housing on a nondiscriminatory basis.
VA has not set goals for increasing minority participa-
tion in its programs or for increasing its own role in
providing equal housing opportunity.

III. FAIR HOUSING ENFORCEMENT
MECHANISMS

A. Certification

The most widely used tool in the effort to bring
about equal housing opportunity in VA housing pro-
grams is the certification of nondiscrimination. When
builders and developers request VA approval for sub-
division construction 2 or appraisals .of new houses,
they must certify that there will be no discrimination
in the sale of the dwellings. For several years, VA
equal opportunity staff has urged that certification
be required for appraisals of existing houses, thus
extending the nondiscrimination requirement to all
real estate brokers selling property appraised by VA.
Instead of taking this forward step, VA is taking a
step backwards. VA plans to eliminate requirements
for certification of ,nondiscrimination in the sale of
all VA-appraised property. A weaker measure will be
substituted, requiring that a notice of the nondiscrimi-
nation obligation merely be printed on the appraisal
form.

Certification of nondiscrimination is also required
of veterans obtaining VA housing loans; purchasers
of VA-acquired properties; property management bro-
kers who are paid a fee for contracting improvements
on VA-owned properties about to be placed on the
market; and sales brokers who receive a commission
for selling VA properties.

I Title VIII a th. Civil Rights Act of 1968 roquires all eseautive depart
mint. and agencies to administer their progrems and ectivities naming to
housing and urban development in m ffirmatively to further the
purpose of that title. IV expressly prohibits discrimination In the financing
of housing. In the ivertising of housing for Nolo or rent. end in the provb
elan of brokorego services.

Approval of construction melons VA has determined the* them is need

for such housing and that the construction plans are feasible. In its review..
VA examines such things es the existence of water and sewage facilities. It
does not. as of yet, review tho builder's plan for ensuring that minorities
will have en opportunity to purchase dweifinp in the proposed subdivision.
Many banks require VA or 111./D spproval before financing builders and
developers.
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VA plans to extend certification to require brokers
who manage and sell VA-owned properties to market
all their properties in a nondiscriminatory manner
that will attract all racial and ethnic groups.3. VA
also plans to require that fee appraisers certify that
race has not been taken into account in their

appraisals.
The one major area of the real estate business

which benefits from VA housing programs without
certifying nondiscrimination is mortgage lending. Al-
though VA may deny. a loan because it disapproves of
the practices of the bank involved, it has not used this
power to require nondiscrimination by lending insti-
tutions.

Despite the psychological impact upon the signers
of the certification procedures, VA's current use of
certification as a tool for publicizing and reinforcing
nondiscrimination requirements is, at best, minimally
effective. VA 'provides signers with inlidequate infor-
mation on discriminatory practices, thus failing to
correct thAmpreseion that 9nly intentional and per-
sonal discrimination is prohibited.5

Equal opportunity considerations are not routinely
incorpor ted in VA reviews, such as those for sub-
division pproval. There is no monitoring of the hous-
ing pra tices of those who sign certificates of non-
discrimination. .k short, VA has taken no steps to
ensure that those who sign nondiscrimination certifi-

cations are in fact complying. '

B.- Advertising

VA has for several years required field stations to
advertise VAowned propertie in the minority press.
Equal opportunity staff, when )reviewing the imple-
mentation of this requirement, has found that its

execution has been inadequate.° VA recently issued
a revised circular to field stations, reiterating the
responsibility to advertise a !sampling of properties
of every price range and every type of neighborhood.
The circular gave specific instructions for doing this.

C. Affirmative Marketing Regulations

VA has published for comment proposed affirma-
tive marketing regulations covering builders and de-
velopers who request subdivision approval or certifi-
cates of reasonable value. The regulations will be
similar to those adopted by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development in February of 1972. They
have been closely coordinated wits HUD's to ensure
reciprocity of sanctions between the two agencies
VA has not yet hired, however, Any staff to qnplement
and enforce the regulations.
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D. Coordination with HUD

Before HUD issued its affirmative marketing re-
quirements, VA and HUD subdivision approval was
generally concurrent. For example, if HUD analysis
of proposed construction showed that no additional
housing was necessary, VA would not approve the
subdivision. Now, however, when HUD disapproves
subdivisions because of inadequacies in the developer's
affirmative marketing plans, VA will not hold up
approval of the subdivision--despite the fact that
both agencies are bound by the same fair housing
IA and Executive order.

E. Complaint Investigations

There is no widespread circulation of information
to veterans and others affected by VA programs of
their right to complain of discriminatory treatment
by such persons as brokers, fee appraisers, and build-
ers under VA housing program& In nine field sta-
tions, counseling of minority veterans is supposed
to provide information about fair housing. This is,
however, a pilot project. Although it would seem
worthwhile kto do so, there are no definite plane to
expand the project to the other 4{3 field stations.
At this time, the only "nationwide effort in this direc-
tion continues to be pamphlets, available at VA field
stations, on the VA guaranteed loan program. The
pamphlets contain a brief section on fair housing
legislation.

There is presently, no requirement that brokers,
builders, sellers, lenders, and others post information
on the right to nondiscriminatory treatment or on
the buyer's remedy when that right has been vio-
lated. In short, little publicity is given to what con-
stitutes a legitimate complaint and with whom com-
plaints should be filed. The full extent of VA's require-
rhent is that fair housing posters be displayed by
builders with subdivision approval and brokers man-
aging and selling VA-owned properties.

Thi. certification will he required by each management and sales broker
condition of doing buidnen with the VA and will be similar to a pro.

potted MID requirement.
In dditizt to the fact that VA guarantees housing loans mad to

veteran., greatly limiting the risk taken by the befits. lending Institutions
may apply for an automatic approval litmus. which ntitles them to approve
lottn to eligible erans withitut prior approval of the applicant by tb
VA. About 12 or 13 percent of all guaranteed loans aro made with automatic
approval

° Ile.tricthe zoning and inaccenible real estate office., pica such practices
as failure to advertise housing In the minority pre.. and refusal to make

loans In certain geographic . may not be directed at excluding minori
lies. They may ham nevertheless. the effect of or even xacer
bating existing patterns of discrimination.

° In some ineances. dertisemnts contained no address. In other cases,
the same advertisement was run several months. Some field station' had
interpreted the requirement as in economic skip to facilitate the sale of

properties Alehproed difficult to sell by other means.



VA's complaint propess.,is haphazard. It has no
procedures for ittbtil: opportunity staff to follow
in prociiigritoUsing complaints. Since 1968, the
basic 'complaint responsibility has rested with the
Loan Processing Section, which handles all housing
complaints relative to loan credit policies.? The Loan
Processing Section has issued no guidelines for ex-
pediting investigaticm of fair housing complaints, and
staff membersreceive no special training in the prop-
essingl iucl niestigation' of these complaints.

Until recently, equal opportunity staff did not even
know fair housing complaints were supposed to be
handled by the Loan Processing Section. They had,
in fact, received and processed some complaints them-
selves. There is no established procedure for informing
the equal opportuhity staff of the receipt of fair
housing complaints elsewhere within the VA. In fact,
there is no system which would yield an accurate tally
of the number of complaints received.

HUD refers any complaints against participants in
VA housing programs to VA. There is, however, no
system for determining concurrent VA jurisdiction in

'complaints. against HUD programs. Thus, VA may
remain unaware of a complaint against a builder or
developer who enjoys VA approval, or against brokers
who have certified to VA that they will not discriminate

F. Racial and Ethnic Data Collection

VA presently.collects data on the race and ethnic
origin of almost all applicants for guaranteed and
direct loans, and of most persoAs recehing loans. VA
intends to, but does Art now, collect data on the prop-
erty locations of guaranteed loans. Data are also col-
lected'on those who purchase, and those who offer to
purchase, VA-acquired property. When VA acquires
property, data arc tollected on the racial and ethnic
composition of the neighborhood.°

VA collects data on the type of lender and the type
of housing, new or existing, and these data can be
correlated with reeler and 'ethnic data. In most cases,
data are available for each 'field station, which gen-
erally corresponds to. a gtate: In some cases, county
data are also retrievable. A major shortcoming of
VA's data aystemrthatveyersis that data on particular
subdivisions are uhavailable. VA's proposed affirma-
tive markeinigl'egulations will require builders to
market all houses within an approved subdivision
affirmatively and provide VA with racial and ethnic
data on the sale of those houses.

Field stations .make no' use of the data collected.
Further, although equal opportunity staff allocates time
for data review, the only action taken as a result of
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thai review is to look further into the activities of
the field stations. Even this occurs only when 8 review
of a particular .field station is already scheduled by
the evaluation staff. VA does not attempt to survey
veterans to determine the 'relative rates of participa-
tion in VA housing programs by various racial and
ethnic groups.°

G. Civil Rights Evaluation

The equal opportunity staff does not conduct civil
rights reviews of field statidne. The only reviews of
field stations are conducted by the evaluation staff
of the Loan Guaranty Service, which has a staff of
twelve people:1° , .

Until a year ago, these reviews were limited to
evaluating the field staff s execution of VA regula-
tions." Little, if any, attention was paid to compliance
with equal opportunity requirements. During the past
year, reviews of fair housing efforts have been incor-
porated intd a number of the evaluation staff's rou-
tinely scheduled reviews. The staff has not, however,
conducted reviews ,devoted exclusively to civil rights
operations. Moreover, except for the recent require-
Nent that this staff monitor the advertising procedures
of the field stations, investigations of civil rights issues
are ad hoc and are conducted only when instigated by
thee equal opportunity staff.

There are no evaluation guidelines specifying that
all field station reviews include an examination of the
extent to which the stations are providing services to
minority veterans or the extent to wh/ich the stations
are monitoring the equal opportunity acti ice of
builders, developers, lenders, fee appraisers and
brokers. .

VA has no procedure or staff for conducting corn-
plianFe reviews. Thus, VA does not review the activities
of builders, developers, fee appraisers, and brokers to
see that they are complying with certificates of non-
distrimination and are taking affirmative steps to im-
prove equal housing opportunities.

Complaints received by this Section Include such matters as disagree
mints over utility charges or credit procedures. Actual complaint investip
Lion N conducted by field officcs.

Date Off tabulated separately for allwhite. 11minority, and Integrated
neighborhoods. An integrated neighborhood is defined by VA as "a street
between intersections where the occupants on both sides of the street
include whites and one or more minority families." In rural "neigh.
borhood" Is defined as "commonly understood in the community.** At
prcsent. racial and ethnic stability of the neighborhood 10 not taken Into
account although VA reports It is considering the Inclusion of such inform.
tion in future property location data.

VA plans to measure minority participation rates, however. when bus-
Hoe dem become avallabl from the 1970 census.

l° Not ono of these Is minority group member.
Field station reviews frequently include in Investigation of loan pro

ceasing procedural.

.01



IV. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

The director of thr Loan Guaranty Servies is

ctiarged with seeing that VA housing programs com-
ply with Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act- of 1968

a d with Executive' Order 11063. The Director's prin-
ipal functio.q, however, is iqerall administration of

VA housing programs, and Pir is thus unable to devote
more than about 10 perce4 df his time to equal oppor-
tunity. As a result, the equal opportunity staff suffers
from lack of a full -time)lirector with sufficient author-
ity to execute VA's fair housing responsibilities.'2

Although thc Loan Guaranty Service has a staff of
2,375-93 in Washington and 21282 in the 57 field
stations--only two professional staff members are as-
signed full-time to equal opportuhity in VA housing.
One of these staff members oversees programs to invite
minority purchasers and enterprises to participate in
VA_ housing activities 13 and has little direct involve-
meth with fair housing requirements. Thus, there is
only one position devoted to civil rights implementa-
tion and enforcement." ..

The ctirreht responsibilities of the equal opportunity
staff are loo extensive to be accomplished effectively
by only two persons. Because of lack of staff, VA is
unable to undertake many activities essential to ade-
quate civil rights enforcement, such as training and
compliance reviews.

VA has indicated that it plans to adopt new policies
requiring the marketing of properties with maximum
outreach to minority communities. It beleives, never-
theless, that no additional equal opportunity staff i4

necessary at this time and ha, no plans for providing
additional full-time staff for equal housing opportunity.
W In defense of its allocation of manpower, the VA has

often answered that many of the staff members through
out the Loan Guaranty Service have equal housing
responsibilities. Nonetheless, no additional headquar-
ters or field staff personnel have been assigned specific
fair housing enforcement responsibilities, even on a
part-time basis. Although the two equal opportunity
staff members receive assistance from the evaluation
staff of the Loan Guaranty Service and from field
station personnel, this assistance is generally informal
and ad hoc. VA has yet to outline the specific fair
housing functions of the various housing divisions,
and it has not given authority to the equal opportunity
staff sufficient for monitoring these functions.

Only in the counseling of minority veterans is train-
ing provided to Loan Guarantc)Service staff." Apart
from this, VA pro1ides no civil rights training to the
various staff members whose responsibilities, such as
complaint processing and program evaluation, relate
to equal opportunity in VA housing programs. Despite

the proposed issuance of affirmative marketing regula-
tions, VA has not planned any training program to
prepareetaff for these new responsibilities.

1" In order in heighted the execution n1 r I11 rights responsibilities In all
the VA loan and direr t assistance programs. VA should consider establishing

all adequately mailed equM opportunity uffic It would be essential that the
'N director of this Ake be directly responsible to the Administrator.

1" This stisff member's efforts are goon rally limited to oversight of the

V A program to provide guidance nd counseling to minorit y eterns regard-
ins the y nd um 01 VA housing loans nil oversight of VA
ellort to in employment of minority builders, developers. real militia

nd property management broken, and lee appal:era.
Among responsibilities of this position are drafting guidelines nd

regulations to improve equal housing opportunities nti Identifying potntiI
weak in nInrrement through rev of racial anti etlinie da.

" The Cl/WISP ling program is designed to assist M,..,111 V.Irnne In

becoming homeowners. The program is rondurted by field staff on a pert

time bass t These tn Sr. provided limited mount of trmning in coon
seling by one or the equal opportunity mat! members
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL

REGULATORY AGENCIES
The Comptroller of the Currency (COC)
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)
The Federal Reserve Board (FRB)

I. OVERVIEW

None of the four financial regulatory agencies is
meeting its fair housing responsibilities. The enforce-
ment mechanism of each agency needs serious im-
provement.

The complaint investigation process should be rec-
ognized as an ineffective enforcement tool. Signifi
cantly increased efforts should be made by each agency
to improve the use of its regular examination process
to detect discriminatory lending practices. Examiner
training programs need to be strengthened to prepare
examiners to monitor adequately the more subtle forms
of discrimination, such as "redlining" and unfair
application of credit standards.

Although all four agencies should require their
regulatees to collect racial and ethnic data on all
loan applications, only two -the Federal Hoe Loan
Bank Boiird and the Federal Deposit Insurance Cor-
poration-----are even considering doing so. tAdequate
assessment of each lender's compliance with Title
VIII depends on the availability of such data. Without
this data, an examiner's efforts din be little more
than educated guesswork.

Further, none of these agencies has directed its
member institutions to impose nondiscrimination re-
quirements on builders and developers whom they
finance.

Finally, in only agency, the Federal -Deposit
Insurance Corporation, '% there a clear assignment of
responsibility for all civil rights matters, particularly
Title VIII. Even in that instance, the person designated
has a wide variety of other duties. Civil rights enforce-
ment requires and deserves the attention of a senior
level, full-time official, responsible to the chief execu
tive officer of the agency.

That alone, howeyer, is not enough. pie agency
office primarily concerned with the examination and
analysis of regulatee performance must assign primary
equal opportunity duties to designated individuals so
as to provide a continuous line of accountability from
the operations level to the chief executive of the agency.
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II. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

A. General Responsibilities

The four Federal financial regulatory agencies
the Federal Home Loan Bank BAWL (FHLBB), the
Board of Governors of the ..,Federal Reserve System
hereinafter referred to as the Federal Reserve Board
I FRB), the Comptroller of the Currency (COC),
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) ' tqgether regulate the operations of nearly
all the Nation's banks and savings and loan institu-
tions. These regulatees are forbidden by Title VIII
of the 1968 Civil Rights Act from discriminatory
practices in connectir with their mortgage and hous-
ingrelated lending. In turn, the four regulatory agen-
cies are charged by the same law with an affirmative
duty to administer their activities in such a way be
to further the equal hO\using objectives of the act.

Each of the agencies has taken some form of action
indicating at least a tacit recognition of its fair housing
responsibilities.' In addition, each of the' agencies
plays a supporting role in ensuring equal employment
opportunities within the lending institutions they reg-
ulate.

B. Requiring Lenders To Impose
Nondiscrimination Requirements

Despite IhPir_legal authority to do so, none of the
Federal financial regulatory agencies has required
that the lenders they supervise impose nondiscrimina-
tion requirements on builders and 'developers with
whom they deal. The Federal Reserve Board has prq-
pared a legal memorandum outlining its opinion that
there is some question that legal authority to impose
such requirements exists. The other three agencies
have taken the position that the imposition of non

Thrtve of the four gencies sr. Independent The Comptroller' of the
Currency te pan of th Department of th. Trtmettry.

° Lese than year go, on of the regolstory ogncio. continued to
challenge lb. Commision's position that Title VIII Imported a clam duty
on eelt agency to enforce the ottoI lending provision of the act The
r Wiens. cent.re<1 round that Issue of rhther the ictleitir of th rogula
tory agencies enntitutd "progrrna rind rtielties relating t housing and
orb., rhrloprnene " within the toning of Section 006(a) of the act,



discrimination requirements for, builders would be
generally inappropriate. The FHLBB, for example,
points- out that since builders and developers are
already subject to the requirements of Title VIII and
the jurisdiction of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), the suggested require-
ments would serve only to remind them of their.

obligations.
While *there would seem to be little harm in such

reminders, that is not the issue. Title VIII mandates
a concerted, cooperative enforcement effort by all

Federal agencies. As such, it recognizes that HUD
alone cannot monitor the civil rights performance of
each and every homebuilder. The financial regula-
tory agencies are in a unique position to bring an
additional and needed enforcement lever to bear upon
the homebuilding industry. Their continuing failure
to do so severely limits the effectiveness of Title VIII.

The extent to which each of the four agencies is,
or is not, meeting its other civil rights responsibilities
is discussed in the sections which follow.

III. FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD

A. Civil Rights Enforcement Mechanisms
At present, the FHLBB's enforcement program uti-

lizes the twofold approach of complaint investiga-
tions and periodic examinations of each of its super-
vised. institutions.

1. Complaint Investigations
The FHLBB has received four complaints since

October 1971.3 Three of these were, in fact, requests
for assistance from the Department of Justice in

which only one instance of discrimination was al-
leged.4 The fourth was a complaint against three
savings and loan associations by a civic group, alleging
violation of the FHLBB's advertising regulation. The
Boar'd found no violation by two associations and
reported that the third is now in compliance. No com-
plaints were filed by private individuals.3

The Board's current policy regarding most Title
VIII complaints is to forward them to HUD. Such
policy not only reflects an apparent lack of Board
interest in the level of Title VIII compliance by its
regulatees, but represents as well a conscious con-
signment of Board complaints to HUD's much pub-
licized complaint backlog. Only those complaints re-
lating to the Board's own Nondiscrimination Require-
ments, discussed infra, are investigated by the Board.

2. The Examination Process
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board's civil rights

examination process can best be described as a moni-
toring procedure, of uncertain potential, which has
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een added to the FHLBB's regular examination
chedule. The Board has instituted a civil rights train,

ing program for examiners and has developed a ques-
tionnaire to be filled out at each field visit by the
examiner -in- charge. The Board believes such a pro-
gram is the best means of checking on lender compli-
ance with Title VIII and the Board's regulation.°

The training program for examiners consists of
instruction on statutes, regulations, and inyestigatory
techniques. The training is conducted by representa-
tives of the Departments of the Treasury, Justice, and
Housing and Urban Development, and the Board's
own staff.? .

This program can be commended for attempting to
sensitize examiners to some of the subtle patterns lind
implications of financial discrimination.° Its principal
investigatory focus, however, has been on lender com-
pliance with the affirmative action aspects of the
Board's own regulations ° and not on the identification
of discriminatory lending policies or criteria.70 Thus
the Board's training program cannot be considered
adequate."

The FHLBB's recent adoption of a Civil Rights
Questionnaire for use by its examiners deserves praise.

3 Additionally. thc Board reported continuing cooperation with the Na
tionl Committee Against Discrimination in Housing in the latter's investiga
lion of alleged discrimination by three California institutions.

In the other two instances, the Justice Department merely requested
that the Board ask its regulatees to cooperate with tAe Department's investi
gallons. The Board has requested Justice to provide more narrowly drawn
complaints than were contained in the initial request.

5 This fact lends additional support to our' belief that no agency" should
rely upon the passive enforcement mechanism of the complaint process. In
thc held of mortgage lending, the complaint process is particularly ineffec
live. A large majority of all mortgage loans are arranged by the home
buyer's broker. Thus the homebuyer himself may never know whether
particular lender denied him loan. The broker has far less Incentive than
the homebuyer to report instances of discriminatory treatment. Moreover,
such complaints as do arise are now less likely than before to be received
by the agencies. This is 0 because. contrary to the reeonimendations of

this Commission, none of the agencies included itself a. an ddriesee for
complaints in the equal lending posters which supervised lenders are re
quired to display.

, In the Board's opinion the examination process will be enhanced "when"
raciai and ethnic recordkeeping requirements are adopted by thy Board and
the other thre' agencies. Whether they will be adopted remains an open and
serious question, which is discussed under affirmative action programs, infra.

An attorney froNthe Board's Office of the General Counsel assisted the
Office of Examinatioh and Supervision in providing instruction to 400
approximtly twothirdsof the Board'. examiners. Training will continue

for the remaining third of the .xaminer force.
^ For example, the relationehlp between financial and employment dis

criminatlon was one feature of training film provided by HUD. In addi
lion, Board .instructors prepared examiners for discovering the possible use
of complex racial "codes" on lending forms.

° For example, does *h. association have the required equal landing pootar
on display? Does Its advertising carry an equal housing logo and manage and
avoid discriminatory word., phrases, or pictures?

10 For example, differing interest rates on minority and nonminority
loans; higher down payment or service charge for minority borrowers; and
discouragement of minority borrowers at the oral inquiry stags of loan
application.

4' As noted, the Board anticipates the adoption of a racial and ethnic
data requirement In the near future. At that point, follow.up training will
be instituted.

5



The questionnaire inquires as to the level of aware-
-ness among institution personnel of Title VIII require-
ments and whether the savings and Joan association
has a written policy of nondiscrimination. In addi-
tion, it requires the association's managing officer to
estimate the size of the minority population served
and the number and 'percentage of minority loans
being written. Finally, the form contains questions con-.
cernihg the association's lending restrictions relative
to minority applicants and minority neighborhoods.

While the use of the examination process to ascertain
lender compliance with the Fair Housing Law is worth-
while, there is reason to believe that certain aspects of
the procedures established by the Board may militate,
against that objective. Those procedu7ts instruct the
examiner -in- charge to complete the nondiscrimination
questionnaire "exclusively" by means of an interview
with the association's managing officer. If the officer's
answers conflict with the examiner's "observations,"
he is instructed to file a memorandum directed to the
chief examiner.

The examiner, through observation, may be -able
to detect conflicts with respect to such questionnaire
items as the posting of discrimination notices 141 the
association's lobby and the number of minority em-
ployees. It is difficult, however,' to see how such a
method could ensure adequate assessment of the lend-
er's compliance with other significant aspects of civil
rights laws and the Board's regulations. This is so
because the procedures specifically- prohibit the ex-
aminerin the absence of specific instructions from
the chief examinerfrom performipg any specialized
examination of the association's records to uncover
or substantiate possible discriminatory practices.

Most examiners, therefore, would not likely detect
ronflicts between fact and statement on such question-
naire issues as the absence or near-absence of lending
in, minority areas, or racial or ethnic bias in loan
terms. The inability of the examiner-in-charge to ,con-
duct specific analyses of an association's records to
verify management's statements regarding fair hous-
ing will mean that the effectiveness of the anticipated
collection of racial and ethnic data will be severely
restricted.

B. Affirmative ActionNondiscrimination
RequireMents

On April 27, 1972, the FHLBB issued a regulation
which placed new requirements on its regulatees. The
regulation includes a statement prohibiting discrimi-
nation in all aspects of housing-related lending. It
requires member institutions. both to avoid discrimi-
natory advertising and to post equal lending posters

prominently in their lobbies.. In addition, regulatees
are prohibited from applying discriminatory employ-
ment policies."

The Board's new regulation is identical to those
issued by the other financial regulatory agencies, with
one exception. The Board's regulation specifically rec-
ognizes the damage done by racially based "red-
lining." 13 The FHLBB regulation prohibits lending
policies which discriminate against a loan applicant
because of the race or ethnicity of residents in the
vicinity of the hOrne the applicant seeks.

Yet, in one sense, the Board's regulation was a
grave disappointment. As issued in proposed form
earlier in the year, the regulation contained a sec-
tion which would have required the keeping of racial
and ethnic data on each loan application, approved
or disapproved. Such a requirement, together with a
modification recommended by this Co ission,"
would have added significantly to the eft ness of
the Board's examination and enforcement4TO-gram.
The section was omitted, however, and its absence is
a severe hindrance to an examiner attempting to ascer-
tain a lender's civil rights compliance.

It should be noted that the Board, as well as the
FDIC, fully expects the adoption of a racial and
ethnic recordkeeping requirement in the near future.
The principal reason given by the Board for its de-
ferral was to avoid placing a data collection burden
on one set of lenders which' was not required of
others. Yet, if no agency is to adopt the requirement
unless all do, it may never be adopted. The Federal
Reserve Board remains strongly opposed to such a
requirement.15

C. Civil Rights gaff and Duties
The Board's civil rights efforts are carried out, by

personnel from three Board offices. The Acting Direc-
tor of the Office of Housing and Urban Affairs la

12 It should be noted that of the"' four financial regulatories; only the
FHLBB has adopted an affirmative program to assist lenders in meeting their
equal employment objectives. Last September the Board initiated its Van-
guard Program, designed to help lenders locate qualified minority job
applicants,

13 "Redlining" is generally defined as lending policy which excludes
certain areas or neighborhoods from consideration in the making of mort-
gage or home improvement loans.

" The Commission recommended adding a simple code on each applica-
tion indicating the character and location of the property. This would enable
the examiner to determine whether minority borrowers were being restricted
to certain neighborhoods. 1

15 The Federal Reserve Board has not ruled out all possibility of adopt-
ing data.keeping requirement in the future. Moreover, neither the FHLBB
nor the FDIC has eliminated the possibility of unilateral action.

" This Office In presently composed of the Acting Director and his
clerical staff. A Dtrectorf) has been hired and is due to assume his duties in
September. While' th airro or reports personally to the Board, the principal
activities of this. Office since June 1972 have been related to the afore-
mentioned Vanguard Progrpm and the Board's encouragement of minority-
owned savings and loan associations, rather than to compliance with fair
housing laws.
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and an attorney from the Office of the General Counsel
jointlj, perform civil rights planning and program
functions related to both the fair housing law and
equal employment. They in turn work with the Office
of Examination and Supervision to coordinate exami-
nation aspects of the Board's enforcement efforts...

While the Office of Examination and Supervision
-is responsible for monitoring civil rights compliance,
its- myriad other -supervisory functions cannot but
help dilute the attention given to fair housing and
equal employment. If a vigorous equal opportunity
program is to be maintained, it is essential that the
Board establish an office with the primary duty of
developing and implementing an effective monitoring
and enforcement system. The office should have a full-
time director accountable for the system's success or
failure. At present, only the two staff members men-
tioned above have such a responsibility in an agency
which supervises nearly five thousand lending institu-
tions, and only the attorney in the Office of the
General Counsel devotes any significant attention to
the Board's obligations under Title VIII.'7

A complaint recently received by the Commission
indicates the strong possibility thatbecause of the
size of the Board's civil rights staff or the agency's
failure to integrate equal opportunity considerations
with general program planningone or more Board
offices may perform in a manner which itself is dis-
criminatory. One of the Federal Home Loan Banks,
implementing a Board prograrri) designed to identify
lenders who were vulnerable to adverse economic
forces, requested selected institutions to list mort-
gages on properties in areas of economic decline.
The areas were designated by postal zip codes. As a
result of this action, the complai4 alleged, lenders
were "redlining" areas in which tliey previously had
been making loans. The Board says the program was
not intended to indicate to lenders that they should
not make loans in certain areas," but that is not the
point. Rather, the issue is whether a careful ad-

vance look at the reporting procedure, in terms of its
impact on minority-area lending patterns, could have
prevented the a ged reaction.ll

IV. COMPT OLLER OF THE CURRENCY

A. Civil Rights Enforcement Mechanisms

The Comptroller's Office, like the FHLBB, relies
upon complaint investigations and the examination
process for enforcing the civil rights obligations of its
regulatees.

1. Complaint Investigations
Since October of last year. the Comptroller has not

received a single complaint. The Comptroller has not
developed procedures for investigating civil rights com-
plaints.

2. The Examination Process
The Comptroller's Office has yet to adopt a special-

ized form or questionnaire similar to those of the
FHLBB and Federal Reserve Board. COC is "recon-
sidering" its position and has stated an intent to
"follow closely" the Federal Reserve Board's experi-
ence. If that experience is favorableTCOE will give

"serious consideration" to adopting a similar form.
COC reports that its 1,500 examiners have been

instructed to look for evidence 'of discrimination in
mortgage lending as a part of every regular bank
examination. There is, however, no clearly established
procedure for either identifying or reporting a viola-
tion of the fair housing law.") The Comptroller indi-
cates that discovery of a discriminatory practice would
be followed by "appropriate supervisory action" as in
the catpof any other statute.

COC's position is that Violations of Title VIII should
receive the same attention accorded a violation of any
other relevant statute. Yet the actions of the Comp-
troller's office are inconsistent with that statement. If
serious allegations were raised about a nationwide pat-,
tern of well-concealed embezzlement, it clearly would
be the occasion for an investigation far more vigorous
than the regular examination process. Year after year,
however, evidence continues to point to a pervasive
pattern of discriminatory lending practices. These prac-
tices severely restrict the homeownership opportunities
and housing choices of a significant segment of our
population. This widespread denial of equal opportuni-
ty demands that COC devote every effort to thoroughly
preparing its examiners to identify and reportin a
regular, established mannerevery violation of the fair
housing law, followed by prompt and effective action
against violators. Nevertheless, COC has not done so.
Rather it treats civil rights violations as rare and in-
consequential.

B. Affirmative ActionNondiscrimination
Requirements

The publishing of nondiscrimination requirements

11 The attorney reported that approximately one third of his time is spent
on civil rights mitten.

18 The Board's explanation is that "distorted newspaper stories" mated
that the alp code designation was intended to indicate " I concern"
which lenders should mold,

10 It is apparent that the training received by the xminre covers only
those fair housing requirement., such AS equal lending posters and ader
tieing. which are contained in the COC's own regulation. Thus, the important
Title VIII obligations, discussed In Section 11, supra. ar Imply ignored,
rendering the agency's training program nd examination process inadequate.
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for all supervised lenders' is COC's principal equal
lending accomplishment in the last seven months., The
requirements"are similar to those of the FHLBB. They
forbid certain discriminatory advertising practices and
require both an equal lending notice in all mortgage
advertising and a display of equal lending posters in
each lender's lobby.

COC does not require collection of racial and ethnic
data in connection with loan applications and has yet
to take a position on the desirability of doing so. The
Comptroller has committed the agency to joint action
with the FRB and FDIC, indicating that no such re-
quirement will be forthcoming unless all agree.

C. Civil Rights Staffing and Duties

There are no specific civil rights assignments at
COC. The Comptroller's office indicated that com-
plaints regarding violations of Title VIII would be
handled by the Office of Chief Counsel just as any
other complaint. COC stated that the Office of Chief
Counsel does not have separate departments assigned
to enforce specific statutes.

COC and other agencies have raised this "straw
man" issue before. It has never been contended that
only the creation of a separate depart4nt, charged
solely with civil rights responsibilities, Al satisfy an
agency's Title VIII -obligations. What necessary,
however, is the institutionalization )af civil Lights moni-
toring and review. In the financial regeatories, this
would mean that examiners would be as well versed
in the intricacies of discriminatory lending practices,
and the means four, their detection, as they are regarding
other illegal praciices. It would mean that both agency
and lender personnel would be encouraged to regard
fair lending as being as important an obligation as
sound fiscal management. The response of the Comp-
trollerindeed. a simple comparison of the agency's
proceduies and those of the FHLBBindicate that
this is not now the case."

With respect to the examination process, the Comp-
Aroller's position is that "over 1;500 examiners . .

conduct on-thespot examinations," including checks
for evidence of discrimination. In the absence of a
more thorough training and detection' program than
COC has devised, its examiners cannot be regarded as
fulfilling a significant role in support of equal oppor-
tunity.

V. FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD

Al Civil Rights Enforcement Mechanisms
1. Complaint Investigations
During the period since October 1971, the Federal

Reserve Board and Banks have received no complaints
of lending discrimination. The Board, alone among
the four regulatory agencies, has requested HUD to
forward copies of any complaints it receives concern-
ing FRB regulatees to the Board's staff. The Board's
staff possesses a relatively realistic attitude about the
lack of effectiveness of the complaint process and places
greater reliance on the examination process as a means
of detecting noncompliance.

2. The Examination Process
Last year the Board's Division of Supervision and

Regulation, with the cooperation of its Office of General
Counsel, developed a special examiner training pro-
gram and a Civil Rights Questionnaire for the examin-
ers' use.24 Civil rights enforcement has been made a
regular pap of the examiner training. Included are
discussions of fair lending awareness, led by a member
of the Office of General Counsel,22 and techniques for
detecting noncompliance.23 One apparent drawback
to the training program is that no written material on
civil rights examination has been prepared and placed
in the examiner's manual.

The Bo ,rd's questionnaire suffers from the same lack
of input of racial and ethnic data as does the FHLBB's.
FRB, however, has Made an effort to analyze the data
obtained and to measure the questionnaire's effective-
ness. The Division of Supervision and Regulation
examined questionnaires on banks whose service area
population was 5 percent or more minority. That
examination produced at lease two findings which re-
quire intensive further study. First, the rate of loans to
minorities, compared with their percentage of the
general population in the krea, was measurably lower
than the rate for nonminorities. Second, loan applica-
tion refusals were significantly higher for minorities.
The Board plans to conduct studies to determine the
causes of these disparities,24 but has not yet done so.

20 For vamp COC has no serious assessment of its fair lending
responsibilities an has pot . 'ritualised training of its examiners. It has not
adopted the typ o4 questiort4ire or reporting form now In use by the
FH11111, which is necessary tool for members who are tar less familiar
with civil rights Issues than with, "traditional" banking matters.

" Similar in content to the form used by the FHLBH, the FRB quern
tionnaire is completed by the examiner, both from his personal observations
of the bank and its records and from information supplied by bank per-
sonnel. Questions cover the lev,e1 of minority lending, "redlining." bias in
loan terms. and compliance with the Board's nondiscrimination. requiremeuts.

" In addition to a review of the basic provisions of the Fair Housing Law
and the Board's regulation, the staff attorney presents views of several civil
rights groups as to what constitutes a. violation of Title viii and discusses
the goals of that law.

22 Examiners are instructed to become familiar with the service area of
the bank being examined. They an° are instructed to study the bank's loan
portfolio for areas where loans are not being made and for variations from
the ongoing rate of interest.

24 A further study was made using examiners' reports of interest rates.
The Board concluded that the almost total absence of interest fluctuations
was an indication that where loans were being made to minorities the terms
were equal.
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The Board's use of its Civil Rights Questionnaire,
begun inOctober 1971, is still considered experimental.
FRB staff indicittes that an indepth analysis of the
questionnaire's effectiveness wil be made this fall.

Despite the training on tech iques for analyzing
bank loan records for un 1 lending behavior,
Board staff indicates that principal reliance is placed
on the statements of bank managers. Although Board
examiners, unlike FHLBB examiners, are authorized to
verify the information, there is little indication that
this is done on a regular basis.

13.. Affirmative ActionNondiscrimination
Requirements

The Board's recently publish& nondiscrimination
requirements are essentially the same as those of the
other three banking agencies. They prohibit discrimi-
natory lending and command equal lending advertis-
ing and posters, but do not require the maintenance
of racial and ethnic data regarding loan applications.
Of the four agencies, th has taken the strongest
position against such data co ection.25 It has not par-
ticipated in any joint efforts with the other three
agencies on this subject. FRB states only that a joint
effort "may be appropriate in the future" after the
Board's staff has assessed the results of its current
examiner-questionnaire experiment.

The Board's opposition is threefold: (1) Board staff
members were uncertain of FRB's legal authority to
require such data collection; (2) - they are convinced
thesuch a requirement would constitute a serious bur-
den on lenders, while producing no commensurate
benefits in detecting or deterring discriminatory prac-
tices; and (3) they feel that the process by which racial
and ethnic data are obtained would offend many mi-
nority applicants.

As for an agency's legal authority to impose record-
keeping requirements on lenders, it can be answered
that such policies do not offend Federal law or the
Constitution. More important, however, is the fact
that where racial data collection is necessary to ensure
equal enjoyment of federally guaranteed rights, such
data collection may be mandated.2"

Second, since collection of such data is essential to
effective enforcement, some administrative burden is
necessary to achieve adherence to the law. Moreover,
the extent of the burden has been exaggerated. The
FHLBB's proposed procedure stipulated a simple form
which would be filled out initially by the loan applicant
himself and which subsequently would require minimal
handling by lender personnel.

There seems to be little merit to the Board's third

concern. The avoidance of insult in soliciting racial
and ethnic information is little more than a matterof
tactfulness and technique, including a full explanation
of the purposes for which the information will be used
and an assurance of confidentiality."

C. Civil Rights Staffing and Duties

Overall responsibility for civil rights matters has
been assigned to the Deputy Director of the Board's
Division of Supervision and Regulation. However,
equal opportunity is but one of that official's many
duties. Within the Division, no official designations for
primary Title VIII responsibility have been made.
Nonetheless, the Deputy Director has unofficially as-
signed primary responsibility for fair housing issues
to one staff member. In addition, the Office of General
Counsel has assigned similar responsibilities to a par-
ticular staff attorney. Both of these staff members are
considered by the Board to be accountable for analysis
of the Board's civil rights obligations and for the initial
preparation of statements, training materials, and ex-
amination forms necessary to meet those obligations.

I. FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION 28

A. Civil Rights Enforcement Mechanisms

1. ComplaInt Investigations

Complaints of any.nature-concerning lenders super-
vised by FDIC are processed almost exclusively by
the Corporation's 14 regional offices." The Regional
Director of Bank Supervision determines the nature

an The Board' oppo.ition threaten the adoption of racial and ethnic

data requirement. by two other bank regulatory agencies. Both COC nd
FDIC have stated that they are opposed to the adoption of a data collection
requirement unless it is Imposed on all lending institution. at the same time.
Recently, FDIC altered that position to the extent of publishing a proposed
data collection regulation for public comment.

" Contrary to the Board's position. racial and ethnic data collection is

an essential ingredient in ertining minority treatment by federally super,

vised lending institutions, The Board takes the position that racial data on
borrowers would only confirm what can already he observed from an nalysls
of residential patterns. This position fails to consider the fact that residential
patterns can and do result from a variety of factors including income.

discriminatory broker practices, and mortgage lending discrimination. Fur,
thermore. residential patterns pgrniit only a generalized study of discrimin
tory practices. Only an analysis of racial and ethnic data in conjunction with
lending practices and residential pattern. can adequately document the ape
rifle contribution that lenders make, to the denial of equal homeownership
opportunities.

Ir See U.S. Commis on Civil Rights, To Know or Nor to Know,
Collection and Use of o.ctol and Ethnic Data in Federally Assiated Programs.
February 1973.

" This section wa, prepared without the benefit of complete information
because FDIC'. re nse to the Commision's questionnaire was not received
until more than o e month after it was due.

2. The FOL. estimate. that at least 90 percent of all complaints are
so handled, Moreover. even complaint add/sued directly to FDIC. head
quarters are generally referred to regional office, utile.. it I. clear on Its
face that the complaint should be tliamimed for lack of Jurisdiction or

similar reasons.
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of the response to each complaint.30
While the FDIC central office staff could not deter-

mine how many complaints concerning fair, lending
and employment had been received by the regional
offices, it did state that its own office had received none
since October 1971. The central office's lack of infor-
mation reflects the fact that regional directors are not
required to forward reports on complaints received and
processed. Only those complaints which become the
subject of an examination are brought to the central
office's attention, since all examination reports must
be forwarded to Washington. Until the Office of Bank'
Supervision makes someone in the central office re-
sponsible for matters related to civil rights compliance,
there would appear to be little to be gained from re-
quiring that complaint reports be forwarded from
regional offices..Such central collection of complaint
reports is fundamental to any compliance effort.

2. The Examination Process
FDIC's bank examination is a two-tiered process.

Inspection and initial review are carried out by the
Regional Director of Bank Supervision. Examination
reports then are forwarded to the Washington office
for final review. When a regional office identifies a
violation of a law or regulation, it has an established
but unwritten practice of sending the bank a letter re-
questing a report on correction of the violation. The
regional office uses a "tickler" system to monitor each
violation.

Regional office staffs use two basic tools in carrying
out an examination: an examiner's manual and an
examination report form. Both tools are substantially
out of date and are reportedly being revised.

The report form contains sections calling for specific
information on a variety of fiscal management sub-
jects. It places no similar requirements on the examiner
to report on Title VIII issues, although blank space is
supplied to report violations of any law. A revised form
requiring specific information regarding each of
the agency's civil rights responsibilities should be
developed as soon as possible.'"

The examiner's manual, like the report form, con-
tains no mention of Title VIII. A revised manual, ex-
pected to be completed by October 1972, reportedly
will contain an. extensive section on compliance with
consumer laws and civil rights laws and regulations. In
addition, FDIC's Office of Bank Supervision recently
established a new Planning and Project Branch whose
duties will include continuous updating of the examin-
er's manual with supplemental instructions.

At present, examiners receive no formal training re-
garding equal lending requirements, except for in-
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structions on reporting violations of the poster and
advertising portions of FDIC's nbndiscrimination re-
qttirements.

B. Affirmative ActionNondiscrimination
Requirements

During the past seven monthi, in addition to adopt-
ing.equal lending poster and advertising regulations,'=
FDIC has come to endorse the caneept of requiring
its regulatees to collect and mainniiry,racial and ethnic
data on all loan applications. The Corporation is
drafting a proposed regulation, together with a re-
porting form for use by its examiners. Publication of
the proposal is expected later this year. .

Most significant is the fact tho FDIC's commitment
to this regulation is such thak it has decided to
proceed at least with publication of the proposed regu-
lation, whether the other banking agencies do so or not.
In addition, to publishing the regulation for, comment,
FDIC plans a public hearing on the regulation."

C. Civil Rights Staff and Duties
,.

,.

FDIC regional offices and the Office of Bank Super-
vision carry out such civil rights responsibilities as the
agency presently acknowledges. There are no specific
equal opportunity assignmenpoin any of these offices.
Civil rights assignments are made on an ad hoc basis
by the Director of the Office of Bank Supervision or
regional directors. Cooperation on legal issues, also
ad hoc, is received from the Legal Division.

Within the Office of the Chairman, however, specific
civil rights assignment has been made. The principa .
assistant to the Chairman is responsible for coordina-
tion of the Corporation's overall equal opportunity
efforts. While the special assistant has a wide variety
of additional duties, it is nonetheless valuable to have
an individual designated to be specifically accountable
for the Corporation's civil rights performance.

The absence of clear lines of responsibility, however,
in the regional offices and, particularly, within the
Office of Bank Supervisibn is inconsistent with the
Corporation's apparently serious intent to improve the
fair lending aspect of its examination process. Develop.

" Most complaints are investigated at the time of the banks next regular
examination. In cases considered MIMI by the Regional Director. a 'pedal
examination may be ordered. FDIC daft d that a 'pedal examination
wag ordered recently of a Virginia bank which had provided a questionable
response on the Joint HUDFDIC questionnaire.

" FDIC has stated that IL plane an entirely new report fora. to be

issued when and 11 It edopts &Veda! end ethnic data collection requirement.
Revision of the existing (pm shcruld not. however, be delayed.

" See psgs 7 for a full discussion of a comparable regulation Issued by
the FHLRD.

" FDIC is the only Federal Ilnam;lal regulatory agency ever to indicate
publicly Its consideration of such a proms'.
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ment of a requirement for collecting racial and ethnic
data, and incorporating the requirement into the exam-
ination process, should proceed concurrently with the

assignment of specific civil rights duties in those

staffs. Only when such assignments are made can re-
sponsiblity be placed clearly. Only then do individ-
uals feel both an obligation and an incentive to
develop expertise and to devote the attention that effec-
tive enforcement demands.

VII. INTERAGENCY COOPERATIONJOINT
HUDFEDERAL FINANCIAL
REGULATORY AGENCY
QUESTIONNAIRES

In June 1971 the four financial regulatory agencies,

in cooperation with HUD, sent questionnaires to

18,5(X) supervised lenders asking about their racial

and ethnic policies and practices relating to mortgage
lending. HUD received 17,400 replies and prepared

a preliminary analysis of the responses. That analysis,

which was sent to the four agencies in April 'of this

year, state that the facts "support the need for a
comprehensive program to assist lending institutions
tocomply with the . . . civil rights laws.,"

Of the four agencies, only the Federal Reserve
Board reported any significant action on the results

of the survey 84 FDIC conducted one examination of

a bank in Virginia. The FHLBB and COC have not
made use of HUD's preliminary report

" Prior to HUD's preliminary analysis. FRB obtained and received the

responses of its regulatees. It conducted special examinations of 19 member

banks which Mid Indicated refusal to make loan. In curtsies minority areas.
The Board's review of the lending policies of these banks foUrul no violations',

of Title VIII. Board examiners reported that In nearly all cases the banks

had refused to make loans In certain minority areas because of either penel

Ing urban renewal programs or an inability to obtain Insurance on tba prop.

rty. Failure to obtain conventional insurance Is not necessarily legitimate

reason for refusing loan. Federally supported Ipsurance Is available In

=Jolley of "high risk" urban but In some caw 'soden bays been
unwilling to accept the coverage such insurance pviovIded.

15 The FHLBB. before recIvIng HUD's report, sent Its own queatioP
noire to 100 of the associations It supervises. The response indicated. among

other thinp. that .sisable percentage of the associations refused to make

loans in certain areas. The Board regards the response as Inconclusive.

however, and has taken no further action.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE (HEW)

OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS (OCR)
Higher Ethication Division

I. OVERVIEW

The tools and procedures utilized by Higher Educa-
. tion staff at the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare's Office for Civil Rights are effective and
comprehensive for conducting investigations. Substan-
tive issues covered in compliance reviews or complaint
investigations are' broad. The means by which facts
are obtained appear to be effective..

Nevertheless, the Office for Civil Rights has never
invoked the enforcement meehanisin for State systems
or private institutions failing to meet their responsibil-
ities under Title VI. This is the case despite lengthy
negotiations seeking elusive "voluntary" compliance.

The Higher Education Division has failed to compel
use of goals and timetables by its recipients. Failure to
adopt criteria to determine whether discrimination has
been eliminated represents a major weakness. In addi-
tion, the Higher Education enforcement program
receives low priority, the evidence of which is inade-
quate staff and a correspondingly small number of
compliance review.

CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

The Director of the Higher Education Division is
responsible for enforcing the provisions of Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Executive Order
11246 1 in connection with employment at colleges
and universities, the sex discrimination provisions of
the Comprehensive Health Manpower Act of 1971
and the Nurse Twining Act of 1971, as well as Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972,2 and any
similar provisions.3

Specific responsibilities of the Higher Education
Division include conducting compliance reviews of
colleges and universities, negotiating appropriate cor-
rective action, investigating individual complaints of
discrimination, preparing recommendations for sanc-
tions, and working wish the general Counsel's office
in preparing administrative enforcement proceedings
when necessary.
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III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

Two major complementary elements of the compli-
ance program are:

(a) collection of data from institutions of higher
education, and

(b) conduct of onsite reviews.

A. Data Collection

The Compliance Report of Institutions of Higher
Education requests information from public and pri-
vate institutions concerning the'recial and ethnic break-
down of part-time and full-time students, and their
academic year.* A publication entitled Racial and
Ethnic Enrollment Data From Institutions 01 Higher
Education, Fall 1970 resulted from the. 1970 survey .5
Enrollment statistics obtained from the survey supply
one of the primary bases for selecting.ihstitutions
for review. The statistics indicate progress or lack of
progress in serving minorities.

B. Compliance Reviews

Onsite reviews may be scheduled routinely, may be
based upon deficiencies noted on survey forms, or

This Executive order prohibits employment discrimination on the balls
of race. Color, religion, sox, or national origin by Federal contractors and
subcontractors, It requires them to take affirmative action to correct the
effects of past discrimination.
'Title IX extends sax diectimblation coverage to educational programs

subject to Title V1 provisions.
a The Veterans Administration has been assigned civil rights .responsibili

ties for (A) proprietary (1.e., other than public or nonprofit) educational
Institutions, except If operated by hospital, and (B) postsecondary, non-
profit, educational Institutions other than colleges and universities. except if
operated by (I) a college or university, (2) a hospital, or (3) a unit of
State or local government (i.m, tirou operating such Institutions a/ an area
vocational school or school for the handicapped). The Department of
Agriculture is responsible for Title VI aspects of programs at landgrant
institutions In which nonstudents are beneficiaries of Federal aulstance.
Such programs Include the Extension Service, Experiment Station., and CH.

The survey does not require mix designation.
° Increased minority attendance Is viewed by OCR as an indication of

succeseful implementation of the higher education program. The Fall DID)
survey (the survey is conducted every two years and Is being conducted
currently) shows that 10.5 percent of the reported 5 million undergraduates
are minority student.. OCR assert, that this figure represents 19.2 percent
increase In minority enrollment between 1969 and 1970. However, 53 paean(
of all minority undergraduates still are In predominantly minority schools,
and 44 percent of black student, ere still in predominantly minority
Institutions.



may be triggered by complaints. About 150 man-hours
are spent on a compliance review.

During an onsite review, Higher Education staff
members look for indications of discrimination in
recruitment programs, admission standards, onand
off campus housing, financial aid (including athletic
scholarships), employment and job placement re-

sources, extracurricular activities, and off -campus

student training assignments.
In Fiscal Year 1q69, OCR conducted 212 higher ed-

ucation compliance reviews. During each fiscal year
thereafter, the number of reviews has declined. In
Fiscal Year 1972, only 99 field investigations were
conducted ° of the more than 2,600 institutions of
higher education receiving Federal assistance. Higher
Education staff members attribute the decline to

other program priorities and to limited staff.
Following an onsite review, a report (Compli-

ance Review Report Under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 for Institutions of Higher Education) is
prepared for the Higher Education Division's internal
use. The report covers information about the institu-
tion and its nondiscrimination policy, student admis-
sion policy, and counseling and tutoring. It contains
summaries of interviews with administrators, faculty,
students and community leaders regarding minority
enrollment and treatment. The reviewer's evaluation
is included, as well as suggested recomn*ndations, to
be conveyed in a postreview letter to the chief official
of the college or university visited. The recommenda-
tions would, if implemented, correct deficiencies and
bring the institution into conformity with Title VI.

Responses from institutions normally are expected
within 60 days. Replies are monitored unsystematical-
ly by regional staff. Without even performing followup
reviews, HEW has declared schools in compliance
if they have merely ,indicated that changes are planned
or contemplated.?

According to OCR, Title VI violations have been
discovered in a substantial number of the 99 institu-
tions reviewed in Fiscal Year 1972. Among typical vio
lations: failure to recruit for minority applicants
in a manner comparable to the recruitment of nonmi-
nority applicants; failure to assure nondiscriminatory
access to services (e.g., assistance in obtaining off-
campus housing_or employment) ; and failure to assure
conduct of institution-supported activities in a nondis-
criminatory manner.

Of the 99 colleges and universities reviewed in Fiscal.
Year 1972, 55 were deemed to be in compliance. The
remaining institutions are negotiating with OCR.
There is no indication that any of the institutions not
in compliance will be the subject of enforcement action,
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despite the fact that some reviews were conducted
either 1971 or early 1072.

OCR %as never used its sanction powertermina-
tion of Federal assistanceexcept in instances where
institutions have failed, to submit a form assuring com-
pliance with Title VI. Nor has any institution been
found in noncompliance in an administrative hearing.
In fact, no institution has ever been sent a Notice of
Opportunity for Hearing.°

Voluntary compliance is the mechanism used ex-
clusively by OCR in enforcing Title VI. Although OCR
is required to seek voluntary compliance, it is impor-
tant that negotiations continue only for a reasonable
time before the sanction available to OCR is applied.

C. Complaints-

Hbadquarters staff received 84 complaints during
Fiscal Year 1972, although other complainants may
have written directly to the regional offices. If the
regional office resolved the problem, headquarters may
never know about the complaint.

Typical complaints charge discrimination in admis-
sion policies, discrimination in academic programs
because of national origin, or racial discrimination in
athletic programs. In some cases, investigations are
made. In others, an early onsite review is scheduled,
during which the complaint is investigated. Still other
complaints are handled by telephone or letteir.

Staff work and analysis during,complaint investiga- .
tions are generally good. Discrimination problems are
resolved through negotiation.

IV. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Compliance and State Systems of
Higher Education

Past compliance activities have included negotia-
tions with States which traditionally operated segre-
gated systems of higher education. West Virginia and
Missouri have integrated their systems, but the student
bodies of the colleges and universities in the other 17
systems of higher education continue to be essentially
segregated.°

Onsite reviews were conducted in 1968 and 1969 in

More than SO percent of. the Institutions reviewed were private collages.
Most reviews were conducted In institutions located In States having sparse

minority populations.
7 Yet sample letter submitted to this Commission Indicates lack of

substantial progress by the time of second webs.. In October 1971.

despite recommendations following s 1969 review.
" A Notice of Opportunity for Hearing Is the first step In formal admin-

istrative proceedings against an Institotion. Allegations of compliance with
Title VI are set forth by HEW, and the institution Is notified of the oppor
tunity to be heard on the charges.

Alabama. Arkansas. Delawsrit, Florida. Georgia. Kentucky. Louisiana.

Maryland. Mississippi. North Carolina. Ohio. Oklahoma. Pennsylvania. South
Carolina. Tennessee. Texas. and Virginia.



ten State ,stems. Under OCR procedures, an outline
of a desegregation plan is due 120 days-°after it is
requested. A final plan is due 90 days after OCR has
commented on the outline. Nevertheless, almost four
years after onsite reviews were conducted, not a single
acceptable plan from these systems has been negotiated.
Indeed, negotiations have not been continued in Fiscal
year 1972. Despite the lack of change in the systems in
four years, OCR reports their status as "in compliance."
The OCR staff .obviously has decided not to use en-
forcement mechanisms against these State systems and
has been unable to devise other mechanisms to bring
the institutions into compliance.

B. Policy and Planning

No policy has been formulated for disestablishing
racially dual State systems of higher education. In
addition, there have been no special reviews or policy
formulations directed to national origin minorites:
e.g., Spanish surnamed students.'° OCR staff mem-
bers do not believe that Title VI requires colleges to
provide any special services to students in connection
with language problems, although the Office does en-
courage school officials to assist parents applying for
financial assistance when parents have difficulty read-
ing English

HEW has not employed goals and timetables to
correct deficiencies at institutions of higher education.
For example, if a university recruits nationally or is in
an area of heavy minority concentration, it is appro-
priate for that university to be required to set a goal
for the number of minority students to be enrolled
within a given time. This mechanism also is applicable
to correcting past discriminatory practices in recruit-
ment, financial assistance, and housing. Without such
a measurable standard, it is difficult to evaluate com-
pliance efforts.

OCR makes known no long-range plans for up-
grading Title VI enforcement in higher education.
Staff members merely indicate that they will continue
to review federally assisted colleges and ,universities
for fulfillment of Title VI 'responsibilities.

V. STRUCTURE AND STAFF

The Higher Education Division is a new division,
created in July 1972 to enforce Title VI provisions for
colleges and universities. Previously, OCR's Elemen-

S

tary and Secondary Ed cation Division had responsi-
bility for Title VI com'pliance in higher education,
and contract compliance in institutions of higher
learning was the responsibility of the Contract Com-
pliance Dilvision. The new Higher Education Division
is on the second tier of the OCR organization chart.
Following the first tiercomprised of the Director's
office, the Director's special assistants, and the Office
of General Counselis a second tier of assistant direc-
tors responsible for management, planning, public
affairs, congressional affairs, and special programs.
In addition, there are four divisions: Contract Com-
pliance, Health and Social Services, Elementary and
Secondary Education, and Higher Education.

The Higher Education Division has two branches:
one for Title VI and Health Manpower and the other
for Executive Order 11246." Proposed Higher Edu-
cation branches, generally comparable to the head-
quarters structure, are being created in six regional
offices.'2' The remaining four regional offices will con-
tinue to function without a Higher Education Branch
until personnel allocations increnie."

Higher Educations headquarters staffing includes
13 staff members. Eight work on Executive Order
11246 matters and five divide their time between Title
VI and Health Manpower. Of these five, all devote
more than 50 percent of their time to Title VI matters.
Of the six regional offices having Title VI and Heald?
Manpower staff, Dallas Was two professional staff
prembers and the other five have one each., OCR re-

that these staff members devote more than 50
percent of their time to Title VI." The Title VI and
Health Manpower Branch clearly has insufficient man-
power to cover these two critical areas.

" This contrast. with detailed requirements issued by DEW in May
1970 to elementary and secondary school systarna concerning discrimination
against national origin children.

al The Comprehnsive Health Manpower Act of 1971 proicts funds for
improvement of schools of medicine, for student loans, and for other el.
P"." related to training health professions personnel. OCR is responsible
for enforcing provisions of the act which rinhIbit fund recipients from
discriminating on the basis of sex in the admission of Individuals to the
training programs. For definition of Executive Order 11246, ass footnote I.

These six regional offices are in New York, Philadelpk: Atlanta,
Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco.

13 These four regional offices are in Roston, Kansas City, Dancer, and
Seattle.

H There ore 56 professional staff members In regional offices who devote
their time to administration of Executive Order 11246. One regional oMco
has nine staff membm working on this issue, another has one, and
have between five and sight. In addition, three attorneys in the Civil Rights
Division of the Office of the General Counsel of HEW provide legal assistance
to the Higher Education Division and Its regional Ma with regard to
Title VI and Executive Order 11246.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALT11:1, EDUCATION,

AND WELFAIOEIN)
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIbHTS (OCR)

I. OVERVIEW

tr(1HEW's OCR has shifted i compliance emphasis to-
ward Emergency School Assistance Program (ESAP) t
reviews. Simply terminating one program grant, as is
the case in ESAP compliance, is not as persuasive as
complete Federal fund termination. In ,addition, HEW
has de-emphasized use of the Title VI enforcement
sanction in favor of voluntary negotiations, but there is
no indication that this approach is succeeding.

National origin reviews are being conducted in sev-
eral parts of the country -with a major effort being
made to cover extremely large school districts such as
Bost in and New York. The estimate of 25,000 man-
hours to review one major city suggests that Unless
there is an increase in HEW staff, most districts will
be ignored simply because of staffing limitations.

Increasing jurisdiction which HEW now has
(Emergency School Aid Act , ESAA, and sex discrim-
ination) necessarily will cause further dilution of Title
VI efforts. W,ithout substantial staff increases, OCR
cannot adevately monitor voluntary and court-ordered
school desegregation, ESAP civil rights assurances,
and sex discrimination, and conduct national origin
reviews. Further, even if additional staff is obtained,
OCR's lengthy training process will need to be expedited
if new personnel is to be used effectively.

The assignment of so few lawyers to the Civil Rights
Division in the Office of General -Counsel necessarily
serves as an enforcement restraint because of limited
case coverage and delay in reaching cases. The size of
the legal staff is clearly inadequate. IIEW's tendency

. to refer substantial numbers of cases to the Department
of justice, rather than pursuing administrative enforce-
ment, may be a reflection of this understaffing. The
same may be true of the failure to follow up on
cases referred to the Departinent of Justice.

HEW has undermined the effort to secure compli-
ance with Swann by refusing to require use of all
available techniques to secure the most effective de-
segregation plan, including transportation. Moreover,
OCR has failed to deal substantively with the question
of disproportionate minority enrollment in schools
where the minority is less than 50 percent.
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There has been virtually no effort to prevent flow
of Federal funds to nonpublic schools which are en-
gaging in discriminatory practices. The growth of non-
public schools, especially in the South, makes it im-
perative that attention be paid to this issue lest the
inational desegregation effort be subverted.

HEW has an impressive structure and meChanism
for securing compliance, as well as sophisticated
monitoring techniques and a well-trained staff. Its com-
pliance and enforcement effort has been blunted,
however, by Administration policies on school desegre-
gation. which have lowered the standard of compliance
and effectively eliminated administrative enforcement
from the arsenal of enforcement weapons.

II. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

The Office for Civil Rights is responsible for en-
forcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as it
relates to elementary and secondary education. The
range of acts for which OCR has responsibility in-
cludes: the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1%5, the Natiohal Defense Education Act of 1958,
the Vocational Education Act of 1963, the Manpower
Development and Training Act, and the Education
Professions Development Act.' OCR also is responsi-
ble for enforcing Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments of 1972, which in effect amends Title-VI to in-
clude sex.'

The Office of Education has primary responsibility
for enforcing the substantive provisions of the Emer-
gency School Assistance Program (ESAP 1.3 ESAP
grantees, in order to be eligible, are required to give
nondiscrimination assurances similar to those required
under Title VI: namely, in teacher assighments; in the

Among the progeams covered under three arts ore Financial ABBilitnee
to Local Educational Agencies for the Education of Children of Low income

'Familim School Library Remmers. Bilingual Lducation. Supplomentry

Education Center. andcgerrIce., ant) Education of flandirpped
o Sec tion PCit(i of Title lx of the Education Amendments of 072

in part that "No person in the United States .1101. on the basis
of set, be eccluded from peraipetion In, be denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to discrimination under any education program or actlIty coral,
Ing Federal financial whiten,.

Title vu of the Education Amendment. of 1972, cited as the Emergency
Sc hoot Aid Art, will replace the ESAP program when fund. are ppro.
primed Until that time. ESAP operates under continuing resolution.
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dismissal, demotion,hiring, and promotion of faculty;
in extracurricular activities; in disciplining students;
and in assigning students to classes.' The Office for
Civil Rights, in consultation with the Commissioner of
Education, undertakes to deferm ine that civil rights
assurances are being met. The ESAP program, unlike
that for Title VI, calls for both preaward and post-
award onsite reviews.°

III. STAFFING AND ORGANIZATION

The Office for Civil Rights is directed by a Special
Assistant to the Secretary of HEW. Within OCR, en
forcement of school nondiscrimination requirements
is the responsibility of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Division. The Division is in the second tier
of the OCR organization chart. The first.tier consists of
the Director's Office, his special assistants, and the
Office of General Counsel. The second tier consists of
assistant directors, and they have responsibility for
management planning, public affairs, congressional
affairs, and special programs.-There are four divisions
'in the second organizational tier: Contract Compli-
ance, Health and Social Services, Elementary and
Secondary Education, and Higher Education.

In June 1972, of 708 OCR staff members, the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Division had 177
professional staff members who spent more than 50
percent of their time on elementary and secondary
education Title VI enforcement. This is a slight in-
crease over Fiscal Year 1971. These staff members
were located in the Washington; D.C., Southern, and
Northern Branches of OCR. In light of OCR's
responsibilities and its jurisdiction over sex discrimi-
nation and ESAA, the staff devoted to elementary and
secondary education is clearly inadequate. OCR -.ad-
ministrators have requested 350 additional positions
to fulfill their responsibilities under the Emergency
School Aid Act (ESAA). Senior staff, however, suggest
that there will be a substantial time lag before a viable
enforcement cadre twill be available, considering that
training an investigator requires at least a year.'

The Office of General Counsel, Civil Rights Division
(GCR), which is supervised by an assistant general
counsel and deputy assistant general counsel, provides
legal services to OCR through three branches); One
branch is responsible for ESN', Vocational Education,
and Educational Television. Another branch is respon-
sible for Elementary and Secondary Education and
Special Projects. The third branch is responsible for
Contract Compliance, Health and Social Services, and
Higher Education.

The size of the legal staff has not kept pace with
the growth of the OCR staff. In 1967, when OCR's

udget was $3 million, OCR had 278 staff members
the Office of General Counsel had 32 staff mem-

bers-17 professionals and 15 clericals. Currently, the
OCR budget is $11.8 million, and there are 708 staff
members on the payroll.° GCR now has 33 staff mem-
bers-19 attorneys and 14 clerical staff members. In
addition, senior staff members in GCR indicate that in
Fiscal Year 1972 there have been only three to seven
attorneys who actually devote their time to elementary
and secondary education. Senior staff members in GCR
also indicate that more time is required now to prepare
for administrative enforcement hearings than in pre-
vious years and that the duration of the hearings is
longer."' Thus, responsibilities have continued to
increase without a corresponding increase in GCR
staff. 4

IV. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Data Collection and 'Use

. OCR annually conducts a survey of enrollment by
race and ethnicity 'which covers the Nation's public
school systems." The data are extremely detailed
and reveal enrollment and faculty assignments by

'school,: as well as pupil assignment within !schools.'
These data provide a good basis for determining com-
pliance.

Nondiscrimination requirements of ESAP regulations o:erlp or care

respond- to Title VI requirements. Compliance activity carried out pursuant
to ESAP. where succe lul. has served to bring about This VI compliance.

o The ESAP program was funded In two parts, and °nails reviews cow
ducted under the first appropriation are ealled ESAP 1 reviews. Reviews
conducted followitig the second appropriation sr. ileeignated ESAP 11 reviews.

Th. Southern Drench covers Regions Iii (les. Penneylvania and Dela.
wars), IV. and vi Th. Northern Branch covers Regions 1. 11 (Plus Penn.
sylvanis and Delaware). V. VII, VIII. IX. and X. Of the 177 professional
suit members. 94 are In the 10 field offices. Four field offices have less

than four stfl members (Seattle. Boston, Kansas City. and Denver). The
remaining field offices (New York, Philadelphia. Atlanta. Chicago. Dallas.
and San Francisco) h from nine to 19 staff members. Eight of the 10

fork] office. have no Native Americans or Aden Americans on their staffs.

and four hay. no Spankh surnamed Americans.
The year may follow a period of up to 90 days before the employe is

actually hired.
Although the Office of General Counsel. CIO Rights DiIsion (GCB).

le shown on the firm filar of the OCR organisation chart. It actually Is a

part of IIEV.P II Office of General Counsel.
° The Fiscal Year 1973 appropriation request of OCR, not yet passed by

Congrem. Is 114,245,000. Of that Mount, 19.041,240 Is for Tido VI 1111110,CO
mcnt 1t.396.760 for contract compliance.

I° Indeed. preparation time for the Iieton AdmInistrati Enforcement
Hearing (the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing alleges that the school dia.
trirt has acted in ways to reuse and perpetuat racial Isolation in elementary
and secondary schools) Is estimated to have required full.time commitment
of three, lawyers and parttime ssietanc from other attorneys for slz
month period. The advanced for Increased hearing time Is that
greeter problem. of prong ezi.i because more subtle forms of discrimination
are under attack. f.c.. letting, ability grouping, assignment and treatment of
tudents within achnols, and the provision of equal educational services.

Problems of proof Increase to OCR moves sway from the classic dual school
. tructUres of the South.

'1 In addition in the number of students In school district by race
and ethnicity, similar questions are asked regarding professional staff.
Questions concerning student retention by rare and hnicity within
schools are Iso Included' Questions also are directed to bilingual education.
new erhnol construction. end acquisition n1 site.. In 1972. 1.000 districts and
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Further, OCR has an effective system for utilizing
these data for compliance purposes. Faculty data pro-
vide a simple means, by which to determine compli-
ance with desegregation requirements concerning,
faculty assignment, both systemwide and within par-
ticular school. Data from the survey forms also
reveal whether a school system expects to increase the
number of predominantly minority schools.

B. Complaints

Investigating complaints made by individuals with-
in school districts is one method of monitoring uti-
lized by OCR.'2 Complaints include allegations of un-
fair treatment 'pf minority students, discriminatory
student assignments, racially separate facilities, fail-
ure to hire` minority teachers, and racially motivated
discharge or dismissal. Complaints may trigger a full-
scale Title VI onsite compliance review or be incor-
porated into a review underway. Complaints may be
investigated onsite without a full onsite compliance
review, may be referred to another agency, or may
be negotiated by letter."

Thorough reports are prepared, including com-
prehensive recommendations for remedial action. In
one case, for example, these were among the recom-
mendations for corrective action: that principals de-
moted in the process of desegregation should be
compensated for loss of salary; that an affirmative
plan should be developed for appointing black princi-
pals; and that black employees should be actively
recruited on both professional and nonprofessional
levels. Reviewing officials also suggested that ESAP
funds be immediately suspended, that OCR request
the Department of Justice to initiate a suit against the
school district, and that a plan for remedial action be
negotiated.

C. Onsite Compliance Reviews

HEW also has established effective procedures for
systematic onsite reviews for purposes of monitoring
Title VI compliance." HEW has developed a siz-
able and experienced staff, capable of carrying out
compliance activities effectively. Reports and recom-
mendations resulting from onsite reviews are generally
of high quality.

From the standpoint of the structure of the moni-
toring process, there is little question that HEW is
ahead of all other Title VI agencies. The compliance
process breaks down at the point at which findings
and recommendations are to be put to use following a
review. Compliance standards have been lowered, and
enforcement mechanisms are not being put to full

use to eliminate discrimination within school systems.

V. METHODS OF ENFORCEMENT

Three methods of enforcement are available to OCR
in seeking Title VI compliance by elementary and
secondary school districts: voluntary negotiations,
referral to the Department of Justice for possible liti-
gation, and administrative enforcement leading to
termination of Federal financial assistance. In recent
years, use pf administrative enforcement has been
de-emphasized in favor of voluntary negotiations.

A. Voluntary Negotiations

During Fiscal Year 1972, voluntary negotiations
were utilized in the Southern and border States 185
times. These ranged from protracted conferences and
discussionsas in the case of Prince Georges County,
Md.to simple telephone calls. In view of the current
emphasis on this method of enforcement and the scope
of the school segregation problem that remains in the
South, this is not an impressive number. Moreover,
OCR gives no indication of how many of these
negotiation efforts have resulted in compliance.

Referrals to the- Department of Justi

In Fiscal Year 1972, files on 73 school syste were
referred to the Department of Justice for possible
litigation. OCR ordinarily does not follow up to see
what action is .taken by the Department of Justice or,
indeed, whether any action at all is taken. The Depart-

72.000 schools will be ...dr Similar survey. were conducted In 1963 and
1970 lo 1969 and 1971, 2,850 districts and approximately 37.000 schools were
itunyed. OCR Indicates that these sun.. are limited and Sr. not Intended
to b. representative of the Nylon u whole. The urviry Includes alstricts
which were in litigation or under court order to eliminate the dual ystino,
were operating under voluntary Title VI plan to the dual school
utem, had one or more schools containing SO percent or more minority

e nrollment, or had loud minority enrollment of 10 percent or more.

.1 During Fiscal Year 1972 tie Educlition Dlddon, Southern Branch,

...dud 341 complaint. concerning public schools. During the same period
the Northern Branch received 100 complaints. Compant were Incorporated
into intigations of districts Brody the subject of oult rulew to dtr
mine complianc with Title VI or with My 23, 1970, Memorandum in
school iiitrict.' with more than five percent national origin minority group
children. A review of the Boston school sytom was initiated in response to

complaint. On Juno 2, 1972, letter era. sent to the Boston school
uperintendent from the OCR director ummrixing OCR findings and allow
bons resulting from the Thin VI review. A Notice of Opportunity for

Ifearing wits Iso mailed. ilearing w. scheduled for the weak of Sept.

10. 1972.

" OCR claim. that it. Northern Branch reIod 100 complaints in Fiscal
Year 1972. Of the 100 complaints listed in Appendix bd. (Elementary and
Secondary, Northern Branch, Complaints Reviewed. July 1. 11171.Juna 30.

19721, however, 14 appear to be complaints received in Fiscal Yaar 1971.
Nevertheless, analysis of the 100 complaint. reveals that 44/ are pending

and 13 other. hue been transferred to other agenchr..In 12, OCR lacked
juridiction. It I. impossible to duormin from the Information given In

Appendie I.E whether all the complain. II.ted a "closed" were actually
reaoled." and how many were resolved satisfactorily.

is Between July 1, 1971. and June 30, 1972, the Southern Branch of th
Elementary and Secondary Eduction Tide VI staff conducted 339 on.ta
compliance reit. Of the.. 220 were ESAP II online nlaws (Including
boh prs. and potESAP 11 funding review.), 24 Involved Metricts with
large numbers of national originminority group students, and- 95 inoled
other Title VI compliance problem
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meet of Justice sometimes informs HEW of action it
is taking on its own volition, particularly when addi-
tional information or assistance is needed. OCR does
not obtain reports from Justice on the status of matters
referred to the Department. When the Department of
Justice fails to institute litigation, no further action
generally is taken by either Justice or OCR.

C. Use of SanctionsAdministrative
Enforcement

In the Southern and border States in Fiscal Year,
1972 only three Title VI enforcement proceedings
were broughtPzilce Georges and Wicomico Coun-
ties,- Md., -and Tift County, Ga." Fifteen districts
(in addition to Prince Georges County) were offered
opportunities for hearing in Fiscal Year 1972 in
connection with ESAP violations. Of that number,
according to OCR, two districts had their ESAP
funds terminated (LaSalle and Orleans Parishes, La.).
In one case '( Pine Bluff, Ark.) the hearing examiner
ruled in favor of the district. Action taken beyond
the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing is not reported.
for the remaining 12 districts.'°

In those few cases where Title VI administrative
enforcement proceedings are brought, they are char-
acterized by inordinate delay. For example, Prince
Georges County, one of two border State districts
offered an opportunity for hearing under Title VI.
because of Swann violations, is also being sued byt
private citizens in Federal court. The administrative
enforcement proceding, initiated in September 1971,
continues. In early September 1972, the hearing exam-
iner ruled orally that the district was in noncompliance.
He did so without giving the district an opportunity to -
present evidence. Subsequently the hearing was re-
opened and Prince Georges County waa`provided an
opportunity to present its witnesses. Prince Georges
County attorneys simply cross-examined Government
witnesses and did not present the district's case. The
hearing has now been closed and a decision by the
hearing examiner is awaited. The Federal District
Court already has ruled that high schools must de-
segregate. OCR's Director concedes that the matter
undoubtedly will be settled in the courts before it' is
resolved in the administrative process.

OCR has prepared a chart showing the statue of
districts reviewed in the North and West." In only
one districtFerndale, Mich.has there been a deter-
mination of noncompliance. This determination was
affirmed by the Secretary, but the district has appealed
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
Five districts have been sent letters of noncompliance,
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a preliminary step leading to a Notice of Opportunity
for Hearing and possible fund termination)

In six other Northern and Western districts, cqm-
pliance activities have been discontinued because
of private or Department of Justice snits or assumption
of enforcement responsibility by the Department of
Justice. is Thus, a .irreview of OCR activity indicates
that even where school systems are found in non-
compliance, only rarely is the enforcement sanction,
termination of Federal financial assistance, used."
At beet, ESAP term. inations involve the ESAP funding
itself rather than Federal financial assistance general-
ly. The principal enforcement mechanism to secure
compliance following the exha4stion of voluniiiry
efforts hat been virtually abandoned;

VI. STANDARD OF COMPLIANCE

Enforcing Title VI compliance by de-emphasizing
administrative enforcement in favOr of voluntary
negotiations represents a serious weakness in OCR's
effort. Equally important is that the standard by which
OCR determines compliance has been lowered below
that enunciated by the,SuPre,me 'Court in Swann v.
Charlotte.Mecklenburg Board .of Education." The

1° The three district" had refused to comply 'rah the requirements of
the Swann decision. Prin. Georges County Iso was offered no opportunity
for hearing becuu of viotations of E.SAP IF regulations. The district

-.dosed to Mien teachers In accordenco with the Singleton ruling, Singleton
. /mason Monk-4W Separate School District, 419 F. 2d. 1211 (0th Clr.

1969) required that the rectal competition fa,faculty in tech school lo the
dlatrict be roughly the isms as the WSTISIt *gal composition of the etudent
orollment In the yelern.

" Twgi of the IS dist... were In Iltigion IV, and the remaining
three were in !legion VI. Ng district: ward cited lo Region 111, which
includrs Southern and border States. Southern and border States received
moat of the ESAP

HEW Title VI Compliance Ile... of Elementary and Secondary School
,Dletricts in the Thirty.three Northern end Weetern Mal.; Ilselew Status as
of Juno 30, 1972. Of the 76 Northern and Weetrn districts listed In thts

report, 29 are being reviewed. by the regional office', the national oaks, or
GCB. Twenty five of the district. were Miced in Fiscal Year 1972, Some
district. being reviewed had been vieited ea truly as April 19611, yet coo,
pliant.° sttu at111 has not been dettirmined, Reports are being written or
medriI Is being updated on ravers! other districts before compliance status
Is resolved. OCR maintain. that the rsIdsotlaty burden In showing 1. /are
es. ggggg tIod to nonSouth ethool districts la so obstacle to bringing about
subetantil change In the atent of racial Isolation In. the schools, OER
antiviral. clarification In the Denver erbool ease, ICco. . School District
No. 1. 303 F. Sopp. 279 (D. Colo. 1969), In the fall 1972 Supreme Court tam.

The district sent lettm of noncompliance are, Winslow, ArtsI
Berkeley, Calif.; East Chicago. fid; Boston. Mass.; and Mount Vainon. N.Y,

' DIstrIcts,falling Into three categories are Sao Francisco City Unified,
Calif.; Pro., Calif.{ Waterbury, Coon. Kansas City, Kan.; Weetwonct
Communit (Dearborn Heights, Web.); and Omaha, Nebr.

le HEW is party defendant In Adorns . Richardson. In which It 14

alleged that HEW Is violating the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the 61t6
sod fourteent.k. amendments to the U.S. Constitution by falling to terminate
Federal fund' to elementary and secondary school" and collages and Dol.
versifies which continue to dicriminate. In addition, DEW has been tined,
to force aces.. to Information concerning enforcement Of Tithe 1/1 In
Center lor National Policy Risolote en Race and Urban /mai. v. Richardson.
Where termination order. slat, the appeals piaci. often extends for long
period of time, making rooming mockery of the Title 1/1 enforamobt
sanction. In calendar year 1971. there wore only Iwo ordm for fund toraloa
lion. In Fiscal Year 1972, no &strict WAS terminated.

339 U.S. 926 (1971).
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principal way in which this standard has been lowered
is in relation to transportation. Although the Supreme
Court, in Swann, specifically recognized transpprtation
as a viable technique for desegregating schools, OCR
does not require transporting students to school atten-
dance areas not immediately adjoining the one to
which they are currently assigned.

Moreover, although the Supreme Court, in Swann,
specifically stated that there is a presumption against
schodl systems in- which the racial composition of
schools is substantially disproportionate to the district's
overall racial composition, OCR ,virtually ignores
schools where such conditions prevail if they are less
than 50 percent minority.

Neither the. weakened standard of compliance nor
the failure to use the sanction can be attributed to the
inadequacies of HEW's civil rights structural mechan-
isms. Rathpr they are'related to policy decisions, made
at the highest levels of the-Administration, with which
HEW officials are obliged to comply.

VII. NATIONAL ORIGIN REVIEWS

A May 25, 1970, Memorandum has provided the
hasis for increasing emphasis on national origin
compliance reviews.22 Asi,of May 22, 1972, 27 dis-
tricts having more than five percent national origin-,
minority group children were milder review.23 Ten ad-
ditional districts were scheduled for reView during
1972; 12 districts hXd been notified of noncompliance
and had negotiated'plans acceptable to HEW; ode dis..
trict had been notified of noncompliance and had not
yet negotiated a plan; and three districts had been
notified of noncompliance and had refused to negoti-
ate or submit plans. OCR. gives 'no indication of what
action will be taken against the latter three districts.

OCR has developed a manual which sets criteria for
reviewing school districts with national origin-minority
group children to assist and guide civil rights special-

? ists in the Elementary and Secondary Education Divi-
sion. The manual currently is still in draft form, al-
though the May 25 Memorandum was issued more than
two years ago. OCR was assisted in developing the
manual by Mexican American educational experts
and psychologists who are members of the Task Group
for Implementation of the May 25, 1970' Memorandum.
The manual' effectively and comprehensively outlines
areas of concern and information needs regarding na-
tional origin-minority group children."

The only district now facing a hearing concerning
national origin-minority group children is Boston,
Mass.23 OCR staff .members estimate that 25,000 man-
hours were spent on the Boston review, in contrast to
the average investment of 180 manhours. The Boston
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manhour investment suggests the enormous personnel
commitment necessary to conduct compliance reviews
in urban school systems outside the South. A review
scheduled to begin' in the fall of 1972 willjocus on
national origin discrimination, particularly against
Puerto Rican students, in New York City. HEW
officials estimate that' the review will require 25 pro-
fessional staff members working full-time for at least
2 years.

Problems of national origin-minority group dis-
crimination in Oie North and Southwest have long
demanded OCR's urgent attention. The fact that OCR
lies -moved in this direction is encouraging. The mag-
nitude of OCR's effort, however, is inadequate in
light of the severity of the problems, as revealed by
this Commission's own recent report, The Excluded
Student.

VIII. NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

The Office of Education's National Center for Edu-
cational Statistics conducted a survey of nonpublic
elementary and secondary schools in the fall of 1970.
The Center's earlier survey was conducted in 1968.

OCR4tomments that these surveys are not conducted
pursuant to legal requirements and that the response
and the validity and completeness of data can be ex-
pected, therefore, to fall short of thattin other HEW
surveys. The nonpublic elementary and secondary
schools whose cooperation the National Center seeks
to enlist place restrictions on data for public re-
lease. The Center, accordingly, makes only aggregate
figures available, and not individual district figures.

22 Memorandum to School Districts with more than Five Percent Nationta,.,
Origin-hfinority Group Children, from J. Stanley Pottinger, Director, Office
for Civil Rights; Subject Identification of Discrimination and Denial of

Services on the Basis of National Origin. Four major areas of concern ars
described in the Memorandum: (1) School diatricts mast take earl:native
steps to rectify language deficiency whenever it excludes national origin
children from effective participation in its education program, (2) school

districts must not assign pupils to emotionally or mentally ded apse:
on the basis of deficient English language skills. (3) ability souping or
tracking must be designed to increase language skills, and (4) school dia.
trick are responsible for notifying parents of national originminority group
children regarding school activities.

23 As of June 30, 1972, reviews had been made in school districts in

such States as Arizona (Tempe. Vinson District No. 1) ; California (Bakers-
field City Elementary and Fresno City Unified ) ; Colorado (Loveland, Colo-
rado Sprinp No. 1, Fort Lupton) ; Indiana (East Chicago) ; K1111111/ (Carden

City, Coodland, Holcomb, Ulysses) ; Massachusetts (Boston); Michigan
(Saginaw) ; New Jersey (Hoboken, Passaic, Perth Amboy) ; Utah (Ogden);
and Wisconsin (Shawano).

" The manual contains three basic sections. Section one concerns prep-
aration for conducting compliance reviews regarding the delivery of equal
educational services to minority croup children. Section two concerns analy-
Os of children's educational performance through interviews with school
personnel, collection of language and testing data, and examination of
ability grouping/tracking, special education, and school curriculum. Section
three provides review of commonly usid standardized tests.

21 A letter of noncompliance was seht to the Superintendent,of Public
Schools in Bolton by the director of the Office for Civil Rights on June 2,
1972. Hearing wet scheduled for the week of September 18, 1972.



In 197071, according to the survey, there were
16,732 nonpublic schools with an enrollment of
5,271,718. Catholic school enrollment has declined 17
percent since 1961-62, but other nonpublic school
enrollment has increased 66 percent.2°

Since 1966, when the first compliance review of
nonpublic schools was conducted, there has been a
gradual increase in the number of reviews. The figure
rose from 5 in 1966 to 111 in 1972, making the total
243.

Of the systems reviewed, 205 have been declared in
compliance. Thirty-seven have blen declared in non-
compliance, but no furthert action has been taken.
In one case, in which the review report recommended
a determination of noncompliance, a final deter-
mination by. the OCR director has not yet been made.

OCR offers specific recommendations to nonpublic
systems and schools concerning eligibility to partici-

' pate in Federal programs. If the systems or schools
fail to adopt' the suggested steps or equally effective
steps, they are not certified as eligible for participation
in Federal programs.27

Compliance activities in nonpublic education have
been limited, and most HEW perisonnel have never
conducted such a review. Those reviews that are con-
ducted are perfunctory and may involve no more
than a telephone call.

HEM has an obligation to enforce Title VI in
this field but has clearly neglected to do so. Such
neglect may 9ut into public school attendance. There
has been a 66 percent attendence increase in non-
Catholici, nonpublic schools. This statistic causes
concern since the increase has occurred primarily in
the So lith, where opposition to school desegregation
is strongest. Failure to enforce Title VI compliance of
nonpublic schools may intensify the tranaer of white
public school students and further undermine deseg-
regation of public schopls.

24 The percentage of elementary and secondary pupils attending non-
public schools in 1970 was 10 percent, compared with 13 percent ; decade
earlier.

27 Standard, deal with admission and employment practices. recruitment
of students and staff, administration of scholarships. and publication of
nondiscriminatory policies.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS)

I. OVERVIEW

IRS civil rights actions continue to be inadequate.
Although IRS has examined a sampling of private
schools, it has not organized itself effectively to meet
its duties. Furthermore, IRS continues to take a
restricted and legally unsound position on impor-
tant policy issues and has not promptly investigated
situations in which it has reasonable notice that dis-
crimination probably was occurring. Additioiiilly, IRS
has failed to coordinate with the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare despite HEW's
If IRS is to improve significantly in the, next year, its
sensitivity and commitment will have to increase sub-
stantially.

II. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

Internal Revenue Service policy on discrimination
by nonpublic schools requiies each school to be one
that:

. . . admits the students of any race to all
the rights, privileges, programs and activities
generally accorded or made available to stu-
dents at that school and [ensure] that the
school does not discriminate on the basis of
race in administration of its educational poli-
cies, admissions policies, scholarship and
loan programs, and athletic and other school-
administered programs.'

Only schools with racially nondiscriminatory enroll-
ment policies are eligible for exemption from Federal
income taxes. Likewise, only these schools may re,
ceive charitable contributions that may be deducted
by the donors.2 This policy has been judicially sanc-
tioned in the Green decision.3

The nondiscrimination policy stiff does not extend
to teacher employment, despite the fact that the Green
decree required IRS to collect racial data on the faculty
and administrative personnel of private academies in
Mississippi. IRS insists that these data are to be used
only to determine whether the academies discriminate
in enrollment. The agency further argues that no public
policy requires it to consider private school employ.

ment, since employment practices of educational in-
stitution's were excluded from the coverage of Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This reason,
questionable in the first place, is now clearly invalid in
view of recent amendments to Title VII.'' The IRS
position also ignores the fact that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare for years has pro-
hibited faculty discrimination in public schools under
Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.5

Since the Green decision was liMited to private
schools in Mississippi, IRS steadfastly refuses to re-
quire schools outside Mississippi to submit routinely
information which the court ordered IRS to obtain
from Mississippi schools .1 Schools outside Mississippi
are required to submit only a statement affirming that
their admissions policies and practices are nonclis-
criminatory and indicating how this has been publi-
cized. These declarations do not have to be accom-
panied by any specific statistical data.

IRS asserts that the court-ordered' information will
not be required from schools outside Mississippi

- "unless there is a reason to doubt the good faith of a
school's declaration of a nondiscriminatory policy and
an examination is conducted." Without statistical data,
however, there is no apparent way to ascertain whether

1 Revenue Ruling 71.447, Internal Revenue Bulletin 1971-40. Oct. 4. 1971.
The significance of -granting tax-exempt status to private segregated

schools was clearly noted in litigation involving IRS:
Even at time when Mississippi state grants for tuition were available
( practice later held unconstitutional) the officials of the private segre-
gated schools considered it important to obtain the support involved in
the obtaining of certificrktion of tax exemption. This was in part based
on what the officials termed the psychological help to the school, from
the public reaction to what was considered an approval by the Federal
Government. Green v. Kennedy, Order for Preliminary Injunction and
Opinion, 309 F. Supp. 1127, 1135 (D.D.C. 1970).
3 Green v. Connally, 330 F. Supp. 1150- 1971) (thrteudge panel).

all'd sub nom Colt o. Green, 404 U.S. 997 (1971). The court held that the
Internal Revenue Code does not permit tax-exempt status to segregated

private schools or the deduction of charitable contributions.
'4 See Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 (Public Law 92.261).

The exemption for educational institutions applies only "to the employment
of individuals of particular religion to perform work connected with the
carrying on by such . . . educational institution . . . of its activities."
(Section 702)

While the question of applicability of Title VI to tax benefits was not
decided in Green, the Commission continues to believe that the proscription
imposed by HEW can be validly applied to private schools by IRS.

s This includes racial breakdown of Itudnts applying and attending.
the disposition of scholarship and loan funds by race. and racial break-
down of faculty and adrciii ive staff.
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a school's declaration was made in "good faith." IRS
has indicated previously that the decision to conduct
an examination is a matter of judgment. Since this
Commission is unaware of precisely what circumstances
might cause a declaration to be questioned and a
school to be examined, it is difficult to view the
declaration as anything more than perfunctory paper
compliance. Experience at other Federal agencies has
demonstrated that this is an unreliable means' of
monitoring compliance.?

A "meaningful" number of minority students is
viewed by IRS as evidence of a racially nondiscrimi-
natory enrollment policy.8 The term "meaningful,"
however, is not defined. Further definition problems
arise regarding national origin discrimination. IRS
states that discrimination against any "race" violates
the agency's policy. This position does not take into
account that such large minority groups as Mexican
Americans and Puerto Ricans are part of the Cauca-
sian race, and that discrimination against them is based
on national origin instead of race. It would appear,
therefore, that the IRS position does not prohibit
discrimination against these groups. Even if it is con-
tended that the term "race" is used broadly to cover
Spanish speaking pupils, the content of field exami-
nations, discussed supra, suggests that ethnic discrimi-
nation does not get the attention it deserves.

Ill. CIVIL RIG S MECHANISMS

A. Complaint Invesitiga

Since October 1971, IRS has received five complaints
of discrimination against nonpublic schools, one of
which las a group ciomplaint.° In two casesone
beingAa- group complaintronsite examinations were
perfdtmed, and the schools retained tax-exempt status.
Two other complaints, received in June 1972, had
not been scheduled for examination as of August
1972. One of these involved Free Will Baptist Bible
College in Nashville, Tenn., to which HEW terminated
all assistance in Apfil of 1967 but which continuv,
to enjoy IRS recognition as a' tax-exempt orgarff-
zation."

The one investigationreport furnished by IRS to the
Commission concluded that the school is complying
with the Service's nondiscriminatory policy. This con-
clusion was based on a reviewer'sfindings that admis-
sion standards had been appitect,-equally. Yet IRS
fdund that out of a 1971 enrolltrlintof 250, all the stu-
dents were "Caucasian except one South American,
racial origin not knovSn.,,11 Signifivantly, the school is
in a city with a black population exceeding 31 per-
cent.12.

Complaints about four private academies presently
under investigation by IRS field personnel had been
forwarded to the personnel at least 10 months
earlier. Such a delay in resolving complaints, much
less in completing investigations, is unwarranted.
Further, in a case where a civil suit *as filed five
months ago against the Secretary of the Treasury for
nonenforcement of IRS policy concerning private
schools, IRS has not initiated a field investigation 13

or even requested HEW to evaluate the situation.
Certainly a civil suit raises serious doubts about con-
tinuing to allow the school involved to have a tax
exemption.

News reports of civil suits against other schools
have appeared in the New York Times; the Washing-
ton Post; Inequality in Education, published by the
Harvard Center for Law and Education; and the
Civil Rights Digest, published by this Commission.
These reports should have prompted investigations of
the alleged discrimination. Additionally, beginning in
1970 correspondence was exchanged and conferences
were conducted between attorneys representing the
Auzenne plaintiffs and national office representatives
of the Exempt Organizations Branch of IRS on pa-
rochial schools in the Lafayette Diocese,14 but no
investigation of the charges has been undertaken.

B. Compliance Reviews

During Fiscal Year 1972, instructions were issued
requiring IRS field offices to examine a specified
number of nonprofit private schOols annually, regard-
less of whether there were complaints about the schools.
These instructions required the immediate examina-
tion of at least 10 schools in 16 key districts and

7 A. is discussed in Section 111, IRS has instructed Its field staff to
examine a specific number of schools, regardless of whether complaints warp
filed.

s IRS also indicate, that a school must further demonstrate a nondis-
criminatory policy in treatment of students.

The complaint involved 12 schools. Only thres were investigated. how
ever, because the Service had no record that the other nine bad been
issued letter recognising them as exempt. This raises the question. yet
unanswered. of whether nonexempt school against which complaint Is
lodged will be subjected to an omits mmintion at the time tar= exemption
le requested.

1° The remaining complaint is dated May 1971 but was not made avail-
able to the IRS field staff responsible for investigating it until March 1972.
In any event, the omite inveatigation was not begun until July 19. 1972.

As of Aug. 15, 1972, the complaint was still being Investigated.
" The IRS response reported that "The student is dark skinned."
" As indicated previously. IRS views school. with "meaningful** numbers

of minority students enrolled as evidence of racially nondlecriminatory
admission, policy. The findings of this investigation suggest that the con-
versethat the absence of meaningful numbers is prima facia evidence of
discriminationdoes not hold.

to The IRS responme to the Commission does not list the ease of
Greenhouse v. Connally, Civil Action N17741 (U.S.D.C.W.D. La.. Alexan-
dria Division) among its list of complaints received. IRS does acknowledge
the case as being among those In which it N defendant.

" Ausenne v. School Board of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Lafayette.
Louisiana (U.S.D.C.W.D. La., Opelousas Division).
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resulted in the examination of 205 schools. Clearly,
there should be an effort greater than a random audit
of 205 schools out of a total of more than 16,000."

The Department of the Treasury has not issued
detailed instructions to the field staff on conducting
the reviews. The superficiality of the reviews provided
by IRS reflects the absence of such guidelines."

In a review performed in Albuquerque, N. Mex., for
example, the reviewer found that the school did not
discriminate in its- enrollment policies. No statistical
data were supplied, however, to document this asser-
tion.

Anoth", review revealed that only 11, or about 1
percent of the school's enrollment of more than 1,000,
were black in a city where blacks constituted about 9
percent of the 1970 population. Similarly, only one of
the 80 faculty members (13 of whom were part-time)
was a minority individual. Aside from a discussion of
!scholarships,- the review does not consider whether
there is any inschool discrimination relating, for
example, to classroom assignments or housing accom-
modations. Furthermore, the review notes that although
the school has no completely objective admission
standards, aptitude and achievement test scores are
important. The review points out that minority students
generally scored below the level the school had
established as. acceptable. This raises the question of
whether testing policies are inherently discrimina-
torya matter obviously not scrutinized by IRS
officials.

C. Suspension of, Advance Assurance of
Deductibility of Contributions

During Fiscal Year 1972, IRS suspended assurances
of deductibility of contributions held by 53 private
schools that were exempt under individual rulings. It
did not, however, take such action against any subordi-
nate school coming within the scope of a group
ruling." During the same period, the national office
concurred in the field office's proposed revocations of
26 !schools which previously had exempt status under
.individual rulings.

Advance assurance of deductibility of contributions
may be suspended even before completion of an exami-
nation when available factk and evidence clearly
indicate serious doubts about the school's continued
qualification. There are instances, however, in which
available evidence has indicated noncompliance and
adverse action has not been taken. For example, after
completion of Title VI administrative proceedings on
April 26, 1967, Free Will Baptist Bible College of
Nashville, Tenn., was declared by the Secretary of
HEW to be ineligible for HEW assistance. IRS has

been reminded constantly of this HEW ruling, but it
has taken no action against the college."

IV. PROBLEM AREAS

A. Group Rulings for Parochial Schools

IRS procedure for granting a group ruling for
parochial schools is not a reasonable means of im-
plementing IRS policy on racial discrimination in
tax-exempt institutions. The procedure assumes open
and full disclosure by a national organization with
regard to a subordinate unit. IRS recently sent a
questionnaire to organizations with group rulings that
might haves as subsidiary units, private nonprofit
schools. Until responses are evaluated, IRS will not
be able to identify schools covered by group rulings.

In the past there have been instances in which a
national organization has failed to inform IRS that a
civil suit alleging racial discrimination had been filed
against one of its subordinate units, and that similar
complaints had been made against another of its
subordinate units. No action has been taken against
the parent group, and no overall review of the sub-
ordinate units has been scheduled.

B. Coordination with HEW

IRS reports that it relies on its own procedures but
"is not averse to seeking assistance or additional in-
formation from other Federal sources should the need
arise." Such a position is hardly adequate. IRS should
be actively seeking assistance and cooperation from
agencies with expertise in civil rights and education.
Its failure to reach out for help can only be interpreted
as a purposeful attempt to avoid enforcing the full
extent of the law. Lack of communication with

15 The National Center for Educational Statistics of the Office of Educs
^lion estimates that there are more than 16,500 nonpublic schools In the

United Swiss. Although IRS Indicates that this sample consists of those

schools "Identified in the private nonprofit schools survey," it Is unclear

What priorities, If any, were used.
V, For contrast see the h cinual for Conducting Equal Educational

Services Compliance Reviews and Instructions for Conducting higher Edu
cation Compliance Reviews and Writing Compliance Review Reports. both
prepared by the Mica for Civil Rights (OCR) of HEW. --

'7 A group ruling is one in which an "umbrella" organisation is accorded
tax-exempt status and the subordinate units within the organisation are auto.
magically given the same recognition.

The results bf this 1967 administrative proceeding have reappeared

regularly in the HEW publication "Status of Title VI ComplianceInter
agency Report" Further., on July 24, 1970 falter IRS had anouneed Ito
civil rights policy), the Director of HEW'. Office for Civil Rights, J. Stanley
Pottinger, wrote to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue about the Free
Will Baptist Bibl College and related matters, including the establishment
of cooperative investigative proecnIur on such nonpublic schools. In May
1972 an onsit compliance review was conducted jointly by the OCR Mal
of HEW and Veteran" Administration personnel. The review confirmed the
previous noncompliance determination regarding the college. Although IRS
tiff reconsiderd the college' statue In light of the new Information pro.

vided by HEW, It still found no violations of IRS policy. HEW requested
IRS to provide collies of reports and supplementI Information that lad the
gncy to conclude that the college has nondkeriminatory admissions policy.
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HEW 's civil rights staff has deprived IRS of valuable
information about probable noncompliance. It has
left untapped HEW's broad experience in uncovering
discrimination+especially that of a more subtle nature,
such as biased testing."

Finally, duplication of surveys by HEW and IRS
could be avoided through coordination. Collaboration
on one survey could benefit both agencies by saving
time. It also would benefit IRS by providing more
complete information, HEW by making the re-
sponse mandatory," and the schools by reducing the
annoyance of overlapping surveys.

V. Civil Rights Structure

No special IRS unit has been set up to handle cases
involving nonprofit schools. The field enforcement
program is under the Office of the Assistant Commis-
sioner (Compliance) and operates through 16 key
district offices. However, the Office of the Assistant
Commissioner (Technical) has jurisdiction over sub-
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stantive questions relating to the program. To enforce
the major civil rights responsibilities of the Depart.
ment of the Treasury, the agency should assign a
senior official full-time responsibility for overseeing
and coordinating the enforcement effort.21

Field and headquarters personnel devoted 20,662
man-hours to surveying admission policies of private
schools, conducting selected field examinations, pro-
cessing applications for recognition of exemption,
and carrying out related work. It is unclear how many
of these man-hours were expended solely on the
administration of IRS's civil rights policy.

" Besides the 'notorious Frs. Will Baptist Bible College situation. an
HEW review in 1971 of the lAfayette, Li.. Diocese .cbooI resulted in a

finding of noncompliance. This report is before the Director of HEW. Office
for Civil Rights for final determination. Since 1966. HEW has completed
241 reviews of nonpublic schools (other than the two mentioned above). and
37 were found In noncomplianc

" The HEW Survey of Nonpublic Elementary and Secondary Education
of 1970.71 was not completed by the original eontraotor because of the
firm resistance of many of the schools In the Southern States.

21 This need was demonstrated to this Commission when it sought to
conduct a followup interview upon receipt of 1RS's response to our goes.
tions. No official could b. found who had total knowledge of IRS's efforts.



DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DOJ)

TITLE VI SECTION CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

I. OVERVIEW

DOD's Title VI Section recently has made substan-
tial contributions to upgrading Title VI enforcement
efforts of other agencies. These efforts have not, how-
ever, been sufficiently comprehensive. This results
primarily from the Department's restrictive interpre-
tation of its Title coordinative responsibilites.
It results also from lack of staff to deal effectively
with agency program deficiencies that have persisted
for years.

The fragmented nature of the Section's efforts has
resulted in anomalous situations. One Title VI agency
terminated assistance to a recipient in 1967, but
another agency continued to fund the same recipient
as late as 1972.

More than a year after they were formally proposed,
and more than five years after the need for them was
clearly recognized by an interagency task force, the
Department has not approved amendments to agencies'
Title VI regulations that would make the regulations
more comprehensive.

II. COORDINATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES

The Title VI Section of the Department of Justice's
Civil Rights Division is responsible for coordinating
Title VI enforcement throughout the Government.'
Title VI Section attorneys maintain contact, primarily,
with personnel in nine agencies: Agriculture, Com-
merce (the Economic Development Administration),
Housing and Urban Development, Labor, Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration, Transportation
(the Federal Highway Administration), Veterans Ad-
ministration, Environmental Protection Agency, and
Health, Education, and Welfare. This is essentially
the arrangement that was operating when this Com-
mission published its previous report.2

The Title VI staff provides considerable guidance
tp agencies. For example, Title VI Section attorneys
continued to be instrumental in assisting agencies in
formulating plans for improving the collection and
use of racial data.3 Agriculture officials consulted with
them concerning the applicability, to other State Exten-
sion Services, of standards set by a court decision
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against the Alabama Cooperative Extension 'Service .4
Title VI staff, in fact, assisted in preparing affirmative
action requirements which were sent to all State Ex-
teQsion Services in February 1972.5

Section attorneys drafted Title VI guidelines relat-
ing to proprietary educational institutions assisted
by the Veterans Administration (VA.). 'They, also
advised VA personnel concerning the conduct orTitie
VI administrative proceedings and assisted the En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) staff in deter-
mining how Title VI applies to EPA grants.

Personnel in the Title VI Section continue to survey
agency Title VI enforcement programs. For example,
one staff attorney has reviewed and reported on EDA's
Title VI compliance operation. Similar reviews have
been made of the Title VI operations of the Health
and Social Services Division of HEW's Office for
Civil Rights; of HUD's program, including area and
regional offices; and of Labor's inplementation of
Title VI with regard to State employment services.

Although DOJ reports that "The Title VI Section
has prepared analyses of Title VI implementation
on the part of certain Federal agencies and has drafted
several plans for implementing Title VI," neither the

1 Executive order 11247 (1965).
2 A. noted In this Commission ". report, The Federal Flail Rights Enforce.

ment Effort: One Year Later (November 1971). seven attorneys Were nigned
to monitor Title VI activities of five attendee (HEW. MUD. Labor, LEAA.

and Transportation), while three other attorney. dealt with the Department
of Agriculture. the Economic Development Administration. the Small Dual.
near Administration, and such Interagency muter aa collection of racial and

ethnic data.
Plane have been developed for sonslderstion by officials in the following

agencies: Agriculture. Appalachian Regional Commission, Commerce, IIEW,
!IUD, Interior. Labor, LEAA. National Science Foundation. Small 113tIllinela
Administration, Transportation. and Veterans Administration. (A report on
racial end ethnic data collection and use has been published by an intsr
agency racial data committee. Establishing a Federal Raclel/Eihnk Date
System Report of the Interagency Racial Data, Committee, cochaired by
M t A. Critter and Morton H. Sklar (former Title VI Section attor
ney). September 1972. Sr. Sept. 29. 1972. letter from Cotter and Sklar
to Frank Carlucci, Amadei. Director, Office of Management and Budget.)

4 Strain v. Philpott. 331 F. Rupp. 836 fM.D. AU,. 1971).
° "Affirmative Action Plan for 'Meetitig Nondiscriminatory Lewd Standards

In Employment and the Conduct of All Programs by State Cooperative

Extenlon Services," issued Feb. 28, 1972. This plan was developed after

Wald L. Norman, Assistant Attorney General. Civil Rights blvision, Depart
Mont of Justice. wrote to Frank D. Elliott. Assistant Secretary for Admin
istration, Department of Agriculture. on Dec. 2, 1971, proposing guidelines
for civil rights compliance in view of the legal standstills set by the Strain
decision.



analyses nor the plans was made available. DOJ
maintains that "these documents were intended for
use by the Civil Rights Division or the agencies in
question . . [and] release of copies would not be
consistent with our function." ° Consequently, al-
though the Department has formulated specific plans
to assist agencies, the scope and quality of these plans
are unknown.?

In the Commission's One Year Later report, it was
noted that the Title VI staff had not participated in
either a Title VI compliance review or a complaint
investigation in the preceding six months. The Title
VI staff members did not then view this as their pri-
mary function, but they nonetheless were prepared to
assist in such a capacity if requested.

Title VI staff attorneys since have participated in
compliance reviews of recipients of assistance from
Labor, Transportation, and the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA). Title VI staff
members declined to provide information concerning
the quality of specific reviews.°

Departmental officials still contend that their autho-
rity under Title VI is not broad enough

or
require

other agencies to impose administrative or judicial
sanctions.° Executive Order 11247 consistently has
been interpreted by the Department as giving it
advisory powers only. Direction of agency activities
is viewed by DOJ as usurpation of agency powers.
This Commission has recommended that the Execirtive
order be amended to inithorize the Attorney General or
'his designee to direct agencies to take specific coma
pliance and enforcement action, but this recomenda-
tion has not been acted upon.'°

III. INVOLVEMENT IN TITLE VI
PROCEEDINGS n

The Section's staff helped VA attorneys prepare a
Title VI hearing for Bob Jones University.'2 But
HEW had terminated all assistance to Bob Jones
University in August 1967. This is a disturbing com-
mentary on the Department's ability to assure a
uniform Title VI approach.

Overall, the extent of the Title VI Section's in
volvement in administrative enforcement proceedings
since October 1971 has been limited." The Title
VI, Section has had, however, greater involvement
in judicial proceedings since October 1971.

In terms of new litigation," the Department of
Agriculture (DOA) has referred a case involving the
North Carolina Cooperative Extension Service to DOJ
for litigation. Another action, alleging discrimina-
tion in the operation of a county office of the Missis-
sippi State Employment Service, was filed by private
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plaintiffs in January 1972." As of September 1972,
tentative agreement, had been reached concerning some
issues in the case, with the Title VI Section participat-
ing in the settlement negotiations.

Although personnel in the Title VI Section view their
nonlitigative function as their major responsibility,
they feel it must be complemented `by participation
in litigation. Under the Section's present staff authori-
zation, however, involvement in litigation dilutes its
ability to discharge Title VI coordinative responsibili-
ties.

Attachment to letter from David L. Norman, Assistant Attorney General.
CI11 Right. Division. Department of Ju.tle, to Rev. Theodore M. Hasburgh,
Chairman. U.S. Commission on CI11 Rights, Sept. 15, 11172. at 4. Th
Department's refusal to make such reports vailbi ly limits the

ability of the Commission staff to *valuate the Title VI Section. Further
more. such position is Inconsistent with the Commbelon's legislative man
date, which dirk,. Federal agencies to "cooperate fully with the Commimion
to the end that it may effectively carry out its functions and duties." Accord.
in{ to D0.1 officials, they surveys are only draft documents and not official
Departmental positions. Even If they were final reports, however, attempts
by anyone other than the agency surveyed to secure copies woad be re
misted on grounds that an attorneycilent relationship .data. and that dia
closure would have chilling effect on the rlationhip between the
Department's This VI personnel and, the agencies. Int.:witty with Robert
Dempsey, Acting Chief. Title VI Section. Civil Rights Division, Department
of Justice. Dec. 7. W72.

The Commission also requested Dal to provide copies of any legal

opinions concerning Title VI matters Irvine., after October 1971. Th. DOJ

response indicated that the Attorney General had not issued any such
opinions but that the Department has responded' to agency request. jor
Its "views" concerning Title Vl. The Dprtmant deelined to pravrd
copies. asserting again that doing so would be inconsistent with its functions.

They did note generally that agency Title Vt operations are uniformly
understaffed, but they observed that alndquete staffing also is common to
programs and Is not unique to civil rights functions,

a E.g., June I. 1972. letter from K. William CPCdboar.3 Deputy Assistant
Attorney General. Civil Right. Division. Department of 'Justice, to Harold
C. Fleming. Leadership Conference on C1.11 Right* ". .. we hare not
Interpreted our coordinating function to authorise direction of the actions
of the other Federal agencies."

11" The Department la considering whether the Title VI Section can be
more effective with broadt authority. as this Commission has urged.

" This report doe. not consider actions initiated by HEW..
" In October 1972. a hearing ...miner found Bob Jones University In

noncompliance, and the VA Administrator concurred.
" Tho nnly other dmini Iva actions reported Invol the Southwest

Gorgia Planning and Development Commission, an EDA recipient, and

Eastern Baptist Bible College, a VA recipient. The former was notified of
an opportunity for a Title VI hearing In July 1972. but as of September
1972 further ngotkdons were being conducted. In the caws of E
Baptist Bible College, a hearing was held and an administrative finding of
noncompliance was Issued in April 1972. Yet, according to Department offi
dale, this matter was .till under Investigation as of September 1972.

is Other sups In which the Title yl Soction has participated are either
concluded (Strain . Philpott. Castro . Beecher. U.S. . Ramie. and U.S.
. Williams); pending in lower court (Weds . Mississippi Coops/[1re
Extension Service and Whitfield King, now being handled by the Civil
Division); or on appeal (Morrow v. Easier, now being handled by the
Civil Employment Section of the Civil Rights DIision).

10 desensore.. friday, CI, Action No. 2179 (E.D. N.C. 1971). The atilt
was originally filed In November 1971 by private plaintiffs. with the See rrrrr y
of Agriculture and Assochwe Administrator of the Extension Service ioind
as defendants. While the litigation was pending. DOA conducted a coapli.
ante reIw, found the Stat Esinslon Service In noncompliancis, and
sought voluntary compliance. Unable to achieve voluntary compllnc. DOA
officials referred the matter to Dal for litigation. After review. Dal filed
a complaint in Intervention. based partly on Title VI. As result. the
Federal official. wore realigned as plaintiff..

la Paves . Mississippi Stet. Employment Smoke. Civil Action No.
DC 774.3 (N.D. Miss. 1972). In November 1972, the plaintiffs were ordered
by the court to name the Sccrettry of Labor as defendant.



IV. UNIFORM TITLE VI AMENDMENTS

In July 1967, an interagency task force determined
that uniform amendments to agency Title VI regula-
tions were needed. Mpre than five years later, the old

regulations remain in effect. The proposed uniform
amendment's, to the Title VI regulations of 20 Federal
agencies were published in the December 9, 1971,

Federal Register as a proposed rule making." This
afforded interested parties an opportunity to comment.
The Civil Rights Division, after reviewing the com-
ments, recommended that 11 of the 20 Title VI
ttgencies make additional changes in the proposed
amendments." As of August 28, 1972, seven of these
11 agencies had altered the amendments and forwarded
them to the Department of Justice for submission to
the President.

As of December 1972a year after the proposed
amendments , appeared in the Federal Registerthe
amendments still have not been approved by the
Attorney Genera1.1° Moreover, other agencies with
clear Title VI responsibilities, such ad the Equal Em-

ployment Opportunity Commission, still have not
even proposed regulations.2°

V. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Akhough the Department's Title VI unit was

raised to section status in 1971, its standing inside

and outside the Department has been downgraded
continually throughout its existence. The top position
in the unit has gone from a GS-17 Special Assistant
to the Attorney General in 1965 to its present status:

a GS-15 Section Chief within the Civil Rights

Division."
During the past year, staffing in the Title VI

Section has worsened. As of October 1971, there were
12 attorneys, including the Director. The Department

indicated that six attorneys would be added to the
staff before July 1972. But as of September 1972,
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there were only nine attorneys three below the

authoriz.ed level.22
DOJ officials believe that there must be some

showing that the Section's role is meaningful before a
staff increase is authorized. Specifically it must be
shgwn, to justify staff increases, that agencies are
responsive to the Department's Title VI recommen-
dations. However, deferring staff increases until the
need for expansion can be convincingly demonstrated
unduly delays the Section in meeting its clear respon-
sibility to monitor and coordinate Title VI activities
on a Government-wide basis.

Unless the Section's authority to act forcefully is

increased significantlyeither through broader.inter-
pretation of Executive Order 11247 or amendment of

itits work will continue to be piecemeal, regardless

of staff increases.

IT The Natrona! Foundation on the Art and the Hu mratic, the Federal
Home Loan Dank Board, the Civil Service Committal., and the EnvIon
menI.1 PrOIelion Agency also have stippled proposed thli VI regulations.
They will be ubmitted for President.' approval, Iong with the mnd-
mnt of other agencies.

" These change. rattled to affirmative action; coveregie of planning nd
advisory bodies ; racial and ethnic data collection ; nd time for filing coin.
plain.. No changes were required of the other nine gncies (MD, AEC,
CAB, GSA, NASA, NSF. Stele, TVA and OF.P ). It wits fell the these

genrie had relatively 11pin...tint Title VI program.. Mao, ,ompllan co

responsibility for many of thew program. had been dlegaled to HEW.
According to DOJ officials. these factors, coupled with the need to expdit
the spprovill process, obviated the nerd to require inentlmnt changes by
ell agencies ( Dempsey interview. tape* not 6.) The. re it.. r not
particularly rompelling, especially in view of the length of time sine the
need for enendment was first recognised.

After the Attorney C..81 approve them, they are submitted to the

President.
The A ppelar h is n ileglonI Conumseion a.o hes not drafted Title VI

regui110 There remains need to consider the pplicbillly of Title VI
to other gencies, such a the Co..' Plains Regional Commission, the

New F. ngla nd Regional Commission, t he Ozarks Regional Commission, the

Upper Great Leh. Regional Commis.... the Water Resources Council, the
Fetierel Power Commission, the 1 ihr.y .1 Congress, and the Smithsonian

Institution
" The Director of the Sertion rerentIr tiernsferred to the Office of Legal

Counsel.

7 Br December 1972, this had d I to eight with the departure of

the Section Chief. Since October 1971, the number of h anal yet* ha.

.1 from two to three It is "per ted that Lv January 1973 ther will
be 10 soorne y and fi It an...

r
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (DOA)
Title VI Enforcement

I. OVERVIEW .

Most notable among DOA's civil rights achievements
is the recent action to implement goals and timetables
for minority participation in agency programs. It is
still too early to assess the full impact of this measure,
but it clearly represents an innovative approach to
ensuring compliance with civil rights mandatesan
approach that has yet to be matched by smy other
Title VI agency.

The compliance enforcement mechanisms of DOA's
constituent services and administrations vary con-
siderably. Overall, there is a need to improve the
number and quality of both preaward and postaward
reviews. In addition, procedures should be instituted
to expedite the resolution of complaints.

Discrimination in the Extension Service remains a
major problem on DOA's docket. In February 1972,
the Extension Service' issued guidelines for eliminating
discrimination in the employment practices and aer-
vicesmf State Extension Services. At first it was decid-
ed thiA e States would be required to develop affirma-

71:ly1) 'eriber 1972. The Federal Extension Service's
tki_es ac n plane by July 1972 and implement the plans

'proclivity for dela ing compliance again manifested
itself, however, yfi an tion which moved their dead-
lines back to Septem er 1972 and February 1973,
respectively. These new dates clearly will be the final
test of DOA'a resolve to discharge its, civil rights
obligations.

DOA has e substantial gains in collectipg and
evaluating raci I and ethnic data on actual and poten-
tial beneficiaries, but there is room for refinements.
The Extension Service, ft/ example, has not completed
the required first evaludan of its data. The Food and
Nutrition Service uses a sampling technique that needs
to be strengthened.

Rcent establishment of an Office of Equal Oppor-
tunity at the Department level should help greatly in
assuring that the recalcitiance of agencies such as the
Extension Service does not endure. But if this Office
is to be able to use the wide array of monitoring tools
at its disposal, its staff must be increased significantly.
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II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

DOA has 11 operating services and administrations
with Title VI responsibilities:1 This report will focus
primarily on three programs with significant Title VI
implications: Extension Service, Food and Nutrition
Service, and Farmers Home Administration. The other
programs will receive abbreviated treatment.

The Department also provides aubtantial assistance
which flows directly to the beneficiaries without going
first to a grant recipienta step necessary for Title VI
coverage.2 These direct assistance programs such as
some FHA 8 loans and ASCS commodity price sup-
portsare not covered by Title VI. DOA has issued
a regulation proscribing discrimination in any direct
assistance program.*

Cooperative Extension Service (CES)
The Cooperative Extension Service program is con-

ducted and financed cooperatively by DOA, State land-
grant univereities,2 and county governments. Most of

Agricultural R h SerIce (ARS). Agricultural Stabilisation and

Conimmtion Service (ASCS). Agricultural Mrkming Service (AMS). Co.
operthe State R h Service (CSRS). Estension Service (ES). Farmer
Coopermive Serrice (FCS). Farmers MW. Administration (FHA), Food and '
Netrition Servic (FNS). Forest Service (FS). Rural Electrification Admin
filtration (REA). and Soil Conaenation Service (SCS).

See 7 C.F.R. IS Subpart A. Eumple of program operating through
recipient. and therefore roamed by Thla VIare the National School
Lunch program of ENS and the eduetionel program. of ES. In the latter
instance. grant are provided to landgrant institutions whichthrough Stat
anti county emnion genie. provide educational mimetic. to fermate.
hornemkera 4 II youth. and others. Tho landgrant institutions an th
recipient and the farmers. homemaker., and 4.11 youth are tha beneficiaries.
In .11. there are pproximatly SS DOA programs subject to Thity VI.

Out e Appendix to DOA's Title VI regulation and the discussion, supra,
which Identify some "direct Man" programs subject to Title VI.

Sea 7 C.F.R. IS Subpart B. Direct amistance programs will receive
peripheral treatment herein.

° Stale landgrant colleges nd.universitles are recipients of substantial
Federal assistance. President of thee. Institutions are nominal Ilea of
Stat Extension Srvirea. This Commisoio; has noted repeatedly that In
States whore there are both a predominantly white and predominantly
black landgrant campus. DOA funds for tension services and t ***** eh
have been Inequitably allocated in Imo, of the white schools. As noted In
Federal ES report of 1969; "Thor Second Morrill Act of 1690 provided funds
in support land -grant colleges for Negroes In the 17 Southern and border
State, . The Smith.Lever Act provided that In State. with mote than
on land grant college. Federal funds appropriated for Cooperative, Extn
Ilion work b. paid to th. college designed by the Stat legislature. In all
17 States. the college for while students was deignatad . (as the
recipient of all Federal funds). Noire.' has been mad toward achieving



the funds are used tq defray the salaries and expenses

of the State and county extension personnel. These

employees disseminate information-often through
demonstrations-on such topics as agricultural pro-
duction and marketing, home economics, community
development, and youth development. All residents of

States, or counties where extension services are offered

are eligible for this assistance.
Providing black farmers with technical assistance

inferior to that furnished white farmers is but one
example of discrimination which may be practked
by Extension Service (ES) personnel .° Disc' rimina-

tion in ES programa is particularly damaging
because it often means that minority beneficialies are
denied information with which they could participate
more effectively in 'other DOA prograins.7

Closely related to serVices provided by ES is the
matter of equal employment opportunity withItI,ES.°
Regulations aimed at assuring equal employment, op-
portunities width; State Cooperative Extensiou Ser-
vices (SCES) were issued in August 1968. By. Decem-

ber 1968, each State ES had 'developed an equal
employment opportunity (EEO) .program and sub-

mitted it to DOA: for approval. EEO programa adopted

in 1968 were returned to State Extension ervices for

review and revision in January 1971.°
To assist State Extension Services in developingping a

more affirmative-EEO program, DOA officials prepared

a model program. The model was not provided to this
States, however, until more that a year after the
plans were returned to them for revision."1

The model actually was dictated by the 1971 Strain

v. Philpott decision, which found pervasive rectal dis-
crimination in the Alabama Extension Service's ern
ployment practices and distribution of services"

parity, but s significant disparity In funding persists. This le largely because

the Department has never recommended that the legislation permittleg din

criminatory allocation of funds be revised. See Civil Rights Digest, U.S.

COMM11111011 on Civil Rights, September 1970. at 12; see also letter from
Rev. Theodore M. Ilesburgh. Chairman. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

to Eirl L. But& Secretary of Agriculture, Jan. 4. 1972.
A arition is gated services. such se segregated 4.11 clubs.

' The magnitude of the ES program IS illustrated by the fact that ES
personnel "reached about two end a halt million individuals in more than
600.000 families with information. counseling. and demonstrations to help

improve their dime . . . (and more than four million) youth were served

through 4.11 youth development programs." OMB's 1972 Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance, Sec. 10.500.

A related probla Is the failure of State employees to work 'crow
racial lines resulting I inferior service to specific racist or ethIsic groups.

Changes in the EEO programs were neceultsted in part. II not entirely.
by wideepread discrimination uncovered in both the employment practices
and services of State Extension nice* subsequent to implementation of the
EEO programs. Findinp of pervasive diserimination were disclosed by DOA's
031u of the Inspector General (OIC). which had conducted civil rights

audits of State Extension Services In 1969. The findings were similar to

ones puiously made by OIC In 1965 and 1967. Furthermore, employment
discrimination appears to persist es 1 of the era. before enactment
of the Clvil Rights Act of 1964. when 13 State Cooperative Extension Sen.
Ices maintained dual systems.

Food and Nutrition Service (FNS)

FNS administers several programs 12 designed pri-
marily to improve the diets of school children and
others. FNS recipients range from State agencies to

public and nonprofit private schools drawing stu-
dents from poverty areas." Racial and ethnic statis-

tics collected on the FNS Food Stamp and Food Dis-
tribution programs revealed high rates of minority

participation."
Forms of discrimination that may occur in FNS pro-

grams relate primarily to enrollment policies and pro-

gram admihistration. For example, a State ageocy
distributing food stamps and applying more stringent
eligibility .criteria to minority than to nonminority
individuals would be openly. violating Title VI.

Compatini the percentage of Negroes In these Stets populations (aging

1970 cumuli dem) tc(*the percentage of Nepoes employed ae Stt and
counry Extension proleisiontle (using November 1974 Statistics) provided

groom muMarement of tha*-% ttttt complianc with the EEO regulation. In
virtue/1y every cue theselisparity, is quite eignificant: Alabama, Hi percent
, i6.1frpercentlAtkaneas, 1111 percent : 44, percent; Florida; 15.3 per.

Cant V. 4.3: percent; Mores.' 2.5.91 percent jt.yr: a rc n t Kentucky, 7.2

Percent v. 1.4 Putout; Lonisicna. OR percetii v. 4p,6 percent' Mat7land,
17.1 percent' x. 64 percent; Mlulselppl, 361 percent v. 14.4 percent;

Missouri, 10.8 percent v.,3.0 percent; North Carolina, 22.2 permit . 14.3

percat g Oklahoma, 11.T perca._: v. 1.7 percent; Smith Carolina. 30.5 percent
, 19.1 prcntrdennessee, 16.1 percent v. 5.5 Percent; Texas, 12.5 percent

. 9.7 pc.'s,' and Virginia. 111.S percent r. 13.1 rerun:.

There is little doubt tbst these disparities are partly attributable to the

pre 1964 dual systems. The disparities have waisted despite an alArntatira

,act(o; requirement In the EEO regulation utnsibly alined at overruling
Ott effects of piet diecriminstion. The statistics do not diferentiate between

Occupational: categories. Such an analyst. likely would show blacks dl..

,proporilonately occupying the lower positions. See testimony of in OW

official at liserblp on AgricuitureEneinmwentai en, Consenter Protects*
Apfroprietions lore 1973 More Subcommittee of tAe Yours Committee on
Appoptitionc. 92d Cong.. 2d eV Eau 3 at 944 (1970. See also 1973
Budget Hearing.. Pert 2 et 335f, *hue ft is noted that minorities make

'up. nationwide. approximately I percent of the more .than 11,000 county

and bee extatisfon aridef less than 2 percent of -the more than 4.200 State

and area specialists' and slightly more than 2 percent of the more than
1,000 edrinistrathe and supervisory personnel'

11.JVIIrmtla Action Plan for Meeting Nondiscriminatory Legal Stand-
ards in Employment 'end the Conduct of All Programs by State Cooperative

Eu1.13.10113 Serviceei" femtd Feb. 21. 1972. The scope and adequacy of this
model plan an examined in ,Sction IV. infra..

tt 3M F. Supp. 136 (M.D. Ala. 1971). The Department of Justice had
intervened on the side of the plaintilis against the State ES. Although ES
officials expressed a willingness to apply the legal requirementa of the

Strain decision to ell States. they first requested that the DPsfltosot of
Justice set forth specifically what legel standards had to be mat. This

request seemingly was motivated less by need for clarification than by a

conscious attempt to shift the "blame" for Imposing the administrative

requirements for ES to DOS. Sea letter from David L. Norman, Militant
Attorney Unmet. Civil Rights Division. Department of Justice. to Frank 1.
Elliott. Assistant lactetary for Administration. Department of Agriculture.

Dec. 2. 1971. proposing guideline* for compliance with Strain standard..
Thee include the Food Donation, Food Stamp. Nonschool Food, School

Breakfast. School Lunch, and School Milk programs.
21 Some programs also provide assistance to such nonprofit child-care

Institutions u nursery schools. childeare centers, settlement houses, and

summer casein.
In 10 States with black population equaling or exceeding 16 percent

of the total 1970 State poptiletion, black participation In food programs wu
at lust double the proportion of blacks in the 1970 Stets populatIlin In

every instance. The pattern was virtually the sant for American Indians In

those States with American Indigo populations of 0.5 percent or more.
Statistics were reported as of October 1971. These data will be examined in
Section III A. It should be noted, however, the' these are Ide rates

which could obscure local problem areas.
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Farmers Home Administration (FHA )
FHA administers both direct-assistance and Title

VI programs. In the category of direct assistance, FHA
provides direct loans, or may guarantee or insure loans
from financial institutions, to rural residents who
otherwise would be unable to obtain credit on rea-
sonable terms) Assistance subject to Title VI comes
in many forms,'° but each grant program is for the
ultimate benefit of farmers or rural residents.

Discrimination may occur in a variety of forms.
Associations of farmers receiving loans for construct-
ing low-rent housing or for acquiring and developing
grazing land may have exclusionary membership
policies;'7 public bodies receiving planning grants
may develop plans which would benefit only majority
group residents; and nonprofit corporations receiving
loans to construct outdoor recreational facilities may
operate segregated facilities.

According to DOA, minimum enforcement activity
will be directed in the future to these FHA programs
subject to Title VI: planning advances for water and
waste disposal; watershed loans and advances; water
and sewer planning grants; irrigation and drainage
loans; and loans for unincorporated associations.
There seems to be some validity to FHA's' perception
of the limited Title VI coverage of these programs."
There is some question, however, whether DOA has
fully understood the civil rights impact of some of the
programs slated for only minimal Title VI enforcement
activities. For example, DOA reports that the water
and sewer planning grants are made for long-range
planning on an areawide rather than limitedarea basis.
Nevertheless, the plan, if implemented, would establish
11...w water and sewer benefits actually would be dis-
tributed. The plan should be carefully reviewed,
therefore to determine whether it is inherently dis-
criminatory.1°

Other Constituent Services and Adminiotrations
1. The Agricultural Research Service 1 ARS) admin-
isters a research program in which grants are pro-
vided to nonprofit institutions of higher education or
nonprofit organization." ARS also disseminates tech-
nical information to anyone _requesting it. Discrimi-
nation mai.occur in the allocation of funds between
predominantly minority and predominantly white col-
leges.
2. The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS) administers "commodity and related
land-use programs designed for voluntary production
adjustment; resource protection; and price, market,
and income stabilization." Loans or grants occasionally
are made to associated groups. 22

More often than trot, ASCS programs involve direct
payments to farmers. DOA reports that even the "price
support programs operating through producer associ-
ations, the crop land adjustment programs and the
price support programs operating through cooperative
marketing associations required only minimal Title
VI enforcement action:7 This is supposedly because
little decisionmaking about program operation is
necessary at the county level. ASCS programs arq,,,-
administered through State, county, and community
committees.24 State members are appointed by the
Secretary of Agriculture; community members are
elected by farmers eligible to participate in ASCS
programs; and county commit4emembers are elected
by the chairmen of community committees. The major
decisionmaking power in ASCS rests with indirectly
elected three-member county committees.

The racial and ethnic composition of the county
committees is of considerable significance, since the
committees "are responsible for the local administra-
tion of ASCS . . . activities requiring direct dealings

" Loans obligated to individauls fall into these categories: farm operat-
ing, farm ownership, soli Ind wafer, rural housing,. economic opportunity,
and emergency

" For example, puhllc bottle. may receive wafer and sewer planning
grant.; political ubdiviion and ..or istions of farmers may receive lon
or grant for lowrent housing for domestic farm laborers; and public agen-
cies and nonprofit corportion In designated Resourc Con aaaaa thin and

Development Areas may receive loan for construction or improvement of
recreational facilities.

" In September 1971, the Department of Justice Waited an opinion emend.
ing application of Title VI to Bpprosimtely 1,890 recreation aosochstIon bor
rowers which had received lona between January 1965 and May 1968. Loans
subsequent to May 1960 previnuly had been determined to be subject to
Title VI. In transmuting this opinion to FHA Slate and county pertionn,
the FDA Adminlstrtor stated that rerrerion asaoclation borrowers should
remove n, retrictive membership clauses from their hylw. The FHA
transmittal added that DOA'. Office of the General Counal had derided
that Title VI applied to farm ownership and onerating loan. for nonfarm
nrerprirt, including those for purpose. other than recreation. Direct loan
of this trite ordinarilw would not be subject to Title VI, but they have
been covered lb this !nhmen because of the benefits that Inur to other..
See FHA Bulletin No. 4160 1100), Dec. 20, 1971, and letter from F. M.
Shulman, DOA General Counsel, to D. I.. Norman, Assistant Attorney Cn-
erI. Civil Right Division, D01. Feb. 17, 1972.

I. For esmple, loans and dvance for watershed procti are mad.,
Writs. to municit1 corportion alter the requisite planning has been don
In. the Soil Con..... Sarah, and each project his been approved by t
Con Thu, FII rcponibilitie appear limited Nontrthelesa,
some review should be made to naur that every resident or property owner
within the protection area actually receiver the benefit.

The plan must be limited to a rural area and may not include towns
with populations exceeding 5,500. A civil rights review should be performed
to determine whellier eligible localities re ...lulled or would recelv
pariale service. coinciding with racial concentrtions. Failure to confider
the plan from !Ha ,,perspectiv ignore. the fact that potential Bervice become
octual benefit. wken the plan I. implemented.

" The Agricultural Marketing Service ( AMS/ I. hated a3 having reponl
hilitv for the Federal Stt Marketing Improvement Program. Although that
program h Title VI implicat ions, It is not considered in this report.

After puhllc announcement, h result. Ire available to the public
on reguit There is some question about how the potential beneficirie
are ppried of the availability of the information. Such notification con
c,1,Bbly should be function of the Eten'sion Service.

" For emismple, associated group. may receive ernts through the Rural
Fnvironmentril AoIstnre program IllF.AP) to enrol them to put polio
lion aharement or conservtion practices Into effect.
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with farmers." 25 In 1970, community committee
chairmen" elected 1,671 county committeemen. Of
this number, two, or less than 1 percent, were black;

eight, or less than 1 percent, American Indian; 41 or
about 2 percent Spanish surnamed; and none was
Asian American. There were 9,183 county committee
members serving in 1970. Ninety-four, or about 1

percent, were minority individuals."
3. Consumer and Marketing Service(CMS) 2° pro-

grams have few Title VI implications. Meat and
poultry are inspected at plants processing these products
for interstate commerce. Recipients of these services
are subject to Title VI, but there is little chance for
discrimination.2° CMS also gives Lancial assistance
to States wishing to improve their intrastate meat
and poultry inspections. A State might discriminate
by applying more stringent standards to minority
processors than majority processors.
4. The Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS)

typically makes grants for agriculture research to

State Agricultural Experiment Stations, Forestry
schools, and land-grant colleges. The opportunity to
discriminate lies mainly in allocation of grants between
predominantly black and predominantly white colleges.

The Farmer Cooperative Service (PCS) provides

technical assistance and research and development
services to farmer cooperative associations. An as-
sociation's refusal to accept a member on the basis of

race or national origin would be an example of a
Title VI violation.
6. The Forest Service (FS) administers a variety of
direct assistance and Title VI programs. In terms of

Title VI, FS gitnerally provides assistance through
State forestry agencies and soil and water conservation
diatriets for protecting, managing, and developing
State, local, and private forest lands. Grants relate to
such matters as forest fire prevention, timber growing

and harvesting, rural development, and watershed pro-
.

tection. Using the assistance to States to promote de-

velopments which would exclude minorities is an

example of the discrimination possible in this

program. 30

7. The Rural Electrification Administration (REA)
administers direct loans to rural electric cooperatives
or similar associations and to telephone companies
and telephone cooperatives. If residents of areas served

by REA recipients are excluded on the basis of race

or national origin, Title VI has been violated.
8. The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) directs a
program through which technical assistance relating
to soil and water conservation is provided, principally
to more than 3,000 locally organized and operated
conservation districts. Individuals and groups usually
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become cooperators with those districts to which ap-
plication for assistance is directed. Discrimination
might occur in the form of denying membership to a
farmer because of race or ethnicity. Statistics collected
in 16 States 'where blacks constitute an "important
proportion" al of potential cooperators revealed that
in 1971 less than 5 percent of the cooperators were
black. While the number of white cooperators repre-
sented 55 percent of whites eligible to participate, the
number of black cooperators represented only 34 per-
cent of the blacks eligible.82

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISM

A. Compliance Report System

DOA recognizes the importance of a comprehensive
system for collecting racial and ethnic data to assure
equal access to the benefits of DOA programs. The

Secretary has directed each constituent administra-
tion or service to enumerate eligible participants; to

establish a system for collecting and reporting racial

data on participation; to review programs periodically

to ascertain the extent of minority group participation,

as measured against equal opportunity objectives and
measurable targets; and to report annually on pro-
gress in meeting identified objectives."

in Tills VI does cover price support progrm In which the recipient Is

required to furnish specified benefits to prothicer, But DOA reported that

"most of the enter. used to determine program participation are outside.

th power. of the CED I county executive director) and county committee

2. 1971 Mc. of F.quel Opportunity Annual Report, at 15.

" C S Government Organisation Manuel, 1970/1971. at 272.

sa In 25 States where ASCS progiinn operate. 10,364 community con,

nutteemen were elected In 1970 01 this number. 318. or about 2 percent.

wer minority group Members were more than 71.000 community

committee members serving in 1970, of whom 566. or less than 1 percent,

were minorties
'' The pattern among ARCS county emPloYcee to 1970 was only slightly

bean. 01 the 2.029 AS( S county employees. 400 or 10.11 percent were

minority individuals While 20 percent of the white. wer In the upper grad
Imettle. len than 1 percent of the minorities were.

XX CMS Ix not listed separately by DOA as having Title VI reaponibilltles,
2° Inapt, Mon in required. A plant conceivably could dierrimlnal by

refusing to sell, Its prod tic is to minoritin
50 The number of prohnte, communities, and group. receiving rural davel

tipmcnt ant.t.nrn ha. been placed at 6.200 II the assistance went Ant to

State Wive, which only "Milled predominantly white communitin and

neglerted minority romtnunities, this would violate Title VI
2, The term "Important proportion" Is not defined
" Another sample analysed cooperator membership in seven States whore

Spanish surnamed persons constituted an "important proportion of the

potential cooperaion It showed that only lightly mars then 2 Permit of
the actual coopnatere are Spaniel; surnamed Individtml Unlike the other
example, however, the actual number of Spanish surnamed cooperators rep
resented 56 percent of the potential Spanish surnamed benefirlarisa. while
the white cooperator. represented 52 percent. See 1971 0E0 Annual Report,

supra not 24 at 71 II

22 Secretary's Memorandum No 1662. Supplement I. July 27, 1970. This

Supplement further Indicated that measure. of inget population may be

derived from standard tritiatical data collertni should be band on

reiewhle records and identify participants in els categories while,

American Indian. Spanish surnamed, Asnn American, and other; end the

.,stem should be designed to ohtain rectal data for all count'. In which
the program operates. See also Serreiny'e Memorandum No. 1662. Sept.

21, 190



The program Evaluation Division of DOA's Office
of Equal Opportunity assisted the constituent agencies
in developing the reporting systems. Agencies were
directed to perform annual evaluations so as to
force them to look at their own programs." (One
agency, FHA, had been collecting data for several
years but had done nothing to measure the civil rights
impact of its programs.) Agencies submit the basic
eligibility and participation data and their evaluations
to the Program Evaluation staff. The Program Evalua-
tion Division reviews the data and the analyses, calling
discrepancies to the agencies' attention.33

Extension Service (ES)

ES previously resisted collecting racial and ethnic
data. It was some time, consequently, before the
State Extpsion Management Information System
(SEMIS) was established." ES since has been re-
porting raw data on employment and beneficiaries
in major areas (home economics, 4H youth develop-
ment, and community development), but ES officials
have not evaluated the data."

ES uses racial data as "a criterion to assess the
extent to which programs are in balance in relation
to the racial-ethnic composition of potential and
present clientele."" Analysis of the data reportedly
has resulted in numerous program changes." It is
expected that the national evaluation, when completed,
will assess the general ability of ES programs to
reach, serve, and meet the needs of various racial and
ethnic groups; will measure the quality and quantity
of services provided; and will identify program adjust-
ments or new programs needed to reach minorities
not participating."

The kind of data collected through SEMIS can be
seen in DOA's 1971 0E0 Annual Report. In one
part of the report, the number and percent of- con-
tracts" by ES staff are given for ES-sponsored
educational programs. Eligibility data, howev&, are
not given, although they presumably are tillable and
will be used by ES in its evaluation."

Food and Nutrition Service (FNS)

FNS administers programs in three basic areas:
child nutrition, food distribution, and food stampy
For the Child Nutrition programs, FNS has requeded
DOA's Statistical Reporting Service to perfo a
statistical survey, using a sampling technique vhich
includes collection of racial and ethnic data from the
National School Lunch program. This is the first time
this has been done, and the project is reportedly
nearing completion.
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FNS' has had a semiannual reporting requirement /

for both the Commodity Distribution and Food Stamp /
programs. Data reported in February 1971 were in-,,
accurate. In October 1971, 80 percent of the States
reported, but they did not supply eligibility data.,
FNS had to wait until the February 1972 reports were
submitted to have a basis for comparison.

111 the future, FNS will institute a quality control
system modeled after that of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW). FNS hasIren in-
formed that 60 percent of its participants are recipients
of public assistance. Until now HEW has been moni-
toring the participation of public assistance recipients
in DOA food programs and has provided DOA with
participation data based on a sampling of partici-
pants, Far the 40 peicent of DOA food program pal.-
ticipants who are not public assistance recipients,
DOA has adopted a sampling system almost identical
to HEW's. This approach is in operation in 36 States
and will be used in all States within the next year.

DOA's quality control system has several weak-
nesses. First, it is essential that sampling be scien-
tific." But not even a scientific sample will ensure
identification of problems at the county level. This is
so partly because the data will be aggregated on a
statewide basis. Thus, poor minority participation in
some counties may be obscured by data from counties
with bnormally high participation." Also, the in-
forluon provided by HEW on 60 percent of the
DOA participants is limited because HEW's racial

Reports on both direct assistance and Title VI swap.. wets mlulci
los sill agencies in 1971 and for nitre in f972

30 The Chief of the Program Eriltmlion Division report the finding. to
the Director of DOA Office of Equal 'Opportunity (OEM and sand. copy
to the agncies for comment. The 0E0 Director Ames the report. to the
5...wins it his/her discretion

3. Prior to eslablihmen1 of SEMIS. FS collected information on an
teal Aor beets. According to DOA officil, these illa became dated quickly
Yet offfcila hould hav been able in make more effective use of th date
for esemple, -to ..certain the, tent of secrgaitIon in 4 II club..

3 Such an evaluation La reportedly cow being premed

Attachment to DOA memorandum from f. 1. Kirby. FS Administrator,
to IttrornA Shur., Director of the OffIcte of Equal Opportunity. July 20, 1972

as 14 'ttfr Aampie, new gricultural programs aimed at low income and
low rellotaccAarmtort ht.,. been Orviopted . home economics publication.
have beetVittrinied in Spanish, and us. of program aides hii bean spandied
In tyroc. ES 'educational opportunities to more low Income and minority

716

Id
" A canted Is defined as '' lase to face contact between the Eatenslon

SInS mernjtjer agelci member of an audience in 's$rrying out an Eetension
Educletied Program In the 0E0 Annual Report. dtation of contact. Is
removed in some ease. and la not In others

3° The 0E0 Annual -,Report .hots, for ezeimple, ihtit in IA Southern
Sate, 12 percent of contacts in Fiscal Year 1971 were with black. A
breakout/ is provided 4,7 State, esrept lot A labrn. and kkealluippl, where
date rw not wooed itirnugh SEMIS ....""

33 This 4.0 mho the last lime data will be collected In this fashion. Par
Uri don 1,1. In the National School lunch prngrom will be collected In

each
four, by meanie of compliance reviews of one third of the school. In

ach State It is unrertain what surveys will be mde of the other Child
Notrif4,71.1 programa, Shah as the School Breakfaet program
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breakdown covers only four categories: white, non-
white, other, and unknown.4°

FNS programs splendidly illustrate the need for
eligibility data.. For example, in the 10 States with
black populations of 16 or more percent of the 1970
total, the percentageft-of blacks participating in the
Food Stamp and Food Distribution programs far
exceetled the percentage of blacks in the State pop-

* ulation. But unless participation data are compared
torotential beneficiaries, the statistics are somewhat
meaningless 41

Farmer Ho e Administration (FHA)
In the judgment o DOA's. Program Evaluation gtaff,

FHA makes the be t use of eligibility data of any
agency in the Dep rttnent. FHA has been collecting
racial and etc data on its six individual loan
programs for more than five years. rt collects similar
information on loans made to associations.

This year each FHA division 'evaluated its own
loan program, and the Program Evaluation staff was
generally .satisfied.48 It appiracs, however, that the
data, although collected by each of the 1,700 FHA

county offices, are aggregated on a statewide basis.4°

Other Agencies
For DOA's other constituent services and adminis-

trations the quality 'IA racial and ethnic data collected
for both direct assistance 'and- Title VI programs
varies considerably.

43. Goals and Timetables
Of DOA's recent efforts to upgrade its enforcement'

mechanism, the most significant relates to goal's and

timetables. Int May 1972, the Secretary directed all
agencies to establish, beginning in Fiscal Year
a system for targeting delivery of program benefits to
prOspective minority participants.50 The directive re.:

, quires each azency to define parity participation; to
set annual goals to improve minority participation; to

,collect participation data; and to monitor progress.
In June 1972, the Director of DOA's Office of Equal

Opportunity issued instructions for implementing the

Secretary's directive." This provides DOA's constit-

uent agencies with a general format for setting par-
ticipation targets, but it is th't agencies' responsibility

to set the targets. Representatives of the OEO and

the agencies met June 15 to discuss procedural details.

July 15, 1972, 14as set as the deadline for agencies to
identify programs susceptible to targetiltg.52

Defining parity /participation is complicated. As
"the general guidelines note, "The nature of each
program will dictate how targe ;s can be set. "53

Furthermore, DOA officials view parity participation

as a long-range goal. They assert that they canrArk
expect all agencies to achieve this level in a short

time."
It is hoped that agency performance in meeting

targets will be reviewed ultimately in the budget
process. That is to say, an agency's success in meeting
targets will affect the funding that will be' requested

for the agency in the following fiscal year. "-
DOA is to be commended, but it is too early to

judge whether the new system bwill prove effective.

Much will depend on the monitoring performed by
the Office of Equal Opportunity, which will have the
responsibility of assessing the reasonableness of the
definitions of parity participation and the participation

targets.55

C. Preapproval Reviews,

Only two of DOA's constituent agenciesFHA and
REAconducted preapproval reviews of Title VI
recipients during Fiscal Year 1972. FHA conducted

242 such reviews and REA, 7,3208° Only one pro-
spective recipient was barred, that by FHA.

'4 The alternative of head count as a means of collecting racial and

ethnic data is not feasible because the applicant. are not actually seen

under the new FNS selfcertifieation program.
" Furthermore, it is,not clear that all counties will be sampled. Conse-

quently, even if the data reflect low minority participation statewide, it will

be impoasible to pinpoint the deficient counties without substantial followup.

1° DOA, on the other hand, uses six categories: white, Negro, Spanish

surnamed, Asian American, American Indian, and other.
" See DOA's 1971 OEO Annual Report, supra note 24, at, 59ff. Eligibility

data apparently were not available at the time of this publication.

" In a May 1972 draft'report prepared in the Program Evaluation Divi

sion, FHA's directassistance Rural Housing Loan program was evaluated.

The report noted that the absence of FHA eligibility data, based on qualifi

cation and need, is certain to lead to inaccurate conclusions.

4° As his been repeatedly pointed out, this may obscure, in county

office, discriminatory prailices which would only be disclosed in a compliance

review.
Secretary's Membiandum No. 1662, Supplement ;:\ May 18, 1972.

" Memorandum from Jerome Shuman, Director, 0E0, to all DOA agency

heads, June 5, 1972.
.2 Aug. 15, 1972, was set atrie date when participation goal. for Fiscal Year

1973 were due, but the deadline was flexible.
5 Several examples are provided. For progrtIma with several years of data on

participation by minorities, targets might be a percentage increase over past per
formance, of a percentage of the gap between participants and eligibles. For pro-

grams not readily quantifiable, targets might be specification of improved qui
ity of services. For programs with no data available, the initial targets might

br development of a suitable reporting system. Shuman memorandum, supra

note 51.
Agencies have been requested to list only those programs in which they can

quantify targets. For example. ASCS will not be expected to identify what per

eentage of its directassistanee subsidy programs will be going to minorities.
These programs do not lend themselves to measurable targeting because the level

of subsidies is dependent on market conditions. The target in this instance likely
will be that minority farmers participate at a rate similar to that of white
farmers.

as Agencies have not keen asked to delineate compensatory measures that may
have to be instituted to achieve parity, but the Program Evaluation Division will
be scrutinizing the methodology for setting targets (i.e., means of delivery).

65 Extension Service already has set goals and timetables for minority parti
cipatron in ally ES programs as part of the affirmative action plans of all Stets
Intension Services. (See iliac...ions supra and infra.)

FHA and REA had respectively, 8,246,and 1,738 recipients, subject to Title
VI in I...4gal Year 1972. It is unclear how many of those recipients were newly
funded in Fiscal Year 1972. The percentage subject to Preapproval reviews is,
therefore, unknown.,
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D. Postaward Reviews and Monitoring of
Field Activities

Most onsite, postaward compliance reviews are con-
ducted by agency program staff and cooperating State
personnel. A considerable amount of monitoring is
performed, however, by other DOA units, such as
the Office of Equal Opportunity and Office of the
Inspector General. Because of the link between these
activities, they will be discussed together in this
section.

Extension Service (ES )
ES has 52 Title VI recipients. There are many

more subrecipientsnamely, the State and county
extension offices. In Fiscal Year 1972, 2,495 Title
VI reviews of subrecipients were performed. For the
most part, the reviews were performed by the recipient
State Extension Services. As usual, none of the sub-
grantees was found in noncompliance.

In a prior Commission report, it was noted that
compliance'reviews performed_hy_State Extension per-
sonnel were not reviewed by -Federal personnel,
raising numerous questions about the quality of the
reviews. This situation continues." Staff in the Com-
pliance and Enforcement (C&E) Division of DOA's
OEO have no way of knowing whether the State ES
personnel are performing the required reviewsmuch
less whether the reviews are of sufficient scope. Al-,
though the C&E Division has authority to request
copies of these reviews, this has not been done in the
past because of severe staffing limitations. Thus
far, the only opportunity for departmental civil
rights personnel to assess the adequacy of reviews
performed by State Erpersonnel has been in the in-
frequent county reviews, t scussed infra.

This Commission4 has riticized ES repeatedly for
RS failure to take action against State recipients
clearly in noncompliance. The Jais>tory of this failure
is long and involved. in September 1970, DOA's
Direct° of Science an gducation, who oversees ES,
issued a policy statement. Each State ES for which
an assurance o compliance, had not been accepted
more than years after enactment of Title VI was
instructs to conduct a statewide compliance review
of all operating units before its assurance would be
ac ted by DOA. It was decided that the DOA ES
Administrator would review each of these States."

..- As for the reviews that have to be performed by
departmental ES staff members, reviews were con-
ducted between December 1971 and March 1972 in
62 counties in eight States for which assurances hal
not been accepted.5° As of July 1972, the review
report has not been issued." Since a determina-

tion of whether the Stat s are in compliance will be
based on the rev ws b State personnel and the
Federal ES staff, i s ins s at there be no
further delays.

In addition to these reviews, the Department civil
rights staff conducted two countywide reviews in
Greene County, Alabama, in May 1971, and in Willacy
County, Texas, in February 1972.61 Review teams
were composed of three or four specialists from the
C&E Division and an equal number of program staff
from the agencies administering programs in the
county.°2 Despite the apparent success of these re-
views they have been discontinued because of lack
of staff."

While the concept of countywide reviews had con-
siderable merit, they were not as effective as they could
have been." If DOA decides to reinstitute this
mechanism, it should develop a methodology to enable
it to be more selective in choosing counties.

ood and Nutrition Service (FNS )sis

Of the more than 180,000 FNS recipients subject
to Title VI, approximately, 6,100 were reviewed in
Fiscal Year 1972. The jitincipal review forms used are
FNS-86 for institutions and nonprofititIVVe'VhiSol

57 Reports on county, area, district anclor State ES offices reviewed by State
ES personnek are summarized by each slate ES in a report submitted to
DOA's ES. This does not alter the fact that individual compliance review
reports are not reviewed by Federal personnel.

54 Eleven States were involvedAlabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, toe!.
Jana, Maryland. Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and VIT
ginic

55 DOA Fiscal Year 1973 Budget Hearing, supra note 9 at Part 2, pp. 342-43.
Three of the 11 StatesAlabam,*Mississippi, and North Carolina were not Te
viewed because of litgation, in accordance with Justice Department Instruc-
tions. ES reports that Tidy VI also gets attention In program unit and corn.
prehensive reviews. The former focuses on specific program area, and the
latter is a cooperative evaluative technique that assesses the State's overall
extension programming operation.

55 In both June and July, the C&E Division requested information on when
the reports would be available. As of July 26, 1972, there had been nd re
sponse from ES.

of local deficiencies and01 The objective was to make the.spot corrections
recommend solutions to problems hat may exist throughout the State or Nation.
The reviews evaluated all DOA progranis in the county but are described in this
section because of the relative importance on the State ES system-as a means of
access to other programs.

"This included staff from ASCS, FHA, FNS, and .SCS. 1971 OEO Annual
u Report; supra note at 4.

" The average length of these reviews was about 60 mandays. A team con.
misting of a C&E staff person and three Department of Justice attorneys performed

similar review in four counties In Loiaisigna,This waa_ttot compliance review
per se. but report was prepared by the C81Eetaff member, Informally endorsed
by the Dill attorneys, and submitted to the ES Administrator In August 1971.
Although the report was supposedly sent to the State. as of July 1972 the C&E
staff person had not heard what action the slate had taken.

44 Some DOA staff expressed reservations regarding the significance of these
reviews and, correlatively, whether the substantial investment of manpower
was justified without more work being done on framing the basic questions
which the reviews sought to answer. ',,.._

" It ih0011 be mentioned that FNS requires semiannual civil rights status
report (FNg77) from all FNS regional offices, state educational agencies, and
State distributing agencies. The report is simply recordkeeping device for
indicating the number of reviews conducted, complaints received, and en.
forcement actions taken. See FNS Instruction 113.4, May 9, 1972,,
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and FNS 87 for public schools. Both forms are rela-
tively gfuperficial." Both require the reviewer to pro-
vide enrollment and participatory statistics, but only

estimates are necessary.' Documentation is not re-

quired.
One set of instructions for conducting reviews

stipulates that the State agency responsible for pro-
viding ,rash assistance is usually responsible for re-
viewing Child Nutrition 'programs and the Food Dis-
tribution provam." There is also provis. n for n-Jore
comprehensive special' reviews if the ate- agency
or"VNS regional' office believes there are I kely to be'

compliandi problems."
It would appear that the FNS pas award reviews

could be strengthened, both in number nd quality.

Farmers Home Administration (FHA)

In Fiscal Year 1972, a compliance review of ev
Title VI recipient was performeda total of 8,246
onsite postaward reviews. The type of review deter-

mines who* conducts it." Although the revieiv guide-

lines are deficient in some respects, they are relatively

complete. FHA officials, however,--belipLe,,they have

so strengthened the compliance review' mechanism
during the last year that the frequency of reviews can

be reduced from once a year to once every three years,

except in problem cases." This reasoning is hardly
compelling.

Other DOA Agencies

The number and quality of Title VI compliance
reviews for the remaining constituent agepcies vary
considerably, For example, in Fiscal Year 1972 ASCS

reviewed 3,691 of its 4.500 Title VI recipients. The

Forest Service, on the other hand, reviewed only

2,245 of its more than 13,000 recipients.'"
,

For the most part, the reviews performed for these

agency programs are quite superficial. The REA re-
view form is simply a checklist requir,ing only a "Yes"

or "No" answer, with space for comments if necessary.
The Forest Service form asks whether minority par-
ticipation has increased,since the last compliance re-
view and whether the recipient has explained Title VI

requirements to the employees. Both require a "Yes"
or "No" response and an explanation for all "No"

answers."
Common to most of these reviews is the absence of

any requirement for documentation. Some reviews take
place only as a part of routine contract administrat
tion.73 Given the limited Title VI implications o0
these programs, the scope of these reviews may be
sufficient. Notwithstanding this, there sews to he little

reason why the proportion of recipients reviewed
could not be increased in many of the programs.'"

E. Complaint Investigations

All formal complaint investigations " are con-

ducted by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG),

which also is responsible for routine audits.70

Typically, Title VI complaints are received in the

departmental Office of Equal Opportunity (0E0).
That Office then sends the complaint to the agency

involved,77 which in turn transmits it to OIG. "01G

evaluates the complaint to determine whether it

should be docketed for investigation or returned to

" ENS-86 goes into more detail in trrni of admissions pnlirirs, housing, etc.

ENS Ipstructinn 113.3, Nov. 2, 1971. More specifically, State agency re.

viewers perform compliant, revisws of the Child Nutrition program recipl
cnts. Reports areoubmittet1 to the FNS regional offices and are sent monthly

by thr regional offices to headquarters. Regional and State reviewers do the on.

site monitoring of Food Distribution recipients. In the Food Stamp program
compliance revio.ws are performed by staff in the regional offices.

" Specific guidelines tailored to the particular school. are developed for these

special reviews. FNS and State agency personnel also perform compliance reviews

in summer ramps participating in the Commodity Distribution and Special Milk

program.. See CFP /CD/ Instruction 717-1, June 19,1 968. According to this In)

struetion, at least 20 percent of the camps should be reviewed., Compliance review

guidelines for summer camps are appreciably more comprehensive than those for

public and private schools.
00 The FHA county supervisor is the reviewing officer when direct assistance is

involved. In the case of Title VI recipients -such as assoeiations, organization.,

or unincorporated cooperativethe district supervisor or Slats director may

designate a program loan officer for specific ces.
7° Mentorandurn front 1. V._Sinith, FHA Adminintratnr, to Jerome Shuman.

Director, Departmental 01.0, July 17, 1972.
't SCS reviewed none of its 1,200 recipients; AMS, 10 of 45; CSRS, 35 of

130; and FCS, 32 of 13. The number of reviews conducted of REA recipients

was inexplicably listed as "not applicahle." Vet several REA reviews were

submitted as part of the DOA response. (See also REA Form 268, Rev. 7.70

and *Staff Instruction 2019:.32019, Sept. 9, 1971.1 REA did report that on

Dec. I, I97E a national olfir'e task force. consiting of nine program staff
tneni;ers, was established to conduct civil rights progress reviews dealing with

Title VI and equal employment. As of July 1972, 18 such reviews had been

I" No explanation is required for it "Yen- response. An explanation would be

useful, since it possibly would better show. in quanlitalive and qualitative

terms, how well the reciprnt is complying with civil tight. mandates.

" This in the rase lot some ASCS programs See Form .ASCS540 and accom

panting review procedures.
-,' DOA 's OF° performed a special compliance review of Forest Service pro

grams in New Mexico to evaluate program delivery to rural Spanish surnamed

residents. OFO staff also made some (mute reviews of Ill Aassisted electric

and telephone cooperatives.
'7) Each agency heal had been directed to develop a public notification plan

designed to apprise' the public. and especially minorities. of the availability

of program benefits 'On n nondiscriminatory born. Enrh field office is re

quired to display 01 poster providing information on filing a complaffit..

'° OIC 9o11.14..Vrol civil rights auditS of State Cooperative Extension Services,

for example, in 19"61'..48,6.2, and 1969. Audit. of Title VI Programs are performed

in three ways: "III as par online (cyclic) amnia of agenciee management

and fiscal integrity in the admires n of their programs; (21 as part of a

special review Iprogram audit) of the -fit ionwide Operation of one or more

individual programs administered by ..gp' agency; or, 131 as a special

midi; of the civil rights aspects of onsl'or more agency programs in various

locat.6.Ms, throughout the country.- Attachment No. 9 to July 5, 1972, letter
from Each I., Bute, Secretary of Ag&illture, to Rev. Theodore ht. Heburgh,

Chairman. U.S. ComMissinn an CirliJlights
" If thr complaint is received,directly by the program agency, depart.

mental instruction make it clear fiat any complaint inVolving a minority indf

vidual. or received from a min4ity group organisation, should automatically

he treated as a discrimination Oimplaint and forwarded to Olfi, There is little

control over situations not red by 'these instructionsfor example, when an

agency perceives a complaint

co
Ith subtle civil right. implications as being simply

a program matter.. These m be disclosed, however, In OIG program audits.
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the agency for preliminary inquiries. In the latter
instance, the agency is requested to establish some

v.4 basic facts upon which OIG may base a full investi-
gation.

OIG simply performs a factfinding task. It is OEO
which ultimately advises the agency regarding what
should be done to correct discrimination. If the agency
and OEO disagree about the proper remedy, the
disagreement proceeds to the next highest level and all
the way to the Secretary, if necessary.

Twenty Title VI complaints were received in Fiscal
Year 1972. Two 'related to ES programs, two to FHA
programs, and 16 to FNS programs.

o
One of the ES complaints, which allpged discrimina-

tory services and employment practices, is being liti-
gated. The other ES complaint, received in April 1972,
alleged segregated restrooms in a county office. It is
under OIG investigation.

The two FHA complaints involve allegations that
FHA-assisted recreation associations denied use of
the facilities to minorities. One of the complaints,
received in September of 1971, has been investigated,
and a report was prepared in July 1972. The report
presents compelling evidence of discrimination, al-
though the investigator refrained from specifically
drawing such conclusions." Whether the complainant's
allegations have indeed been substantiated is, of course,
important, and that determination ultimately will be
made by OEO and FHA. It is noteworthy that, not-
withstanding the thoroughness of the investigation,
no disposition had been made of the complaint almost
a year after it was filed.7°

There may be some delay from the time a complaint
is received to preparation of the investigation report.
The real delay, however, seems to occur from the time
the investigation report is prepared to when the case
is closed.

DOA fidhished this Commission reports on six
investigations performed during Fiscal Year 1972. All
but one of these complaints were listed as "pending."
This is understandable in two cases, since the reports
had not been prepared until 'June or July 1972. In
three instances, however, the investigations had been
reported in July, August, and November of 1971, but
fp final disposition had been made,!'as of July 1972.
These delays are not explained, although it is possible
that the Office of Equal Opportunity and the agencies
involved cannot agree on what action is appropriate.
Whatever the reasons, some method of expediting the
resolution of complaints is needed.

IV. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

Almost 23,000 onsite postaward compliance reviews

were conducted by DOA in Fiscal Year 1972 on its
more than 213,000 Title VI recipients, and not one
recipient was found to be in noncompliance. Of the
974 preapproval reviews performed by FHA. and REA,
only one applicant was barred."

DOA actions against recipients have been limited
for the most part to civil litigation. The most note-
worthy suit involving a DOA recipient has been the
Strain v. Philpott case, decided in September 1971."
The court found that the Alabama Extension Service's
employment practices and program performances
were permeated with discrimination. The court per-
scribed specific procedures for preventing future dis-
crimination and for correcting the effects of past
discrimination.

The Department of Justice intervened on the side
of the plaintiffs against the Extension Service. Mem-
bers of the Compliance, and Enforcement Staff assisted
the Department of Justice in preparing the case.
Similar litigation is pending -TiAainst the Mississippi
and North Carolina Cooperative Extension Services."

At the request of the DOA Extension Service, the
Department of Justice developed guidelines to assure
compliance with the Strain. decision. ES personnel
used these guidelines and, with the assistance of OEO
staff, developed an "Affirmative Action Plan for
meeting Nondiscriminatory Legal Standards Em-
ployment and the Conduct of all Programs by State Co-
operative Extension Services." 83 Each State, except
those in which litigation was pending, was required
to develop an affirmative action plan consistent with
the Strain standards.

At first, State plans were required by July 1, 1972,
with full implementation to occur by December 31,
1972. The deadlines now have been moved back to
September 1, 1972, and February 28, 1973, respective-
ly." This gives the State Extension Services 10 months
to develop a plan and a full year to implement the
plan.

Each State Extension Service is required to submit
*a compliance report by March 28, 1973. Failure of the

7 In the case of another complaint investigation, however, th investigator
made a specific finding which refuted one of the complainant's allegations.

P9 It Is conceivable that the complaint referred to in DOA's summary response
as being received in September of 1971 and the copy of the July 1972 Invest!
cation report forwarded by OW involve two separate incident*. This does not sp
pear, however, to be the case.

° Attachment to July 21, 1972, letter from Frank B. Elliott, Assistant Sec-
retary for Administration, DOA, to Caspar W. Weinberger, Director, Office
of Management and Budget.

' 331 F. Supp. 836 (M.D. Ala. 1971).
2 Wade v. M ppi Cooperative Extension Service, Civil Action No. EC

7029K (N.D., Mir), filed April 1970; Bazemore v. North Carolina Cooperative
Extension Service, Civil Action No. 2879 (E.D.N.C.), filed November 1971.

" Issued Feb. 28, 1472.
4 The Office of Equal Opportunity oblected to setting back the deadlines

but was overruled.
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State Extension Services to meet the deadlines osten-

sibly will result in Title VI enforcement proceedings.

Given past events, however, this likelihood is remote.

As the plans are received, they are reviewed by both

OEO and ES personnel. Comments on unacceptable

provisions are sent back to the States." Beginning

in April 1973, the Office of the Inspector General will

make a series of civil rights audits in selected States

to ascertain the level of compliance. No excuse will
remain for delays by DOA in terminating assistance

to recipients if discrimination is found in either

their employment or services.

V. MINORITY REPRESENTATION ON
DECISONMAKING BODIES

As noted earlier, minority group persons are under-

represented on many of the decision.making bodies

that develop and implement agriculture programs.
This situation exists with respect to such bodies as
ASCS committees (discussed .supra), boards of REA-
supported cooperatives, and Rural Development Com-

mittees.
Rural Development Committees illustrate the point.

These committees have been established at the national,

State, and county levels." The national and State
committees consist of representatives from the Forest
Service, Soil Conservation Service, Farmers Home
Administration, Rural Electrification Administration,

State Cooperative Extension Service, and the Economic

Research Service." These committees deVelop general

policies, programs, and priorities pertaining to rural

development. Details of the development process,
however, are the responsibility of county (or other
local) committees." Therefore, as noted in a recent
DOA study, "the membership on county committees

is a better reflection of community -involvement than

is representation on State or district commitees""

The DOA study examined, in part, county commit-

tee membership in 16 Southern States where blacks
are the predominant minority.°° The study compar-
ed rural census data for each State with the racial
composition of all county committeesrecognizing
that State aggregates might obscure:, local population

concentrations.
Nonetheless, the statistics are most disturbing. In

Alabama, for example, blacks constitute more than 23

percent of the rural population but only 10 percent
of the county committees' membership. In Arkansas,
where the rural population is about 16 percent black,

the membership of blacks on county committees is less

than 2 percent. The situation in Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, and South Carolina is equally, if not more,
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4
disconcerting. County committees in the other States

reflect a more favorable balance.
Given the role these committees play in allocating

DOA resources, the memberships should be more
representative. The committees are recipients of DOA

assistance, so the applicability of Title VI should be

carefully considered."

VI. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

In November 1971 the Office of Equal Opportunity

(OEO) was established at the departmental staff

level with the Director reporting directly to the Secre-
tary.°2 During Fiscal Year 1972, both the Title VI
and direct-assistance programs were handled by tw

small staff units within OEO. The Program Ev son

Division, consisting of two professionals, is re-

sponsible for coordinating and evaluating the civil
rights reporting systems in each of the Department's
constituent agencies. The Compliance and Evaluation
(C&E) Division, consisting of 17 professionals, is
responsible for monitoring the constituent agencies'

civil rights performance.
OED's staff has been insufficient to assure an ade-

ate level of performance." An integral part of

the C&E Division's monitoring has been onsite reviews,

but these have had to be curtailed because of severe

staffing limitations. An anticipated increase of 20
professionals in Fiscal Year 1973 is expected to sub-

stantially upgrade the OED's oversight capabilities.

Six of the 11 constituent agencies have full-time

civil rights staffs. In five of these agencies, one or more

persons devote more than half-time to Title VI en-
forcement. The Food and Nutrition Service leads with

a total of six. The Extension Service has three;
Farmers Home Administration, two; and the Agri-
cultural Stabilization and Conservation Service and

the Forest Service each have one.

"a Some plane already have been submitted and reviewed.
Secretary's Memorandum No. 1667 (Rural Development Program), Nov. 7,

1969.
"T Rural Development, A Report to the Congress. Sept. 1, 1971 at 5.

There were 2,090 county committees in SO Sttes In Fiscal Veer 1971, plus

lea area or district committee. in 2S State".
41. Composition of Rural Development Committees, DOA study (undated).

96 Alabama. Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mary

land, Miselesilrpl, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Caroline Tennessee Texas.

Virginia, and West Virginia.
at Responding to Commiseion question concrning DOA'. position to eppli

cability of Title VI to planning or advisory bodies which recaiv Federal

financial *moistened,. DOA mentioned only unspecified national idyl ory corn

mine... The Assistant Secretary for Adminletration, in correspon enc. to

agency pereonnel, noted that the Office of Budget nd Finance made survey

and found minorities and women underrepresenmd on advisory committeme

He instructed all agencies ''to tenure adequate representation . . . on all

advisory committee.. Memorandum from F. B. Elliott, Assistant Secretary for

Administration, to squirms departmental pereon71, Sept. 22, 1971.

Secrelary's Memorandum No. 1756, Nov. 16, 1971.
" Only 10 of the 40 full.time professionals on the 0E0 etch devote more

than hall their time to Title VI enforcement.
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Most of the constituent services and administrations
such as CSRS, ES, FHA, FNS, FS, and REAhave
identified the need for additional staff in order to
discharge their Title VI responsibilities fully, but it
is difficult to assess these manpower needs with any
precision." It will be necessary for 0E0 to identify

0

specific deficiencies in the course of its monitoring
and determine, based on experience, the manpower
needed to correct them.

Nonetheless, it seems somewhat anomalous that Federal ES personnel de.
vote the same amount of time to Title VI mattersapprottimately 12 manyears
as the Forest Service staff,
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (EDA)'

I. OVERVIEW

EDA's Title VI compliance program is structurally

sound. Procedures have been developed for conducting
preaward and postaward reviews, for evaluating affir-

mative action employment plans, and for ensuring
minority representation on planning bodies. A data
collection system will help EDA's Office for Civil

Rights set compliance priorities. The Office appears

to be aware of its problem areas and is seeking ways

of overcoming its weaknessess.
Several areas, however, continue to need concen-

trated effort. The small number of onsite compliance

reviews is a serious problem and should receive

priority attention. EDA should discontinue accepting

affirmative action plans that do not comply fully with

its model requirements for minority employment.

Since the compliance program now includes sex
discrimination, the staffing pattern should be reassess-
ed to ensure that adequate staff is provided for all
required tasks. Staff should be assigned to regional

offices in accordance with workload and need for com-

pliance work.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL -RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

The programs of the Economic Development Ad-

ministration fall into four broad categories: technical

assistance, business development loans, economic

planning grants, and grants and loans for public

works and development facilities. EDA's Title VI re-

- sponsibilities are unique in that they cover Federal'
grant programs whose major purposes include pro-
viding employmentspecifically in areas of substan-

tial and persistent unemployment and underemploy-
ment. Hence, the employment practices of its recipi-

ents are covered by Title VI.2 Enforcement of equal
employment opportunity standards among its grant
recipients is EDA's primary civil rights responsibility.

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Data Collection

In the past EDA lacked information on the number,
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race, ethnicity, and sex of those employed by EDA-
funded projects. EDA is preparing a data processing

system which will use information submitted by grant
applicants (Form 612) on the number of projected

jobs and on the race and ethnicity of the prospective
employees. This information will be compared with

that obtained from the EEO-1 Formrequired by the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission `(EE0C)
which reports /information on actual ery/loyment.

Racial and ethnic data from other EDA forms, along

with census socioeconomic data, will be computeriz-

ed to provide background information for preap-
proval reviews and general information on an area's

equal opportunity position. The computerized infor-

mation also is designed to improve the EDA Civil

Rights Office's ability to set priorities for compliance

reviews.

b9

B. Complaints

During Fiscal Year 1972, EDA received four com-

plaints. Two, involving discriminatory employment

practices, were found to be valid.6 One, received in
April 1972, was in the process of conciliation as of

July 12. The other has been resolved to the satisfaction

of the complainant.
EDA finds complaints pertaining to employment

easier tQ, handle than those relating to services, since

the former situations tend to be more clearcut. Com-

plaints about services generally require the fashioning

of more individualized remedies.'

Mr Maritime Adminiatration also hos Tith VI responibilities. However, all

H recipient. also are covered by Executive Order 11246, and Title VI !MTh

plea nee is regularly checked during contract compliance reviews.

2 Section 604 eitempts employment practices from the purview of Title VI, el.

rept where a primary purpose of the assistance program ix providing employment.

Investigations proved the other two complaints invalid. A 4.01710a/in from

klabrn alleged different water hookup charges, lillsed on race. The findings re

veled one price for 11, regardless of rare and Income. The other complaint,

from Virginia, alleged separate and se ggggg led Overall Economic Development

Program IOEDP) planning committees. This was found not to he thevse.

For example, prior to the requirement that a map be furnished of proposed

public works facilities to show minority communities, EDA resisived compliant

from Cleveland, Ga,. which involved elimination of the, minority area from

project hccissa of colt overrun.. The city engineer had mad the decision

from an engineering and cost-priority point of vie.w. To rcolv the situation.

I DA approved subsequent grant which allowed the city to retain tha

minority area within the project.



C. Affirmative Action Plans
EDA requires its recipients to file affirmative action

plans ensuring equal employment opportunity. A
weak link in. EDA's compliance program is
good in most respectsis that it has not onsistently
sought full compliance with this requir ment. Depart-
mental civil rights officials believe E A ft3 accepting
affirmative action plans which do not ally conform
with model requirements and which, c tinue to
allow underutilization of minorities in whi e-collar
employment. Minority employees and projected mi-
nority employees are often in low-level 'positions.
No minority hirings are projected or indicated at the
managerial level, and few are at the clerical level.

EDA's\Tinimum goal for minority participation in
its programs is to equal the minority. percentage in
the project area's population. The agency solicits,
through its Form 612, statistics on actual and pro-
jected employment of minorities and women. EDA's
Civil Rights Office reviews each form, measuring mi-
nority and female employment and distribution in the
work force againt relevant population 'and w9 r4c force
statistics. in the future, in order to improve compliance
with affirmative action requirements, all plans e to,
be reviewed in Washington as well as in the field.

D. COmpliance Reviews

In additlbe-4,accepting weak affirmative" action
plans, EDA dotts.t4 poor job of monitoring implemen-
tation of the plans. It conducted only 26 postaward,
onsite compliance reviews in Fiscal Year 1972, while
new projects involving 1,156 recipients and substan-
tial beneficiaries were being approved. These recipients
and substantial beneficiaries were added to the
more than 6,000 recipients and beneficiaries approved
for EDA projects since 1965.

Using increased manpower, EDA hopes to improve
its onsite monitoring. To 'improve compliance review
activity by the field staff, the Director of the Office of
Civil Rights now requires n qUarterly reporting'oftm
compliance reviews to be conducted during the next
quarter. The report is checked to determine if the
schedulert reviews are in accordance with priorities.
The report also is used to measure the number of
reviews planned against the numbqr conducted. In
addition, Washington staff members can use the report
to select reviews in which to join the field staff as a
monitoring device.

Directive 7.03, Title VI Compliance Review Proce-
dures, is being revised and updated on the basis of
experience. The revised version will have tighter pro-
cedures for general compliance reviews and new ones
covering sex discrimination.
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E. Preapproval Program

The preapproval program for water and sewage
projects evaluates a community's equal opportunity
posture on the basis of the submission of substantial
amounts of racial and minority group data, and is
working fairly well. All applications are reviewed by
field civil rights staff for forwarding to the Washington
office. The latter office must sign off on all grants be-
fore final approval.

Preapproval procedures are being improvedas a
result of computer analysis and experience--to yield
a more thorough analysis of projects, project areas,
and beneficiaries. More detailed investigations are to
be made of companies against whic complaints haT,

* /been filed with other complianc es and EEOC..
In the past, such investigati were pe functory.

IV. REPRESENTATI N ON PtNNING :111\ODIES

EDA's most successful effojY'to date has rbeen its
Directive 7.06, requiring nority represenOtion and
employment in De opment District Or nizations,
County an county Planning Organi ations, and
Overatticon ic. Dotelopment Program Committees.
The Directly _establishes minimum minority represen-
tation, imp ementation procedures for selection and
approval of minority representatives, an a' r Serve-
action requirements for staff e ployment of minority
perso s.

In genera the Directive requires that minority rep-
rese tation on planning and development organizations

or exceed that percentage of the minority popu-
lat n'Nvithin the area served.' The boards were given
6 months -until December 1971to develop plans
to implement this requirement. They were required
to set i time limit and to list minority organizations
from which they hoped to get cooperation. Organiza-
tions requesting EDA funds for the first time must be
in compliance before assistance is approved. Organi-
zations that received assistance prior to June 1, 1971,
were to be in rompliance by December 1972.

Results have been mixed. All Western States are in
compliance with the time schedule, but only 25 percent
of the Southeastern States are. sently, one district
in Georgia has been given notice a hearing for
noncompliance. Another district matt is awaiting
deteemination by EDA's Chief Cou el. Several

(

° There Sr. two teptions 7
a. If the minority population equal. or--Eaceeds S percent but the board

nr OEDP committee is not large enough to meet the rpresntation
standard. there must be at least on minority representtly.

b If the minority population aceds 25 percent, minority represent,
tIon nod not b greater than on.fourth

The Directly. alas require. that membership on any Tecutiv committee (1.e
the group on board delegated to art In b.haif of the board) react the ratio
of minority repreentatlon on the board

S7P
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other districts have minor compliance probl ms. About

30 percent of the districts 'are in full iance with

regard to both staffs and boards.

V. MISCELLANEOU

The program arc' r 'which EDA has minimal

Title VI procedures i technical assistance. EDA tech-
nical assistance is avnilable to alleviate or prevent
excessive unemployment and underemploymentor to
solve other problems of economic growththrough
feasibility studies and management and operational

assistance. The Offi grCivil Rights anticipates that

/

detailed gnidelin for the technical assistance pro-
gram will be d oped by December 1972.

VI. ORGANIZATION

A. Structure

Overall responsibility within the Department of
Commerce for Title VI activities and enforcement

rests with tthe Assistant, Secretary for Administration.

Primary operational responsibility has been delegated

to the Department's Office of the Special Assistant for
Civil Rights, which 'performs a coordinative and guid-

ance function. To keep abreast of progress and pro-
blems, the Department's Office periodically conducts

studies of EDA's Office of Civil Rights and its field

operations. The Office of the Special Assistant is

studying the effectiveness of EDA's Title VI progiam,
and the results are to be ready by mid.September

The organization of EDA's Office of Civil Rights

and its field office/43 remains the ;Artie as in October

1971. The DirectOr of the EDA rights program

feels she receives sufficient support from the Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Economic Development, who

supervises her work and that of the regional directors.

The Deputy Assistant Secretary makes the final de-

cision in all matters upon which there is disagreement

between the Director of Civil Rights and regional

directors.
.EDA has reorganized its six regional offices to con-

form with the standard Federal regions. New regional

offices have _been opened in Denver and Atlanta. The
Huntington and Huntsville offices were closed, and

their workloads were split between Philadelphia and

Atlanta.

B. Staffing

As of July 1972, the number of full-time profession-

al staff positions assigned to EDA's Office of Civil

Rights increased from 15 to 20.The positions were
allocated.thusly:

Washington
Atlanta
Seattle
Denver
Chicago
Austin
Philadelphia

New Position's
2

1

1

1

Total
8
3
2
1

2
2
2

5 20

EDA's major workload is in Southeast and South-

west. As yet, those regional OfficesAtlanta and
Austingm not adequately staffed. The reasons, as
stated-by the Directors of both the Departmental Civil

Rights Office and EDA's Office of Civil Rights, are

shortage and po 'quality of manpower. The Director
hopes to i rove staff effectiveness with training
and pe nnel ,changes, although reassignment of staff

or sitions from One region to another has not
pi-oven administratively feasible.

The EDA legislation was amended in August 1971

(to extend coverage t crimination,7 and EDA

is revising its regulations accordingly. Whereas racial

and ethnic discrimination problems are concentrated

primarily in the Southeast and Southwest, all regions

will have sex discrimination cases and therefore will

require additional staff. I f the compliance program
keeps its present stalling level and fully accepts re-
sponsibility for sex discrimination, itwill dilute atten-

tion paid to other problems.

C. Training

Ei)A holds an annual staff development conference
for regional civil rights staff. This year's 3-day

program included workshops on goals and priori-
ties, compliance reviews, racial data collection, imple-

mentation of Directive 7.06, and legal considerations

in Title VI enforcement procedures.
No formal Title VI training is given program officials

.hut there appears to be a close working understanding

between these officials and civil rights specialists.
Since EDA Title VI regulations cover most phases of
project processing, the personnel involved are fa-

miliarized with Title VI enforcement on the job.

Project officers in the field frequently explain civil
rights requirements to prospective applicants. The
project officers are given ivtinctions and necessary
materials by their respective civil rights field 'offices.

" 4 vender tully we. prrIort.81 h7 the Jusilfr DrimrImrnl' Tall. VI Section.
Although that tudy was not made available to this Cotntniion. understood

that the tutly lound that 'VOA Is rerptIntr weak ffirmative afefion plans nd

larks an raertive postwrd rompllner program.
42 t' S C 3123 119711
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION- AGENCY (EPA)

I. OVERVIEW

Although EPA is a relatively new agency, its staff
has exhibited considerable energy in developing an
effective Title VI enforcement mechanism. Notwith-
standing the apparent !sensitivity and inventiveness
displayed by some staff members in dealing with
possible Title VI violations, much policy remains to
be formulated. EPA has not adopted goals and time-
tables regarding minority participation in agency
programs; has not developed policy relating to
exclusionary zoning or the employment practices
of recipients; and has not fully determined the Title
VI implications of its programs, aside from the con-
struction grant program.

Although the construction program is clearly the
largest in dollar amount, this does not obviate the need
for an enforcement program for the smaller programs.
And even in the construction program, all Title VI
issues have not been fully met.

EPA's regional civil rights staff has signoff authority
on all construction grants and uses a preapproval
system designed to obtain the information necessary
to make a reasoned judgment. The effectiveness of
this system is diminished, however, by the absence of
comprehensive guidelines on evaluating the preaward
reviews. Detailed guidelines also should be developed
for conducting complaint investigations and onsite
preaward and postaward compliance reviews.

Finally, the receptivity of EPA staff to a progressive
Title VI enforcement program becomes almost aca-
demic in light of the present staffing level. With four
peopleonly one o whom is in the fielddevoting
more than eir time to Title VI matters, there
is. little -hope of EPA developing a comprehensive
compliance program. The cumulative contribution of
other regional civil rights personnel is minimal and
cannot* elevate the coniplianCe operation to its proper
status.

U. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

The Title VI enforcement program at EPA 2 is
focused almost entirely on the Waste Treatment Con-
struction. Program.° In dollars, this program
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accounts for about 90 percent of EPA's grants.' Re-
cipients may be any State, interstate, or municipal.
agency with jurisdiction over waste disposal.°

All applications are submitted through State water
pollution control agencies to an EPA regional office.
The importance of the State pollution control agency
in this decentralized grant process cannot be over-
emphasized. These agencies establish priorities by
which local jurisdictionsmunicipal, county, and
districtreceive Federal assistance .° When the ap-
plication receives State approval, it is forwarded to an
EPA regional office to ensure conformity with EPA's
engineering and civil rights standards.

State water priorities apparently are not reviewed
by EPA from a civil rights perspective. EPA doe not
routinely monitor applications which are simply
rejected by the State agencies. The absence of such a
monitoring mechanism may well contribute to con-
cealing questionable State agency practices; e.g., a
pattern of State priorities which clearly favors pre-
dominately white jurisdictions over predominately mi-
nority localities.?

t This Is the Commission' first review of EPA'. Title 1/1 enforcement mech
nom.

° EPA, d in December 1970, Is a regulatory pricy charged with pri.
mary responsibility for administering Federal pollution control programs.
This Includes air and water pollution control, solid waste management, pesticid
control and management, and activities Involving noise abetment, water hy
gietze, and radietion.

EPA has concentrated its enforcement efforts on this program to the eselu
Won of its other grant inId program.. One of the reasons is lack of staff and
time to mess tho HAI rights impliration of all the grant programs
coupled with the fact that preliminary assessment. suggested little possibility
for Title VI loistion In other programs.

The Floral Year 1973 authorization for theBo grants is 15 billion. The
Fiscal Year 1973 allotment. however, will b. only 12 billion. EPA made about
2,000 grants during Fiscal Year 1972, of which 767 were for building Bowers'
treatment facilities.

° There are matching grant requirements In fhb program. The basic Federal
grant coven 30 percent of the project couts4llowever, this may be increased
to more than 50 percent if State defray. at but 25 percent of the project
cost. and has enforceable water quality standards.

"Projects comidered for award most be pProved by the State water
pollution control agency and 1.o certified by such agency u to priority over
any other eligible projects." Office of Management and Budget. 1972 Catalog
of Fedezal Domestic Assistance, Par. 66.400.

r The EPA Administrator has stated that this is one area which could b.
strengthened. Testimony by William D. fluckishaus. EPA AdmIni ttttt or, at
Burin, Before the AI. Commission on Civil Rights, Washington. V.C., June
lo. 1P71 (at 10061. S ch a pattern might becont evident in civil rights reviews
of priding applications. Furthermore. it is the opinion of one EPA official
that discrimination usually manifests itself at the municipal (and not at the
State) level in terms of *me sowers an built and, likewise, how they are
financed.
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The thrust of EPA's Title VI enforcement effort
has been toward ensuring that communities receiving
construction funds for treatment facilities do not
discriminate on racial or 'ethnic grounds in serving
the public." EPA's efforts in this regard are complicated
by the fact that its assistance is not contingent on
the funded municipality building a treatment plant
which will serve the entire jurisdiction."

EPA published a proposed Title VI regulation in
June 1972.10 This regulation incorporates -and, for
the most part, improves uponthe innovative provi-
sions which appear in the Department of Transpor-

lation's model Title y,I-regulation.l' EPA's regulation,
however, unlike DOT's, does not include an appendix
specifically delineating the kinds of discrimination
possible in various program areas. The appendix is
absent because EPA has not completely catalogued
types of potential discrimination.

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Preapproval Reviews and Compliance
Report Forms

EPA's compliance effort emphasizes preapproval
review. Each applicant is required to complete a
compliance report form before the grant is awarded.12
If the area to be served by the project contains less
than the applicant's total population, a series of ques.,
tions must be answered." The applicant must indicate
whether any arearpresently not receiving sewer service
have minority populations in excess ,of 10 percent."
EPA uses the racial and effitic data supplied in the
report form and maps to determine whether dispro-

portionate numbers of the unserved population are
minorities.'"

It should be noted that the reripteni'. method 01 funding it. matching obit.
gallon le g out of general In /.vein.. or through p special tent)

dictate., In part..EP A enforcement pommy where di.prwportionte num.

beg of minorities go un eeeee d The simplest approach Is to finance sew

ere from general lac revenur. however, moan font landing eon.. from
ott... kind of eeeeee mnt ENA tka lb. yoniititan that erh segment of a
JurisdJetion ahoblil determine whethet n wnis to be d llotorvor

the eeeee Mcnt may be prOhibiloce to poor rommonities, whirls are often

disproportionately minurit
Additionally. the EPA Adnonttrtor has noted that ronfltel may mia

in the agency'. discharge of it, Title" VI and environmental mandates. Ho
has indicated that where Nimble the requirement. of the law. will be read
together Ile hat implied. however. that where the Glendale. cannot be roe,
mulled, the ItnironmentI one will lake precedence It violation to Title
VI intim'. we must be called upon to deny firinrOti abitnce t.. a community.
which could result In the suspension of compliance with antipollution standard.
nod t1metble liowcer. we mum recognise that each cue mull b
decided on It. Own merit. and fltf the need. of the community will be impor
tent in the determination of what mrulate rerelvte prtorlly Ruckelshatui testi-

mooN repro note 7. t 100607 I Bee also 151'1 .Since EPA don not have
the fund to mmare complince with weer qualify standard In every local
rirridlction, th agent, almuld he highly electio in making grants.

to The Ansi verclon has been prepered and will be ubmitted to the Depart,
moot of /omit, for clemency I Opportunit for rommente was ffordd. 37
F R 11072 et eq I Prior to Imatianre of the final version, EPA will continuo
to operate under Title 1/1 regulations of Interior and HEW

During Fiscal Year 1972, EPA staff performed 767
preaward Title VI reviews. This represented at

least a paper review of every recipient of a con-
struction grant for treatment facilities. Additionally,
the staff conducted some °mite compliance reviews
prior to the grant. Essentially, these reviews consisted
of interviews with local government officials and

members of the minority community. However, no
guidelines for these onsite reviews have been developed.
This step should get high priority if comprehensiveness
and uniformity in review procedures are to be assured.

Examination of a sampling of report forms handled
by the EPA civil rights staff person in the Atlanta
Region disclosed an awareness of the issues and, for
the most part, an ability to devise and promote in-
novative solutions)" Even in the case of this staff
person, there was some question whether the action
taken was always the most appropriate." In this

tt 49 C.F.R. Part 21. The inntromly provisions rlat to employment prier,
tire., affirmed's, action, and sit selection. In terms of Improvment. EPA's
proposed regulation has. for example, added provision prohibiting dIscrirnins.
lion In the selection of planning or advisory board members (proposed 40 C.F.R.

S.4 lb) (VII). end bioadnd who may file a eomplaint (proposed 40 C.F.R.
3.3 (61

'2 Form FWPCT123. Submittal of this form prior to grant approval corrected
erious deficiency In former procedures. Previously. the form was not avail.

bl until after the application was approved and occasionally not until con.
struction was underway. This prcludd anything but ymbolle civil rights sign.

off othority.
" If the entire population is to b. earmd, this opparentiy obviates the need

to complete the torn. If so, this dl Is the fact that there may b
qulitati dispmitie In services. coinciding with racial concentrtions.

" In th cue of noneervicd C.s with minority populations cesding 10
percent. the EPA regionsl off/ce typically requires demographic map. setting
forth the racial and ethnic compositions of steas earved and unserved by the
proposed facility Whatever the percentage of minorities in the unserved popu
lation. the pplicant mum aplain why service has not been provided lo a atg
went of the ligible population. A plan and timetable for providing such

erIce. must be submitted
is Although ths report form hat been aupp)emnisd by July 1971 directive

(which outline, the procedure for reMewing the form). the 10 prcnt
figure may be sromsthat misleading. The directly pecifie that pplica
tiny. should be emfully reviewed whey. "significant percentage of the ppli
cane, minority population remain unewred upon completion of the appli.
rnt'e project " Th form 11..11 refer. to 10 percent inaggeting. Ica one thing.
that where the minority percentage of the nonreed p2pulation Is feu than 10
percent, ntp are not Th danger in Impliing that 10 percent is
mgir number poem, obvious. It should be made clearihat an application should
be rutinieed wh he pcntge of minoritie In the,..unimMIcd.
rumob111ly eeeeee Is the percntage of minoritie. in the entire eligible pop-
ulation

i 11 I, not entirely clew whether the caliber of work of the Title VI epochal.
nit In the Southeast Region I, matched In other region. That la unlikely.
once Atlanta b the only region with even one individWal who devotes more
than SO percent of time to Title VI enforcement. (Se diet...ion Infra.)

tT fly way of Illustration. upon recipt of the compliance report form from an
e pplicnt. it wee determined that ubtntial number not being mined by the
proposed facility w nonwhite. Th pplicant explained that mirvicm were
provided upon request, and minority reeldnt. have not requested the service
At EPA'. request. marvey was conducted to eeeee tain whether minority real
dents. in fact. woted ouch sericee. Almost all did. As result, EPA required
the pplicant to submit an llIrmetive plan for providing sewerage titimice to
these In the future. The applicant adopted a binding resolution deic
riming the predominantly minority area as the number of priority after the
project untie, consideration by EPA was approved and begun The rspolutlon
tipulatil that "It le the genuine iscctetion that geld Improvements can be

made within . . ri rem.. subject. however. to financing bilitle. of aid
ewer dietrict." (Footnote continued . .
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regard there would seem to be a clear need for de-
tailed guidance for all regional civil rights personnel
in achieving voluntary compliance.

B. Postaward Compliance Reviews

EPA conducted only one onsite postaward Title VI
review during Fiscal Year 1972. Given the nature of
EPA's grants, it is understandable that preapproval
reviews be emphasized/at this point. This does not.
however, minimize the need for routine followup
reviews once the grant is awarded.

C. Complaints

EPA processed 23 Title VI matters, formal and
informal, during Fiscal Year 1972. Some resulted from
complaints and others from compliance 'reviews."
Six cases involved exclusionary zoning (discussed in-
fro. On this number, no action has been taken in
four cases. pending establishment of EPA policy; one
case has been withdrawn by the complainant; and
another, involving EPA as a defendant, is being liti-
gated.

Of the 17 remaining cases, two have resulted in
findings of no discrimination, eight have been satis-
factorily adjusted, and seven are bring investigated or
conciliated. No guidelines for investigating these mat-
tershave been developed.

Most cases not involving exclusionary zoning were
satisfactorily resolved within a relatively short period
on the average, three to four months." Of the seven

cases under investigation or conciliation. six have been
pending for less than three months, and in none of
these cases has a grant been awarded. The remaining
case, involving possible racial discrimination by a
religious group has been under conciliation for
about seven months."

The volume of Title VI complaints suggests, in part,
that potential beneficiaries of EPA assistance are be-
coming more aware of the Title VI implications of the
program. This, in turn, underscores the need for
comprehensive investigation guidelines.

D. Monitoring of Field Compliance Activities

EPA's Washington civil rights office monitors Title
VI field operations by means of reports routinely
submitted by memorandum or telephone. To illustrate,
the Title VI specialist in the Atlanta Regional Office
periodically submits detailed activity reports outlining
cases with substantial Title VI implications. Uniform
Title VI activity reports, however) are not required
from all regional civil rights offices. A standard report
form will go into effect in August 1972.2' /

There is no routine onsite monitoring of Title VI
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operations in the field by headquarters Title VI staff,
although such activity is projected for Fiscal Year
1973.22 Such monitoring is essential to a uniformly
adeqlste compliance program.

IV. ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

EPA has not barred any prospective recipients from
any program. Voluntary compliance has been secured
in every case where there was an apparent violation
of Title VI. There is clear indication that grants are
not made when an investigation of an alleged Title VI
violation is pending. EPA relies heavily on simultane-
ous conciliation and investigation. It evidently has not
been faced with a situation where a satisfactory ac-
commodation could not be made."

EPA officials seem to be overly reliant on negotia-
tion. They display an aversion to invoking the admin-
istrative sanction of fund cutoff. Although. the EPA
Administrator has testified that the institution of de-
barment proceedings wild make EPA's Title VI
enforcement mechanism more effective, he has noted
that this "could result in the suspension of compliance
with antipollution standards and timetables."24 Thusft
then- is considerable indication that EPA will be at
reluctant as other agencies have been to terminate
funds, although perhaps for different reasons."

There is some uncertainty about the remedy EPA
might seek when a recipient has constructed a facility.

In fairness to k PA. it. civil rights .101 membe seem cognizant of the
iniplifIIII. 01 resolutions which make future colzetruction contingent on avail
able finnmng In ritch rase eIntned by Commission tff, the proapect
for future financing were carefully weighed. In a cur similar to the on t,
scribed, the ivpitction was reauhiniiiril and larger Federal grant was retkneted
for the puipose of including the uner-veil population 1 the outset even though
this meant larger ohligatson of local mat. hung fund..

'" i PA listed five ininplaints flour of which related 10 exclusionary zoning
in commun... in Connecticut I which were presomilly direct result of letters
from privte prties Eighteen aiiiiiitonI "complaints are listed It should br
noted. however. that these emerged as result of EPA'a compliance reviews

." it should lie noted that W.f.-tory ailiostment imply connotes that
EPA . w.f..) that the situation tsoll be rorrecteil Conoitlerhle lollowup
will be needed to ..are complicince

''' In iii. cser an investigation hs !well conducted iiiIntly by EPA and U)A.
'. The farm os 111141111111 10 report on Title VI cases In it. present draft form,

it is intended to be triinstnittwil Irotn the Director of the Civil Right. and Urban
Ad. Office to* subordinate, the Ch.( IA the Title VI IIMIVC11

' As of Sept ifi, 1972, cop.. of all compliance report. submitted to re
(Nona! EPA staff also v.111 lie forvirileil 10 headqurtere EPA staff for aview.

Testimony liv the EPA Administrator before thoi Commisaion cites nom.,
on. examples of succrsful negotiation, e g Sealy. Tea where the city agreed
to extend sewerage services to the predominately black ection of the city, And
Dora Raton, Ha . where the communttv agreed to install connecting line, to
serve the ...nitre minority community Er tt'it response to an Mal questionnaire
indict, however, that two "deferral status letters were issued In Fiscal
Pear 1922

" flockelsini. testimony, low. note 7. at 1005 70.
Tke, for example, the case of a turidiction which has Applied for EPA

hinds to assist in the roniitrociton of sewage treatment facility In order to
abate poliiitton witch violates both FeilerI and htte water quality standards
buppoi111 predgminIntiv mtnorilv portion of this turisilietion is the only area
without sevierge services and the Jurisdiction has no plans in Inman connect
ing lines Ranh the proposed lacilily to semi tins errs. although Iho plant hes
ibr cpacity to CCCCC . If the applimint pers.!. In II position and cannot
nnwldv .m, ronstruction of the entire fecility out of its own funds, EPA's



and postaward review discloses discrimination which
cannot be corrected by voluntary compliance.20

V. MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES

A. Minority Representation on Planning or
Advitory Bodies

EPA's positio tin Title VI's application to member-

ship on planni g advisory, or supervisory bodies
appears in it proposed Title VI regulation. The perti-
nent section stipulates that denying a person- on
grounds of race, color, or national origin -- -the oppor-
tunity to participate in a program's planning or

advisory body is prohibited. Although this provides
coverage not afforded by other agencies' Title VI
regulations, it is considerably more narrow than the
requirements imposed by the Economic Development
Administration (EDA 1 of the Department of Commerce
and those proposed by the Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration. The relevant EDA directive,
implementing Title VI, imposes, with some limitations,
minority representation proportionate to the recipient's
minority population. LEAA's proposed guidelines, also
tied to Title VI, would presume a Title VI violation if
minority membership is proportionately low.

EPA appears to be at the stage of attempting to
ascertain the extent to which planning bodies receive
Federal financial assistance, serve as conduits for as-
sistance, or develop plans which establish how Federal
funds will be allocated. EPA's next step is to decide
whether or not to adopt a requirement similar to
EDA's.27

B. Coverage of Employment Practices of
EPA Grantees

EPA has not taken a position regarding the issuance
of an equal opportunity regulation, independent of
Title VI authority, which would cover employment
practices of all recipients of EPA assistance.

C. Goals and Timetables
EPA has not adopted any goals or timetables for

minority participation in the agency's grant programs.
Consideration will he given to adopting such goals.
This could be done, with relative ease, in a number of
ways. For example, States could he required to give
priority, in certifying applicants, to applications which
include effective goals for minority participation.

D. Exclusionary Zoning

EPA has several cases pending which involve ex-
clusionary zoning. The specific issue raised is whether
EPA should provide funds to an applicant that has
inadequate low- and moderateincoml housing because
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of zoning policies which tend to exclude low-income
families. These families are often disproportionately
minority.

EPA is progressing with the legal research necessary
to determine the civil rights implications of such
zoning practices vis-d-vis EPA's grant programs.28
Although Title VI is being considered as possibly
applying, such a policy would no doubt be grounded
in large part on Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of
1968.2° In this regard, HUD is looking into the

applicability of Title VIII to exclusionary zoning and
has agreed to let EPA set forth a draft policy.

VI. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

EPA's organizational structure for Title VI enforce-

tnent resembles that of many other agencies. The direc-

only reroutee le to bring court actinn to force the community to abate the pol

lution. Th Jurisdiction might then be forced on EPA funds wbleb

would be conditinned on the recipient'. complinr th Title VI. Th AdmIn
Istratur. however. seem. ralurtani to go !ht. route A be has Indicd, 'even II
EPA were to go into court and get an injunction w probably talking

about considerable delay in the adequate treatment of the wade of the
citizens of that community and n1 the upgrading of *Ala, quality standard

to comply with the law in order to itto.ve this pcirpoe nf TOW VI.
2° This could happen tl a community, d conditinn tt receiving an EPA

g rant. had agreed to resolution to provide Nervices within three to liv oda* to
the unerved population, disprnp-ortiondely minority. and lelle3 to implement

it. plena. EPA'. regulachala 140 (..E II. 30 4041 stipulate noncompliance

with grant mindltione, whiih include Title VI. may result in annulment of the

g rant and rnvery n1 all fund. diehoreed. pit an Injunction to forc specific

performnr and other step.. Tn mdilmize the chnces of no applicants'

complying with such resolution EPA should requIr that the resolution

itself be mode's condition n1 the pent.
2' Recent correspondence Item EPA Indicate that the Administror ha.

committed the genr in ensuring that representative number. of minorities and
women are Included mnng the membership n1 the cpincy' advisory committees.

There are 14 Public Arlditnry Committee" upon which EPA relies for advice.

(See IP4 hnnklet entitled I' 5 Enetronternial Protection agent.. Public

filvorery lommitted, prepared lit the Committee Management Stab!, Manage-
ment ntl Orgniotoon Division Office of Planning and Management. Sept.

/. 1272 / 01 theta III committee( there are eight fur which F1'4 has final
pputnting dohnrily An agency directive looted in December 1971 (Order

No 130513, rover. management ril interagency and dvmory cnrnmittera and

requires that nornindinno In, membership te the thiooryrnmnOtter Include

"qualified women with 130 or under), members of the public, and minority
groups 4s a result. EPA has Nolotantially increased minority rprenottlon
to the point where. as RI July 1972. 19 cif the 95 member. of the forth cam

rrrrr err minoritir
2 One of EPA', etchisinndy toning cases has been reenTved to the sail.

faction of the complainant. and another i hem( litigated with f PA di un of the
defendants. Action on the other .age. is being held in otynce until IPA es
tabliolseo Its polo y

2 The mtplichtlity Title VI in ecludony mnIng has been initially con
oilfired by the regional cnonee1 in EPA*. 'Damn I (Roston/ Specifically, the

sue woe whether Title VI would prnhihit EPA funding n1 wdtrwder treatment
facilities In Stamford and Stmebory. Conn since both rnmmtinotto allegedly
have prolobtoo among reguldinne concerning Inw and moderd income
housing The reginn reunite! concluded that Title VI did net bar 1111110e
tinder such flICUMBinrr See Jan. 24, 1972, memnrndom, and Feb. 14, 1972.
addendum. from Thom.. 8 Bracken, regional counsel. to John M,G),nnon.
I PS rrginnal Adminidrator. nil cohere. EPA's Asidant to the Deputy
General Counsel agrees that Tulle VI probably tines net pplat to eselusionry
sown( In the cnntet n1 the gency'm condrociinn pante Neverihed, he ha.
concluded that EPA hd the legal plower and do, to condition money for
treatment plants on community's mope to promote chndructIon of low and

morletate income housing and inns redo, the effect. n1 ecluony annIng.
111. pnsttInn rook heavily nn n interpretation of TItl VIII n1 the Civil
Right. Act n1 7960 See legal memnranclum from William R Pedielen, Jr.,

Asemtnt to the Deputy General Cnunoel, EPA, in CnI M Thomas,

Director. Office n1 Civil Right, and l'rban Mid'', EPA. June 7. 1972.
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for of the Office of Civil Rights ..,nd Urban Affairs
reports directly to the EPA Administrator and has
overall responsibility for contract compliance, internal
women's programs, as well as Title VI enforcement.
There are three divisions within the Office--Eqttal
Opportunity, Women's Program, and Minority
Economic Development.

The person responsible for day-to-day Title VI mat-
ters at the headquarters level is the Cliief of the Title
VI Compliance Branch, a GS-14. This branchalong
with the Contract Compliance and 'Equal Employment
Opportunity Branches, headed by a GS-15 and a GS-14,
respectivelycomprise the Equal Opportunity Di-
vision." Although it can be argued that the Office
Director (or perhaps the EPA Administrator) is
ultimately responsible for Title VI enforcement, it
seems clear that the person charged with providing
day-to-day guidance on Title VI matters is relegated
to a subordinate position in the organizational
hierarchy.

While the Title VI headquarters staff provideetech-
nical assistance and guidance to the field civil rights
staff, the latter personnel are under the immediate
direction and supervision of their respecti'e regional
administrators.at There is no counterpatt in each
region to the hoadquaNs Title VI chief. Only one
region (Atlanta). has even one person who devotes
more than half time to Title VI enforcement.

The current full-time professional rights staff

;
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numbers 18 in the Wa ..ington Office and 20 in the
field.. Of this total, ly three on the headquarters
staff and one in th field devote more than half time
to Title VI matte '&32 There is, however, a Title VI
function in each region, and the total ,professional
man-years spent on Title VI matters in Fiscal Year,
1972 was 3.7." (This is expected to increase to 5.5 in
Fiscal Year 1973.) i

The most discouraging aspect of EPA's Title VI
enforcement mechanism is the size of its staff. The
present staffing level, especially in 'the field, is by EPA's
own admission totally inadequate. Ideally, EPA sees a
need for about 60 full-time professionals, 50 of whom
would be in the field, to meet Title VI responsibilities.
Presumably, each of these individuals would c'.2vote
fulltime to Title VI matters -a total of 60 mom/years

'as contrasted with the 3.7 Iv Fiscal Year 1972.
t

" The Director of this Division t /urrently on outside tiasignumnt. so branch
ehtIs report directly to the Oftie rector.

" The regional civil rights or solution conIt of regionI director of the
(:full Rights nd Urban ABM DIielon, who reports directly to the regional
administrator. 1ithin the D lats.) fit n Office of Equal Opportunity, which has
the Title VI function

" The 6.c1 pattern If similar EPA'. budget for civil rights rinlorcePlint at
th headquarters Ieveb/was bout 1436.000 for decal Year 1972 and Is *slimmed
be 1513.000 for Flaial Year 1973. of which 149.000 and 159.000 represent lbw
Title VI portions. respectively womwht r2or than 10 percent. Regional
nmont rc aimilm ea, 1390.000, of which bout 131.000 we. for Title VI
in FIcI Ye 1972

" In five of the 10 regions on. stfl person is responsible for all civil r Is h tit
monitoring Two of the region I Atlanta and ( !dew/ have profeulonI civil
rights complement of lour In relative terms, Region IV (Atlanta) wring to be
model vir via Title VI enforcement There, arm man year I. pani on Title VI
but even this is clearly insufficient
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION,
AND WELFARE (HEW)

HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES .(HSS)

I. OVERVIEW

The Health and Social Services Division of HEW's
Office for Civil Rights seems to have- the necessary
experience and loola for effectively monitoring the
civil rights compliance of thousands of facilities subject
to. Title VI. It has developed an assortment of corn-

, pliance mechanisms.
The Division has completed State-agency reviews in

46 States, and a followup program has been set up
to monitor corrective actions. Although the number of
onsite reviews conducted by HSS continues to be
insufficient, efforts are being made to train State per-

- sonnel to fill the gap. More needs to be done to in-
crease the effectivenesss of State compliance reviews.

New compliance methods are being devised. The
Division has entered into a Statement of Common
Understanding with the Social Rehabilitation Service
for joint compliance efforts; a State-agency reporting
system is being developed; and a new format for
detecting institutional discrimination is being tested
in several States. These programs are promising and
should be pursued vigorously by HEW.

If the HSS compliance program is to have maxi-
mum impact, the staff must be increased in HEW's
Office of General Counsel. Concentrated attention must
be given to regions with the greatest number of com-
pliance problems, and continuous efforts must be
made toward putting into operation the innovative
programs developed to uncover discrimination in

nd social services.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

HEW has extensive civil rights responsibilities in
the field of health and social services. It provides funds
to meet such important needs as hospital construction,
health-care planning, special health-care problems,
vocational rehabilitation, health education, health
research, and services for the poor, disabled, and
aged. In many of these programs, the ultimate bene-
ficiaries are reached through State and local agencies
that administer continuing HEW grants. Examples
are aid to families with dependent children, aid to the
permanently and totally disabled, and health care
services supplied through State health and welfare

agencies. In such cases, the responsibility for complying
with Title VI is charged to a single State agency in
each major prograth area.'

A major exception which nevertheless requires ex-
tensive Title VI enforcement is Medicare. In the Medi-
care program, hospitals. and extended care facilities
are primary recipients of HEW funds, and these
facilities must be checked for Title VI compliance.

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. State Agency Reviews

Since State agencies carry major responsibility for
Title VI compliance in health, and social services pro-
grams, the Health and Social Services Division (HSS)
of the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) emphasizes
reviews of State agencies to ensure equal services for
all people.

Following passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
State agencies were required to filo Statements of
Compliance and to develop Methods of Administration
specifying how they would implement Title VI. From
1968 through 1971, approximately 250 State agencies
in 46 States were reviewed by HSS to ensure effective
performance in accord with the Methods of Admin-
istration. In the first half of 1972, however, no State-
agency reviews were conducted.2

To assist regional civil rights staffs in reviewing
State and local agencies and their facilities, a Staff
Manual for Compliance Reviews was developed in
1968. The Manual provides comprehensive instructions
for assessing compliance and establishing working
relationships with State agencies for resolving Title VI
problems. The Manual outlines the responsibilities of
civil rights and program agency personnel and in-
cludes a format for training review teams.3

Typically, these agencies are concerned with vocational rehabilitation,
mental hygiene and hospitals. health, welfare, and services for the handi-
capped.

2 Reviews ars planned for Fiscal Year 1973 in Massachusetts. Tennessee, and

3 Initial review teams included HSS civil rights specialist. HEW program
representative, and a State agency representative. For the Initial Stateagency
reviews. regional program representatives were required to prepare written
summaries of the significant aspects of their programs and areas where dis-
crimination V/1111 a distinct possibility. Discussions between program and civil
rights representatives used the summaries for background. Civil rights repre
sentatives later reviewed the summaries. materials requested from State agen
cies, ntisuch compliance information as complaint., interviews with minority
leaders, Del racial and ethnic data.
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B. Followup Program

After each State's program is evaluated, steps are
taken to improve the State agency's Title VI programs.
Followup steps by HSS include:
1. Helping the State agencies develop or improve
Methods of Administration.
2. Training State agency personnel to implement Meth-
ods of Administration.*
3. Continuously monitoring and auditing reviews and
other Title VI activities of State agencies.
4. Reviewing on a sample basis, local agencies and
service Vendors to evaluate the effectiveness of State
monitoring.

C. Preapproval Desk Reviews
of Health Facilities

When Medicare was enacted, the initial step was
clearing health facilities for participation in the pro-
gram. Medicare compliance activity continues to con-
sist primarily of preapproval screening. As a major
part of approval, hospitals and extended care facilities
must provide racial data on patients, room occupancy,
and staff members to verify that Title VI standards
are being met. Once cleared, facilities are considered in
compliance until there is a change of ownership or
some indication of noncompliance.

D. Compliance Surveys

In 1967 and 1969, OCR conducted a followup Title
VI survey of the more than 10,000 hospitals and ex-
tended care facilities participating in the Medicare
program or receiving other types of Federal financial
assistance. Each facility was requested to submit
reports covering such areas as admission policies,
room assignments, utilization of services and facilities,
physician and dentist staff privileges, and training
programs for residents, interns, nurses, and paramed-
ical personnel. The information was compared with that
submitted by the facilities in their applications for
participation.

Information from areas where legal racial discrim-
ination formerly existed was compared with census
data to contrast the number of actual beneficiaries
with the number of potential beneficiaries. The
statistics showed greater minority utilization of hospi-
tals but low minority utilization of extended care
facilities. Priority was given, therefore, to reviewing
extended care facilities.

E. Onsite Reviews

Regional offices determine which facilities will get
onsite reviews. In general, facilities selected for onsite
review are those whose applications carried a suspicion

of discrimination, those with a history of discrimina-
tion, and those which have been the subjects of Title
VI complaints. These reviews are in addition to those
conducted by State agencies.

In the first three quarters of Fiscal Year 1972, HSS
conducted approximately 450 onsite reviews. Included
in the 450 are the reviews conducted as pfirt of the
monitoring of State agencies).°

Other reviews are conducted as part of special Title
VI studies either on an area basis or by preselec-
tion of types of facilities. Examples of such studies are:
examination 9,L the impact of language barriers on
the delivery of services to non-English speaking minor-
ity groups; review of the tfaining facilities used
in vocational rehabilitation; and assessment of the
utilization by minorities of hospitals in a specific geo-
graphical area.

HEW does not have a comprehensive reporting
system whereby the number of reviews conducted by
State agencies can be determined. In Fiscal Year 1972,
a sampling of 10 States produced mixed results. Re-
visions in the current reporting system, designed to
produce more accurate records, are being made for
submission to the Office of Management and Budget
for approval.

The several HSS reports on onsite reviews and
complaint investigations seen by this Commission were
comprehensive. The reviews strongly underscore, how-
ever, the need for continuous monitoring and spot-
checking of State-agency compliance activities. In
most cases studied, the State agency was given an
opportunity to act before the Federal review, but the
State agency either failed to find noncompliance or
failed to make a thorough investigation.°

During FicI Year 1972. 500 State goticy employees were trained and they
an plan. to train soother 500 In Fiscal Year 1973. Although HSS has rot
&Ond way to measure the effectnnes. of the trInIng, regional coordi
nator. believe It has impiond compliance nankin In some of the participate
Ins Stale..

° These renw. Involved agencies. Installations. and /or facilities partici
pacing In such program. Mdica and Medicaid. Old Age Assistance. Aid
to Families with Dependent Children. Aid to the Blind, Rehbilintion,
Mental Health and Retardion. and Community and Comprehnsive Health
C. and Planning.

For example, one complaint involved segregated wilting rooms and whites
being served ahead of nonwhite. rather than on a Pint -come basis. Two Alabama
compliance officers reported that they oierved no evidence of dicriminatIon.
A month after receiving the report of the State official. HSS scheduled
Joint review with Stat. penonnel. The Stan ',Mehl.. however. subsequently
withdrew from the team. HSS staff found that the partition bitwen the black
and white welting rooms had been taken down, but the doctor stated that If he
were "forced to utilise his ntrnce and waiting rooms ( on a nondiscriminatory
hail.) so should all the other physicians receiving Federal financial assistance
nd mIntining practices in that county." Despite removal of the partition.
HSS personnel found that a. long as both door. were kept open white patients
would probably cootinue to lilt In one walling room and blacks In the
other beruse of "custom." RecommodtIon were made for corrective action
to he taken by the actor. Implementation was later chsekd by joint
compliance team. and review of other doctors' facilities in that county
was undertaken.
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Furthermore, review of the HEW reports indicate
that often too much time is taken to resolve a complaint
or negotiate vo&ntary compliance.

F. Enforcement

During Fiscal Year 1972, six recipients were deter-
mined to be in noncompliance by f {SS.7 Five were
referred to the Office of General Counsel for review and
determination of enforcement action. Staff shortages
in the Office of General Counsel have caused serious
enforcement delays-when voluntary compliance cannot
be achieved. As of June 1972, there were only 19

lawyers in the Civil Rights Division of HEW's Office
of General Counsel. INS shares with the Contract
Compliance Division the services of only four of those
attorneys. Several health-related complaints sent to

OCR by this.Conmilssioti have been awaiting a deter-
mination by the Office of General Counsel for a con-
siderable length of time.

G. Experimental Review Format

OCR's Office of Special Concerns, in cooperation
with the Social turld Rehabilitation Service ISRS) is
developing a. review format for discerning institutional
discrimination. The reviews will be used. for example,
to assess problems resulting from limited knowledge of
English. Census data relating to the language
characteristic's of an area. and/or to the racial and
ethnic cbarircterisfics of the area's poverty population.
Will be contrasted with data from the files of recipients
and from their responses to HEW questionnaires. OCR
then will he able to determine whether minority indi-
viduals frequently are excluded from public assist-
ance or receive inferior treatment and service.

The first step in developing the format centers on
efforts to discern discrimination because of language
and cultural barriers. This part of the- format -was
initially utilized in a review of the Sononia,County,
Calif.'', Department of -Social Services in June 1972,
It was found that the recipient had failed to take into
consideration the' limited knowledge of English among

A the county's Spanish surnamed population. It was

recommendedthat the bilingual staff he increased.
A related study in the 1,os Angeles area found

inequitable funding iii various parts of the'metropolitan
area which resulted in white beneficiaries in West Los
Angeles receiving more service than black beneficiaries
in Watts. This resulted, in part, from the fact that no
system had been developed for allocating fund 'cord-
ing to client load and need.

OCR plans to use this format in State agency reviews
in Michigan, where there have been several complaints,
and Massachusetts. If these Stateevel efforts are

successful, the format may eventually replace State-,
agency reviews.

In addition-to these plans to contrast both the num-
ber of potential and actual clients and to gauge the
services provided, there are plans to look at program-
matic facets of both welfare and health. Attention
would he given to office location, staff, outreach'
activities, and the money allocated to various geo-
graphic areas for the same programs. HEW anticipates
looking eventually at the interrelationship of programs
in the health and social services fields. These plans
appear to he most worthwhile and their implementa-
tion should have priority.

IV. ADVISORY' BOARDS

Title VI is considered applicable to the selection and
tenure of members of the planning, advisory, and
governing bodies of HEW recipients. Two common
types of hoards and committees are:

1. State advisor'y committees established pursuant
to HEW's formula legislation.

2. Advisory 'committees and boards for individual
projects, established under both formula and project-
grant legislation.

The minority group membership of advisory 'arid
governing boards is reyiewed and made a part of the
assessment of reports on State compliance status.
Efforts to improcC,State-agency compliance in ,this
regard are included in the work Warts of FISS State
coordinators. To date, no statistics have been'compiled
on the racial and ethnic composition of these commit
tees. Nor have comprehensive studies been made to
measure the influence of these boards on the 'general

'policies or actions of the State agencies.

V. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

A. .Structui'e
IISS's structure. appears to ba effective for moni-

toring more than 15,000 facilities and `agencies subject
to Title VI. HSS is one of four divisions in the Office

for Civil Rights.. Others lire Contract Compliance,
Elementary and Seco'ndary Education, and Higher
Education., The HSS Director repotts to the °OCR
Director through. OCR's Deputy ,Director. The Direc-
tor'simmediate staff is composed of a Deputy Director;
two operations.officere, one each for the Northern and,
Southern regions; and three regional coordinators.

The coordinators are responsible for continu-ously
, assessing operations in the regions. This is accom-
plished primarily through personal. contact and fre-

11.,1 door found ninny rrr 'wont. wqh ruturrhauabe problems. hot only those
that ann.' Ire resolved Iry rertronal .tall arc for warefrid Wnalungton as bring In
nonrolurdsanre
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quent field visits. During the .course of a visit, a

regional coordinator discusses current operations with
the regional civil rights director, the health and social
services chief, and the civil rights specialist who act
as State coordinators. Analyses Of ongoing State-
agency reviews, evaluations of complaint investiotions,
and discussions of each State agency are part of the
visit. .

This process is supplemented by a Management,
Reporting System which regularly provides infor-
mation and data on developments and progress in each
region. This information is reviewed by regional co-
ordinators and the HSS Director.

Operational responsibility for Title VI enforcement
rests with the 10 regional offices. In each region, the
HSS chiefs and civil rights specialists formulate and
conduct monitoring programs for the State agencies
and for health facilities "receiving Federal assistance.
A civil rights specialist is designated State coordinator
for each State in the region. The specialist is respon-
sible for assessing the State's Title VI compliance and
developing, on a semiannual basis, work plans for
helping the State ageney correct any phaie of weak
compliance.

B. Staffing

The- Division's staffing pattern appears reasonable.
Fifty-five professionals devote full time to Title VI.
This does not include four professional vacancies
three of which are in the Chicago and Dallas offices,

iwhe'te additional staff is needed because of the diuttn-
tity of Title VI problems, although it presently has the
largest staff in the Division. The HSS Director hopes
to.placeseveral of the positions requested in the Fiscal
Year 1973 gudget in the Atlanta office.

C. Training

New personnel in HSS headquarters are given -threegl
months of experience in several regional offices to
familiarize them with field problems, workload, and
operaticms. Training for new regional staff members
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is primarily on-thejob; i.e., they are placed under
direct supervision of a more experienced. civil rights
specialist. All new personnel attend a .national meeting,
at which they receive basic instructions on assistance
programs, and on program guidelines and require-
ments.

A Major problem with ori-the-fob training is that in
periods of rapid staff turnover there often are more
new staff' members than experienced ones. This has
been a problem in,' for example, the Atlanta region.
Where this occurs, enforcement is often tenuous until
the staff can gain experience.

D. Program Coordination

HSS works with each of HEW's operating health
and social service agencies to enhance minority par-
ticipation in `the agencies' programs. A Statement of
Common Understanding has been developed with the
Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS) as a frame-
work for activity with that agency' The Division has
cooperated in developing SRS'' operational planning
system to make sure, that gpecific items affecting
minority groups will be included.

The Statement presents, in clear language, OCR's
responsibilities and affirmative steps SRS should take
to remove barriers excluding people from participation
in programs 'because of race, calor, national origin,
ethnic and cultural background, geographic location,
or any other discriminatory factor. HSS is working on
a similar agreement with a second program agency,
the Health Services 'and Mental' Health Administra-
tion. These are important steps in the tight direction
and should be pursued aggressively.

Although, discrimination by some recipients has
been found by the HSS staff; formal determination's
of noncompliance often are delayed by a shortage of
staff in the Office of General Counsel.

()Mc,. with rellpothdbiliir for ritrliying out the ee...trent worn
and the ego. tote date w miet n. bd. 1. 1071 °Wet-tire. nd joint project. for

isual 1972 were developed. Iong with .thedule. for implernenttIon.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (DO)

OVERVIEW

The Department of the Interior has not fully as-
sumed its responsibility for the enforcement of Title
VI in connection with its programs for outdoor rec-
reation and utilization of natural resources. It still
has not taken, for example, the rudimentary step
of determining the possible impact of civil rights
laws on many of its programs. Although, adequate
onsite compliance reviews 'have been conducted
in 25 States with regard to one important program,
the agency has failed to meet the more important
task of developing a comprehensive enforcement pro-
gram.

Despite the increased size of its civil rights staff,
the Department still lacks sufficient administrative
regulations, civil rights training, and coordination
between civil rights and program officials. Recip-
ients remain inadequately notified of what consti-
tutes full compliance with Title VI seven years af-
ter the enactment of the statute. It is incumbent
upon the Office of Management and Budget, the De-
paiiment of Justice, and senior DOI officials to take
prompt action to correct DOI's poor record of Title
VI enforcement.

II. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

The Department of the Interior has a number of
programs covered by Title VI, although only a few
have obvious Title VI significance. The most im-
portant of these is operated by the Bureau of Out-
door Recreation, which provides funds to the States
and through the States, to localities for the study
and development of outdoor recreation facilities. LOSS

significant programs are in the Bureaus of Recla-
mation, Land Management, Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, and the National Park Service.

Although the Department's grant programs have
been covered by Title VI since 1965, several steps
esetntial to planning and development of a com-
pliance enforcement program have not been taken.
Little effort has been made to identify the full ex-
tent of Title VI coverage to agency programs 1 or to
identify likely types of discrimination in all program
areas.

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Administrative Procedures

In addition to failing to take the preliminary
steps toward a compliance program, the Department
of the Interior has not adopted administrative
procedures necessary for a compliance program. It
has not developed:.

1. Compliance guidelines or criteria which
would place the Department's 7,946 recipients
on clear notice of the requirements to be met.

2. Complaint procedures which would provide
instructions on investigaiion techniques and
which would inform the public oh how to file
a complaint about discriminatory practices by a
recipient of DOI assistance.

3. Instructions concerning what equal oppor-
tunity information should be requested and re-
viewed by program officials at the application
stage.

4. A reporting system requiring recipients to file
information on utilization of facilities.' This sys-
tem would identify the beneficiaries of programs
by race and ethnicity, thereby enabling DOI
officials to determine if minorities are receiving
benefits or services on an equitable basis.

5. Grant program reviews to determine if pro-
gram regulations restrict accessibility and par-
tic4pationpfminoritY groups.

It is recognized by DOI staff that upgrading Title
VI enforcement is contingent on the issuance of the
administrative proCedures listed above in the form
of a chapter of "Nondiscrimination in Federal As-
sistance Programs" in the Department's Administra-
tive Manual and in the development of Written Title VI
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an example of tho type of analysis which DOI °Malan ould

have undertaken, WOO letter nom Jam M. Mills. Director, Office p Fetterld.:
Civil Rights Evaluation, U.S. Cemmission on Civil Rights, to Donald O. 1174611,

Principal Budget Examiner. Natural Remources Proirame Division. OS41 of Man
&gement and Budget. June 14. 172. The letter discusses pouible fawn rights
obligations of DON Bureau of Reclamation.

The compliance ',Tonto( oyster* used by the progent bureaus prior to cen
transition of Title VI responsibilities was discarded as ineffective. It consisted
merely of a series of "yee.no" questions and collected no objective. veritable
Information.
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standards' for compliance. Yet the preparation and ap-
proval of these documents are taking an inordinate
amount of 'time."

B: Compliance Reviews

In Fiscal Year 1972 the Title VI enforcement \pro-
giam was limited to recipients of grants from the
Land' and Water Conservation Fund, administered
by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. Compliance'
reviews were conducted in 25 States, and 330 onsite
reviews were performed. None of the recipients was
found to be in noncompliance. All the recipients re-
viewed were asked, however, to take some affirmatOe
steps to acquaint minorities will the programs, to tn.
volve minorities in recreatio planning and delve!.
opment, and to increase minori y employment.

Despite the fact that th shortcomings were
found repeatedly, no instru tions or administrative
regulations which would re uirc similar affirmative
steps by all grantees have en formulated. Although
recommendations for impro ed Title VI implemental,
don were made to all recipients reviewed, specific
time limits for action were riot given and followup re-
.views have not been -planned. Moreover, compliance
reviews have been conducted without relationship to
a larger Plan of action.'

DOI's Office for Equal Opportunity plans to re-

view seven more States during Fiscal Year 1973.
Continuing compliance reviews without clearly enun-
ciating standards of compliance to recipients
seems an unwise -management decision. Compliance
review§ are a means of determining how well a \prof
gram is working and are not an end in the elves.

Compliance review reports seen b this Commis-
sion have been fairly comprehensiVe. However, Bev.
eral important items were omitted in the onsitc re-

views. These include.%

1. An analysis *of whether there was equitable
fugdiug-between the rural and urban areas and be-

e--tween various sections within metropolitan areas.
2. Utilization of second-language materials in

areas of national origin concentrations.
3. Review of location criteria utilized, i.c., the site -

selection process for recreation facilities.°
4. RevieW of State Plans to determine if adequate

consideration is given to planning facilities for utili-
zation by people of all incomes and educational back-
Fqr ounds.

5. Review of priorities established by local author-
ities Ur determine if recreational facilities are planned

I in accordance with the needs of all the area's-residents.
6. Review of a .recreational authority's outreach

efforts to increase minority utilization of all facilities
where racial discrimination formerly prevailed.?

IV. ORGANIZATION

Although the civil rights office recognizes a need
for additional staff, it has not-taken advantage o(
available resources. For example, no attethpts have
been made to involve program and State officials in
ensuring an acceptable standard of compliance
with Title VI. Efforts have not been made to re-
quire that civil rights considerations be included in
all phases of DOI programs. Further, civil rights
training for Federal and State officials involved in the
grant process has not been developed. Nor have these
officials participated in onsite reviews to familiarize
themselves with civil rights problem's.

The Office for Equal Opportunity has not made
maximum use of its present Title VI staff. Six full-
time piofessionals work on Title VI enforcement,
and all are located in the headquarters Office for
Fflual Opportunity." The priority assignment of
that Staff, after becoming familiar with prograths
and compliance mechanisms, should have been de-
veloping a Title VI program with priorities, goals,
administrative procedures, and regulations. This
has not been forthcoming.

Although the Office of Equal Opportunity attri-
butes this deficiency to lack of manpower, the pre-
sent staffing level--which includes two GS-14 posi-
tions in addition to the assistant directorappears
to be that DOI's Title VI program has been charac-
terized by a lack of urgency, poor planning, and
undcrutilization of manpower resources.
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Work began on them when DOI's cidl right. function* *mire centralised In
April 1071. Ths need for the procedures was dieemeed with Interior AMAIN
before that date. however.

DOI tIll hat not determined whether it .111 et:nor employment practices
of im vent recipients by mstutory authority Independent of Title VI.

Far example. DOI metes that If sdrieory councils receive redone; ae
Omence or eery, No a conduit for It. then Title 1/1 applies and there can be no
dlecriminatIon In the selection of member.. it has made no dor% however. to
Identify the advisory council. or Stale recreation coy:161441one that are No
covered. Thle matter is not covered. therefore. In the compllam review
proc

The location of s park or facility often determine..rho wens, It.
In where dual recreational facilities wereoperated. It IN probably nee

emery to Inform the minority community that It I. welcome to use all facilities.
The maiment director of Tills VI. a C9.1S, was recently hired. ii. along

with several other on mmbere. he. hid minimum experience In developing
a Title VI compliance program.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE

t`' ADMINISTRATION (LEAA)'

-a

I. OVERVIEW

LEAA's civil. rights compliance program shows
signs of improvement. A compliance report form
covering law enforcement Agencies has been distri-
buted, and a tentative system for analyzing the re-
sults has been 'established. Similar report forms cov-
ering correctional institutions and court systems, how-
ever, still, not been put into final shape.

LEAA still does not appear to deal with corn-
plaints in an expeditious manner and has not per-
formed any preaward reviews, but the agency has
finally, undertaken onsite postaward reviews dealing
with both employment and Title VI matters. The
adequacy of these reviews and of the complaint inves-
tigations is unknown because LEAA generally will
not make reports on complaint investigations or
compliance reviews available to this Commission.

LEAA has proposed guidelines relating to minority
presentation on planning bodies and to height re-
quirements used in employment of peape officers.

The guidelines are unquestionably needed. Regarding
employment practices of recipients, LEAA ,recognizes
the need for imposing affirmative action require-
ments, but only on a limited basis. LEAA's staff
continues to take the position that the prohibition
against quotas in the LEAA legislation bare the
agency from requiring recipients to establish goals
and timetables -an interpretation this Commission
feels is unwarranted.

LEAA civil rights staffing is inadequate. Even pro-
gressive staffing increases of eight professionals
in Fiscal Years 1973, 1974, and 1975, as suggested by
LEAA, would fall below what is needed, especially
given the centralized nature of the enforcement op-
eration. The fact that many compliance respon-
sibilities will be delegated to State Planning Agencies
(SPAR) and other recipient groups makes this rio
less so. Simply doing an adequate job of monitoring
the compliance activities of these groups will require
more substantial civil rights staffing.

II. CIVIL RIGHTS RESPONSIBILITIES

This report considers LEAA's civil rights respon-

sibilities vis-Livis both Title VI of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the Department of Justice's equal em-
ployment opportunity (EEO) regulations.2 The
EEO regulations require that recipente of LEAA
financial assistance not discriminate in "employment .
practices"a term broadly construed.2

Compared to EEO matters, Title VI 'issues have
proved quite difficult for LEAA staff. The require-
ment, for example, that law enforcement agencies
providel"service.s" on a nondiscriminatory basis is
typically measured in allocation of manpower and
time taken to answer calla. To iltnetratc, if assign-
ment of police officers in a city caused identifiable
minority concentrations to receive less than an eq-
uitable share of the manpOwer, this should be a
presumptive Title VI violation.' Another example
would \be a clear pattprri of significantly slower po-
lice response to calla from minority arecia.5

I It should be noted al the beginning that ills evaluation of LEAA's sIvU

rights operation la atverely limited by LEAA's refusal to malt copies of corn
pliancy re/view or complaint Investigation reports available to Commission

stet LEAA'y reason sterns from assurances of confidentiality given to rolPIllm
agencies when reviews or Investiptidna are undertahn. While LEAA Is
rcepti to sharing details on its tnthodology, the staff will not divulge
speedo, ilndings. Affillbility of Information regarding compliance methodo.
logics t wittiest, essential. It Is more riticI, 110wII. to irohlol 01U&I
performer.) In order for this Commission to discharge its statutory mandate
to "appraiu the laws end policies of the Federal Government with respect
do equal protection of the laws under the Constitution." Moreo, It le

difficult to reconcile LEAA's assurances to law enforcement agencies which
ere not required. with the legislative mandate that "Federal agencies shall
cooperate fully with the Commission to the end that it may electively carry
out its functions and duties."

In 1970, LEAA issued regulations prohibiting discrimination in recipients'
employment practice. The regulations aro based on statutory authority other
Then Title VI. See 25 C.E.R. 42.20I. es req.. Subpart D. It shc;Id be noted
that the Equal Employment Opportdnity Act of 1912 (ruble Law 92.2011
amended Title VII of thy Civil Rights Act of 1964 to make It pplIcable to
State and Iced goverorthmtal agencive.

s "Employment practices" encompues "all practices relating to the scresm
Ing. recruitment. selection eppointment, promotion. demotion. and assignment of
personnel. and Includes edertising, hiring. aseignmenic elaseliceeilon, Wolf.
and termination. upgrading. transfer. leave practices. rates of pay. fringe bens
lts. or other forms n1 pay or cactit for services rendered and use of facilities"
21 C.F.R. 42.202(b)

Undoubtedly there are many factors. such as prior incidence of crime, that
beer on allocation of manpower. Nevertheless, assignment patterns which have
discriminatory effect would almost corteinly become evident if a comprhnsl
analysis w.r. made. Suppose a city with I 30 percent minority population concn
trawl In three of the city's ten precincts. If only 5 meant of police man
power were emplaned to the three precincts. this would clearly establish a

prima bred. vase of discrimination. Whet is needed is Nophistieatd method
of identilying instances where discrimination is considrbly less overt than
this hypothstical situation.

Soo. LEAA's draft Compliance Revel. Manuel at C6,
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LEAA needs to strengthen its Title VI enforce-
ment program -- I-first by exhaustively delineating
what constitutes , noncompliance and then by de-

veloping methods for measuring noncompliance.
The question of LEAA's responsibility for analyzing
a grantee's expenditure of funds was recently put to
LEAA staff members. Their initial reaction was

that a recipient's decisions about allocating resour-
ces (e.g., choosing between purchasing hardware
and funding socially innovative programs aimed at
preventing crime rather than reacting to it) are not
readily susceptible to civil rights evaluation. After
some thought, however, LEAA personnel did en-
vision some situations in which allocation of funds
could be assessed from a civil rights perspective.°

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

LEAA evidently will place much of the respon-
sibility for developing the framework for a com-
pliance program on its State planning agencies. As
part of their applications for 1973 planning funds,
SPAs will be required to demonstrate that they have
established a comprehensive civil rights compliance
program at the State level.' Operational details of
this decentralized compliance system, however, are
not entirely clear, despite this description by LEAA:

. . . LEAA is developing a technical assistance
capability at the Federal level which will be

shared with State officials, as each State begins
to develop 'comprehensive civil rights enforce-
ment programs. In this regard, LEAA is encour-
aging the SPAs and Regional Councils imple-
menting the L 'AA program to cooperate with
State and local h man rights agencies in establish
ing an effective civil rights enforcement effort at
the State and local level.

Under this, approach, (the LEAA Office of 'Civil
Rights Compliance would maintain close moni-
toring of the manner to which each State is ad-
dressing its compliance responsibilities, and lend
appropriate technical assistance to the SPA in
developing its compliance capability. Using this
approach, LEAA would assert jurisdiction as a
Federal matter only where there would be an ap-
parent inability or unwillingness to resolve the
matter at the State level."

A. Reporting System

LEAA's compliance report form covering State,
city, and county law enforcement agencies was put in
final status in November 1971 but was not mailed to the
recipients until June 1972.° The Corm, which deals al-
most exclusively with employment matters," was sent

ti

to approximately 7,500 police agencies 11 for filing by
August 1, 1972. As of that date, about one-third of the
agencies had submitted the completed form." The data
processing system devised for analyzing the informa-
Lion reportedly identified the delinquent agencies as of
August 31, 1972.1"

By October 1972, it is expected, 75 to 80 percent of
the agencies will have responded. SPAS will be re-
sponsible for getting information from nonreporting
agencies. No decision has been made about what action
will be taken against agencies which simply refuse to
file.

LEAH has contracted with a minority consulting
firm-to process the data, develop a data base, and as-
sist LEAA in determining which agencies will get pri-

One LEAA staff person expressed the belief that law enrollment gency
which materially upgraded its communications systth in predominantly majority
eras. without doing the lime In predominantly minority aaaaa conceivably would
ha Iolating Title VI. Another litmus discussed was "status" crimes, such as giim
bling and prostitution. if ono Oasts enforcement of applicable smuts. as sec

ie provided by law enforcement agency. and If the 1111 are only enforced
sgainst particular metal or tbnic gorup. then Title VI ha. been violated.
klorcom. It can be argued that whore minorities re arrested in disproportionat
number., the recipient agency should h mad to account for the diaparat treat.
meet. For the year ending Dec. 31, 1070, for example. almost 93 percent of the
people arrested for gambling In Dallas ware black. Yet, according to the

1970 rens.. blacks et:studio'. only 25 percent Dante population. It should be
Incumbent upon the recipient agency to explain this arrest putarn.

Sc. LEAA'. proposed ...titan.: of compliant* covering Title VI and the
regulatinne. If the assurane I. adopted, It will require smell SPA to assign civil
rights responsibilitie. to specific staff members; train SPA alafll apprise aub
grower. and con or of civil right. requirements anti secure rleVent ssur.
ammo from them; reles compliant. with the esurance, using ppropriete
racial and ethnic data; require subgrantee. and eantretore to maintain
records nocesury to mitblish compliance; apprise benffelariee of nondiscricni
nation requirements; end establish complaint procedure. end Inform the

public al the the dtaila.
Letter from David L. Norman. Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Di-

Department of lustier. in th Reverend Theodor. M. Ilesburgh. Chair
man. U N. Commission on Clyll Rights. Rept 3, 1972. Although the proposed aa
twine. requires each SPA to describe how the alm. requirements (tow. note
7)1.111 be implemented I which will form the basis of the ntielpeted compliane
program). Judgment on the adequacy of these plan. must b. reserved uutil
the Carorniesion bar the opportunity to review what the Slam. submit to LEAA.

According to LEAA. a printing delay prevented an wiener mailing. In any
event. LEAA Is eonelderbly behind schedule In implementing this woe' of
It. compliance Originally, II we. antlelpted that lb. responses would
be ansirced by July 1072

1. IS AA indicated thou incorporating/ Title Yd questions which would con
farm In the report format ii.o su.eoptible to tatietlel response) proved
difficult II I. ceettl. haweer, that Title VI le.ues generally misting to
services (discussed 10,41 will be doll with In compliane relows. Further-
more. the compliane report lorm for correctional mynan and court slowest.
will contain numerous Title VI questions. For *ample. racial and ethnic
(kts on enrollment In 'mortar prisoner rehabIllution programs will b.
ablidned.

tt Thl. Is out of approsimatly 13,000 "eligible" pollee agencies. The re
meinine 3.309 currently ere not reeeivIng LEAA funds. Esther (April 1971)
Department of Justice correspondent,: with this Commission Indleted that there
are 14.346 pollee geneles in State.. cities. and counties with a 1060 population
of 1.000 or more There re en estimated 23,000 milers In lownhip or Illagess
of tinder 1.000 poptinition Apparently, no inrm suits melted to the latter
category, contrary In prisious report.

Interlew with LE:AA staff end consultant., Aug. 10. 1972. This Infer
[nation ennfliets with tuber Information which Indleated that a, of mid-lull,
LEAA had reeeled about half of the roisponse. (See Norman letar supra

n un a.)
i The high delinquency rale Is partly attributable to the May in conoll

&sting Information In five or el State Planning Agencies which are doing aU
mailing to Bute. local, and county agencies within their luridietion.
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ority attention. Employment data from recipient agen-
cies will be matched with data on the racial and eth-
nic composition of States, counties, and cities they
serve "so as to indicate those recipient agencies with
the greatest statistical disparities or exceptions be-
tween their law enforcement staff and population sta-
tistics."

There is a considerable amount of information that
could be analyzed but is not yet available. This infor-
mation may eventually be obtained through the Census
Bureau. At this juncture, however, LEAA is inter
ested in the most fundamental comparisonstaff versus
populition statisticsnecessary to ascertain possible
noncompliance. Iry

The LEAA contractor has developed some tenta-
tive criteria to determine priorities for selecting

a agencies to review. These criteria include agency size,
,racial mix, location, and percentage of minorities in

'the eligible age group. It is difficult to say what these
analytic procedures will yield, but LEAA has indi-
cated that:

State planning agencies and local law enforce-
ment agencies will be notified if there is a sta-
tistical indication of an underutilization of
minorities and will be requested to provide
additional compliance information as may
be necessary. As staff becomes available, on-
site compliance reviews will be conducted on
a priority basis for those recipients whose
statistical tabulations and additional submis-
sions point to the need for further evaluation
efforts.

Again, it is impossible to BB3C88 the effectiveness of
this system until there is some indication of how it is
being implemented. Yet such an assessment can be
made only if LEAA makes the completed report forms
available to the public, or at least to other agencies"

a. decision that has not yet been made.
As the Commission has noted, this report form does

not cover most of LEAA's recipients; e.g., correctional
institutions, court systems. LEAA at one time had ex
peeted to have a form pertaining to these recipients pre-
pared and distributed by mid-1972. LEAA now in-
dicates that it is still developing a report form to cover
detention, correctional, and community-based facili-
ties and probation and parole agencies. Development
of a reporting system for courts has not yet begun, but
LEAA estimates that both systems will be in use no
later than July 1973. The delays have been caused in
part by coordination problems between LEAA and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC).
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B. Preapproval Reviews

LEAA has conducted preaward reviews. The Ad-
ministrator once indicated that undertaking such re-
views is doubtful because of the block-grant Mature
of LEAA's assistance program. At present, preapproval
reviews are being planned for certain discretionary
grants, which LEAA allocates for special projects.
LEAA thus far has not decided what will determine
selection of recipients for review, but it likely that the
single most important criterion will be the size of the
grant." The scope of these reviews has also not been
determined.

-The L%AA staff maintains that it would be

extremely difficult to conduct a preapproval review of
a block grant. Each State planning agency is respon-
sible for an annual comprehensive law enforcement
plan.'° When the plan is approved by LEAA, the State
is awarded an "action" grant. This grant typically
provides 75 percent of the funds required to implement
the programs in the annual plan. This Commission
has suggested that preapproval reviews consider,
among other things, the anticipated civil rights im-
pact of the State's plan. This might involve an analysis
of the purposes for which the funds would be expended
and how the funds would be allocated to local govern-
ments." It would be necessary, therefore, to examine
these plans in terms of whether the types of proposed
programs or the projected allocation of monies would
have a discriminatory impact, in terms of race or
ethnicity, on the intended beneficiaries.

LEAA staff members have noted, however, that
exact allocations to local governments cannot be spelled
out in advance in the State comprehensive plans. Be-
cause LEAA's program is predicated on the block-grant
concept of revenue sharing, there is ostensibly no mech-
anism available which might permit LEAA to deter-
mine whether projected programs would deny services
to a particular segment of the intended beneficiaries.

It would seem that some method could be devised for
preapproval review of block grant recipients and sub-
grantees. This might take the form of reviews by SPAS
of applications by 1041 governments, from a civil
rights perspective.l° At a minimum, preaward reviews
should involve a check on the employment practices
of prospective recipients and subgrantees. Once LEAA's
compliance-reporting system is fully operative, the

LEAA report. that the Equal Employment Opportunity Commissitt already
haa been contacted regarding future coordination in monitoring reciplent over
which hoth LEAA and EEOC have Juriadletion.

I° It la expected that the "larger" diacrellonary grant recipient. will be lub
levied to preward review. and that the dollar mount will be flied after an
nlytil of last year' award

l I.FAA wrd planning grnt to SPA. They are halted on the State pop.
clarion and may not .t.1.41 90 percent of the colt of operating the SPA..



agency will have the capactty to institute such re-
views.10 Also, when LEAA issues its Title VI guide-
lines regarding membership on SPA hoards (discussed
infra), another matter would be available for scrutiny
in a preapproval review.

Development of a preapproval system is not an easy
task. It will take, no doubt, a sizable investment of
man-power to design a workable system. The difficulty
of the task, however, does not alter the need to do it.
LEAA already has recognized that discretionary grants
can be subjected to preaward review. Some thought
should be given to determining under what circum-
stances preaward reviews might be feasible for block
grants.

C. Postaward Reviews

Eight "impact" cities" Newark, Baltimore. At-
lanta, Cleveland, Dallas, St. Louis, Denver, and Port-
landare subjects of LEAA's first comprehensive, on-
site compliance reviews. These reviews will focus on
employment and Title VI matters in the police depart-
ments in these major cities. Thus far, reviews have
been completed in Dallas and St. Louis.21 LEAA be-
lieves about 100 man-days are required to conduct a
compliance review in a typical large police depart-
ment." Because of the volume of work, personnel
other than LEAA civil rights staff often assist."

Principal matters reviewed are selection and recruit-
ment, assignment, promotion, internal discipline,'and
services. Fundamentally, the review focuses on employ-
ment practices and operational procedures. Limited at-
tention is paid to Title VI matters.14

Although LEAA has supplied this Commission a copy
of its proposed Compliance Reiew Manual, the
agency has refused the Commission access to actual re-
view reports." Some observations may be made about
the Manual itself, such as the need for refining
the questions relating to Title VI. However, miry eval-
uation of LEAA's compliance program which does
not consider the review reports themselves is somewhat
academic. The one report which LEAA did make avail-
able to the Commission, discussed in the next section,
has been touted as,the best example of a comprehen-
sive analysis of a major metropolitan police depart.
ment. Yet, this report deals only with personnel prac-
tices. Title VI issues are noticeably lacking."

D. Complaint Investigations 72

During Fiscal Year 1972, LEAA received 42 dis-
crimination complaints. Fifteen have been closed -two
because LEAA provided no financial assistance to the
party aganst whom the complaint was made." It is

1,`

noteworthy that in the case of another complaint, in

which the party complained against had not received
LEAA assistance, a "preaward investigation (of un-
specified scope is] pending for possible future appli
cation."" If the party subsequently applies for assist- r-
ance, LEAA would 'conduct a review bitfore disburs-
ing any funds."

In eight of the 42 cases, investigations have been
completed but the status is "open." Five of these com-

" "During Fiscal Yen 1971. the State. were required by law to pass on at
lead 75 percent of their !dock action grants to local governments. Beginning
July I. 1972..Stmes will pass on the percentage of action funds equal to the total
local government epondltures in relationship to the total State and local,
government expenditures for law enforcement during the preceding fiscal year."
Third 4nnual Report al the LEAH, Fiscal Yor /971 at 4.

" Section 301 of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1960
442 S C. 37311 stipulates that

SPAa shall rereiVe applications for financial assistance from units of gene
era) local government end combinations of such units. When SPA de
termitic. that such en application is in accordance with the purpose
slated in section 301 and is in compliance with any eiltilIng atatewide
comprehensive law enforcement plan, the SPA Is authorized to disburse
funds to the applicant

preaward civil rights review could be done in conjunction with the program
review. which t timed at estbltshing complianc with the Mince requirements.
Such rival rights review might I that approval of local government's p
',Bretton would result in en inequitable distribution of services that has a dis-
criminatory impact. For eample, an application for assistance to upgrade
communication vatern only in district. where whites predominantly reside Is the
type of disparate Impact that might ha revealed by wawa.' review. Similarly,
before grant application for upgmling local correctionI facilities is approved,

review would be conducted to eatablials whether the facilities resegregated.
This means, of eau... that pplicnt would 'be required to submit additional
raciM end ethnilat (rug . maps indicating raciM concentrations) to demon.
.true how, from a civil rights perspective, the services would retell all the In
tended beneficrirte

' This would present a problem If an applicant had not previously received
LE A A assistance end therefore hail not filed a compliance report form An

applicant ordinarily Is not required to file a compliance report form until
fund hive been disbursed to it

5° These are roles which receive substantial discretionary and research grants
to meet prohlenta which LEA A has determsned to be of the highest priority
See LF AA publication. High import Ann yon Program (undated).

5' A review of the Cleveland Police-Deprtment is, currently underway It was
fflirIPird that all eight of the impart cities withd I,. reviewed by Dec. 15, 1972

53 Norman letter. owns note 0 The agency .0 notes that mIlri or better
computerized department will laic. co pondingly lets lima '

" This includes system olyst and audit ma Furthermore, n discussed
odic the survey learn which prepared the final Chicago report was comprised en
tire'', of oultd consultants

" I F AA's draft ( omplatnce Review Manual require. that the reviewer deter
none the arutal use of the grantee' service for race This would have particular
relevance to term of juvenile delinquency prevention or methadone min
tennce, but limited pplicbility to law enforcement In the latter case.

itoalviii of Title VI matters involves amli items as response we to calls for as
Is'or from minority and majority area number of arrests by sea and national

origin for arenkenneer. 411110rderl, conduct, loitering. and prostitution; and the
number of citizens, by race and ethnicity. gaini whom a policeman used force.

'5 Supra note I
" It should be noted that although no followup reviews have been performed.

LE AA staff members expect to monitor contoolly the proves* achieved by
recipients subjected to s review.

55 See LE Art's Iroproierl hearing and appeal prAcedure at 37 F R. 16401 f Aug.
12. 19721

5 One of these complaint wee referred. however, to the Civil Rights Divi
sion of the Department of Justice for unspecified reasons

0. I.EAA Complaint No 72 C01, received in July 1971
5° LE AA's headqu staff has 11'441{4-m1 that when this ocrurs, the appro.

priate LI AA elgionI office and SPA ace notified that if they receive an ape
pliration from the complained against party. they ,1.141 notify IF AA's 0111ce of
Civil Rights Complinre. which would determine whether an investigation Is v.,
ranted Apparently, whether to conduct preaward investigation is minor of
judgment Thla presu mbly accounts for the rimier] swiss of one complaint
(No 72 C 03) The party complained against had received no I.EA A losimidy. and
yet the complaint was not referred to the Depart ment's,C1,11 Rights Division.
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plaints have been received in either August or Sep-
tember 1971. Yet, as of September 1972, the investi-
gator still was preparing recommendations for resolv-
ing the cases. In two other- complaints, received in
October 1971 and Jan ary 1972, the investigator's rec-
ommendations were 1 reviewed by the Director
of LEAA's Office of 11 Rights Compliance!"

Of the remaining 19 complaint!, 17 are under in-
vestigation." Five of these complaints Were received be-
fore March 1972, eight in either March or April 1972,
and only four after May 1972.

In terms of promptness in resolving com-
plaints, LEAA's performance has clearly been inade-
quate. Notwithstanding the complexity of some of the
cases and the fact that some of the complaints--e.g.
cruse relating to police brutality and correctional in-
stitutions--are initially processed by the Department's
Civil Rights Division, LEAA's record in disposing of
these matters needs to be materially improved.

The adequacy of LEAA's complaint investigations
cannot be appraised since--as with ,compliance review
reportscopies of complaint investigations are gener-
ally not available. One exception is the investigative
report on personnel practices of the Chicago Police
Department.3:' This document was made available by
agreement of the parties. It is the product of a com-
plaint formally lodged by' the Afro-American Pa-
trolmen's League in June 1971. The final report, how-
ever, was not issued by the survey team of non-LEAA
personnel until August I972.34

While the report seems extremely comprehensive, it
is doubtful that all complaints are afforded such
treatment. If, on the other hand, it indicates the
quality of LEAA's complaint investigations, it is a
notable achievement. This Commission's staff will have
to reserve judgment until such time as LEAA makes
'additional investigative reports available.35

IV. ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

LEAA reported 'no findings of noncompliance. Cur-
rently it is involved, as funding agency, in a lawsuit
against Mississippi's Parchman Penitentiary. The
suit was filed by the Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights Under law, and the Department bf Justice has
intervened on the side of the plaintiff.

It has been noted previously that while a suit was
pending against an LEAA recipient, the agency had
continued to fund the defendant. This matter is cur-
rently under advisement. In the Parchman case, the
Mississippi SPA has provided assurance that it would
not fund the defendant during the litigation, with the
exception of two programs in which people would rose
jobs if assistance were terminated.

LEAA officials have repeatedly indicated a preference
for achieving compliance through the courts rather than
through administrative sanctions. It should be noted,
however, that the agency has never initiated a suit and
has intervened in only three private suits. While judi-
cial preference is still the policy, there are some inai-
cations that administrative sanctions might be imposed
under certain, albeit rare, circumstances."

V. MISCELLANEOUS

I A. . Minority Representation on SPA
Supervisory Boards and Regional
Planning Units 87

LEAA has issued a proposed guideline relating to the
Title VI implications of minority representation on SPA
supervisory boards and Regional Planning Units. The
proposed guideline stipulates that,

Where the proportion of members orn partic-
ular minority group on any such supervisory
board is substantially less than the proportion
of members of that particular minority group
in the general population of the State or re=
gion, a violation of Title VI . . . shall be pre-
sumed. This means that the previously pro-

s posed remedy for boaiea,will be substantially
strengthAed. The previotis disproportionately
low minority representation on those presumed.

A
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This means that the previously proposed re
disproportionately low minority representation
bodies will be substantially strengthened. Th
remedy would have had the LEAA Admini
the Covernors to invoke their own authority
more equitable representation. As with the proposed
guideline relating to minimum height requirements
(discussed in the next section) this remedy, if adopted,

t Action on the eighth complaint. received in December 1071. w being held
on beynce while the respondni undertook tome affirtnally ction.

l2 The oill;r two err pending One' of throe Involve. complained against

patty who had received no LEAA ...latency
"1 TA. ( heal() Polk. Deportment An Re.lostion of Pet.onnal Practical.

prepared 144.4 AA by comoiltnt Whisennd, Ifoffman. Rely, nd
Th survey team did not become directly Involved In th Investigation

until March 1972, The ilm lag between the filing of the complaint and LEAA's
assignment oI the team I. unexplained.

LEAA staff members do not nticipate any problems with the Chicago
Pollee Deportment's implementation of the affirmative itions necessary to OVel
con., Idntilied deficiencies in its Personnel practice. II Is worth noting that

in the ease of complaint Involving the recipient of only small amount of

LEAA the agency has taken the pn.itlon that an inveetigation
probably would not he performed unfree the recipient later applied for additional
'undo There would teem to ba no justification lot .tacit policy ty come
plaint. dies. of the mount pI funding. should be investigated.

LEAH personnel have Intlicted that they might proceed with adminletrit
Ilse unctioltio where there was d minim° minority perticipetion In pto
gram itned at m1110,111. For ell intents and purpose., howmr it loom" dm'
LEAA her stiminitrathely repelled the 'moody of fund colon. The LEAA Ad
minitrtor Ihs tamed that In his Judgment neither the Constitution not LEAA's
FED regulation. boolutely prohibit the supplying oI Feileril fonds to recIplioni

found In noncompliance.
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should be incorporated in future funding agreements,
as an added means of assuring enforceability.

In the guideline concerning minority representation,
reference is made to LEAA's 1970, Guide for Compre-
hensive Law Enforcement Planning and Action ,
Grants. In addition to requiring balanced represen-
tation on planning agencies, including representation of
cookrour4ty or citizen interests, the Guide stipulates that
one boarX/membir may represent more than one ele-
ment or interest. As noted in previous correspondence
from the Commission to LEAA, potential problems
arise when one person represents more than one con-
stituency (e.g., community and local law enforcement
interests)especially constituencies with disparate
interests. In order to assure balanced representation,
the administrative requirements should specify that
citizen interests should be represented indepen&-
ently of other interests. In other respects, this Com-
mission finds the substance of the proposed gAide-
lines to be adequate.

B. ' Minimum Height Requirements'

LEAA recently proposed a guideline on minimum
height requirements for peace officers which states:
"The purpose...is to eliminate discrimination,based on
national sex and race caused by the use of re-
strictive minimum height requirement criteria where
such requiiements are unrelated to the employ.
ment performance of law enforcement persnonnel.""
Although the guideline is acceptable, it refers to "em-
ployee selectiofi action" covering employment only, sug-
gesting an unwarrantedly narrow application of the
guideline. Although the most prominent problem witli
minimum height requirements clearly relates to em-
ployee selection, it is conceivable. that there malt be
height requirements which vary, for example, accord-
ing to assignment. It would be desirable to couch the
guideline in terms of employee selection, assignment,
or similar actions."

C. Affirmative ActionGoals and Timetables

This Commission has recommended repeatedly that
LEAA's EEO regulations be amended to require all
recipients and subgrantees to develop and implement
affirmative action plane pertaining to employment.
Such a requirement would not conflict with the LEAA
legislation's proscription against requiring percentage
ratios or quota systems to achieve racial balance or
eliminate racial imbalance in a law enforcement
agency.°

While the LEAA Administrator apparently has no
difficulty with such aspects of affirmative action as
recruiting at minority schools and validating tests,"
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he contends that die statute bars LEAA from requiring
goals and timelpbles. Although he has invited private
civil rights groups to challenge the constitutionality of
the statutory prohibition, he has indicate that he
will not ask Congress to delete it.

O. Private Technical Assistance

LEAA has sought to increase the compliance capa-
bilities of SPAS, Regional Councils, and individual re-
cipients with grants and contracts for technical assist--
ance. Most notable among these has been a 2-year,
$390,000 grant to Marquette University Law School to
establish a Center for Criminal Justice Agency Organ-
ization and Minority Employment Opportunities. The
Center's primary objective is to supply technical assis-
tance on minorityymployment to criminal justice agen-
ciesif the agencies request such assistance.

As of Auguet 1972, approximately 17 agencies had,
been assisted by the Center staff. Because a the Cen-
ter's limited resources, priorities have been established
which have caused some requests for assistance to be
rejected or left pending. The Center has issued a num-
ber of studies which may be useful to agencies denied
direct assistance.

LEAA has awarded a $350,000,grant to the National
Urban League to establish three community-based mi-
nority recruitment projects in Newark, Cleveland, and
Dallas. The prOject till inquire into why minorities
resist careers in law enforcement.

LEAA anticipates that these and similar projects that
are planned will greatly "assist local and State pgencies
in addressing their compliance responsibilities and...
LEAA in developing a methodology relating to the im-

I In n April 21. 1972. letter to Rpresent11 William Clay (e ported In the
Itty 17. 1972. Congressional Record et EMS). the LEAA Admit)! ttttt or reported
that dot agency's Sletisti;1 Division had completed s urvey of mloorily repr
sentIton on 11 SPA end RegionI uperlanry boucle The survey Is still being
anlyted A 1970 mil a voles! the Mimisippi Commission on Law Enforcmt,
challengthg representation son the supenisoryboard of this SPA. was recently d
r 111.1 S.. 411.n Mis.i.ippi rosystimilon of Lew Snlorcuunt, CI, Action
No. 44137 IS D Wm. Nov 20, 1972/ The court hid thL lb. plaintiffs failed
to pro. their taus. of action, but It required the Gvrnor to show cause why he
itottiti not ppoint at least 11 qulitlert blek to serve on the SPA.

In order to lustily use of minimum height requirements. It will b. inown
bent upon the reclpient "to dmonstram conIncingly through -the us of suppor
live fctuI date such as probolonaI aildled studies that such . . . require-
ment. ._ Sr. an perstionel ..sassily for dealgeted job C111.01/11,11. (Emphasis
addd The guideline proids this dffnitioe of "operational necessity",

It .11.11 refer to en employment practice for which there 'slats an overriding
leittimele operational PurOrrse such !het ohs practice le necessary, to II
We and efficient Ise of ley enforcement dullest is sufficiently com
pelting to oorrid any dIserlminstory impact t le electively carrying
out the operations! purpose It Is alleged to tercet and for whih the.,

ilabl no cceptble alternem policies or praetices which would
better ircomplleh the operational purpose advanced, or accomplish It
equally 4.11 with 1 dlecrimintory Impact.

" The guideline has been submitted to the pproprIte committee .of th
NetIonI Association of Grimiest Justice SPA. for review and comment.

' 42 U 6 C. 3716 (b).
" LEAA has requested the C1.11 Right. Division to proid memorandum

regarding the kind. 1 affirmell action that are accptble.
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provement of minority employment and operational
practices within the criminal justice community."
These efforts appear worthwhile, but it is too early '10

assess them.

VI. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

LEAA's civil rights'operation is entirely centralized,

and the Director of-the Of of Civil Rights Corn-
pliagce (OCRC) does not envision that any significant
compliance responsibilities will be delegated to regional
staff. Given the number of recipientt to monitor, some
regionalization of compliance responsibilities seems
warranted.

OCRC's Directo42 reports directly to the Admini-
strator. He has eight full-time prMessionals on his staff,
of whom seven devote more than half their time to Title

VI-EEO matters."
Each OCRC staff person is responsible for a speci-

fic staff functionsuch as complaint processing, com-
pliance reviews, and compliance report forms. Other re-

sponsibilities are assigned, when necessary, on an
ad hoc basis.

In addition to the OCRC staff, other LEAA personnel

contribute to civil rights operations. For example, a
computer systems analyst from the Information systems
Division is assigned full time to work with OCRC "in

data gathering and tabulation, to expedite its fact-finding

processes." Audit staff has (participated, to some ex-
tent, in compliance review and has assisted OCRC

staff in preparing civil rights manuals. LEAA reports
that:

Broad coverage of the [agency's] compliance
responsibilities . . . Us] now either in oper-
ation or will be operational during FY 1973.
Sophistication of that effort to provide in-
depth, operational expertise in specific com-
pliance problems of the criminal justice sys-
tem will depend upon the extent to which staff-

ing levels can be increased. (Emphasis added.)

Under optimum circumstances, according to LEAA,
eight additional professionals could be brought into
()CRC during -Fiscal Year 1973. This is ,,significant-
ly below what is needed, but LEAA maintains that the
influx of mote staff would "seriously interfere with the
work flo;:, in OCRC." LEAA states that staff increases
of eight professionals also could be absorbed by OCRC

in an orderly fashion in both Fiscal Years 1974 and

1975, but this still falls short of what this Commission
perceives as an adequate staffing level. II also unduly
prolongs the attainment of a full staff."
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"'The Director is still at the CS-15
42 The remaining professional is a contract compliance specialist.
44 It should be noted that LEAA has conducted civil rights training seulons

for headquarters and most regional program staffs (who, are involved primarily
in supplying information nec sssss y to resolve a complaint or conduct review).

audit staff, and State-employed auditors. A soon.to.be.published report. pre.

pared by the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law for the National

Urban Coalition. Indicate! that the General Accounting Office and others have

pointed out that LEAA's 38.man audit staff is Inadequate to perform proper fiscal
audits for a program the size of LEAA. much lets to mums civil rights *Worcs.

men t responsibilities.
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DEPARTMENT OF' LABOR

I. OVERVIEW

The Labor Department has developed some aspects
of an effective civil rights enforcement program. Its
compliance manuals are detailed, and its compliance re-
porting systenjyroduces an extensive amount of racial
and ethnic data, although it needs refinement.

Nevertheless, major problems remain. The program
is understaffed, and decentralization of the Manpower
Administration has ,damaged the' agency's civil rights
program.

The failure of regional equal oppoitunity, staffs, to
conduct adequate preaward or postaward reviews, in
terms of either number or quality, is related twboth the
inadequate size of these staffs and their low productiv-
ity. The small size of the Department's Office of Equal
Employment Opportunity, along with the significant
dilution of its authority caused by the decentralization,
offers little opportunity for that Office to serve in any-
thing more than an advisory, policymaking capacity.

A continuing difficulty is the Department's depend-
ence on protracted negotiations with noncomplying
recipients. After 7 years of dealing with the same
States and communities, there appears to be little
reason to extend discussions with recipients found to
be discriminating.

II: PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

The Department of Labor's Title VI responsibilities
encompass the various manpower programs admin-
istered by its Manpower Administration (MA) . Prin-
cipal recipients of DOL financial assistance are State
Employment Service (ES) and Unemployment Insur-
ance System (UIS) agencies and private contractors
which sponsor manpower training programs.

The most important aspect of DOL's Title VI program,
by far, relates to local Offices of, the State employment
security agencies. These State agencies in Fiscal Year
1973 will receive more than $400 million in Federal
assistance. The U. S. Training and Employment Service
(USAIS) is the mechanism for providing training and
employment services throughout the country. These, ser-
vices are furnished primarily through a network of
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local offices' which are funded mostly by Federal grants
and administered by the State agencies. The intended
beneficiaries are primarily the unemployed and under-
employed.2

In Fiscal Year 1972, over 10,000 contractual program
sponsors were engaged in manpower training programs,
ranging from Work Incentives Program (WIN) to the
Concentrated Employment Program (CEP) .3 These
programs typically provide employment, workctrain-
ihg experience, referral, counseling, and ogler sup-
portive services to unemployed and underemployed
persons.4

III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Compliance Report Forms

DOL's compliance repotting system elicits extensive
racial and ethnic data on services provided to program °
beneficiaries, as well Ets on the employment practices
of some recipients. Each State employment security
agency submits a monthly statistical report on persons
served by race and ethnicity.5 This Employment
Service Automated Reporting System .(ESARS) con-
stitutes an integral part of DOL's Title VI process.

Despite the impressive array of data available
through*this system, there is some question about,
whether it is being used to the fullest extent. According
to DOL, the ESARS reports "give a clear indication of
State agencies who may be in violation of Title VI."
However, ESARS data are required only on a statewide

I Services provided by the local offices Include testing, counseling. referral
to training. job development, job placement, and followup.

2 Some of al, more prevalent forms of discrimination which may occur In
State agencies are placing minority pplicants in occupational classifications
not commensurate with their qualifications; steering minorities to "dead -end"
Jobs or to certain employers only; serving discriminatory employers; and falling
to employ minorities in numbers proportional to the racial and ethnic composi-
tion of the office's population. Forms of discrimination which might manifest
themselves in State unemployment insurance programs include disqualifying
claimants on the basis of race or ethnicity and scheduling benefit-rights Inter-
views on racially segregated basis.

2 Similar programs include Operation Mainstream, Neighborhood Youth Corps,
Job Opportunities M the Business Sector (JOBS), and the National On-the-Job
Training Program (OJT).

Discrimination can occur in the selection of enrollees by the program spon-
sors, as well as in the training, work experiences, and other supportive services
(e.g., counseling and placement) given the participants.

a BeCause of staff limitations, these reports are required only quarterly in some
regions.
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basisoand local office summaries are required at the dis-
cretion of the State agency. This limits the evaluation
capabilities of DOL's regional staffs And obviously could
obscure discrimination at the local level. Although DOL
has a capability to collect other significant data (e.g.,
salaries and the location of jobs in which minorities
are placed), this information is not uniformly collected
or analyzed.°

Sponsors of MA programs submit data on the racial
and ethnic composition of participants. According' to
DOL, this informationused in conjunction with 1970
census datagives an accurate picture of the sponsors'
Title VI compliance. DOL is attempting to develop a
"Universe of Need" profile for each program area. This
would assure that the race and ethnicity of participants
is equivalent to that of the eligible population. Until
this device is readyexpected to be the end of Fiscal
Year 1973it will be difficult to identify many pro-
gram sponsors who have not achieved this balance.

'DOL is refining its compliance reporting system by
workingto use one examplewith the ESARS
staff to develop the means of identifying civil rights
problem areas and facilitating the disclosure of specific
Title VI violations. DOL also Is developing° a self-
evaluation instrument which would permit program
sponsors to assess their own compliance. This, how-
ever, is meeting resistance internally, as well as from
program sponsors.?

A revised monthly reporting system for all man-
power programs was discussed recently at a July
training session for regional equal opportunity staffs
and associate regional manpower administrators. This
system would follow an entirely new format. It is

being tested in the field, and the results are to be
reported by September 5, 1972. Notwithstanding the
many report forms already required from program
recipients, there is a needreflected in these efforts--
for a more effective system of evaluating and utilizing
the information collected on the forms.

Field civil rights staffs also must file regular
reports with the national office. The'se reports aid both
national and regional officials in assessing field com-
pliance operations. The reports are designed to iden-
tify problems in terms of delivering program services.
They summarize, on a biweekly basis, the handling
and status of complaint investigations, preaward and
postaward compliance reviews, and related equal

employment opportunity IEE0 I activities, such as
liaison with other agencies and training. The limited
information solicited nn these forms and the small
national office staff to review them suggest that these
reports are little more than a recordkeeping divice.°

Reporting on ES Staffs

Each State employment security agency is required
to submit an annual report giving the racial and
ethnic composition of its staff at all occupational
levels, its population served, and its applicants. A
report is required on elikch component office of a State
agency, along with a consolidated State report.°

Examination of 'ES staffing is based on the concept
that lack of representative numbers of minorities on
the staff adversely affects equal opportunity by making
the staff less effective in responding to the manpower
and employment needs of the community. Instructions
concerning minority representation on ES staffs re-
quire all agencies to submit a minority staffing plan,
showing goals for each local employment service and
unemployment insurance office. This plan is part of
the State's Plan of Service, which constitutes justifica-
tion for the agency's budget request."

Each State agency's minority staffing is evaluated
against the goal of making its staff at least parallel,
at all levels, to the racial and ethnic composition of
the Sttite's population and, ideally, to the applicants
it serves. This Commission noted in its One Year Later
report, however, that State plans projected through
Fiscal Year 1972 did not seem sufficient to overcome
the effects of past discrimination and that it was not
clear how much time DOL would give the States to,
achieve representative levels. These issues deserve
continued attention 1' in the forthcoming regional

Th. nlysb would allow, with more precision, the effectivene.. of Bervices
furni.hed by local office..

SelfevIution forms already are used both by ES agencies and MA con-
tractors, so the in.trurnnt referred to I. evidently k revision. In any event, the
significance of such a sy.tem turn. on whether it I. a substitute for, or supple
ment to, tomprehensiv. Federal monitoring.

" Form MA 7.91 reports th. nwInber of complaint. received and closed and the
number of reviews initiated and cloned. by program. It provides space for a brief
narrative on Other EEO activities. Form. MA 7.92 and MA 7.93 summarise,
respeclively, each compliant reviewed or closed and each review initiated or
closed. Space I. provided for a summary of finding., recommendations, and nego-
tiation results. It Is difficult. however, to contrive of the national office staff being
.hie to discern Investigative deficiencies by examining any of these docu
ments tilde from detecting, perhaps, unjustified time lag..

" When /mirth-dons for ad. uniform system were promulgated, the 1963.
Federal Merit Sy.tem Standards of Personnel Admini ion wr In effect.
These standard" simply prohibited discrimination In personnel actions. Thep
have berm auperseded by 1971 standards which not only prohibit discrimination
but mandate program of affirmative action to as.ur equal employment oppor
tunity In administering the State Byttm. Sea Field Memorandum No. 434.71.
Oct. 27, 1971, trammitting U. S. Civil Service Comminion interpretations or
Federal standards for State and local merit Allem serving grant -aided programa.

"See General Administration Letter (GAL) 1452, Jan. 14, 1972, and Field
Memorandum I FM) No. 60-72, transmitting instructions for preparing the Fiscal
Year 1973 State Agencies Plan of Service, Plan of Operation, and Budget' lo
Btruction (Including Instruction. for completing Form MA 4.51, which relate' to
minority group staffing plan.).

" A recent report from the regional manpower administrator In Atlanta high
Flight. potential problem area. It points out that Alabama is operating under
court order which directs the State agency to employ minority group members
on baais eompsrabl. to the minority population of the State. The report notes
that the agency has made a concerted effort to recruit and hire minorities
who ore not required to take wr(tten Merit System bxmintions for Intermit
tent and les. than full-time employment. As result. that agency his s
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reviews and subsequent national reviews of State
agency staffing plans being submitted as part of the
Fiscal Year 1973 Plans of Service."

The importance . of seeing that States establish
reasonable goals for minority staffing in all offices, at
all occupational levels, cannot be overstated. It is
imperative that the phase of the State Plan of Organi-
zation relating to minority staffing be carefully scruti-
nized by the national office before the Regional Operat-
ing Plans are approved. It would seem, however,
that the responsibility for maintaining continued watch
over State implementation of minority staffing plans
should rest largely with the regional civil rights staffs,
with the headquarters OEEO supplying support and
technical assistance.

B. Preapproval Reviews

In the second half of Fiscal Year 1971, regional
EEO personnel conducted 295 preaward compliance
reviews of contractual programs. In all of Fiscal Year
1972,, however, only three were performed.13 It is
diffiCult to account for this sharp decline, since all of
the more than 10,000 MA program sponsors Were
either funded for the first time or refunded during
Fiscal Year 1922.

Preaward reviews may be performed onsite or simply
at the desk. DOL manuals and handbooks indicate
a clear preference for the former, but they recognize
that the large number of contracts may dictate an at-
the-desk review. Further, the MA Manual on EEO

supplies criteria for determining when to conduct an
Onifte review :

When a proposal is received from any spon-
soring agency or company against whom a
valid complaint has been lodged within 3
years of the date of the proposal or against
whom there is evidence that the company has
been traditionally unfair in its employment
practices . . . [and in the case of] and con-
tract awards totalling $50,000 or more . . .

if the contractor receiving the award is new
and unknown to the contracting unit.

Notwithstanding 'the adequacy of DOL's guidelines
for preaward reviewsaimed at both Executive Order
11246 and Title VI mattersalmost no preaward
reviews were performed during Fiscal Year 1972.

C. Postaward Reviews

DOL guidelines for conducting compliance reviews
of both ES agencies and MA program sponsors are
extremely comprehensive and well organized. Never-
theless, the compliance reviews examined wereein-

complete in terms of noting whether recomMenda-
tions for corrective action actually were being imple-
mented.

According to the Compliance Officers Handbook,
established policy calls for each regional office to
conduct an annual compliance review of each State
ES agency and selected local offices, as well as each
major contractual program in the region. The term
"major" is not, however, defined.

In Fiscal Year 1972, there were 2,825 State ES and
UIS offices and 10,613 MA program sponsors subject
to Title VI. Yet, departmental personnel conducted
only 160 onsite postaward compliance reviews during
this period." This averages 14.5 reviews per region.15,
Even allowing for time spent on preaward reviews
(only three were reported for Fiscal Year 1972),
complaint investigations, and other Title VI activities,
it would appear that the present staff while in-
sufficienk to perform the number of reviews desirable
is probably underutilized.

DOL says the total of 160 reviews "reflects the
concern of the regional offices in reviewing the areas
(1) where problems have been found in the past or
(2) GAR (Government Authorized Representative or
project officer) reports indicated the likelihood of
problems requiring quick attention." These criteria,
conceivably useful in setting priorities, are clearly
inadequate as the sole criteria for scheduling reviews.
They would tend to restrict reviews to the few recipients
which have been reviewed in the past. They would
cause the civil rights staff to rely heavily upon the
unsophisticated judgment of GARS 10 for identifying
new Title VI problems.

In addition to the guidance for conducting com-
pliance reviews in the MA Manual on EEO and the

ceeded the minority population percentage in intermittent and parttime jobs,"
some of which last 11 out of 12 months in the year." The suitability of this
practice is somewhat dubious, since it is unclear what eventually happens to
these parttime employees.

" As noted in May 1972 memorandum from the deputy manpower adminie
trator to the acting regional manpower administrator In Chicago. enactment of
the 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act brought the employment
practices of State ES agencies within the jurisdiction of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. The memorandum summarized the progress mad. by
States within the region. noting some statewide deficiencies. It stressed the im-
portance of the regional office identifying local offices where minorities are
underrepresented. It was pointed out that heavy minority staffing in one or two
metropolitan offices, or in State headquarters. Is an unacceptable means of
achieving proper representation in statewide totals. Similar lettere presumably
were sent to other regional manpower administrator..

13 This figure is based on DOL's response to an OMB questionnaire. DOL
failed to respond to this Commission's question on this subject.
" Il is not known how many reviews were ES/UIS operations and how

many were of program sponsors.

" Since there are. on the average, 2.4 staff persona In each region devoting
fulltime to Title VI activities, each staff person conducted about six compliance
reviews during Fiscal Year 1972. 51x of the 11 regions have staff of
two; three regions have three each one her four; and one her only one.

" This is especially true in light of the fact that CARE spend only 5 percent
of their time on Title VI matters.
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Compliance Officers Handbook, supplemental instruc-
tions have been issued by some regional manpower
administrators. The quality of these supplemental in-
structions varies considerably, judging from the samples
Commission staff reviewed. Some uniformity, it would
appear, is desirable.

Nineteen recipients were found in noncompliance
during Fiscal Year 1972. In two cases, involving MA
program sponsors, the finding was that unequal ser-
vices had been provided to Spanish surnamed in-
dividuals in counseling and testing. DOL initiated
action in Feb'ruary 1972 to terminate them, but has
taken no such action against other noncomplying re-
cipients." Other cases of noncompliance were being
negotiated or were in some stage leading to negotia-
tion; e.g., formulation of recommendations. Consider-
able followup will be necessary to assure conformity
with any commitments negotiated.

D.' Complaint Investigation

DOL received 168 Title VI complpiints during
Fiscal Year 1972.. It is difficult, however, to assess
DOL's system for handling complaints."

E. Monitoring of Field Activities

Because of the decentralized nature of DOL's equal
opportunity operations, complaint investigations and
compliance reviews performed by regional staff are
not routinely submitted to the national office for con-
currence or examination. Aside from onsite monitoring
(di;cussed infra}, the only basis for assessing regional
equal opportunity performance has been the biweekly

reports (discussed supra) which appear to be more for
4ecordkeeping than evaluative purposes.

Onsite reviews of regional offices by headquarters
staff constitute the principal means of monitoring
field operations. These are supposed to be conducted
at each regional office on a semiannual basis. Reviews
of the 11 regional offices were scheduled for April
through June. As of the middle of August, however,
only oneRegion IIhad been reviewed. It was
DOL's expectation that the rest would be completed
before September.

The draft review of Region II disclosed a number
of serious deficiencies. These included overreliance on
interview statements and general observations in com-
plaint investigations, to the neglect of indepth record
searches; the cursory nature of compliance reviews
of State ES agencies, which tend to focus on program
operations of local offices rather than on their equal
opportunity posture; the absence of n workable system
for conducting preaward reviews,esulting in a mini-
mal number of these reviews; and the fhilure of project
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officers to monitor field` activities, apparently because
of lack of training. The review also noted that an
absence of complaints does not necessarily mean an
absence of equal opportunity problems. It added
that in-depth compliance reviews of ES offices probably
should be planned, and a wide segment of the com-
munity should be contacted in the course of the

reviews. This reference suggests that indepth com-
pliance reviews are not conducted as a matter of course.
And it would seem logical that interviews of minority
citizens be an integral part of any compliance review."

Regional operations can be improved only if de-
ficiencies discovered in a review are promptly "cor-
rected.2° Rather than waiting until the next onsite
review, national office personnel should require full
reports on corrective actions as soon as they are
taken.2'

IV. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

DOL's strategy toward noncomplying recipients con-
tinues to be one of negotiation. No administrative sanc-
tions, such as fund terminations and grant deferrals,

were invoked during Fiscal. Year 1972. This Commis-
sion has repeatedly' criticized DOL for this stand,

maintaining that it often has resulted in protracted
negotiations that compromise the spirit, if not the
letter, of Title VI.22

A sense of DOL's reluctance to impose adminis-
trative sanctions or take judicial action against non-
complying recipients can be obtained from instruc-

17 Moreover no prospective MA program sponsors were barred because of
finding. made in preapproval review..

Although most complaints were disposed of expeditiously, the notation re
gaoling disposition of many complaints was unspecific; e.g., "remedied" or

"closed." In one complaint, received in October 1971, the allegations were

substantiated. but the complaint was still pending. There was considerable

vagueness about the nature of many complaints. Other. showed such dtes as
Ian. 7. 1971 and Nov. 26, 1971 but reflected nothing under findings or disposition.
Many related to such non-Title VI issues as age or sex discrimination, raising
questions about whether Il 166 complaints actually involved Title VI.

to See the Compliance Officirs Handbook (revised January 1972) at 41.
" Some of the defiriencie noted In a September 1971 summary of a mono

toring visit to Region II (n .g., weak in choice of evidence used to sup.
port points in complaint investigations and compliance reviews/ seem to have

persisted. 4
2, For example, if compliance reviews of ES agencies are found to be super

finial. as was the case in Region II. the regional staff should be required to aub
mit cinch review for national office nalysin. Thls would assure immediate correc
tive action. DOL Intends to supplement the present monitoring system with in,
ternal studies based on the EEO biweekly and quarterly performance reports.
Witll respect to the biweekly reports, at least, the value of such studies would
seem to be limited to measuring quantitive aspects of performance. DOL notes

that in Fiscal Year 1973 EEO activity will be Included In the Operational Plan
ning and Control System (OPCS), the principal regional and natonal mnage
ment system for all MA programs. The Implications of this step are unclear.

22 A memorandum of understanding finally was agreed to by DOL (along with
the Department of Justice) and the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services
(OBES) in Noaember 1971 more than 3 yearn after discrimination by this
agency was disclosed by a DOL investigation. While the delay in reaching
settlement was partly caused by a change In Administrators. this change did
not occur until more than 2 years after the civil action was originally filed,



tions to recipienti.in one region," intended to apprise
the recipients of the format for Title VI negotiations."

.One of the issuances concerning ES agencies states
that "once full itnplemetation is assured, the negotia-
tion will be closed by letter." Meittion is- made of
followup 'reviews, but nothing is said about adminis-
trative or judicial proceedingsconveying, by its
absence, the impressiokthat no such action is sekzsly
content. plated."

California supplies an illustration of DOL's approach
to negotiation with 'noncomplying recipients; In De-
cember 1970, final reports on an investigation of the
California Employment System disclosed that the
system was "operating in a manner that constituted
different and inferior- service to non-English speak-
ing minorities." There .were rttoree than 10 specific
findings of discrimination. Nevertheless, the .agree-
ment negotiated between DOL and the California
Depertm t of Human Resources Development -(HRD)
sign approximately 9 months after the findings .

were made -- stipulated that "there were no overt.vio-
latio of Title Si!. . . disclosed in the recent can-
pli nce reviews conducted by the Department of ,

or." " This completely contradicted DOL's re-4
onse 'ito a )Commission questionnaire more than a

mpnth after the agreement became final.

V. MISCELLANEOUS

The Manpower Admunstrationas not formulated
a policy on the applicability of Title VI to all planning
and advisory bodies, but its established policy for the
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System
(CAMPS)" implies some racial and ethnic require-
ments."

Aimed at establishing a system for cooperative
planning of and conduct of manpower training and
supportive services, CAMPS was revised in May 1971
to correspohd to the decentralization of DOL's MA.
The primary purpose of the change was to set up a net-
work of area and State manpower planning councils,
funded principally by DOL, to serve in an advisory
capacity and identify manpower needs, set priorities,
and develop comprehensive manpower plans.

The revised system set general principles for se-
lecting members of the planning councils. Although a
requirement for minority group representation was
not specifically enunciated, it was implied." From a
civil rights perspective, more explicit guidelines would
be desirable." Since these- bodies receive Federal
assistance and formulate plans which affect the in-
tended beneficiaries of manpower programs, discrim-
inatory menffierships would clearly violate Title VI.
Discrimination in selection of council members,.

,

especially the client group representatives, should be
prohibited. There should be a presumption of a Title
VI violation if there is ksubstantial disparity between
the proportion of council member from a particular
minority, group and the proporfio of clients from
that minority gimp.

VI. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

There has been virtually no change in either the
organization or staffing patterns of DOL's national
and regional Office of Equal Employment Opportunity
since this Commission's last followup. There was
'merely a net increase of two Staff persons.

DOL intends" to maiimize the Title VI responsibil-
ities of the Government Authorized Representatives
(GARs) who are responsible for the overall perform-
ance of MA contractors and State ES agencies.
According to DOL, the GARB presently devote 18
man-years to Title VI matters, or. approximately 5 per-

" Ncgollittione for corned. action continue to be decentralised. Although
other regions may have .iseued different types of memoranda, the cited iSSUIII1C.
es are probabboreplesentelive of the negotiation approach in all region..

"'See, e.g.. ES Agency !mance No. 89.72 from T C. Murrell. Acting Rs.
gionel Manpower Administrator for Region VI. to all State Eitiployment Security
Agencies:. Mar. 24. 1972. See also CEP Sponsor Issuanc No. 311:72 and Public
Servic Careers and keiv Careen Sponsors Issuance No. 11.72. mama dote and
region.

va luuances to MA ponson carry a vague implication of possible enforcement
action: "If recurring Title VI violationare noted. determination will him to
be made concerning necessary enforcement action."

ss Some discriminatory findings (e.g., practically all job orders pooled for
applicants were In English) .were4ait nmarfted in prior DOL correspondence but
were not dealt with specifically In thkagrement. The language of the settlement
seems weak In parts. For fp:ample.' it stated that "Service' in languages other
than English are conetrued es client need to be met within the constraint. of
feasibility and sssss nability and within the administrative discretion of Human
Resource. Development."

Th settlement seemingly cites Carmona v. Sheffield, 325 F. Supp. 13$1
(D.C. Galli. 1971). as authority for this proposition. The case Involved in id:
legation by Spanish speaking chisens that thy had been denied equal protee
tion because IIRD. In administering the unemployment insuranc program.
conducts Its affairs in English. The action was dismiesed, the court holding that
this I public policy question for the appropriate legislative bodies.

In view of the fact. however. that DOL investigators found that nonEngliah
peking minorities were receiving inferior services, the agreement to permit ad.
ministratIve discretion in dealing with a recognixd client need seems unwar
ranted. Tjsc Cermona decision was not binding on DOL. which cleverly had
authority to use Its administrative discretion to go beyond judicial require
mint..

at CAMPS I. MA's, major planning and advisory mecheniem. Through this
system fundb aro provided for §tate and local manpower plennIng staff., which
cooperate In manpower planning. CAMPS evolved out of 1967 Interagency
agreement (CAMPS Interagency Cooperative Issuance No. 2, March 3. 1967).
Present members of the agreement are the Departments of labor; Health, Edu
cation. and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; Apiculture; Interior;
and Commerce; the Office of Economic Opportunity; the Civil Service rn
minion; and the Environmental Protection Agency.

Se. CAMPS. Interagency Cooperative lasuanc No, 72.2. May 21. 1971.
°° For emple. the principle. tated that "client group representative."

(Le.. persons selected from among the bale population poupe of manpower
program clients) should be representative of and Man the confidence of the
communities from which they ere chosen.

6° A clarifying memorandum from the Nevi Englanli regional manpower ad-
minietretor to all C 00000 ors and mayor. In the region reiterates the used for
balance mong the three sectors (1.... clients. ageneysponeor and buelness
labor) from which council member" are appointed. The memorandum specl
fically redefines what is menl by client eeetor rep Wives and clearly eug
gems that the guidelines permit excessive latitude In ppointing counnll mern
ben. thus falling to assure an equitable balance.
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cent of their time. Added to a civil rights staff of 34,

this constitutes 52 man-years expended on Title VI.81

Even assuming optimal use of civil rights staff, GARS

and others, DOL clearly is not adequately staffed to
fully discharge its Title VI responsibilities. The per-
sonnel shortage seems particularly acute at the national

level, where responsibility for monitoring regional Title
VI activities rests.82

at This unaccountably does not p.. with DOL's July 1972 rsponss to on
OMB queEloanalr. That rmpons mportl 32.6 raanyears tiodd on Title VI

matter..
33 Tim shortage is heightitid by the decentralised nature of DOL's civil rights

organisation, which precludes the national OEEO from tercising line author.
ity over regional civil rights staffs.
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OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY (6E0)

I. OVERVIEW

OED's Title VI program is not extensive. The
I. agency's major civil rights problem is allegations of

OEO and CAN employment discrimina'tion, and that
is handled by means other than Title VI. OEO

*utilizes pre-grant reviews effectively. Requiring an
affirmative action plan for both program participation
and employnient is a good practice. Insufficient at-
tention, however is C paid to determining- whether the
plans are in fact imp emented by grantees.

Further, the OEO civil rights program is adversely
affected by the failure of OED's Office of General
Counsel to act promptly on important jurisdictional
questions assigned to it.

II.' OEO'S PROGRAM AND
e-

CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

The Office of Economic Opportunity was established
by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. Its major
programs are administered through Community Action
and Special Purpose Agencies. Through a variety of
component programssuch as Legal Services, Com-
prehensive Health Centers, and Neighborhood Centers

the Community Action Agencies (CAA) provide
financial support for local antipoverty campaigns in
urban and rural Areas, on Indian reservations, and
among migrant and other seasonally employed
workers.'

Many of the Special Purpose Agencies are involved
in research and demonstration projects in such fields
as community development, urban and rural economic
development, early childhood deielopment, and educa-
tion.

The 0E0's Office of Human Rights is responsible for
development implementation of 0E0's civil rights
policies. The. Office's concerns extend beyond Title
VI to special grant conditions relating to ,civil rights.
For example, under General Conditions issued by 0E0,
civil rights coverage has been extended to the employ-
ment of grantees.

-4,
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III. COMPLIANCE MECHANISMS

A. Pre-grant Reviews

Unlike the grantees of many other agencies, OEO
grantees are primarily community groups that organ-
ized in order to qualify for OEO fundings and did not
exist as separate entities until they receive OEO grants.
The pre-grant review consists of an examination of doc-
uments submitted to justify funding or refunding.
Among those documents are (1) an affirmative action
plan for ensuring equal opportunity for participation
in all phases and levels of grantee programs, and (2)
racial and ethnic data on minority groups, in the target
area. Grant proposals are examined jointly by pro-
gram and human rights officials in OED's regional
offices.

B. Affirmative Action Plan

OEO feels that its major civil rights thrust is its
affirmative action reqUireMint, rather than onsite re-
views or complaint resolution. The agency believes
it can better reach grantees through affirmative action,
since it conducts few onsite reviews and affirmative
action plans are required for funding or refunding a
project.

While draft guidelines for grantee affirmative action
plans have not been formally issued by OEO, similar
guidelines have been developed by regional 4iirectors
and circulated to grantees. Since it is known that re-
gional directors will not accept grant applicatidns until
an acceptable plan has been submitted, granters have
regarded the regional guidelines as binding.

Essential elements of the affirmative action plan are
equal employment opportunity within the grantee
staff and the staffs of the vendors from which the gran-
tee purchases goods and services; equal opportunity
in benefit participation and distribution; and the fos-

Some of 0E0's succeseful programa have bun transferred to older and larger
rodent agenda'. For examplc, Head Start and other child care programa
have been delegated to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare;

the lob Corps program to the Manpower Adssini ion of the Department of
Labor; and VISTA to Action.
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tering of institutional change in the community. Defl-
nitions and instructions relating to the latter require-

menus are vague.2

C. Compliance Reviews

Compliance reviews are postgrant reviewsconducted

onsite to determine whether the affirmative action
plan has been implemented, and/or whether the, gran-

tee has carried out any requirements imposed as a con-

dition far continued funding.°
During Fiscal Year 1972, only 44 onsite compliance

reviews were conducted-33 less than in Fiscal Year
1971. The number of reviews conducted by regional
offices ranges from zero in San Francisco to 18 in At-

lanta, with the average for the 10 regions being ap-
proximately four. All of the grantees reviewed .were
found to be in some degree of noncompliance. The

majority of the problems involved employment prac-

tices and conflict between minority groups seeking
equitable representation and services.*

No action has been taken during Fiscal Year 1972 to

terminate ,grants because of noncompliance with civil

rights requirements. Hqwever, grants have been ter-
minated for violation of program requirements,° and

some of these grantees were also in violation of Title
VI.° Other methods used to get compliance are vol-

untary negotiation, backed by the threat of fund ter-
mination, and the imposition of special requirements
as conditions for continuance or refunding:1 Time
tables for corrective action are not given, apparently

because refunding is primarily on a short-term (e.g.,
annual) basis, and the grantee risks not being funded

if the corrective steps are not taken.
OEO still lacks a system for determining compliance

review priorities and conducting periodic reviews.
The number of compliance reviews conducted is in-

adequate for an agency kith approximately 1,800

grantees .° Because there have been few new grantees'
in recent years, the agency is primarily refunding
existing programs. It would seem that the limited scope

of operations would facilitate better compliance en-
forcement, but such has not been the case.

D. Complaints

OEO complaint processing has been decentralized
for several years. Each grantee must have an equal op-
portunity officer to receive and resolve Title VI com-
plaints. If the compliint is not resolved there, it is
forwarded to the regional level where effort again is
made toward voluntary resolution. Complaints that
cannot be resolved, and those involving -discrimination
in grantee employment practices, are sent to Wash-

' teat_fa investigation and resolution. The Inspec-

tion 13ivision, which performs the investigations, has
been reorganized so that three inspectors spend full-time

on civil rights complaints. This has improved the time-
liness of resolving Title VI complaints. Complaint in-
vestigation reports reviewed by this commission were
well documented and comprehensive.

E. Policy Issuances

Instructions on three important issues regarding the

extent of OED's authoiity have been drafted and are.
awaiting a determination by the Office of General Coun-

sel. The issues involve vendor compliance, grantee af-

firmative action, and discrimination complaints against

grantees involving employment, program particpation
and benefits. Accord has not been reached within OEO

on the extent to which it is empowered to bring its
gran tees into compliance.

The draft instructions have been under consideration

for nearly- a year, an'inordinate length of time to defer

policy statements. Reluctance1to rue a policy state-
ment clearly within the applicability of Title VI such.
as the instruction on complaint resolutionis totally un-
warranted.

IV. ORGANIZATION

A. Structure

The Office of Humattqlights, is the responsibility

of the Assolciate Directiir of -Human Rights, who
reports to the Deputy Director and Director of .0E0,
The regional human rights chiefs work under the
guidance and instruction of the Associate Director

The throe elements of the institutional change aspect of the plan are that the

grantee staff be familiar with trilsting civil rightsk-laws governing the community,

served i that the Bantu utilise its yurchesing power by buying from firma that

practice nondiscrimination; and that the grant.. Identify !width/story iltatitu

tfonal practices within the community ands determin o to make necessity

changes. No examples of discriminatory institutional ractices are given. nor Is

any Information provided on how a community action agency would be able to

undertake such action. A definition of Institutional change and its measurement

1s not provided.
Other multi investigation. are conducted In resolving complaint., but these

are not considered compliance review*.
Increased awareness by 0E0 of the needs of poverty groups of nitaber

of racial and ethnic backgrounds (e.g.. Puerto Ricans, Chinese, haulms Amer'.

cans, and fluidic Jews) and the heightens& interest ,fiy these groups in 0E0 pro.

grams has put strain on the spiny'. chmpliance effort. Some groups formerly

tilt/ not seek to associate with OEO programa. Others were not organised to es

teblioh program. Finally. OEO tools,. narrow view of Its responsibility. Now

that this has changed. there is competition for control of CAA' and for SO

"equitable." share of OEO's diminishing resources.
CAAs have been terminated for a variety of reasons, Including WWI°.

cation of funds. ineReethre operation. and failure to reach target groups.

In some cum Title VI termination procedures were intentionally avoided

because of their cumbersome nature.
A Colorado CAA suppliu an example of special conditions in a grant agree.

mint. The ethnic composition of the CAA board, advisory committee, and stall

did not reflect the population of the target area and insufficient outreach work

bed been On. to reach nonEngliah 'puking residents. Requirements to ctn.

rut these matters were written into the grant agreement aa special conditions

to be mil.
There aro 1.000 Community Action Agencies end 100 Special Purpose Agent

cies.
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for Human Rights, and under the administrative
direction of the regional office directors. Compliance
decisions are made by regional office directors, under
recommendations from the Office 'if Human Rights.

B. Staffing

OEO has no full-time professional Title VI staff.
There are 14 full-time professional human rights of-
ficials who spend more than half of their time on
Title VI enforcement The 14 consist of three staff
members in the Washington headquarters office, a hu-
man rights chief in each of the 10 regional offices, and a
full-time assistant in the Atlanta office. A major problem
for OEO at this time is charges of employment discrimi-
nation, so the human rights staff spends large amounts
of time on complaints from within the agency and its
grantees. As a result, Title VI compliance receives in-
sufficient staff attention.

The Office of Human Rights has conducted no

112

onsite monitoring of the operation of field offices,
although Washington staff members do occasionally
join regional staff in conducting onsite reviews. A
system has not been devised whereby regional human
rights offices are required to submit periodic work
plans or assessments of regional civil-xi 11;4_8 problems.

C. Training

Human rights training programs have been held for
the executive and middle levels of OED's management
and field program staff to sensitize them to civil rights
responsibilities. Five regional offices have held human
rights training programs for CAA directors and equal
opportunity - officers. Generally, the programs last
several days and are, directed by regional human rights
chiefs, with participation by the associate director of
human rights and, in some cases, outside consultants.
There are plans to expand the program to the remain-
ing regions during Fiscal Year 1973.
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DEPARTMENct OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT)1

I. OVERVIEW

Both the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA) have markedly improved certain aspects of

their compliance programs. Other aspects, however, re-

main deficient, and signs of progress have been mostly

promissory.
Neither Administration has been particularly inno-

vative in identifying the long-range civil rights im-
plications of its programs and the coverage afforded by

Title VI. FHWA, for example, has not determined the

extent to which Title VI applies to opportunities gen-
erated or facilitated by highway construction. Even

where Title VI issues have' been identifiedfor ex-
ample, the selection of contractors a uniform method
of dealing with these matters has not always been

spelled out.
UMTA has substantially improved its Title VI en-

forcement mechanism by establishing a system for ana-

lyzing the civil rights impact of proposed projects be-

fore' funds are allocated. While the system has weak-

nesses, it is better than FHWA's by a wide margin.
FHWA still has not developed even the most elemen-

tary system for collecting racial and ethnic data which

could be used in preapproval reviews.
Despite the continuing need to identify more specifi-

cally what constitutes noncompliance and to develop

more refined guidelines for postaward reviews, FHWA
has materially upgraded the postaward aspect of its
Title VI enforcement. UMTA also has improved the

quality of its Title VI postaward reviews, but UMTA's

treatment of Title VI aspects continues to be some-

what superficial.
A notable. weakness in the enforcement programs of

both FHWA and UMTA is their lack of civil rights
staff. The manpower shortage is particularly acute
at UMTA, where a drastic agencywide cutback has
been experienced. This has significantly undercut the

work of UMTA's Me of Civil Rights and Service De-

velopment, which has signoff authority on every proj-
ect.

II. PROGRAM AND CIVIL RIGHTS
RESPONSIBILITIES

FHWA administers a number of grant-in-aid pro-
grams through which financial assistance is provided

to Statesprincipally for planning, construction,

and improvement of Federal-aid highways.2 Although
matching funds are required, Federal outlays for
this program have been extremely large. Fiscal Year
1971 obligations exceeded $4.6 billion and are ex-
pected to rise to $5 billion in Fiscal Years 1972 and

1973.3

Major Title VI implications of the Federal-aid high-

way program relate to the immediate and direct conse-
quences of highway location and constructionin-
cluding such matters as community disruption 4 and
family displacement and relocationand to the future
impact of the program in terms of housing and em-
ployment opportunities generated by the highway.

The latter category involves such issues as suburban
access, urban polarization, and central city viability.5

Highway location and design carries significant Title

VI aspects. The kinds of problems that can occur at this

stage may relate to the failure to obtain minority in-

put in the planning process; the highway's creation of

artificial barriers between majority and minority seg-
ments of the community; undue disruption of minority

* This analysis will deal exclusively with the two admini ion within DOT
which have the most significant Title VI responsibilities t the Urban Mud
Transportation Administration and the Federal Highway Administration. Operat

Mg agencies administering programs with leas significant Title VI Imp/Italians.
such as the Federal Aviation Administration, will not be examined here.

Principal source of these funds Is the Highway Trust Fund, established by

the Highway Revenue Act of 1956 for the exclusive purpose of financing high.

ways.
I Most of the Federal funds are earmarked for the 42400.mile national Inter

stets system (projected to be completed by 1990 at a total cost.of approximately

11110 billion), for which FIIWA pays 90 percent of the costs. FHWA also pro.

rides matching grants for Stale and urban systems.
See the proposed amendment to FHWA Policy and Procedure Memoraadum

(PPM) 20.1, which would require State highway departments requesting low
lion or design approval for a project to discus. the anticipated economic. so.
Mal, and environmental elects of the proposals and alternatives. This would

include the highway's impact on minority community cohesion. (17 F. R.
OK Apr. 26, 1972).

ontwA now concedes that men meets to highways regardlem of race or
ethnicity is an overly simplistic view of 1110 Title VI implications of the Federal
aid highway program.
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communities; and racial discrimination in relocating
families.

How FHWA interprets these aspects of Title VI is
unclear. Considerable vagueness surrounds the inter-
pretation. Except for what can be 'gleaned from
FHWA's interim Title VI review procedures (dis-
cussed infra), the Title VI regulations and supple-
mentary materials off oyrecise criteria.

Highway construct generatesor, at least, fa-
cilitatessuch oppertun ies as the growth of employ-
ment centers in suburban areas of new housing.
Viewed in this context,4he opportunities become bene-
fits of the program. If a disparity in their availability
exists along racial or ethnic linespossibly attribut-
able to lack of open housing near the new opportunities
Title VI has been violated., -

The argument usually adiranced against this position
is that these opportunities are not benefits of the pro-
grams. Rather, the counterargument runs, highways
are constructed to meet identified transportation needs,
some of which are generated by the opportunities in-
stead of the reverse.
examined exhaustively in is
ing if only to point up the

Selection and retention of c
tractors also are covered by DO
These matters should be distin
ployment practices of contracto
by Executive Order 11246. The former is an area with-
in the purview of Title VI which has received little at-
tention at FHWA. It involves such issues as prequel-
ification of contractors, bonding requirements, and the
size of contracts which have significant civil rights
implications.' FHWA receives a quarterly regional
report identifying minority contractors; this report is
simply transmitted to DOT personnel. No attempt has
been made to analyze the extent of the problem.
Furthermore, there is no uniform FHWA policy which
would increase minority representation among high-
way contractors through such methods as reducing
the size of contracts or waiving bonding requirements
under certain circumstances."

Employment practices of State highway depart-
ments merit brief treatment. With the exception of
the'Applachia Highway Program, Title VI generally
does not apply.° DOT's "model" Title VI regulation,
however, stipulates that when discrimination in em-
ployment practices tends to result in discrimination
against the intended beneficiaries, the employment prac-
tices become subject to the Title VI regulation." No ef-
fort really has been made to identify what employment
categories might be covered by this provision. The need

.1he argument cannot be
analysis, it is worth not-

eed for clarification.°
ntractors and subcon-
's Title VI regulations.

fished from the em-
, which are covered

to do so may be obviated by 1972 amendments to Title
VII.ii

DOT continues to consider a proposed regulation
which would extend coverage of employment practices
to all DOT recipients.. In the meantime, reviews df
employment practices of State highway departments
are based on Executive Order 11246 and the 1968
Highway .A:ct, nd are performed as part of Title -VI
compliance revi ws and complaint investigatiorp. The
reviews seem to suggest that the policy is not being uni-
formly applied." °

UMTA's grants are made to State and local public
agencies to assist them in providing facilities and equip-
ment for urban public. transportation.'" The kinds of
discrimination that might surface in UMTA's grant-

in-aid programs are similar to those in the Federal-aid
highway programh. Discrimination is prohibited on
public vehicles operating as part of a federally as-
sisted project, in the routing, _scheduling, or service,
and in the location of projects."

Discussion of this subject should not be limited to T(iI. VI, given the ob.
vious Implications of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1962.

7 For rumple, while contracts are typically awarded through compstitive bid.
ding. some Stele prequalifiemion procedures may prevent persons, on the basis
of rare or national origin. Irom even bidding. Similarly, bonding requirements
and the sire of contracts being awarded may disproportionately bar minority
contractors because of their Initially smell financial capability. By continuing to
award mixable contracts and impose stiff bonding requirements, the State may
prevent 'miter minority firms from ever achieving the financial capabilliy
to bid compatively.

This Is not to imply that diocriminatIon In selecting contractors cannot be
easily corrected. However. while the FIIWA-civil rights staff is aware of efforts in
such States as Washington and Michigen, it does not seem particularly disposed
to vappla with this problem at the national level. nether, the ataff is content to
deal with it piecemeal. As s result of a recent review of the North Carolina State
Highway Commission, the regional Federal highway administrator requeated that
"II the State find. . . that bonding presents an obstacle to minority con
tractors' consideration for award . . than the State should him the flexibility
to waive the requirements for bonding so that . . . (they) do not have the
effect of discrimination."

° From en employment standpoint, Tills VI is limited to instances in which
primary purpose of the Federal aid is to provide employment.

1° A year ago, DOT attempted to stimulate increased utilization of minority
personnel in the relocation programs of State highway departments. This con
reivably could.be viewed es an application of the Title VI regulation. The pol
try would be predicated on the premise that discrimination In selecting State
relocation personnel would' be reflected in discrimination against relocatees.

11 A provision of the 1961 Highway Act has limited epplcation to employment.
This section requires States to give asourences this employment will be without
regard to race or ethnicity when any part of the compensation involves Fad-
ers! funds.

" Data on minority employment in State highway deportment@ still are not
routinely collected.

" In addition to capital facility grants (which may not exceed two-thirds
01 the project costs), there are technical studies 'Milo h and dao3on

ion yenta and contracts, menagerial training grants, unlvervity research
and training grants, and capital facility loans...11 subject to Title VI. Total cap!.
tal outlays (obligations) exceeded $330 million In Flied Year 1971, are es
timated to be 111 billion in Fiscal Year 1973.
tal outlays (obligations) exceeded 1330 million In Fiscal Year 1971 and are es.

" UMTA's Title VI Manual for Civil Rights Specialists (July 1972) analyzes
Title VI violations. A Curious upset of the Manual Is that some of the ipecac
discriminatory actions listed stem to have no particuier application to UMTA
programs. They relate, rather, to Department of Labor manpower programs{ s.
g., undercoding of oecupetionel classifications and relerrel on the basis of race.
Appendix C of DOT. Title VI regulations prohibit discriminatory employment
practices by project sponsor* or lessees, concesalonelres contractor.. or items.
era. or any organisation furnishing public transportation es part 01 a federally
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111:--. COMPLIANCE EFFORT

A. Data Collection

In October 1971, the Secretary of TranspOr ation

reported that DOT was in the process of devel ping
procedures for collecting racial and ethnic a in
ordejo evaluate Title VI compliance. "This project is

con 'clered to be of high priority," the Secretary stated,

"and we anticipate the implementation of the neces-
sary criteria and procedures within the next few
months."

These procedures have not, however, materialized. A

proposed amendment to DOT's Title VI regulations

would require fund recipients to have racial and ethnic
data showing the extent to which minority groups are
beneficiaries of DOT programs. Any efforts to upgrade

DOT's Ilection of racial and ethnic data since that
date, wever, have been limited to the individual
efforts f DOT units.

FHWA

As noted in this Commission's The Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort: One Year Later report,
FHWA had prepared a draft order which would have

required collection of extensive racial and ethnic data

on communities where highways were proposed. This
order has not been put into effect. A .pilot dem-
onstration project, however, may lead to refinement

and implementation of the order. The project is aimed

at developing and testing procedures to ascertain

compliance of highway planning projects with Title VI.

It is being conducted by the Virginia Department of

Highways in conjunction with FHWA.
,The pilot study is examining a proposed project which,

will evidently ',cause extensive displacement. The pro-
cedures developed to ascertain Title VI compliance in-

volve two questionnaires - -one for businesses and one

for residenceswhich were administered to a sample

of firms and households. The State's location con-
sultant will use -the information to develop location rec-

ommendations for presentation to the State and for
use at public hearings. When the study is complete,
it is anticipated that FHWA will determine, based on

its analysts of the results, what - procedures might
be uniformly applied by all States. Again, the develop-

ment of a Comprehensive system for collecting racial
and ethnic data continues to be promissory.

UMTA

Although UMTA has long required maps showing

areas of minority concentrations and their relation-
ship to proposed transportation facilities, it has been
criticized for failing to use this compliance mechanism.

UMTA recently made progre,ss toward doing so.

UMTA civil rights personnel review project applica-

tions to determine whether there is a disparity in ser-
vices for minority and majority areas.

A p phlet covering applications for UMTA funds

explai is
t

-that final applications must "contain suffi-

'cient demographic, economic and technical data to as-

sist in comparing and evaluating existing conditicnis

with forecasts and recommended changes." These data

are required as part of an overall Titk VI analysis to de-

termine how the proposed project would affect minority

areas.'" One weakness in the process is that the cri-
teria for identifying large minority areas have not been

developed. This weakness is compougad by the fact
that UMTA, using census data, only verifies the identi-

fication of minority concentrations on an ad hoc basis.

B. Preapproial Reviews

FHWA

Given the ongoing nature of the Federal-aid highway

program, FHWA regards its Title VI reviews of the
State highway departments as being both preapproval

and postaward reviews.'7 Nonetheless, in the sense of
reviewing, from a civil rights perspec.tive, the im-

pact of proposed projects prior to approval, FHWA
conducted no Title VI preapproval reviews during

Fiscal Year. FHWA might argue that such reviews
already are conducted as a part of overall project re-

views.'" None of these involve, however, preapproval

assisted project. UMTA has incorporated language in its grant contracts requiring

equal employment opportunity by recipient public bodies and their contractor*.

(See UMTA Grant Contract, Part II, Terms and Conditions. (Sac. 110 (a).

to Giun the nature of the questiennaires, it Is unclear how the information

will be integutd into the decisionmaking process. A problem with such an

riffort i, that one inevitably concludes that the hteu of whether to construct the

troject asall h iready been decided, and that the only question remaining

a specific location.
t See Exhibit, Civil Right. Analysis. Part AThi VI Compliance Program.

'Capital Grant (draft /29/72). A similar exhibit relate. to wholes' studies

aunt, Both exhibits pm in the present 'Information for Applicants" pm
phlet and will remain u changed in the neyised instructions,

" According to Fit A, "They conatitute a determination as to whether the

State Is muting its Ti VI obligation. after it hat received some Federalald

funds, and a. to wheth r the State will most Its Title VI obligations as a con-

dition to rceling furtl er Fllutialil funds."
'1 FHWA'" planning manual and procedures for conducting public hearings

are replete with requi ant for anelyses of social and environmental factors.

Th 1970 Highway Act equite Steles to document that social and economic

effects were duly conaiderd at the public hearing. Nona of thus administratl

or legislative maak4ates rshers specifically to aril rights impact, although a pro

ponell amentimet410 FHWA policy memorandum would assure consideration of

highway's Impact on minority ommunIty cohesion, and a proposed equal

housing regulation would require naluis by fund reciplnts of the high-

way's Impact on housing. Reviaell OMB Circular A-95 gives public nudes
charged with enforcing State and local civil rights lows the opportunity to eaun

meat on proposed projects, but 'durum comments do not ensure that the pro-

ject will be shorted or even modified. While the Slue highway departments are

obligated to consider any adverts comments reclud through the A-95 clearing.

houses, 11,y may choose to Ignore them. In unresolved Issues, the State Is re

quiud to submit copy of the adverse oommnta and, if'pplicble,reasons for

rejecting them. Dacuse of the discretionary aspects of the A-95 process, It can

not be considered reliable ciIf rights enforcement tool. it does not obft
the need for a tructurrod Title VI 'preapproral muhanim within FHWA,
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examination of project by civil rights personnel.
FHWA's perception of its role in preapproval reviewsl°
stands in stark contrast to UMTA's newly implemented
preapproval system, infra.

UMTA

11MTA performed 92 preapproval compliance reviews
in Fiscal. Year 1972." An urban planner in the Special
Programs Division -of UMTA's Office of Civit"Rights
and Service DeveloPnient (OCRSD) is responsible for
checking all grant applications in terms of potentialim-
pact on minority communities." Significantly, the Ad-
ministrator of UMTA has givetit OCRSD signoff au-
thority on all grant applications.22 Although UMTA's
pteapproval program is a marked improvement, one
individual certainly is not capable of reviewing each
application indepth.

OCRSD has developed an application review checklist
which already is being used, although it is in draft form.
The checklist requires the reviewer to determine
whether: (a) the application contaiiriiMp of the ju-
risdiction; (b) a Title VI as" suranee is included with the
application; (c) the applicant has a relocation program;
(d) sufficient demographic information is provided;
(e) public hearings have been held; (f) minorities
are represented on any citizen advisory boards: and
(g) the environmental statement is included_ Since
the reviewer is required only to check "yes," "no," or
"N/A" (not applicable) for each of the above and com-
ment merely on all items checked "no," an overly sim-
plistic treatment of these questions may result. 23 The
checklist, is to be supplemented, however, by brief -state-
ments on how the project would affect minority areas
and how residents of affected arecks would be involved
in the project.

Sev rat aspects of the checklist and related procedures
coul be strengthened. There is a particular need to set
forth specifically how the information will be ana
lyzed 24 For example, the reviewer checks the jurisdic
tion's maps to ascertain the potential impact of the proj
ect on the minority community. However, criteria have
not been developed to define what constitutes a minority
area, and applicants' maps designating minority areas
usually are not verified. There is, therefore, consider-
able opportunity for the applicant to present misleading
information." Difficulties in refining UMTA's pre-
approval operation are directly attributable to lack of
manpower. The person responsible for formulating
more comprehensive review procedures is also the only
person performing the actual reviews. This circum-
stancecoupled with the fact that some applications are
difficult to analyze in civil rights terms without ad.

ditional information "has forced the reviewer to con-
centrate on projects exceeding Si million."

C. Postaward Reviews

DOT's Assistant, Secretary foXAdministration re-
cently established a program for audit coverage of DOT
contracts and grants for compliance with civil rights
requirements. This will mean that auditors will be in-
volved, to a limited extent, in TitleVI enforcement.28

FHWA

After years of inaction in this field, FHWA has per-
formed compliance reviews to determine whether State
highway departments are complying with Title:VI. In
December 1971, the Secretary of Transportation in-
structed FHWA to draw up a progiitn for Title VI
compliance reviews within 15 days.22 Ina January 1972

sresponse to die Secretary, the Federal Highway Ad-
..)kinistrator indicated that field work had been com-

J=="1-yrieted for five reviews and that 16 more would be
r- erumpleted by May. By Ausust 1972, however, only nine

The Department of Justice (DWI recently mad. recoramendallocs reiallog
to EllWA'a implementation of Title V1 A major feature wait requiring "Title
VI Impart Statement" for all project. In which minority populations would b.
effected, All ElliVA operating office regtetered objertion Eartroffire maln
rained that its current pcorodures roverie4-14.) issues. and WM If any chows
were nerereaary they should be incorpirsted idto the regular progtam procedure.
Erh VI1Vi A off)so le reviewing the DO) document against it. current operting
proredures to determine when should be modified to mature appropriate
application of Title VI wipe...

no UMTA's July 1972 'capon. toln Ok111 questionnaire. however. stated that
no pre grant reviews had been s.onducted In Fiscal Year 1972.

e t The Spatial Programa Divilon,da not Involved in poetaward twelewe. These
. handled by the External Progternii

" Appliristiono. whether for technical midi. or vitiltI grant, are eubmItted
In prelim... form Typically. there I. a GO day period doting which UMTA per
onnL miluAing rivIl right. staff. review the initial ppliration end request
additional Information. Mtn the regime'''rd information le oubmitted, the final
appliceition I. prepared and distributed to UMTA personnel for approval or dl
ppro.I

Comments may be mad. regarding firmetive reeponca. Out If no coo-
ment are made, simple "yes" rhork. far eiterap., to the Item relating to
relocation Is not Inetroett

This would demand that applitnt be adequately Informed of what la
clotted of them An Eeternl Operating Manuel. written for applicants. poo
ire. end the general publir. ronulm *acne Information relatlog to MN VI.
°. The. leo Is a need lin this rinievteir to collo.t eupplemental lalormatIon,

such as d.r. civil right. footmen. elicited through it. A 93 process.

' When civil right problem le identified In th. application. this staff
ttettellr alert. the Tranportation flepre.n.tive (TU). who lit th liaison Pon
with the prosperity. grantees The TD typically Is salted to resolve proldenis or
collect toiclitionel Information 11 the TD were unable to resolve the ;natter. the
...we, would mak. an °write visit. but none ha been mad. to date.

Thin doe* not mom, that all grant applications ere not eubjert to some
type of pre.ward review It means. rather. that the depth of the review eorte
ponds directly in the proposed level of funding. a

as The /wait work is not Intended to replace or duplIrat Indepth come
rtrelece by .01 right. personnI or nay ...we In the civil rights

field b, other personnel. !lather. the objective I. to perform limited civil
rights rhecka oI DOT rontratore and great.... baste for dvieing reeponalbla
oifirialm of ny indication. of nonrompliant. It will bis some lime before the
value of Including civil rights meters in th. °eternal audit process. on s

alerted beet., will b. apparent.
A draft prordure for perlorming Title VI reviews was circulated In Sep-

tember 1971 The intent wee that rs.lwe he ronductril with these Interim
guideline. and that final guidelines he besod on the initial experience.
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reviews had been completed, and final evaluations had
-not been made on some of them."

The first two reviews examined by this Commissions
staffOklahoma and Connecticutcontain deficiencies
characteristic of first efforts in unfamiliar subject areas.
The guidelines outline general aspects 6f the State's
highway program to which the review team's attention
should be directed initially: contract award pro-
cedures; formulation of long -range highway plans;
relocation assistance; right-of-way acquisition and
property management; minority- persons interviewed
regarding equal benefits and participation in the de-
velopment and construction of highways; and State
highway department employment practices. Only two
of these broad areasinternal employment 3' and mi-
nority interviewswere treated extensively in the
Oklahoma review. Otherwise, the review report was
characterized by a lack of indepth consideration of
the issues.32

Other reviews 33 examined by Commission staff went
significantly deeper. The treatment of issues never-
theless varied substantially, reflecting a need for con-
siderable refinement of the guidelines to make sure
all reviews are comprehensive and uniform.34

Reviews are conducted by FHWA regional staff, gen-
eral coordination and guidance being supplied by the
regional civil rights offices. Specific aspects of a review
often are done by the regional program personnel with
expertise in the subject being reviewed." In such cases,
the regional civil rights staff is not likely to be directly
involved. Consequently, the civil rights staff may not
develop a working knowledge of program operations."

UMTA

UMTA reports that its civil rights staff performed 120
postaward' reviews during Fiscal Year 1972. Combined
with preapproval reviews, this added up to 212 reviews
of UMTA's 566 recipients. Reviews submitted by
UMTA continue to suggest that scant attention is paid
to Title VI in postaward reviews,37 although there
are some signs of improvement. Even where Title VI
matters were considered, there often was inadequate
documentation." UMTA's Title VI Manual states that
the compliance investigatoF "should ride busses and
rapid transit cars over various routes to determine
if there is a difference in service and benefits. . . ."

D. Complaint Investigations

The handling of civil rights investigations and con-
ciliation continues to be centralized in the Department's
Office of Civil Rights. Thirteen complaints involving
Title VI were received in Fiscal Year 1972, and five in-
volN;ed highway programs. Three of the highway re-
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lated complaints had been received in the latter months
of 1971 but had not been resolved as of August 1972."

E. Monitoring of Field Activities
FHWA's headquarters Office of Civil Rights moni-

tors the Title VI reviews conducted by FHWA regional
and division (field) personnel by evaluating their re-
view reports. On two occasions, a headquarters rep -.
resentative participated in the reviews. Since field per-
sonnel have not previously been involved in Title VI
reviews, it would be beneficial if headquarters person-
nel increased their participation in such onsite mon'.
itoring activities."

IV. ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

Only three of DOT's more than 2,000 recipients 4'
were found to be .in, noncompliance during Fiscal

35 FHWA reports that 14 other Title VI reviews have been completed, but
the reports have not yet been received by the headquarters OCRFHWA. FHWA

says reviews of all 52 recipients will be completed by the end of Fiscal Year 1973.

3' This generally is not a Title VI issue. Further, the Oklahoma report dis.

cussed in elaborate detail the State department's organization, classification

and compensation plans, benefits programs, etc., but failed to provide any

information on the numbers of minorities in the department beyond the

statement that the "Oklahoma Highway Department Internal EEO Program

was 4 . . found to be satistactory in the majority of areas." Even the section
dealing smith interviews of ntinorities dealt almost exclusively with the topic
of int;;nal

32 This is
ning and researc
their contracts. The re

ployment.
dent, for example, in the discussion of whether highway plan.

consultants complied with the nondiscrimination clauses of
ew team conceded in its evaluation that no formal

attempt to determine compliance had been made, but it hevertheless averted

that "normal contacts with consultants and knowledge of their operations shoevl
no violations or complaints." Generally, the Oklahoma review was not particu

lady responsive to guideline questions. The review team rarely alluded to

specific projects or provided statistical foundations for conclusions. The review

often detailed how things should be done, rather than how they were done.
Deficiencies in the Oklahoma review resulted in a letter from FHWA to the
regional administrator, recommending that the review team supply missing
information or perform another review.

33 Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan and North Carolina.
" In July 1972, a special assistant to the Dircctor of FHWA's Office of Civil

Rights was hired. His primary responsibility is evaluating all field reviews and
developing, in final form, definitive review guide/hies.

35 For example, a review of rightofway policies and practices in one State
was performed by the regional appraiser and the division rightof-way officer.

35 FHWA notes that program officials who conduct rsviews are thoroughly
briefed and instructed by the professional civil rights staff.

37 Most of the reviews were devoted to consideration of employment matters.
35 In one review, an NAACP spokesman said he -had heard no complaints

from minorities concerning transit service. This was corroborated only be a
member of the Model Cities Advisory Board and employees of the sponsor.
The reviewer discussed allocation of new buses between predominately minority
and majority areas with the sponsor's director of transit. but he failed to check
all routings and Achedulings against maps showing racial concentrations.

In another review, one person alleged that minority contractors were excluded
from the sponsor' construction project (a Title VI matter), but there was no
apparent attempt to substantiate his charge. In still another review, some com
munity contacts and employees alleged a disparity in services. The reviewer
found that equitabie transit service had not been provided. Considerable atte
Lion was paid to a pilot project which primarily served a mostly white clienteas
(i.e., provided bus lane service from a predominantly white suburban area to
the downtown area). However, the recommendation was simply that the civil
rights staff be involved in the sponsor's next project application.

One complaint, received in October 1971, was investigated. and it was rec
ommended that additional hearings be conducted. Howevir. a full report

had not been prepared as of August 1972. Both of the other complaints, re-
ceived in November and December 1971, were still awaiting investigation as of
August 1972.

40 UMTA's civil rights operations arc totally centralized.

3
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Year 1972.42 No administrative or judicial action was
initiated.

V. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

FHWA
A recently appointed special assistant of FHWA's

Director of Civil Rights will devote full time to Title VI
and Title VIII matters. FHWA's OCR has 35 full-time
professional positions--14 at headquarters and 21 in the
field. This is a decrease since April 1971.43 Only
three of the 35 devote more than 50 percent of their
time to Title VI matters, and none of the three is a re-
gional civil rights specialist.44 While FHWA intends to
allocate additional resources to Title VI enforcement,
even the anticipated levels fall short of what is nec-
essary.°

UMTA

The full-time professional civil rights staff numbers
10, and only one-devotes more than halftime to Title
VI.4° Within UMTA's Office of Civil Rights and Ser-
vice Development is tie urban planner, previously men-
tioned, who has 141Kime responsibilities for Title VI
preapproval reviews. Given the nature of the assigned
responsibilities (see discussion supra) , it is impossible
for one person to fulfill them. adequately. There should
be a substantial increase in the number of persons
assigned this preaward responsibility.

The External Programs Division has primary
responsibility for Title VI enforcement efforts other
-than pre-approval reviews. Some personnel in the Di-

vision are involved, in varying degrees, in Title VI
activities, but their involvement seems minima1.47
There does not seem to be much hope for immediate
relief, since UMTA has recently experienced a drastic
reduction in staffinga retrenchment that has affected
both program and civil rights operations."

n{.

at The 2,000 grantees Include all recipients of assistance from the Coast
Guard Federal Aviation Administration, and National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, as well as from FHWA and UMTA.

42 The small number probably is function of the relatively small number
of reviews conducted during Fiscal Year 1972. Two of the instances of non
compliance were found_ In the programs of FAA recipients. The other
related to a UMTA recipient.

as At that time FHWA bad a...fulltime professional civil rights staff of 38, with
four additional positions authorized.

44 FHWA reports 4.2 man-years spent on Title Vi in Fiscal Year 1972-0.3
by headquarters staff and 3.7 by regional personnel. It is expected that 11 man-
years will be devoted xo Title Vi In Fiscal Year 1973. FHWA has identified
several Title vi areas, such as the Federal-aid research and development
Program. which have received minimal or no attention because of lack of
pcnonpower.

" FHWA's appropriation for civil rights enforcement exceeded $1 million in
Fiscal Year 1973. The portion allocated to Title. Vi enforcement was slightly
more than 871,000, or nbbut 7 percent. It is expected that the civil rights appro-
priation will rise to almost 81.3 million in Fiscal Year 1973 and that the portion
allocated to Title Vi will increase to about 8220,000. The Title Vi allocation
still represents only 17 percent of the total.

as in Fiscal Year 1972, 4.8 man-years were spent on Title 1/1. This is expected
to increase to 6.1 in Fiscal Year 1973.

" Although these individuals perform postaward reviews, coverage of Title
Vi aspects of these reviews remains somewhat superficial. (See discussion supra.)
The Urban Mass Transportation Administrator, in December 1971 memoran
dum to the Secretary of Transportation, Indicated that UMTA's OCR had
four professionals involved on a day -to -day basis with Title Vi and Executive
Order 11246. Conceding that UMTA's compliance program had been oriented
mainly toward Executive order matters, the Administrator initiated program
aimed at increasing emphasis on Title Vi (including a doubling of Title
Vi compliance reviews),

as Evict after OMB had approved the Fiscal Year 1972 stalling level, a sub.
stantial number of position: wore cut. Matters were not materially improved in
Fiscal Year 1973, when less than 10 new positions were requested for the entire
agency.

a
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REGULATORY AGENCIES
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)
Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Federal Power Commission (FPC)
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

I. OVERVIEW

Despite their potentially significant role in combat-
ing racial and ethnic discrimination, CAS, FCC, FPC,
and ICC continue to deny the full scope of their ',Civil
rights responsibilities. Except for FCC, which prohibits
employment discrimination by broadcasters and tele-
phone and telegraph companies, the agencies accept
no responsibility for the equal employment posture of
their regulatees. Although FCC has taken a leadetship
role in this area and has required its regulatees to sub-
mit racial and ethnic data and affirmative action plans,
it does not strictly enforce its rules.

FCC requires that broadcast programming meet
minority needs. FPC has created a program for
ensuring nondiscrimination in the facilities and ser-
vices of its regulatees. CAB and ICC have not, -al-
though they have legal responsibility to ensure non-
discrimination. ICC limits its actions in this field to
complaint processing.

FPC's actions, are limited to reviewing hydroelec-
tric project recreational facilities. These reviews con-
tinue to be narrow in scope and lacking in quality. FPC
has yet to provide sufficient instruction to field staff
for meaningful completion of these reviews. FPC does
more intensive reviews in four facilities located near
areas of minority concentration, but it is too early to
predict what their quality will be and what followup
actions will be taken.

None of the agencies has determined that it has au-
thority to provide free legal services to those who wish"
to challenge regulatory actions but are financially un-
able to do so.

With the exception of the FPC reviews and certain
FCC actiyities, such as data collection and review of
affirmative action plans, mechanisms for civil rights en-
forcement are almost totally lacking in the regulatory
agencies. There are no civil rights offices, or even
full -time staffs. In fact, only CAB has made a perma-
nent civil rights Assignment even on a part-time basis.

SEC has taken twg actions of potential significance.
One is a proposal that would broaden the disclosure of
civil rights proceedings affecting a company's economic

position. (At the same time, it must be noted that
SEC has not even sufficiently monitored its present re-
quirement for suclOisclosures).

Secondly, SEC has removed its prohibition on stock-
holders' questions relating to ,racial issues. It is too

nearly to tell if its new requirementthat only questions
pertinent to the stock issue be askedwill infused
to provide greater latitude to stockholders in making
inquiries about the civil rights activities of a com-
pany.

The civil rights performance of the regulatory agen-
cies ranges from satisfactory to grossly inadequate.
FPC's failure to acknowledge that it has certain civil
rights responsibilities is totally unjustifiable. Although
CAB and ICC have initiated the first step prohibiting
employment discrimination by regulatees, they have
inexcusably prolonged making decisions in this regard.
FCC and SEC have willingly acknowledged responsi-
bilities and have taken steps to fulfill them. Their en-
forcement efforts, however, need to be expanded.

II. RESPONSIBILITIES

The Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), the Federal
Power Commission (FPC) , the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC), and the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) were created to oversee certain
major commercial activities of.special public import.1

In most cases these regulatory agencies have no as-
signed civil rights responsibilities." Nevertheless, the
regulatory process exerts a powerful influence upon
the regulated industries. In the light of the intent of the
various civil rights laws to provide equal opportunity to
minority citizens, the process should be used to see
that the regulated industries make every effort toward
that goal.
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CAB regulates the air transportation Industry. FCC licenses and regulates
radio and television broadcasters and telephone and telegraph companies.
FPC licenses hydroelectric plants and regulates gas and electric companies.
ICC licenses and regulate' rail and motor carriers. SEC administers several stet
utes dealing with securities, all of which were unmated for the protection of
Investors,

One exception is CAB's mandate to uphold the prohibition 'against dIscrlm
Marion In Title VI of the Civil /tights Act of /964 with regard to federally
subsidised air carriers.
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III. CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES OF CAB,
FCC, FPC, AID ACC

A. Oversight of Employment
Discrimination by Regulatees

A major area in which CAB, FCC, FPC, and ICC can
be effective is that of ensuring nondiscrimination in
employment practices of regulatees, and permittees.
Currently, although these industries are an important
source of jobs, minority group members are grossly
underrepresented in them.3

1. CAB

On August 2, 1972, CAB issued an advance notice
of a proposed rulemaking 4 to determine. whether it has
authority (a) to ensure that air carriers follow nond4-
criminatory employment practices, and (b) to issue
rules regulating employment practices'

2. FCC

FCC is the only regulatory agency which has assumed
responsibility for prohibiting employment discrimina-
tion by its regulatees.° In 1971 it issued rules for pro-
hibiting employment discrimination by broadcasters
and telephone and telegraph companies. In March 1972
it extended the rules to cable television permittees.

FCC requires its licensees and permittees' to file an
annual employment report showing the race and ethnic
origin of their employees, by job category. FCC states
that most broadcasters and common carriers have
complied with the requirement, although an unde-
termined number of broadcasters have been sent letters
pointing out that they had not submitted reports.° Such
letters alone cannot enforce reporting requirements,
FCC apparently plans no further steps until the
delinquent party's license or permit is due to be re-
newed.

FCC is beginning a comparison .of 1971 and 1972
employment data for signs of underutilization of mi-
nority employees. In such cases, FCC plans to request
an explanation and require a firm commitment to
employment goals and timetables.

Applicants for construction permits, transfers of con-
trol, and license renewals are required to file an
affirmative action plan for equal employment opportu
nity. FCC's specifications for these plans, while man-
datory, are weaker than minimum standards for
affirmative action plans of Federal contractors, as out-
lined by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
(OFCC) in Revised Order No. 4.° FCC does not main-,
tain comprehensive records on compliance with this
requirement or on the adequacy of the plans sub-
mitted.'°

FCC has reviewed these plans in conjunction with
employment data only in processing license renewals in
two States." These reviews resulted in a request to 30
stations for additional information.12

3. FPC
FPC has held consistently that employix4nt discrimi-

nation by its regulatees is outside its jurisdiction. It
recently denied a request by the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People and 11 other
public-interest organizations for a general rulemaking
action directed at promulgating regulations for equal
employment opportunity on the part of its regulatees.13
FPC currently is considering an appeal to its belief that
it lacks jurisdiction.'' The Department of Justice

3 For example, onethird of all gas and electric companies have no black- em
bloyees whatsoever. In the public utilities only 6.1 percent of the employees Ili.
black and 1.6 percent Spanish speaking. See testimony of William H. Brown,
Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), In
Sept. 12, 1972, report from the House of Represeplatives' Judiciary Committee,
entitled "The Civil Rights Responsibilities of the Federal Power Commission."

By issuing an advance notice of a proposed rulemaking, CAB has Intro
duced an additional and timeconsuming step into the rulemaking process.
The process ordinarily begins with the issuance of proposed rule in the
Federal Register. The advance notice solicits comments, which are due by
Sept. 25, 1972. After considering the comment., CAB will deelde whether to
issue a rule. The added step may greatly delay final promulgation of a rut..
This additional step is unusual because the questions to be considered ma
basically legal. It opens for public comment questions which would pproprl
ately be decided by an agency's own counsel.

" As CAB notes, both this Commission and the Equal Employment Oppnrtun
ity Commission have Indicated general confident. that such authority and re
isponsibility rests with the CAB. The Board, however, is undecided on whether
the employment practices of carriers are valid public interest matthr.
If they arc, the Board then would have no doubt about its authority to act.

The Chairman, Dean Burch, has asked Commissioner Banjmin Hooks to
analyze the problems In evaluation of licensee performance and equal em.
ployment opportunity procedure. Commissioner Hooks also was asked to rug
gest olutione such as creation of an equal employment opportunity office

within FCC.
' This applies only to licensees and permitted* of broadcast stations with five

or more full:time employees and to common carrier (telephone and telegraph)
licensees and permittees with 16 or mor. employees. Cable tItivision _station.
with five or more employees were added lb 1972.

" Although the reports were to be submitted by May 31, 1972, and most

were received in June, FCC is still assessing common carrier compliance.
" FCC reports that whenever possible OFCC standards are provided to FCC

regulated. for guidance.
'" For exaMple, FCC has no record of the number of specific in.tancu in

hich plans were not submitted In conjunction with applications for transfers
of control. NOr do records show the number of inadequate plans which had to
he amended.

Pennsylvania and Delaware.
FCC plans to evaluate the reporting requirements to determine whether re.

visions are necessary.
'3 FPC note that the Federal Power Act and the National Cu Act, from both

of which it derives its authority, were 4ounded on economic principles, with
the primary purpose of assuring adequate service and just and reasonable prices
for consumers of gas and electricity. This is a limited concept of FPC jurisdie
lion. But even with this interpretation, FPC should eknowlisclg. concern for non
discrimination in regulatees' employment practice. to the extent that the prac
flees llect the services provided. FPC also maintains that such rulsmaking
would usurp the authority of other Federal agencies. Presumably, it raters
the EquI Employment Opportunity Commission and the Office of Fttd.r.1
Contract Compliance. In both cases, it may b many years before tit. Impact
of these gencie. brings bout equal opportunity in portar eompnies or any
other industry. Unless FPC takes positive action toward, equal opportunity In
its regulateine employment, it will be given tacit approval to their poor

overall record In minority employment.
employment14 Should It determine that it has authority, FPC (s,squal

regulations will be made top priority item.
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stated in 1971 that FPC has clear authority to bar em-
ployment discrimination by many of its regulatees.
The House Civil Rights Oversight Subcommittee re-
cently found that FPC has "failed to fulfill its consti-
tutional and statutory responsibilities with respect to
ensuring equal employment opportunities in com-
panies which it regulates.'5

4. ICC

In May 1971, ICC instituted a rulemaking proceed-
ing IC to ascertain its authority to regulate nondiscrim-
ination in the employment practices of its licensees.
More than 16 months 17 have passed, and ICC still has
not determined the scope of its jurisdiction. Until ICC
decides that it has jurisdiction, it Trans no action re-
garding equal employment practices of its regulatees.

B. Discrimination in the Provision of
Services by Regulatees

1. CAB

Discrimination in air carrier services is prohibited
by the Federal Aviation Act of 1938. Further, Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits any fed-
erally subsidized carrier 's from engaging in dis-

criminatory practices against its users."'
The Board does not believe, howeer, that discrimi-

nation in air carrier services is a significant problem.
It has no plans, therefore, to adopt regulations estab-
lishing affirmative mechanisms to assure nondiscrimi-
nation in air carrier services and facilities. 20 The
Board's confidence that no action is necessary is based
upon nothing stronger than the absence of

complaints."
.4t

2. Fee
FCC is prohibited by statute from censoring program

material and does not, therefore, normally investigate
allegations of religious or racial criticism, ridicule, or
humor. FCC requires that programming be responsive
to cotnmunity needs, including those of minority
groups. When license holders come to FCC for re-
newal 22 they must prove they are serving those needs.
In a 1968 Public Notice, FCC listed the steps which
must be taken by broadcast applicants."

3. FPC

Of the regulatory agencies discussed here, FPC
continues to be the only one to adopt an affirmative
program to ensure nondiscriminatory utilization of
facilities provided by its regulatees. FPC regularly
inspects all licensed recreational facilities at hydro-
electric projects.

As a result .of these investigations, FPC has deter-
mined that in the West Coast, Northeast, and North
Central areas minority group members were less than
one percent of the users of such facilities.24 Despite this
underrepresentation, FPC has not indicated what ac-
tion, &any, it will take.

FPC's field staff continues to make observations
only during the week and are not instructed to inter-
view local minority group and civil rights leaders in
connection with their reviews. Despite these deficien
cies, no new instructions have been issued to cover
routine inspections.

Somewhat better instructions have been issued for a
series of intensive reviews scheduled for four facilities
located near large minority populations. Each facility
is to be visited seven times diming the recreation sea-
son, and three of those visits are to occur on weekends

or holidays. Again, however, the reviewers are not en-
couraged to seek the special information that can best
be obtained from the minority community.25

4. ICC
ICC's activities for preventing nondiscrimination in

its regulfitees' services continue to be limited to proc-
essing complaints.

C. Complaint Processing and Investigation

1. CAB

CAB has received four complaints since October
1971 alleging discrimination in services and facilities:

(hod Rights Responsibilities of the Federal Power Commission. A report
of the Civil Right. Oversight Subcommittee of the House Com%ittee on the
luilkisry, 92d Cong.. 2d Sess.. September 1972.

Instituting a proposed rulemaking proceeding Is similar to issuing ad
vance notice of a proposed rulemaking. It introduce. an addition tep, greatly
delaying final promulgation of the rule.

17 Comment. were required by late 1971 and early 1972.
IN Subsidised carriers are local airlines, such as Allegheny and Ozark, and

some Alaskan carriers. They account for under 10 percent of commercial

thalleile air traffic.
A proposed amendment to the Title VI regulations, currently awaiting Pree

idential approval. would prohibit discriminatory employment practices by eub
sithzed carriers to the estent necessary to ensure nondiscriminatory treatment
of passengers and shippers of thone carriers.

" The Bnaril does not require. Inr example, that carriers make provisions
for nonEmglish speaking Americans on domemie flights. It does not Issue
guidelines for the us. of bilingual airline staff or publication of multilingual
schedules and other written instructions.

See the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. The Federal Civil Rights En.
lorrement Egon 1970, at 23132 and 256, for a discussion of the difficulties of
Inferring nondiscrimination frotn an absence of complaints.

" Broadcast licenses usually run for three years.
" These four !tieig are as follows (a) consultations with community

leaders to titin community needs; (b) listing of significant suggestions
on community needs; (c) evahmtlim of the relathe importance of the suggestions
and consideration of them in formulating program service; and (d) relationship
of program serelre to community needs. Federal Communications Commission,
Public Notice, Aug. 22, 1960.

" In four area of heavy minority concntretiopin Maryland, North Claw
Ilna. Alabama. and Oklahoma -- initial surveys, to be followed by more Intensive
review. showed that minority usage varied from 5 to 29 percent.

'5 Such information incindes the feeling of minorities about use of the fattill
lies and the presence of subtle discriminatory barriers.
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The complaints were \referred to CAB's Bureau of En-
forcement for investigation. Three were handled by
borrespondence. In e case, because the allegation
was serious and formal action might be required, a
field investigation was conducted. No complaint re-
sulted in a finding of discrimination, although one
still is pending.

The paucity of civil rights complaints received
by CAB may result, in part, from lack of public infor-
mation about the Board's duties and responsibilities
to act upon such complaints. The Board issues a
'Monthly press release on the number of complaints
received, by category. It takes no special steps to see
that this information reaches the minority community,
but it considers this publicity to be sufficient to en-
courage minorities to file complaints."

The Board does not require air carriers to post
prominent notices promising adequate services for all
racial and ethnic groups and giving information on
filing a complaint. CAB continues to believe optimisti-
cally that the airline industry has an "excellent record"
and is "remarkably free of discrimination"

2. FCC )

Between October 1, 1971, and July 1, 1972, FCC
received 82 complaints regarding employment discrim-
ination by broadcast licensees." It handled these com-
plaints in a variety of ways,28 but for the most part
they were forwarded to licensees with requests for
explanations. The complainants were then informed of
the explanations and given an opportunity to com-
ment. If the licensee's response appreared prima facie
to answer the complainant's charge satisfactorily and
the complainant failed to take issue with it, no
further action was taken.

Such a process might well be intimidating to the
complainants." In all, onlitwo complaints resulted in
field investigations,8° an 41. not surprising that there
were no findings of discrimination. The net effect is a
weak complaint processing program which cannot con-
vince the regulatees that FCC intends to enforce its
nondiscrimination requirements.

Since October 1971, FCC also has received over 50
formal petitions to deny license renewals to approxi-
mately 75 radio and television stations accused of dis-
criminatory employment pra-ctioes. All of these re-
newals are listed by FCC as "pending."

A major FCC activity in this field is related to charges
of discrimination in Bell Telephone System employ-
ment. EEOC and other parties intervened in an FCC
ratemaking procedure, alleging such discrimination.
As a result, FCC commenced proceedings against the
Bell Telephone System. In August 1972, the proceed-

ings were still in the hearing stage." Written testimony
was to be filed in August and oral examination of
Bell Telephone System witnesses was scheduled for
September.

Between November 1, 1971, and July 1, 1972, FCC
received 240 complaints about racial, ethnic and re-
ligious humor, ridicule, and criticism in broadcasting,
and 62 complaints of inadequate, programming for
minorities. FCC states that it lacks manpower to trace
the handling of these complaints. It doevot know how
many werb handled by 'field investigation, how many
by correspondence, how many resulted in findings of
discrimination, and what steps were taken when discrim-
ination was found. Manpower limitations notwith-
standing, the unavailability of such information can
only be damaging to enforcement of nondiscrimination
in programming. n ormation about findings of dis-
crimination wou especially useful for guiding
broadcasters in cr acing programs to meet minority
needs.

3. FPC and ICC

FPC has received no new complaints during the past
year alleging discrimination at recreational facilities
located at hydroelectric projects."

ICC does not maintain any record of complaints
alleging employment discrimination by its licensees,
but it believes there have been few.88 In the past year
it has received seven complaints alleging discrimina-
tion in services or facilities subject to ICC jurisdic-
tion. Six complaints were investigated by field staff
and were closed with no findings of discrimination."
In three of those cases violatiOns "could have occurred,"
ICC reports, but there was insufficient information to
warrant enforcement action.

Neither agency has taken steps to encourage the

26 The Board notes that It receives thousands of consumer complaints nnu
oily.

2T FCC did not indicate how many complaints against common carriers (tele-
phone and telegraph companies) wore received. It processed "about 20" through
correspondence and forwarded "about six" to EEOC. FCC stated that It re
Mold "numerous informal" complaints.

" Five of the complaints. Involving stations with 25 or more employees.
were sent to EEOC. and EEOC has not yet provided FCC with Information on
their tam. FCC has apparently taken no further action on these complaints.
even to the atent of requesting aitatus report from EEOC. Fortysix complaints
were handled by FCC's Complaints and Compliance Division. and 17 were
ptomaid by the Renewal and Transfer Division. The remainder were handled
through other FCC channels.

" The process appears to offer little protectidn to any employee discrimi
!titled against by an employer who can offer "plausible" explanations. It offers
no protection from reprisal.

" FCC report* that limited staff makes field investigations almost impossible.
" Hearings have been held in Washington. New York. Los Angeles. and

San Francisco-, emending to some 35 hearing days.
" In two complaints received prior to Oct. I. 1971. FPC her taken action to

arrive at resolutions acceptable to the complainants.
" Such complaints would be received by ICC field offices. as well as by the

Washington office. All are referred directly to EEOC. nod offices send copy
of the referral latter to the complainant, but no copy is sent to ICC'. Wash
Ington office.
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filing of complaints of discrimination in the regula-
tees' services, facilities, or employment practices.

D. Challenges to Agency Actions
On December 7, 1971, the Administrative Confer-

ence of the United States urged agencies to take steps
to minimize the cost of public participation in agency
hearings. Regulatory agencies often provide advice to
interested parties concerning agency rules, published
guidelines, and related matters. They do not, however,
provide free legal counsel to assist challenges to their
actions by those who lack the financial means to do
so. In general, the regulatory agencies themselves lack
the funds to provide such services.

CAB contends that because the average individual
lacks the necessary expertise, regulatory matters
do not lend themselves to participation by individuals
in the general public." This position ignores the fact
that legal counsel might contribute to the expertise."
CAB further argues that groups well-versed in the
tricacies of Board proceedings are not in need of
such counsel.

FCC has considered the question of its authority to
provide legal services and has concluded that such ser-
vices are not among its proper functions. FPC has
maintained continuously that it lacks authority to pro-
vide free counsel. ICC has deliberated the issue for
more than 18 months and has reached no conclusion.
This is an inordinate amount of time and raises a ques-
tion about ICC's good faith in this area.

E. Minority Entrepreneurship
Some of the industries over which FCC and ICC have

jurisdiction i.e., radio, television, and motor carrier
industries--offer substantial opportunities." Neither
of these agencies, however, has taken steps to com-
pensate for the institutional barriers to minority en-
trance into these industries. The agencies have not
taken, for example, steps to amend licensing proce-
dures to facilitate minority entrance.

ICC states that it currently treats all licensees with
"equality and impartiality," but modifications of its
licensing procedures are under consideration. A pro-
posed amendment to the Interstate Commerce Act con-
tains provisions designed to remove traditional barriers
which were conceived solely to protqp.t existing car-
riers." The amendment is pending in Ogress.

IV. CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES CO C

A. Public Disclosure by Stock Companies of
Legal Proceedings Involving,
Charges of Discrimination

In-July 1971, SEC issued a requirement that regis-
tering companies 39 disclose to SEC any proceedingrre-

lating to civil rights that affects 15 pe4rcent or more of
a company's assets. SEC now proposes to reduce the
fi e to 10 percenta step that would increase the
n imn r of disclosures required.

But 'even at the present level of required disclosure,
monitoring of this requirement is inadequate. SEC
notes that some statements have been filed° and
that "a number of registrants" have supplied supple-
mentary information." SEC, however, does not check
to determine if companies which come within the re-
quirement have filed the appropriate statements.
Where a supplemental statement indicates that civil
rights matters were omitted from the filing because
the registrant deemed them immaterial, SEC reviews
the information to determine whether all ramifica-
tions of the proceedings were, in fact, immaterial.

SEC has not kept a record of the number of dis-
closures under this requirement, but it has proposed
that records be maintained for the coming fiscal year.
Despite its incomplete information about compliance,
SEC believes closer monitoring is not necessary be-
cause the present approach "appears to be working
satisfactorily."

Nonetheless, it would be useful if the SEC requested
the Department of Justice, the Equal Opportunity
Commission, and the Office of Federal Contract Corh-
pliance to provide it with an up-to-date list of com-
panies against whom proceedings have been brought.
It should be understood, at the same time, that
the great bulk of litigation involving employment dis-
crimination is brought by private parties, and not by
Federal agencies. Contact also should be established,
therefore, with such organizations as the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., and the Mex-
ican American Legal Defense and Education Fund.

B. Proxy Request Relating to Civil, Rights

SEC has revised its rules governing the subject mat-
ter for stockholders' proxy proposals. The rules pre-
viously barred stockholders from raising general, eco-
nomic, political, racial, religious, or social questions.
The revised rules bar only those questions which are

' The seventh Is still In the investigation stage.
CAB rues the fact that the Bord's Rule 14 permits "any parson" to

limiest. at heorins. present evidence, cross.essmine, and present a errittn lat.
mem. but few individual members of the public do so

"" For esomple. lagal counsel might advise Individuls bout using Rola 14.
' Entry into these fields does not require vast capital Investments. and they

therefore continuously provide new opportunities. Because of the nturo of the
Industries they regulate, CAD and FPC do not spectra lb have much opportunity
to facilitate minority ownership.

". Under present entry stndards, vitiating license holders enjoy a virtual
monopoly in the surface transportation field.

' During Fisc1 Year 1972. over x,300 companies registered with SEC.
.° The number of disrloures is not ubstantial when measured sgainst the

number of SEC registrtion
tt Supplementary Information is required whim a civil rights proceeding

Iferts less than IS perent of the rompqy's assets.
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not eignificantly related to the stock issue or within the
control of the company. This change should permit
stockholdere to raise pertinent civil rights questions
including participation in affirmative action plans and
minority entrepreneurship programs.

V. ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

Civil rights staffing in all five agencies, is totally in-
adequate. None of the agencies has made full-time MO
assigmbents to monitor discrimination in the,employ-
ment, services, or faCilities of the industries they regu-
late. 'Even where certain' civil rights responsibilities
have' een identified, none of The agencies offers special
training for the staff members executing those rdspon.-
Bibilities. No agency hate special 'staff for handling
civil rights complaints even, where, as the case of FCC,
the-number ie substantial.

At CAB th'erkis only one person with civil rights re-
sponsibilitiee., -and that is oh a part-time basie.42 CAB
does- indicate that the remits of its advance notice for
a proposed rulemaking may have some bearing on its
civil rights staffing.

FCC has no personnel with primary responsibilities
in these areas. Oversight of equal employment oppor-
tunity by regulatees is the responsibility of personnel
in charge

the
licensing qualifications. FCC has not de-

veloped the necessary staff resources to assess the eta-
tistical employment reports and affirmative action plans
it receives.

In view of the substantial civil rights responsibilities
of FCC, it is incumbent upon that agency, to create=;'
civil rights office. A full-time, high-level staff person
should be appointed to see that FCC fulfills all its civil
rights functions. That official would be concerned with
the employment practices of licensees, as well as with
discrimination in providing eervices. Until the FCC
staff demonstrates an ability to carry out FCC's civil
-Eights mandates adequately, several full-time staff mem-
bers should bbe assigned to this person's office.

FPC's regional offices take responsibility for in-
vestigating nondiscrimination at recreational facil-
ities. No other FPC staff members have permanent as-
signments for ensuring nondiscrimination by regula-
tees, even on a part-time baeie:"

At present, no ICC officials are assigned formal civil
rights responsibilities. Any civil rights complaints are
investigated by field offices. ICC has indicated that it
will review its manpov1;er, needs after it makes a final
determination of its civil rights responsibilities.

SEC has no civil rights etaff and no plane to create
full- or part-time positions for this purpose. -

" This person has responsibillry for -.activities related to ensuring nondis
crimination by subsidised air curlers.

" For xamqle, that indivIdAl might check sample of community surveys
\ filed by broadcalicm In areas of minority 'concentration to ensure that the

opinions of minoritlpommunity leaders wore solicited.
" FPC has en equal employment opportunity officer who devotes lulltime

to FPC personnel problems. Thnresponsibilities of this position do not @stand
to regulatees.
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